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FOREWORD

This Manual has been developed by the Defense Nuclear Agency
(DNA) under the authority of DoD Directive 5100.52, "DoD Response
to an Accident ur Significant Incident Involving Radioactive
Materials," December 21, 1989, and supersedes DNA 5100.1,
"Nuclear Weapon Accident Response Procedures (NARP) Manual,"
January 1984.

This Manual applies to the Office of the Secretary of
Defense (OSD); the Military Departments; the Chairman, Joint
Chiefs of Staff and Joint Staff; the Unified and Specified
Commands; and the Defense Agencies and DoD Field Activities that
support response to a nuclear weapon accident (hereafter referred
to collectively as "DoD Components"). This Manual is effective
immediately.

The purpose of this Manual is to provide the On-Scene

Commander and his or her planning staff with a single,
comprehensive document that summarizes procedural guidance,
technical information, and DoD responsibilities for responding to
an accident involving nuclear weapons. The NARP also describes
the substantial resources in other Federal Agencies that can be
made available to assist in the response effort.

This Manual should be widely disseminated and made available
to all commanders and staff who may be called upon to respond to
a nuclear weapon accident. It should serve as a guide for more
detailed planning for nuclear weapon accident response, and can
be used to improve training and exercise programs.

Suqgestions to update or improve this Manual are solicited.
Send proposed changes through appropriate channels to:

Headquarters, Defense Nuclear Agency
Attn: NOEA
6801 Telegraph Road
Alexandria, VA 22310-3398

DoD Components may obtain copies of this Manual through

their own publications channels. Other Federal Agencies and the
public may obtain copies from the U.S. Department of Commerce,
National Technical Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Road,
Springfield, VA 22161.

Robert B. Barker
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DEFINITIONS

Access Procedures. See Explosive Ordnance Disposal or hair cap. Anti-contamination clothing provides
Procedures. protection for the user from alpha radiation, and is also

a control device to prevent the spread of contamination.
Accident Response Group (ARG). The Department of A respirator can be worn with the anti-contamination
Energy (DoE) Accident Response Group consists of clothing which provides protection against the inhalation
qualified scientific, medical, and technical personnel and of contaminants.
specialized equipment designated to execute DoE's
response operations upon notification of a nuclear Armed. The configuration of a nuclear weapon in
weapon accident/incident, which a single signal initiates the action for a nuclear

detonation.
Aerial Measurement System (AMS). Performs aerial
measurements of ground and airborne radioactivity over Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability (ARAC). A
large areas by utilizing instrumentation for detecting and DoE asset capable of providing a computer generated
recording gamma radiation, both as gross count rates model of the most probable path of the radioactive
and gamma energy spectra. Equipment for determining contamination released at an accident site.
the position of the aircraft is integrated into the system.

Background Count. (In connection with health
Airborne Radioactivity. Any radioactive material protection). The background count includes radiation
suspended in the atmosphere. produced by naturally occurring radioactivity and

cosmic rays.
Air Force Radiation Assessment Team (AFRAT). A
field qualified team of health physicists and health Background Radiation.Radiation arising from radioac-
physics technicians established at the USAF Occupa- tive material other than the one under consideration.
tional and Environmental Health Laboratory (USAF Background radiation due to cosmic rays and natural
OEHL). The team is capable of responding worldwide radioactivity is always present.
with air transportable equipment to radiation accidents/
incidents, providing on-site health physics consultation Becquerel. The unit of activity of a radionuclide, equal
and instrumentation for the detection, identification, and to the activity of a quantity of a radionuclide having
quantification of any possible radiation hazard. one spontaneous nuclear transition per second.

Symbolized Bq.
Air Sampler. A device used to collect a sample of the BENT SPEAR. A term used in the DoD to identify
radioactive particulates suspended in the air. and report a nuclear incident involving a nuclear

weapon/warhead or nuclear component. In the Army
Air Transportable RADIAC Package (ATRAP). A and Air Force, this term includes a "significant incident"
collection of RADIAC equipment, spare parts, and as defined in DoD Directive 5100.52. See nuclear weapon
trained instrument repair technicians maintained in an
alert status by the Air Force Logistics Command for
airlift to the scene of a nuclear weapon accident/incident Bioassay. The method(s) for determining the amount
to supplement the local RADIAC equipment and repair of internal contamination received by an individual.
capability.

BROKEN ARROW. A DoD term to identify and
Alpha Team. An Army team possessing an alpha report an accident involving a nuclear weapon/warhead
radiation monitoring capability. The team is identified or nuclear component. In the Navy this includes a
usually as part of a Nuclear Accident and Incident "significant incident" as defined in DoD Directive
Control (NAIC) Team. 5100.52. See nuclear weapon(s) accident.

Anti-Contamination Clothing (Anti-C's). Clothing Cognizant Agency Authority or Official. The foreign
consisting of coveralls, shoe covers, gloves, and hood government agency, official or the senior representative

xv



of the involved country's government at an accident/ Critical Nuclear Weapon Design Information
incident site. (CNWDI). TOP SECRET RESTRICTED DATA or

SECRET RESTRICTED DATA revealing the theory
Community Emergency Action Team (CEAT). A team of operation or design of the components of a
of response and local experts that operates out of the thermonuclear or implosion-type fission bomb, warhead,
JIC and is available to assist the local community. demolition munition, or test device. Specifically

excluded is information concerning arming, fusing, and
Cognizant Federal Agency (CFA).The Cognizant firing systems, limited life components, and totally
Federal Agency is that Federal agency having custody contained quantities of fissionable, fussionable, and high
of the weapon at the time of the accident. The CFA explosive materials by type. Among excluded items are
is responsible to: the components which Service personnel set, maintain,

operate, test, or replace.
a. Conduct and manage Federal on-site actions.

Contamination Reduction Area (CRA). The area
b. Develop or evaluate recommendations for public concept is employed at the Contamination Control

protective .'ction measures off site. Station to eliminate (or reduce to an acceptable level)
contamination adhering to personnel in the contami-

c. Present recommendations for off-site protective nated area. The concept uses supervised, structured, and
action measures, in coordination with FEMA, to the meticulous clothing/equipment removal procedures
appropriate State and/or local officials or Foreign precluding mechanical transfer of contamination on a
government, person/object and outside the Contamination Control

Station.
d. Coordinate initially the release of information to

the public, Congress, and the White House until Cumulative Dose (Radiation). The total dose resulting
transferred to FEMA by mutual agreement. from repeated exposure to radiation in the same region,

or of the whole body.
Contamination. The deposit and/or absorption of
radioactive material, biological, or chemical agents or Custody. Responsibility for the control of, transfer and
hazardous materials on, and by, structures, areas, movement of, and access to, weapons and components.
personnel, or objects. Also custody includes the maintenance of weapons and

components.
Contamination Control. Procedures to avoid, reduce,
remove, or render harmless, temporarily or permanently, Decay (Radioactive). The decrease in the radiation
nuclear, biological, chemical agent and hazardous intensity of any radioactive material with respect to time.
materials contamination.

Decontamination. The process of making any person,
Contamination Control Line (CCL). A control line object, or area safe by absorbing, destroying, neutral-
surrounding the radiological control area. Initially, the izing, making harmless, or removing hazardous materials
contamination control line extends 100 meters beyond clinging to or around it.
the known/suspected radiological contamination to
provide a measure of safety. Once the contamination Decontamination Station. A building or location
control station is operational, this line is the outer equipped and organized to cleanse personnel and
boundary that separates the reduced hazard area from material of chemical, biological, or radiological
the clean area. contaminants.

Contamination Control Station (CCS). An area (tent Department of Defense Executive Agent. One who acts
or facility) specifically designated for controlling ingress on behalf of the Secretary of Defense with his authority
and egress of personnel and equipment to/from the over the military services and DoD agencies. For military
radiation control area. The outer boundary of the assistance to disaster relief operations, the Secretary of
Contamination Control Station is the contamination the Army is the DoD Executive Agent.
control line, and the inner boundary is the line segment
labeled the hot line. An illustration of the Contamination Department of Energy Team Leader. The coordinator
Control Station is at Chapter 5. of all Department of Energy matters, both off and
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on-site, including Department of Energy Accident Explosive Ordnance. All munitions containing explo-
Response Group operations. sives, nuclear fission, or fusion materials and biological

and chemical agents. This ordnance includes bombs and
Directorate of Military Support (DOMS). Action warheads, guided and ballistic missiles, artillery, mortar,
agency for the Secretary of the Army when acting in rocket, and small arms ammunition. Also, ordnance
the capacity of DoD Executive Agent. Directs a task- includes all mines, torpedoes, and depth charges:
organized joint staff formed to support the planning, pyrotechnics: clusters and dispensers: cartridges and
coordination, and execution of military support to propellant actuated devices; electro-explosive devices;-
domestic disaster relief operations. clandestine and improvised explosive devices: and all

similar or related items or components explosive in
Disaster Control. Measures taken before, during, or nature.
after hostile action, natural or man-made disasters, to
reduce the probability of damage, minimize its effects, Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD). The detection,
and initiate recovery, identification, field evaluation, rendering-safe, and/or

disposal of explosive ordnance which has become

Disaster Control Officer (l)CO). The DCO is the I)oD hazardous by damage or deterioration when the disposal
point of contact with FEMA at the disaster scene for of such explosive ordnance is beyond the capabilities
providing DoD support to disaster recovery operations. of personnel assigned to routine disposal.

Explosive Ordnance Disposal Incident. The suspectedDisaster Cordon. A physical barrier surrounding the

accident scene where control is established to preclude or detected presence of unexploded ordnance, or

unauthorized entry. damaged explosive ordnance, which constitutes a hazard
to operations, installation, personnel, or material. Not
included in this definition are the accidental arming or

Disaster Preparedness. That series of actions to control other conditions that develop during the manufacture
and manage nuclear incidents or accidents and bring of high explosive material, technical service assembly
them to a practicable conclusion within the established operations, or the laying of mines and demolition
security, response and recovery framework. These charges.
actions include initial and subsequent reporting

response. Explosive Ordnance D)isposal procedural Explosive Ordnance Disposal Procedures. Those
action on the weapon(s), appropriate security, legal and particular courses or modes of action for access to,
medical aspects, public information, and control of recovery, rendering-safc, and final disposal of explosive

hazards caused by the accident. Control of the accident ordnance or any hazardous material associated with an
caused hazards include: survey of the incident/accident explosive ordnance disposal incident.
area to establish isodose lines and all types of monitoring:
personnel and area decontamination: disposition of a. Access Procedures. Those actions to locate exactly
nuclear, high explosive, and contaminated items. and to gain access to unexploded ordnance.

Disaster Response Force (DR F). The U SA :base level b. Recovery Procedures. Those actions to recover

organization which responds to disasters/accidents for unexploded ordnance.

establishing, command and control, and to support
disaster operations. c. Render Safe Procedures. The portion of the

explosive ordnance disposal procedures involving the

Dose Rate Contour Line. A line on a map, diagram. application of special explosive ordnance disposal

or overlayjoining all p sat w h e rd n dose methods and tools to provide the interruption of
iime l pfunctions or separation of essential components of

rate at a given time is the sarnc. unexploded ordnance to prevent an unacceptable
detonation.

Dosimetry. The measurement of radiation doses as it
applies to both the devices used idosimeters) and to the d. Final l)isposal Procedures. The final disposal of
techniques. explosive ordnance by explosive ordnance disposal

personnel, which may include demolition or burning in
Exclusion Area. Any designated area containing one place, removal to a disposal area, or other appropriate
ol more nuclear weapons or components. means.
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Explosive Ordnance Disposal Unit. Personnel with response to a radiologit al emergency in the U.S., its
special training and equipment who render explosive possessions and territories.
ordnance (such as bombs, mines, projectiles, and booby
traps) safe, make intelligence reports on such ordnance, Federal Radiological Monitoring and Assessment
and supervise the safe removal thereof. Center (FRMAC). A center established near the scene

of a radiological emergency responsible for off-site
Explosive Ordnance Reconnaissance. Reconnaissance radiological response from which the FRMAC Director
involving the investigation, detection, location, marking, conducts the FRMAP response. This center need not
initial identification, and reporting of suspected be located near the on-site or Federal-State operations
unex ploded ordnance, by explosive ordnance reconnais- centers as long as its operations can be coordinated with
sance agents, to determine further action. them. Staffed by DoE NV.

Exposure. The exposure at a given point is a Federal Radiological Monitoring and Assessment Plan
measurement of radiation in relation to its ability to (FRMAP). A plan to provide coordinated radiological
produce ionization. monitoring and assessment assistance to the State and

local governments in response to radiological emergen-
Federal Coordinating Officer (FCO). The Federal cies. This plan, authorized by 44 CFR Part 351,
official appointed by the President upon declaration of supercedes the Interagency Radiological Assistance
a major disaster or emergency under Public Law 93- Plan.
288 to coordinate the overall Federal response.

Federal Response Center (FRC). The on-site focal
Federal Emergen'y Management Agency point established by the Senior FEMA Official (SFO),
(FEMA). This agency establishes Federal policies for as required, for coordinating the Federal response to
and coordinates all civil defense and civil emergency a nuclear weapon accident or significant incident.
planning, management, mitigation, and assistance Representatives of other Federal, state, local, and
functions of executive agencies. FEMA assists local and volunteer agencies will be located in the cener.
state agencies in their emergency planning. Its primary
role in a nuclear weapon accident is one of coordinating FIDLER (Field Instrument for the Detection of Low
Federal, state, local, and volunteer response actions. Energy Radiation). A probe, used with the PRM-5 and

other supporting instrument packages, capable of4 a. Emergency Information and Coordination Center detecting low energy gamma and X-rays.
(EICC) - The EICC is located in FEMA Headquarters
in Washington, DC and provides overall direction, Filn Badge. A photographic film packet or badge
control and coordination of Federal and state emergency carried by personnel, for measuring and recording
serviccs rcsponse/recovery to a radiological accident or gamma ray dosage permanently.
emergency.

Final Disposal Procedures. Sec Explosive Ordnance
b. Emergency Response Team (ERT) - The FEMA Disposal Procedures.

team deployed to a radiological emergency scene by the
FEMA Director to make an initial assessment of the Formerly Restricted Data (FRD). Information removed
situation and thici provide FEMA's primary response from the Restricted Data category upon determination
capability, jointly by the Department of Energy and Department

of Defense that such information relates primarily to
c. E-mergency Support learn (EST') - The FEMA the military utilization of atomic weapons and that such

headquarters team that carries out notification activation information can be safeguarded adequately as national
and coordination procedures from the FFMA EICC. security information (Section 142d. Atomic Energy Act
The E',T is responsible for Federal agency headquarters of 1954, as amended).
coordination, staff support of the FENIA Director, and
support of the SF0. Hazardous Materials. Any material that is flammable,

corrosive, an oxidiiing agent, explosive, toxic, poison-
Federal Radiological Emergency Response Plan ous, etiological, radioactive, nuclear, unduly magnetic,
(FRERP). The Federal plan to assist State and local a chemical agenti, biological research material. com-
government officials or other Fecderal agencies in the pressed gases. or any other material that. because ,)
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its quantity, properties, or packaging, may endanger contaminated and the side away from the accident as
human life or property. an area of reduced contamination.

Hialf-Life. The time required for the activity of a given Hot Spot. The region in a contaminated area in which
radioactive species to decrease to half of its initial value the level of radioactive contamination is considerably
due to radioactive decay. The half-life is a characteristic greater than in neighboring regions in the area. "HOT
property of each radioactive species and is independent SPOT" also refers to the DoE Accident Mobile CountingJ, of its amount or condition. The effective half-life of a Laboratory and Mobile Support Equipment.
given isotope in the body is the time in which the quantity
in the body will decrease to half as a result of both Joint Communications Support Element (JCSE). A
radioactive decay and biological elimination, communications element that provides high frequency,

very high frequency, secure and super high frequerncy

Initial Response Force (IRF). An element, whose satellite terminals and other equipment.
capabilities are listed in the Nuclear Accident Response Joint Communications Contingency Station
Capabilities Listing (NARCL), belonging to DoD or Assets. The communications station pro,,ides high
DoE installations, facilities, or activities, which would frequency radio, tropospheri, scatter terminals,
take eegnyresponse actions necessary to maintain feunyrdo rpshr-satrtrias
comemergencyorol ons ndingsarrv o the automatic digital network terminals, manual secure voice
Scommand and control on-site pending arrival of the and other equipment.
Service or agency response force. Functions which the
initial response force is tasked to perform (within its Joint Information Center (JIC1. A facility at the scene
"capabilities), arc: of a nuclear weapon accident or significant incident to

coordinate all public affairs. The JIC includes repres-
a. Rescue operations. entation from DoE, DoD, FEMA, DoS, and other

Federal agencies, as well as state, local, and/or foreign
b. Accident site security, governments.

* c. Firefighting. Joint Nuclear Accident Coordinating Center
(JNACC). The DoD and DoE operate coordinating

d. Initiation of appropriate EOD procedures. centers for exchianging and maintaining information
about rad&i.oogical assistance capabilities and activities.

e. Radiation monitoring. These centers arc separated geographically, but linkedS~by direct communications networks.:

"f. Establishment of command, control, and

communications. Joint Hazard Evaluation Center (JHEC). A facility,
staffed by representatives from each of the agencies

g. Public affairs activities, conducting hazard survey and radiological operations,
for the coordination of hazard survey data and

"Improvised Nuclear Device(IND) Incident. Isanevent radiological safety/heaith physics matters on-site.
resulting from a deliberate act, involving nuclear
weapons or nuclear materials which include the sabotage, Licensed Materiai. Source material, special nuclear
seizure, theft, or loss of a nuclear weapon or radiological material, or by product material received, possessed,
nuclear weapon component or the fabrication and used, or transferred under a general or specific license
employment of an IND or a credible threat of either. issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or a state.
Ingestion Pa hway. The means by which a person is Maximum Permissible Dose. That radiation dose
exposed to radiation through the food chain, which a military commander or other appropriate

authority may prescribe as the limiting cumulativei~iiInhalation Pathway. The means by which a person at radiation dose to be received over a specific period of

the accident aea or downwind is subjected to respiratory time by members of the command, consistent with
radiation exposure. operational military considerations.

Hot Line. The Hot Line is the inner boundary of the Monitoring. The act of detecting the presence of
contamination control station, marked with tape or line. radiation and the measurement thereof with radiation
.he station personnel use the line as the inner side being measuring instruments.
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Nuclear Accident Response Capabilities Listing or more pounds of TNT is considered significant, and
(NARCL). A listing of DoD and DoE installations, would add beta and gamma radiation hazards to other
facilities, or activities with nuclear accident/incident radiological and toxic hazards present at a nuclear
response and radiation detection capabilities, weapon accident site.

National Defense Area (NDA). An area established Nuclear Detonation. A nuclear explosion resulting
on non-Federal lands located within the United States, from fission or fusion reactions in nuclear materials,
its possessions or territories, for the purpose of such as from a nuclear weapon.
safeguarding classified defense information, or protect-
ing DoD equipment and/or material. Establishment of Nuclear Radiation. Particulate and electromagnetic
a National Defense Area temporarily places such non- radiation emitted from atomic nuclei in various nuclear
Federal lands under the effective control of the DoD processes. The impo,-tant nuclear radiations, from the
and results only from an emergency event. The senior weapons standpoint, are alpha and beta particles, gamma
DoD representative at the scene will define the boundary, rays, and neutrons. All nuclear radiations are ionizing
mark it with a physical barrier, and post warning signs. radiations, but the converse is not true.
The landowner's consent and cooperation will be
obtained whenever possible; however, military necessity Nuclear Emergency Search Team (NEST). The NEST
will dictate the final decision regarding location, shape, is a DoE asset with specialized equipment for conducting
and size of the NDA. radiation survey and detection, field communications,

EOD support, bomb/weapon diagnostics, hazard
National Security Area (NSA). An area established on prediction, damage mitigation, and decontamination.
non-Federal lands located within the United States, its
possessions, or territories, for safeguarding classified Nuclear Safing. The prevention of a nuclear yield in
and/or restricted data information, or protecting DoE the event of accidental detonation of the HE of a high
equipment and/or material. Establishment of an NSA explosive assembly weapon or ignition of the propellant
temporarily places such non-Federal lands under the of a gun assembly weapon.
control of the DoE and results only from an emergency
event. The senior DoE representative having custody Nuclear Weapon. A device in which the explosion
of the material at the scene will define the boundary, results from the energy released by reaction involving
mark it with a physical barrier, and post warning signs. atomic nuclei, either fission or fusion, or both.
The landowner's consent and cooperation will be
obtained whenever possible; however, operational Nuclear Weapon Accident. An unexpected event
necessity will dictate the final decision regarding involving nuclear weapons or nuclear components that
location, shape, and size. results in any of the following:

Need-to-Know. A criterion in security procedures a. Accidental or unauthorized launching, firing,, or
which requires the custodians of classified information use by U.S. forces or U.S. supported allied forces of
to establish, prior to disclosure, that the intended a nuclear capable weapons system.
recipient must have access to the information to perform
his official duties. b. An accidental, unauthorized, or unexplained

nuclear detonation.
Nuclear Accident and Incident Control Team
(NAIC). An Army team organized to minimize and c. Non-nuclear detonation or burning of a nuclear

prevent the loss of life, personal injury, hazardous effects, weapon or nuclear component.
and destruction of property, to secure ulassified material, d. Radioactive contamination.
and to enhance and maintain the public's confidence
in the Army's ability to respond effectively to a nuclear e. Jettisoning of a nuclear weapon or nuclear
accident or incident, component.

Nuclear Contribution. Explosive energy released by f. Public hazard, actual or perceived.
nuclear fission or fusion reactions, as part of the total
energy released by the accidental explosion of a nuclear Nuclear Weapon Incident. An unexpected event
weapon. Any nuclear contribution equivalent to four involving a nuclear weapon, facility, or component
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resulting in any of the following, but not constituting Off-Site. That area beyond the boundaries of a DoD
a nuclear weapon(s) accident: installation or DoE facility, including the area beyond

the boundary of an NDA or NSA, that has been, or
a. An increase in the possibility of explosion or may become affected by a nuclear weapon accident or

radioactive contamination, significant incident.

b. Errors committed in the assembly, testing, loading, One-Point Detonation. A detonation of HE (High
or transportation of equipment, and/or the malfunc- Explosives) initiated at a single point.
tioning of equipment and material which could lead to
an unintentional operation of all or part of the weapon One-Point Safe. The criterion for design safety that
arming and/or firing sequence, or which could lead to a weapon must have less than one chance in a million
a substantiai change in yield, or increased dud of producing a nuclear yield of more than four pounds
probability, of TNT (equivalent energy release) when the high

explosive is initiated and detonated at any single point.
c. Any act of God, unfavorable environment, or

condition resulting in damage to a weapon, facility, or On-Scene Commander (OSC). The Flag or General
component. Officer designated to command the DoD response efforts

at the accident site.
Nuclear Weapon Sigiaificant Incident. An unexpected
event involving nuclear weapons or nuclear weapon On-Site. That area around the scene of a nuclear
components or a nuclear weapon transport or launch weapon accident or significant incident under the
vehicle when a nuc!ear weapon is mated, loaded, or on operational control of the installation commander,
board that does not fall in the nuclear weapon accident facility manager, DoD OSC, or DoE team leader. The
category but: on-site area includes any area which has bee:n established

as a NDA or NSA.
a. Results in evident damage to a nuclear weapon

or radiological nuclear weapon component to the extent Operational Emergency Management Team
that major rework, complete replacement, or examina- (OEMT). The DoE senior management team at
tion or recertificatioi. by the DoE is required. headquarters that coordinates the initial FRMAP

b. Requires immediate action in the interest uf safety response to radiological emergencies.

or nuclear weapons security. Oralloy. Enriched uranium. One of the primary

c. May result in adverse public reaction (national or fissionable materials in nucear weapons.
international) or inadvertent release of classified
information. Particulate Radiation. Radiation in the form of

particles (for example, neutrons, electrons, alpha and
d. Could lead to a nuclear weapon accident and beta particles) as opposed to electromagnetic radiation.

warrants that senior national officials or agencies be
informed or take action. Personnel Reliability Program (PRP). A DoD pro-

gram implemented for all person-lel who control, handle,
Nuclear Yield. The energy released in the detonation have access to, or control access to nuclear weapon
of a nuclear weapon. measured in terms of the kilotons systems. The program covers selection, screening, and
or megatons of trinitrotoluene (TNT) required to continuous evaluation of the personnel assigned to
produce an equivalent energy release. various nuclear duties. The program seeks to ensure that

personnel coming under its purview are mentally and
Occupational and Environmental Health Laboratory emotionally stable and reliable.
(OEHL). A USAF unit that provides consultant,
engineering, and analytical support in radiological, Physical Security. That part of security concerned with
occupational, and environmental health programs. The physical measures designed to safeguard personnel, to
USAF unit offers a multitude of technical services on prevent unauthorized access to equipment, facilities,
radiological problems. The radiological field unit of the material, and documents, and to safeguard them against
OEHL is called the AFRAT. espionage, sabotage, damage, and theft.
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Plutonium (Pu). An artificially produced fissile b. Accomplish emergency rescue and first aid.
material. The Pu-239 isotope is primarily used in nuclear
weapons. c. Minimize safety hazards to the public.

Protective Action Guide (PAG). A radiation exposure d. Minimize exposure of personnel to radiation or
level or range established by appropriate Federal or State radioactive material.
agencies beyond which protective action should be
considered. c. Minimize the spread of radioactive contamination.

Protective Action Recommendation (PAR). Advice to f. Minimize damaging effects on property.
the State on emergency measures it should consider in
determining action for the public to take, avoid, or g. Disseminate technical information and medical
reduce exposure to radiation, advice to appropriate authorities.

Quantity/Distance (QD) Safety Standards. Directives Radiological Assistance Program Team (RAP
pertaining to the amounts and kinds of explosives that Team). DoE teams available through DoE regional
can be stored and the proximity of such storage to offices to assist in radiological emergencies.
buildings, highways, railways, magazines, and other
installations. Radiological Control Area (RCA). The control area

encompassing all known, or suspected, radiological

RAD. Old unit of absorbed dose radiation. One rad contamination at a nuclear weapon accident.
cepresents the absorption of 0.01 joule of nuclear (orionizing) radiation energy per kilogram of the absorbing Radiological Control (RADCON) Team. Special

material or tissue. radiological teams of the U.S. Army and U.S. Navy
organized to provide technical assistance arid advice in

RADIAC. A term designating various types of radiological emergencies.
radiological measuring instruments or equipment. (This at to determine
term is derived from the words "radioactivity detection, Rdi iadiologial Survey. The directed riafol a dsertes

indiatin an coputtion" ad i norall an the distribution of radiological material and dose ratesindication and computation." and is normally an

adjective. in an area.

Radioactivity. The spontaneous emission of radiation, Re-entry Recommendations (RERs). Advice provided

generally alpha or beta particles, often accompanied by to the State concerning guidance that may be issued
to members of the public on returning to an area affected

gamma rays from the nuclei of an unstable isotope. by a radiological emergency, either permanently or for

short-term emergency actions.
Radiation Emergency Assistance Center Training Site
(REAC/TS). A treatment and consultative team for Recovery Procedures. See Explosive Ordnance Dispo-
radiation emergencies, which provides training courses, sal Procedures.at Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

Render Safe Procedures. See Explosive Ordnance
Radiological Advisory Medical Team (RAMT). A Disposal Procedures.
special team established at Walter Reed Army Medical
Center under the Commander, U.S. Army Health Residual Contamination. Contamination which
Services Command, available to the OSC, Nuclear remains after steps have been taken to remove it. These
Accident and Incident Control Officer, or Commander steps may consist of nothing more than allowing the
of a military hospital. Teaam personnel will advise on contamination to decay naturally.
radiological health hazards and exposure level criteria.

Restricted Data (RD). All data (information)
* Radiological Assistance. That assistance provided concerning:

after an accident involving radioactive materials to:
a. IDesign, manufacture, or utiliiation of nuclear

a. Evaluate the radiological hazard. weapons.
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b. Production of special nuclear material. Transuranic, Having an atomic number greater than
that of uranium (The known elements belonging to the

c. Special nuclear material in the production of energy actinide series).
but shall not include data declassified or removed from
the restricted data calegory pursuant to Section 142 of Tritium. Tritium is a radioactive isotope of hydrogen

the Atomic Energy Act (Section I lW, Atomic Energy having one proton and two neutrons in the nucleus.

Act of 1954, as amended). Tritium is a beta emitter.

Roentgen. A obsolete unit of exposure of gamnma (or Tuballoy (TU). A term, of British origin, for uranium
X-ray) radiatio, in field dosimetry. One roentgen is metal containing U-238 and U-235 in natural propor-
essentially equal to one tad. tions, therefore, the term is considered ambiguous and

its use is discouraged. This term is sometimes applied

to depleted uranium. See uranium.
Roentgen Equivalent Man/Mammal (rem). One rem
is the quantity of ionizing radiation of any type which, Two-Person Policy. A system designed to prohibit
when absorbed by man or other mammals, produces access by an individual to nuclear weapons and certain.
a physiological effect equivalent to that produced by designated components by requiring the presence at all
the absorption of one (I) roentgen of X-ray or gamma times of at least two authorized persons capable of
radiation. The S1 unit replaced the real. detecting incorrect or unauthorized procedures with

respect to the task to be performed. Also referred to
Safing. As applied to weapons and ammunition, the as the two-man concept or policy.

changiag from a state of readiness for initiation to a
safe. condition. Uranium. Uranium is a heavy, silvery white, radioac-

tive metal. In air, the metal becomes coated with a layer
Security Area. The area surrounding the accident site of oxide that will make it appear from a golden-yellow
in an overseas country where a two. person security policy color to almost black. Uranium is an alpha emitter.
is established to prevent unauthorized access to classified
defense information, equipment or material. The Warhead. That part of a missile, projectile, torpedo,

cooperation by local authorities and host countries rocket, or other munition which contains either the

consent should be obtained prior through host nation nuclear or thermonuclear system, high explusive system,
agreements. chemical or biological agents, or inert materials intended

to inflict damage.

Senier FEMA Official (SF0). A person appointed by Warhead Section (WHS). A completely assembled
the Director of FEMA to coordinate the Federal warhead including appropriate skin sections and related
response to a civil emergency. conponeits.

Service Response Force (SRF). A DoD response force Weapon Debris (nuclear). The residue of a nuclear
appropriately manned, equipped, and able to perform weapon after 't has exploded or burned; that is, the
ýnd coordinate all actions necessary to control and materials used for the casing, and other components
recover from an accident or significant incident. The of the weapon, plus unexpended plutonium or uranium,
specific purpose of a Service/agency response force is together with fission products, if ally.
to provide nuclear weapon accident/significant incident
assistance. Service/agency response forces are organized Weapons Recovery. Includes a comprehensive assess-
and maintained by those Services or agencies which have ment of the accident, neutralizing t~e weapon hazards,
custody of nuclear weapons or radioactive nuclear and removing, packaging, arid shipping of the weapon
weapon components. hazards.
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DoD 5100.52-M

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1-1 GENERAL Accident Response Procedures (NARP) manual has
been developed for this requirement. This manual

Dol) Directive 5100.52, reference (a), provides response summarizes Dol) responsibilities and provides procedu-
guidance and the following definitions: ral guidance for a joint response to accidents involving

nuclear weapons or components thereof in the United
a, A Nuclear Weapon Accident is: States and its teiritories or possessions. General guidance

"An unexpected event involving nuclear weapons for overseas areas is included.
or nuclear components that results in ay' ,of the
Jbol~owing:

1-2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE Or' 'FHE NARP
(1) Acc-idental or unauthorized launching. firing,

or ise hry U.S..fwceý or t. supported alliedforce.s This manual consolidates procedural guidance and
(?/'aj nu~clear eapahle weapons si,stein. "technical information to assist DoD force,; irn preparing

(2) An accidental, unauthorized, or unexplained for nuclear wcapon accident response and in responding
nuclear detonation, to a DoD nuclear weapon accident. The document is

(3) Non-nuclear detonation or burning Jf'a nuclear designed to standardize where appropriate and integrate
weapon or nuclear component. 1l)D methods with I)epartmcnt of State (DoS)

(4) Radioactive contamination. procedures, the Federal Radiological Emergency
(5) Jettisoning of a nuclear weapon or nuclear Response Plan (FRERP), and DoF Accident Response

component. Group (ARG) responsibilities/procedures. Portions of
(6) Public hazard, actual or perceived. tbc document may be useful to DoD elements responding

to non-DoD radiological accidents or incidents under
b. A Nuclear Weapon Significant hIcident is: current interagency support agreements.

"An unexpected event involving ntclear weapons,
nuclear weapon components, or a nuclear weapon Procedures will not be addressed for response to
transport or launch vehicle when a nuclear weapon is accidental or unauthorized launching, firing, or use ofimated, or loaded on hoard that does not fall in the a nuclear capable weapon system, or for response and
nuclear weapon accident category but: recovery of scized or stolen weapons. This manual is

designed to furnish a general approach to nuclear
(1) Results in evident dantage to a nuclear weapon weapon accident response. The procedures must be used

or radiological nuclear weapoi rcomponent to the extent in conjunction with DoD directives, Federal instructions,
that major rework, complete replacement, or examnina- State/!iocal plans, internatiotal/bilateral agreements
tion or recertifijcation by the DoE is required. and theater policy to he effective.

(2) Requires immediate action in the interest of
SaJi -q or nucleor weapons security.

O) May result in adverse public reaction (national 1-3 ORGANIZATION AND USE OF THE NARP
(,r international) or inadvertent release of classified
inoi)rmation. This chapter introduces the NARP and p)rovides

(4) Could lead t•o a nuclear weapon accident and checklists for On-Scene Commanders (OSCs) and their
warrants fhat senwOr national officials or agencies he staffs. Chapters 2 and 3 describe responsibilities of the
itni'rmed or take action. " l)oI) and other Federal agencies and proidc general

information on foreign governments' responsibilities/
!i This directive also directs the lDefcnse Nuclear Agency capabilities in nuclear weapon accidcnt response/

(DNA) to develop a technical docuinrmct for nuclear recovery. Chapter 4 discusses the concept of operations
weapon accident response. The Nuclear Weapon for response and recovery procedures, while Chapters
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5 through 14 address radiological/hazardous material implemented to prevent alpha radiation from entering
safety aspects, communications, security, medical the body. Radiation hazards and basic radiation
assistance, weapons recovery, public affairs, logistics protection principles are described in Appendix I-F. If
support, legal implications, and site restoration. Chapter radioactive contamination occurs as a result of the
20 lists specialized units and organizations discussed accident, the first radiological response should be to
throughout the document. Chapter 21 addresses training, identify the initially affected area and personnel,

minimize any continuing radiological hazard to
Potential OSCs and their staffs will enhance their ability residents, and characterize the site contamination.
to respond to a nuclear weapon accident by gaining Action to accomplish these tasks should be included
familiarity with this manual. in response force accident procedures/plans. In general,

the extent of contamination is over-estimated initially
to provide the greatest margin of safety for the public

1-4 NUCLEAR WEAPON ACCIDENT RESPONSE and then refined as actual measurement of contain-
OVERVIEW ination is obtained. The response force must obtain

factual information to define the actual details of the
In a nuclear weapon accident, health and safety, public contamination problem. The procedures/plans will
affairs, classified information security, and weapons identify limitations on the response organization's
recovery are the critical concerns facing the response capability to perform such actions and will state addi-
force. Other aspects, such as medical assistance, security, tional resouice requirements, their availability, and how
logistics, legal implications, site restoration, commun- additional resources will be employed, Specific actions
ications and response force integration are areas that to resolve the radiological problem include:
must also be addressed.

(a) Estimate the boundaries of radiological
a. Health and Safety. A nuclear weapon accident can contamination using the Atmospheric Release Advisory

result in an immediate, but temporary, nonradiological Capability (ARAC), if available.
threat to public safety from toxic or explosive hazards (b) Disseminate precautionary/protective mea-
associated with the accident. Also, contamination may sures to be taken by residents in potentially contaminated
be released that could create long term public h.alth areas, for example, notification, sheltering, or
concerns. Rapid initial safing actions on the nuclear evacuation.
weapons involved in the accident are the highest priority (c) Identify, monitor, and decontaminate, if
so that subsequent detonations and site contamination necessary, personnel at the accident scene and first
will not occur. Should conventional explosives in the responders who may have already departed the accident
weapon detonate, radiological contamination may exist, scene.
If the weapon is breached by exteinal forces (for (d) Establish a radiological controls program to
example, impact, fuel fire/explosion) there may be limit radiation exposures to personnel.
radiological contamination. Rapid determination of the (e) Determine the various levels of contamination
presence or absence of radiological contamination is a present within the contaminated area.
critical element of initial accident response. Air sampling (f) Establish a bioassay program to quantify
for radiation downwind ,if the accident may not be radiation doses, if required.
feasible because once the explosion and/or fire is over, (g) Fix highly contaminated areas as appropriate
the resultant contamination may settle or disperse in to minimize resuspension.
a few hours. Initial ground radiation surveys will
probably be the means of determining the presence/ (2) Hazardous Materials Response. An accident
absence of contamination. If a radiological problem involving a weapon system can release non-nuclear
exists, or is caused during weapon recovery operations, hazardous materials, for example, high explosives, heavy
specialized Federal, state, and local radiological response metals, propellants, oxidizers, and plastics. Response
teams will be required to define extent of contamination, procedures must include evacuation or sheltering
protect the public, and return the area to normal use. recommendations to local officials and identifying,

marking and containing of hazardous/toxic materials.
(I) Radiological Safety. The primary hazards

associated with a nuclear weapon accident, unless the (3) Site Decontamination/ Restoration. Restoring a
accident involves a nuclear yield, are materials which contaminated area may include removing, diluting, or
emit alpha radiation. Therefore, measures should be fixing contamination at levels which are not detrimental
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to health over a lifetime of exposure, and which will (b) Second, the OSC may confirm or deny the
be technically achievable and financially acceptable. This presence of the weapon, as necessary, to allay public
process will be the most time consuming portion of alarm.
nuclear weapon accident response and will be a (c) No other variations from DoD policy are
coordinated Federal, State, local and/or involved authorized. If the exceptions are invoked, confirmation
country government effort. It will involve preparation of the presence of the weapon should be made as soon
of protective measures, reentry recommendations and as possible to preclude undue public concern and to
development of restoration procedures. One of the most establish response force credibility. The Assistant
difficult steps will be selection of criteria to determine Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) (ASD(PA)) and
when site restoration is complete. Many of the legal local government officials should be notified in advance
claims against the government will be related to the site or advised as soon as possible that an exception has
restoration process: consequently, actions must be been invoked.
accurately documented. (d) In locations outside the United States, its

territories, and possessions, unless bilateral agreements
b. Public Affairs. Public Affairs encompasses much exist, the OSC must have the concurrence Mf the

more than the release of information to the public. The appropriate theater Commander-in-Chief (CINC) and
relationships of the OSC, his staff, and his public affairs the approval of the host government through the U.S.
officials with the news media and the general public Chief of Mission (COM), prior to exercising the
is an important element in a comprehensive public affairs exceptions above.
program designed to gain public understanding of
accident response efforts. c. Weapon(s) Recovery. All nuclear weapon accidents

will, by definition, have some form of weapon problem.
(I) Public concerns which can be expected follow- Security and weapon safety concerns should not preclude

ing an accident with a nuclear weapon include: or interfere with the performance of basic medical and
humanitarian response to accident victims. Public affairs

(a) Danger to those involved in or responding and health issues must be addressed concurrently with
to the accident: the weapon recovery effort. The weapon presents both

(b) Treatment of casualties- a technical problem to be addressed by Explosive
(c) Credibility of information provided concern- Ordnance Disposal (EOD) personnel and the DoE ARG

ing the accident and its long term effects: and a need for appropriate security for the weapon and
(d) Precautions to be taken by those in contam- its components. Safety and security procedures for

inated areas with regard food, water, livestock safety: nuclear weapons are documented in EOD and security
(e) Adequacy of contamination diagnoses and publications. Weapons involved in an accident may have

effects on the health of any persons exposed to been subjected to severe stress: consequently. as much
contamination: time as necessary should be taken to permit a thorough

(f) Availability of shelter, food, water, and assessment of possible damage by qualified EOD and
clothing if the accident situation results in people being DoE response personnel. (Through documented
evacuated from their homes, and security of their planning and close coordination between EOD and DoE
possessions: ARG, the OSC can ensure safe removal. packaging. and

(g) Safety of U.S. nuclear weapons: shipment of weapon(s) and/or weapon components to
(h) Decontamination of contaminated areas; their final destination.) If the high explosives detonate
(i) Reparations for damages caused by the during the accident, or detonate during recovery

accident. operations, searching for classified and hazardous
components may be necessary. Coordination between

(2) DoD Directive 5230.16, reference (b), states EOD, weapon recovery, and radiological response
that, in general, it is DoD policy neither to confirm personnel is essential to minimize risk to personnel.
nor deny the presence or absence of nuclear weapons
at a specific location. The OSC is authorized to invoke d. Response Forces Integration and Coordination
two exceptions: and Associated Areas of Concern. From the initial report

of the accident until the final actions of site restoration,
(a) First, confirmation of the presence of a several organizations, both within and without the DoD,

nuclear weapon is appropriate when public safety is will be involved in the response effort. The extent of
endangered. involvement and degree of responsibility are situation
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dependent, but all forces must be integrated totally to phase requires defining and stabilizing the situation by
ensure effective use oftheir capabilities. Following initial the IRF. These actions include fire suppression, rescue
identification of arriving response teams, an exchange and treatment of casualties, assessment of control,
of briefings should occur to apprise the arriving team reconnaissance, and assessment of the hazards to public
of the current situation, actions in progress, and to health and safety. Other actions of immediate concern
inform the OSC about the capabilities of the newly include establishing communications with the accident
arrived re.ponse teams. To ensure a coordinated effort, site, the supporting military installation and command
liaison officers may be exchanged, or select members centers, public affairs, and providing security for
of one team may be integrated into the lead team's staff. classified material. Figure 1-2, although not all-inclusive,
The following concerns and actions must be considered: illustrates the inter-relationship of initial actions.
initial identification and security clearance level of
response team members with follow-on actions to ensure b. Follow-cri Phase. The follow-on phase includes the

rapid recurring access to the accident site: medical, conduct of all operations required to recover the
communications, security, legal, restoration and weapon(s) and restore the environment to a technically

logistical support (for example, lodging, clothing, and achievable/ financially acceptable condition using the

equipment) needed or provided; and extensive adminis- combined assets of the various agencies and organiza-
trative support to ensure complete documentation of tions in the response and recovery.
events, decisions, and costs.

1-6 NUCLEAR WEAPON ACCIDENT RESPONSE

1-5 THE PHASES OF RESPONSE TO A NUCLEAR CHECKISTS

WEAPON ACCIDENT

Checklists derived from the primary nuclear weaponThe response procedures addressed throughout this acietrsoerquemnsdniidinhs

document consider two force levels. The first level is document rescontainequin te iAendicesth-A

that of Initial Response Force (IRF). The IRF may be roumhn- as aid fo te 1, inmitoi the

a small force on-sccne if an accident occurs near an g g g
progress of an accident response. The checklists'

installation w ith only a ehumaitarian emergency paragraphs are not all inclusive or arranged in priority
response capability. The second level is that of the Service order; the accident situation will dictate the priority and
Response Force (SRF). The response effort of these order of response force actions. Figure 1-3 (centerfold),
forces can be divided into two phases: Nuclear Weapon Accident Response Recovery Opera-

a. Initial Phase. The initial phase includes accident tions Flow Diagram, depicts the various response actions
and the approximate time of their occurrence. Also,

notification and immediate emergency measures taken Figure a-3 xmay b meof ta ein accident reson
by te nares Do/DoEinsallaionto povie a Figure 1-3 may be of assistance in accident responseby the nearest DoD/DoE installation to provide a planning.

Federal presence and humanitarian support. Initiation

of nuclear weapon accident response actions by the
National Military Command Center (NMCC), Service 1-7 CHANGE PROCEDURES
operations centers, and others assisting in the response,
results automatically from accident notification. Users are encouraged to submit recommended changes
Therefore, accidents must be reported immediately using and comments which may enhance this manual's
the most expeditious means available (secure if possible). usefulness. Comments should be keyed to a specific page
Upon receipt of accident notification, the appropriate ail, patagraph of the text. Sufficient detail and
response forces are identified and tasked by the Unified justification should be provided to ensure understanding
Commands, or Service and specialized teams are alerted and provide for evaluation of the recommended change.
and prepared for deployment by the Service operations Comments should be forwarded through command and
center. A simplified notification chain resulting from Service channels to Director, Headquarters, Defense
the initial accident report to NMCC and/or Service Nuclear Agency, ATTN: NOEA, 6801 Telegraph Road,
operation centers is shown in Figure I-1. Also, the initial Alexandria, VA 22310-3398.
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DoD 5100.52-M

APPENDIX I-A

RESPONSE FORCE PLANNING CHECKLIST

I Review accident response plans to ensure: h. Proposed response force equipment is appropriate
and adequate for the mission.

a. Response force personnel roster is current.
i. Notification procedures and telephone numbers are

b. Actions required upon arrival on-scene are correct.
identified. -

j. Reception plans for suipport teams arc adequate.

c. Procedures exist for establishing communications

from on-base, off-base, or remote sites. 2. Inspect response force equipment to ensure it is:

d. Procedurcs/authority are addressed for public a. Fully serviceable!/operable.
release of information.

c. Recommended guidance for involving civil offi- b. Ready for short notice deployment.

cials/authorities.
3. Verify readiness through periodic response force

f. Potential assistance is identified from civil officials! field and command post exercises.
authorities and other federal agencies.

4. Trained personnel arc assigned to key positions.

g. Personnel/equipment deployment plans are current Replacements arc appointed and trained promptly upon

and functional. departure of incumbent.

,I
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DoD 5100.52-M

APPENDIX 1-B

INrrIAL RESPONSE FORCE

PRE-DEPARTURE CHECKLIST

I. Recall response force personnel and assemble 8. Coordinate communications procedures with home
equipment. base/station.

2. Contact authorities on-scene, if possible, for 9. Request ARAC plot, if available for the accident,
additional information.

3. Assess situation. 10. Augment response force, if necessary.

4. Review accident notification message (OPREP-3),as pprprite.11. Ensure arrangements are being made for required
as appropriate. logistics support.

5. Provide advice on possible hazards to on-scene
officials. 12. Ensure proper travel route is established and obtain

6. Dispatch advance party, if appropriate. security escort.

7. Obtain weather data at time of accident and weather 13. Ensure other agencies are aware of response force
forecast for accident site. and OSC's status.

1-13-I
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DoD 5100.52-M

APPENDIX 1-C

RESPONSE FORCE IMMEDIATE ACTIONS CHECKLIST

1. Establish a command post: (3) Army Radiological Advisory Medical Team
(4) Air Force Radiation Assessment Team

a. Identify civil and military forces present and their (5) Air Force Air Transportable Radiac Assistance
capabilities. Package

(6) Defense Nuclear Agency Advisory Team
b. Determine actions to treat, identify, and evacuate (7) Department of Energy Accident Response

casualties. Group
c. Reduce any immediate hazards (such as fires).

c. Advise the NMCC of the TELEFAX phone number

d. Place air samplers up and downwind of the acci- for ARAC plot delivery.
dent. d. Identify and record names, addresses, and locations

e. Determine if contamination has been released. of persons possibly contaminated.
(Notify NMCC immediately). 7. Determine the status and location of all weapons,

f. Determine actual weather conditions at the accident if possible.
site. 8. Seek the a"sistance of civilian authorities/officials

2. Establish control of the accident site to: and advise them of any possible hazards and precautions.

a. Protect petsonnel from explosive, radiological, 9. Keepthe Service operations centers and/or National
toxic, or other hazards. Militaxy Command Center informed of conditions at

b. Safeguard classified material. the accident scene.

10, Establish a continuous and secure communications
c. Establish internal and external communications, link with the military communications system.

using secure means when possible, with DoD Joint
Nuclear Accident Coordinating Center or NMCC in 11. Request HAMMER ACE, Joint Comnmunications
addition to the Service operation center. Support Element, Joint Communications Contingency

3. Prepare appropriate press releases with Service and Station Assets or other appropriate communication
DoD Directives. systems.

4. Establish direct communications with the Office of 12. Establikh a Joint Information Center (JIC) with
the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs), if toll free number for information request.

possible.
13. Identify a forward operating or staging base and

5. If contamination is present: reception center for follow-on forces.

a. Advise medical treatment facilities receiving 14. Secure airspace (that is, prohibited area over
casualties the type of actual or possible contamination, accident site) with assistance of the Federal Aviation

b. Through NMCC recommend deployment to the Authority or host country.

scene of the specialized teams from the appropriate 15. Establish liaison with Host Nation through Chief
Service operations center, if necessary. of Mission.

(1) Army Radiological Control Team 16. Perform emergency render safe procedures on
(2) Navy Radiological Control Team weapons if necessary.
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DoD 5100.52-M

APPENDIX 1-D

RESPONSE FORCE CHECKLIST OF ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN

ON-SCENE AS SOON

AS AVAILABLE RESOURCES AND f ,-RSONNEL PERMIT

1. Initiate surveys and determine extent of contam- I1. Perform render safe procedures on weapon(s). as
ination. required.

2. Direct activities of a JIC to interface with DoS, 12. Initiate systematic search to rc-establish accounta-
Federal, state, or local and/or affected country govern- bility for all the weapon(s) and weapon(s) components.
merit public affairs.-, 13. Develop and implement a weapons recovery plan,
3. Establish a National Defense Area, or "Security in conjunction and coordination with DoE ARG, to
Area" in coordination with affected country officials, include the appropriate packaging requirements
if required. (Dissolve the designated area and return consistent with final disposition/disposal requirements
control to civil authorities/officials after all classified of the weapon(s).
materials have been removed).

14. Transport/ship weapon(s) and components to
4. Establish a Joint Hazard Evaluation Center to appropriate disposal areas.
coordinate explosive, toxic, or other hazard safety
measures and radiological monitoring and health physics 15. Establish an environmental exposure injury
matters in supporting on-site operations. prevention program.

5. Establish liaison with the FRC, FRMAC, and civil 16. Establish a claims processing facility. For overseas
authorities/officials, legal, and law enforcement accidents, this facility will be in coordination with the
agencies. Embassy and involved host government.

6. Establish the approximate perimeter of the contam- 17. Determine availability of assets and facilities at or
ination area. near the scene of the accident. Initiate actions to use

supporting response force requirements.

7. Control exposure of public/response force personncl •.1
to contamination. Coordinate actions with local/host 18. Inform the Senior FEMA official or foreign
nation police and public health officials. government officials, upon arrival, of all on-site activities

which could impact off-site and establish continuing
8. Identify individuals who may have been exposed liaison.
to contamination.

19. Document actions taken and ensure that evidence
9. Provide advice to civil authorities or affected country is retained for an accident investigation hoard.
government specialists, if requested, by establishing a 20. Establish a standardized access control system.
radiological health program for any civilian personnel
who may have internal contamination. l-stablish a simi- 21. Consider applying fixatives to highly contaminated
lar program for response forces and people stationco areas to reduce resuspension.
at the accident site.

22. Establish the Community Emergency Action Team
10. Conduct weapon(s) damage assessment. (CEAT).
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APPENDIX 1-E

SERVICE RESPONSE FORCE CHECK LIST OF ACTIONS TO

SUPPORT SUSTAINED SITE RESTORATION

I. Provide required medical, administrative, and 11. Conduct environmental impact assessments.
logistic support (including that needed by DoE response
organizations). 12. Conduct decontamination operations.

2. Assess levels of pubiic understanding and identify/ 13. Restore contaminated area to a condition that is
respornd to concerns about nuclear issues. technically achievable and financially acceptable.

3. Establish coordination with Service and National
Transportation Safety Board accident investigation 14. Coordinate environment protection plans for post-
teams. restoration radiation monitoring and assessment with

site restoration plans. This monitoring will be defined
4. Coordinate communications assets and frequency by restoration agreements.
requirements of all response organizations. Be prepared
to coordinate such actions with a representative of the 15. Ensure protection of U.S. Government property.
National Communications System, who is responsible
for coordinating and managing telecommunications 16 Provide necessary operational security.
support for Federal agencies during a radiological
emergency. 17. Counter potential terrorist and/or radical group

5. Publish a Communications-Electronics Operating activities or intelligence collection efforts.
Instruction for use by all response organizations.

18. Establish personnel replacement/rotation program
6. Request frequency clearances, if required. to support long term operations and, as appropriate,

to minimize radiation exposure to radiation workers.
7. Obtain additional communications assets, as

required. 19. Debrief personnel with access to classified

8. Establish channels for coordination of technical legal information.

matters with higher headquarters and principal legal 20 Discuss with the Senior FEMA Official (SF0) the
advisors of other participating Federal departments and possible t he r of Offiity for the
agencies and/or involved country officials. possible transfer of responsibility for the JointInformation Center to the SF0.

9. Coordinate site restoration planning/action with
FRMAC, FEMA, responsible state civil authorities, and 21. Request a Service Project Code for fund cites.
military organizations and/or involved host government
officials. 22. Consider transition of Federal responsibility for

the disestablishment of the NDA and site restoration.
10. Ensure actions are taken to begin preparations of Coordinate with State and local officials through
a draft site restoration strategy. FEMA.
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APPENDIX 1-F

RADIATION HAZARDS AND BASIC RADIATION

PROTECTION PRXNCIPLES
1-F-I RADIATION HAZARDS I-F-2 RADIATION PROTECTION PRINCIPLES

Four basic radiation protection principles involve

a. With no nuclear detonation, radiation levels will concentration and isotope, time, distance, atid shielding.
be too low to cause immediate (acute) bioiogical effects. These four factors are interrelated.
Do not delay or omit life or limb-saving measure-s

because of rauiation or contamination to keep low the a. Concentration and Isotope. The exposure rate from
probability that delayed effects, such as cancer, will occur a radioactive material is related directly to the amount
years later. or quantity of the material present. For the types of

radioactive materials present at nuclear weapons
accidents, the total quantity present normally does not

b. The primary- pathway for introduction of alpha- present a significant external radiation hazard. The
emitting radiological contamination is inhalation. The primary radiation threat in a weapon accident is from
greatest hazard from inhalation occurs immediately after inlalation. Quantity of radioactive material will be
an accident when contamination is released. If a exprcsscd in units depending upon the medium the
weapon's high explosives detonate, the explosion can radioactive material is in, for example, for the measure
create a cloud of contamination which giadually of radioactive material in air, the units are microcurics
dissipates and settles I ro the air as it moves downwind.

per cubic meter (pCi/m3 ) or becquerels per cubic meter
If a weapon burns, contamination may be carried into (Bq/m 3); for ground measurement, the units are
the air by the smoke and thermal currents from the microcuries per square muter (pCi/ in 2 ) or becquerels per
fire and again be dispersed by the wind. In either case, square meter (Bq/m 2). Field measurements of quantity
once the explosion anu/or fire is over and the resulting are normally exprcssed in instrument-dependent units
containination has settled or dispersed (approximately of counts per minute (CPM) or ,ounts per second (CPS)
two/thece hours), the remaining inhalation hazard from and must be converted to definitive units such as
resuspezision of radioactive particles is significantly /Ci/in 2 or Bq/ m2 for meaningful comparison.
reduced.

b. Time. Any radioactive material will emit a known
amount of radiation per unit time. F:or the type arid

c. Radioactive contamination can be introduced into ant of radiation perent t o the tean
the body through wounds. The greatest potential for quantities of radiation present at a r:::,lear weapon
contamination of wounds involves personnel, involved acciddn, exposure to tie material fo' ionths or years
VP wwould normally be required for external radiation to
in the accident or at the accident site initially; responding
EOl) personnel and associated workers may suffer be a hazard. Exposure time to the radioactive materials

i wpresent at a nuclear weapon accident is related to a healthinjuries within the contaminated area. When respondingmaterialJ ~~~to an accident involving injury, those responding always hardpirlytouhhemunof aeil
to a aciden inolvng ijur, thse espndin alays deposited in the lungs through inhalation over a period

should be aware that administration of first aid xor --ofime. the rate thich ination aye aledsn w i .. .isi fp iiayi p rac. of'tinic, Ih -ate at which conta minInation may be inhaled
serioul injuries is of primary importance, is highest during the initial period following the accident

when. a substantial quantity of contamination is airborne.
d. Ingestion of radioactive fissilc material (for example, If no airborne contamination exists, or if respiratory
plutonium o. uranium) is a inri-nal problem, since thcse, protection is being worn, exposure time is not a critical
materials arc not absoi bed appreciably across the lining factor in nuclear weapon accident response when no
of the gastrointestinal tract. beta/gamma ernitcr.r are present.
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c. Distance. The protectivc principle of distance, where particles, emissions of primary concern in a nuclear
radiation intensity varies inversely with the square of the weapon accident, can be stopped by paper, or cotton
distance (if the distance doubles the intensity is reduced clothing. The emissions will not penetrate the outer layer
by a factor of four), applies primarily to gamma iadiation of skin. Beta emissions can be stopped by a sheet of
(not normally a significant part of the radiological aluminum, while gamma emissions may require several
problem in a nuclear weapon accident). Alpha particles, inches of lead to be stopped. Alpha emitters are the
the primary radiological problem, will travel about two primary type of radiation dispersed following a nuclear
to three centimeters in aih from its source; hence, distance weapon accident. Assuming there is no nuclear yield,
will not be a significant radiation protection factor. any light clothing or gloves used to prevent contai-
Note: The source material could travel long distances. ination of underlying clothing or the body will provide

d. Shielding. Shielding results from the ability of a protection automatically from this type of external
material to attenuate or stop radiation. The alpha radiation.
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APPENDIX 1-G

QUICK REFERENCE EMiERGENCY PHONE NUMBERS

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DoD)

National Military Command Center (NMCC) AUTOVON 227-6340
Commercial 703-697-6340

Crisis Coordination ('enter AUIOVON 364-9320
Commercial 202-769-9320

Joint Nuclear Accident Coordinating AUTOVON 221-2102
Center (DoD-JNACC) Commercial 703-325-2102

U.S. Army Operations Center (AOC) AUTOVON 227-0218
Commercial 703-697-0218

U.S. Navy Command Center AUTOVON 225-0231
Commercial 703-695-0231

U.S. Air Force Operations Center (AFOC) AUTOVON 227-6103
Commercial 703-697-6103

U.S. Marine Corps Operations Center AUTOVON 225-7366
Commercial 703-695-7366

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) AUTOVON 227-5131
Commercial 703-697-5131

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (DoE)

HQ DoE Emergency Operation Center Commercial 202-586-8100

Joint Nuclear Accident Coordinating AUTOVON 245-4667
Center (DoE-JNACC) Commercial 505-845-4667

Radiation Emergency Assistance Center/ Commercial 703-557-2380
Tratning Site (REAC;TS)

FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY (FEMA)

Emergency Information and Coordination AUTOVON 544-7721/7720
('enter (EICC) Commercial 202-646-2400

National Emergency Coordinating Center (NECC) AUTOVON 380-6100
Commercial 202-898-6100

DEPARTMENT OF STATE (DoS)

Operations ('enter Commercial 202-647-15 i2
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CHAPTER 2

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

2-1 GENERAL (2) The Assistant to the Secretary of Defense
(Atomic Energy) (ASTD(AE)) shall: =z

The Department of Defense (DoD) is charged with the

security, safe handling, storage, maintenance, assembly, (a) Establish policy and exercise staff
and transportation of nuclear weapons and nuclear coordination for DoD radiological response and
weapon components in DoD custody. Inherent in this assistance matters in furtherance of the responsibilities
responsibility is the requirement to protect personnel assigned by DoD Directive 5148.2, reference (d).
and property from any health or safety hazards which (b) In the event of a nuclear accident, serve as
could ensue from an accident or significant incident technical advisor to the Secretary of Defense and OSD
involving nu'-lear weapons. To fulfill these responsibil- Prink'pals regarding weapons composition, character-
ities. the DoD has issued policy guidance and plans istics, and safety features; interdepartmental responsi-
requiring the development of well-tiairied and equipped bilities and the Federal radiological emergency response

nuclear weapon accident response organizations. The system; and technical capabilities of the various Federal
D)oD response policy recogniies the response roles of response elements.
nuclear weapon owners oi custodians, the statutory
responsibilities of various Federal agencies, of State and (3) The Secretaries of the Military Departments and
local governments, and the sovereignty of foreign Commanders of Unified Commands shall have primary
governments concerning accidents on thcir territory, responsibility for responding to an accident involving

radioactive materials, including nuclear weapons, as
follows:

2-2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE
(a) When the accident occurs on a DoD instal-

This chapter describes the responsibilities of various lation, including ships at sea, responsibility shall rest
I)oD organizations, including the management respon- with the Secretary of the Department or Theater
sibilities of the Secretary of Defense and the military Commander in Chief concerned in accordance with DoD
Services, the command and control responsibilities of Directive 5200.8, reference (e).
On-Scene Commanders (OSC)s. and the responsibilities (b) When the accident occurs beyond the
of the Joint Nuclear Accident Coordinating Center boundaries of DoD installations, responsibility shall rest
(JNACC) and interface requirements as stated !,, the with the Secretary of the Department or Theater
Federal Radiological Emergency Response Plan Commander in Chief having custody of the radioactive
(FRERP), reference (c). materials at the time of the occurrence.

(4) The Secretary of the Military Department or
2-3 RESPONSIBILITIES Commander of Unified Commands having primary

re.;ponsibility for DoD response to an accident shall:
DoI) Directive 5100.52, reference (a), outlines respon-
sibilities for on-site command and control at the scene (a) Establish, maintain, fund, and exercise a flag
of a nuclear accident or significant incident, as follows: rank On-Scene Commander and Service Response

Force(s) to manage all actions required to recover from
(I) The Under Secretary of Defense (Policy) the effects of a radiological accident. Service response

(lJSD(IP)) shall activate the Crisis Coordination Center forces and On-Scene Commanders will be exercised, as
(CCC), if required, and provide iequired support to the a minimum, every other year.
Assistant to the Secretary of Delense (Atomic Energy) (b) Provide available i dministrative, medical,
(ATSD(AE)) in the acquisition and dissemination of and logistical support (including communications and
information about the accident, military transportation) and other available radiological
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response resources to the DoE and other Federal (9) The Director, Defense Nuclear Agency, shall:
response organizations supporting a non-DoD radio-
logical accident, in accordance with enclosure 3 to DoD (a) Operate a Joint Nuclear Accident Coordinat-
Directive 4000.19, reference (0. ing Center (JNACC) in coordination with the DoE.

(c) Coordinate all military support requirements
to civilian authorities with FEMA for domestic accidents (b) Develop arid maintain a deployable (techni-
or through the Department of State for accidents cal) advisory team than can assist the DoD On-Scene

occurring outside the United States, its territories, or Commander in dealing with technical aspects of a nuclear

possessions. If PL 93-288, as amended, reference (g), accident or incident.

is involved, coordination shall be handled in accordance (c) Serve as an advisor to the ATSD(AE) and
with DoD Directive 3025.1, reference (h). Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) on procedures for response

to accidents involving nuclear weapons.
(5) The Secretary of the Army, upon Presidential

declaration of a major disaster or emergency under (d) Provide liaison to the JNAIRT and CCC.
reference (1), shall become the DoD Executive Agent
for military support to civilian authorities through (10) The Heads of DoD Components shall:
FEMA in accordance with reference (h).

(6) The Secretary of the Navy shall provide a (a) Ensure that accidents and significant inci-
representative to the Federal Radiological Coordinating dents involving radioactive materia!k are reported in
Committees and joint working groups to address naval accordance with reference (i).
reactor considerations and develop planning guidance
in coordination with the other Military Departments (b) Ensure that all public information concerning
for dealing with accidents involving DoD mobile accidents involving radioactive materials and Doi)reactors, personnel, equipment, property, or other resources is(7) The Secretary of the Air Force, through the released in accordance with DoI) Directive 5230.16,Militarty Airlift oormand (MAC), shall plan for and which authorizes the OSC to confirm the presence ofprovide Special As,;ignmcnt Airlift Mission (SAAM) nuclear weapons, and the FRERP, references (b) and

sopport for deployment of oi)o and interdepartmental (c).

rc:.ponse organizations. (c) Ensure that the JNACC is advised of all
(8) The Chairman. Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS), accidents involving radioactive materials and requests

shall: for radiological assistance. Provide the JNACC with
information necessary to maintain current records

(a) In coordination with the Theater Commands reflecting the location and capability of specialized units
and appropriate l)Defnsc Agencies. be responsible for and teams that can be used for response to accidents
Implcmentinog the l)oDl) response to radiological involving radioactive materials.

(b) Make notification of radiological accidents (d) Provide radiological assistance withini exist-anad significant incidents as stated in I)oi) i ircctive ing capabilities to D)oE or FEMA, as set forth in5100.52, reference (a). reference (c). in the event of an accident involving
(c) Through the N MCC, keep the 1) CCC staff radioactive materials not in l)oD custody without

in iformed of the radiological accident response. creating additional personnel, facilities. or funding

(d) Through the overseas theater commander, requirements.
provide the conmmand and control for response to (e) Upon request, reimburse other Dol)D Com-
radiological accidents within the respective theater. ponents for incurred costs for requested radiological

(e) Assemble a .oint Nuclear Accident Response assistance that are not included in their normal operating
Team (,INAIRT) as appropriate to accomplish tasks expenses and that are directly chargeable to, and caused
listed above, by, the assistance provided.
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CHAPTER 3

RESPONSIBILITIES OF OTHER AGENCIES

3-1 GENERAL c. While at a Dol) accident, the ARG piovides
technical support to the DoD and will support all needs

Several agencies!organizations outside the D)epartment and policies of the DoIJ OSC for on-site activities. A
of Defense (I)oD) have roles in a nuclear weapon definition of on-site is found in the GLOSSARY.
accident response. Each agency's/ organization's
responsibilities are situation dependent. Their involve- d. The AR( provides technical advice ard assistance
ment may be as a direct result of their responsibilities, to the OSC in:
interagency agreements, the Federal Radiological
Emergency Response Plan (FRERP), reference (c). (1) Supporting Explosive Ordinance D)isposal
bilateral agreements, theater policy, or in response to CEOD) teams in weapon render safe and recoce",'
a request for assistance. procedures.

(2) Determining the extent of any on-site hazards.
(3) Minimizing hazards to on-site workers and :'it-

3-2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE public.
(4) Collecting, identifying, packaging, and dispas-

This chapter provides an overview of Federal, State, ing of weapon components, weapon debris, and the
and local governmcnt agency responsibilities, and resulting radioactive material.
capabilities. The l)oF and FEMA have numerous (5) Identifying and protecting nuclear v'eaponi
nuclear weapon accident responsibilities. Conversely, design information and other restricted data.
some agencies have no specific response roles, but do (6) Discussing with State, local, or foreign country
have capabilities useful to response organizations, government officials matters of special Do [ competence.

(7) Explaining public affairs matter:;, particularly

3-3 DEPARIMENT OF ENERGY in weapons and radiological hazards.

a. The )o1: is responsible for dispatching appropriate . The AR will be headed by the l Team Leader

D)oE response elements, on request, to the scene of a ow

Dol) or l)oE nuclear weapon accident or incident. The (I) Coordinate the activities of all DoE- response
specific elements and equipment will he tailored by DoE elements.
to best meet the accident or incident situation, and will (2) Advise the lol) OSC of DoE response
be coordinated with the Dol; Joint Nuclear Accident capabilities available at the scene or which may bi

has an Aapabilitiespavailable Senior scientii Advwisor who
Coordinating Center (JNACC). obtained.

b. The IDoi" has established an Accident Response f. 'Ilie ARG includes a Senior Scientific Advisor- who
Group {ARG) its its primary accident response element. wlprvdtehiaavIceadassac eadn

The ARG is managed by the Manager, Albuquerque w eapons a n ical advice a nd safe m a rdins

Operations Office and is comprised of scientists, weapons and radiological health and safety matters.

technical specialists, crisis managers, and equipment g. The ARG provides liaisontothe Joint Information
ready for short notice dispatch to the scene of a nuclear Center (J IC).
accident. The ARGi will advise and assist the Dol) On-
Scene Commander (OSC) through the I)ol Team h. The ARG provides one or monre experienced
l.eader in weapon recovery operations and in evaluating, individual to help manage the .loint Haiard lEvaluation
collecting, handling, arid mitigating radioactive and Center (.111 EC) for the OSC.
other weapons associated hazards. Other I)o[ assets,
for example, the Aerial Measurement System (ANIS), i. The l)olE Radiologic;il Assistance Program (RAPl)
will be a part of the ARG, when required. Regional Coordinating Olhices responding to at nuclear
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weapon accident or significant incident in the United b. From the onset of the accident/ incident, the COM
States shall: and USCINC will consult regarding military operations

in view of their potential impact on U.S. political
(1) Support the )oE ARG through the DoE Team interests. Any differences not resolved in theater will

Leader, as directed by the Director, Headquarters DoE be relayed immediately to Washington for resolution
Operational Emergency Management Team (OEMT). in joint messages which will include as action addressees

(2) Provide technical advice and assistance to the the White House. Secretary of State, Secretary of
State. local, and county government emergency response I)efensc, and Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, with
forcis through the DoE ]'eam Leader, if requested. information copies to other concerned partes.

(3) Represent the DoF, if first on the scene, until
the )oL l'earn Leader arrives. c. Thc DoS activates an accident/incident task force

(4) Initiate monitoring off-site as outlined in the in the Operations Center and provides liaison officers
FRIERiP, reterencc (c). to agencies as agreed in existing plan,, or at the time

of the accident.
1 - Nuclear Emergency Search Team (N'-:i). The

NES'f is a l)oF team of scientists, engineers, and
technicians traini.d and organized to provide rapid 3-5 FEDERAL EIMERGIEN(Y MANAGEMENI
technical assistance in locating nuclear weapons or AGENCY (FE-MA)
special nuclear material. The NEST has special
equipment for conducting radiation searches and When the FRHERIP is implemented, FLMA is responsible
detection, field comnmunications, E01) support, bomb/ for coordinating response actions anmong Federal
weapon diagno.stics. haard prediction, damage mitiga- agencies and assistance reqnsts froin State and local

tio,, and decontamination. The N-S'f is managed by governments during a nuclear weapon accident in the
the Manager, Nevada Operations Officc. V as Vegas, I.S., its territories, or possessions, and/or causing an
Nevada. N -S] assets may he included as a part of the effect into Canada or Mexico. Activities at the scene
1)o- ARti. of the accident include coordinating rcq ests from hState

and local governments for assistancc froni Federal
3-4 I)EPARTMENT OF ,STATE (DoS) agencies. Also, FI!MA ensures that off-site actions and

tespolnse activities of Federal, State, and local officials
a. Utnder the direction of the Secretary of State, the are mutually, supportive and coordinated with the on-

I)oS exercises diplomatic and political control of the site actions of I)oI) and I)olI. This F-EMA role is
U.S. response to a nuclear weapon(s) accident outside implemented by a Senior FE MA Official (S0)).
tile U.,S., iis territories and possessions. In the host
country, resplnsibilities rest specifically with the U.S. a. I:TMA will dispatch the SFt) and ain lmcrgency
Chief of' Mission (('(OM) who will be tile focal point Response l'cat (I RI) to the scene ofa nuclear weapon
for diplomatic and political decisions of the U1.S. accident or incident when the accident has an effect
govcrn mcnt. I'he ( OM: outside of I)oi) or I)oI facility boundarie,.. In addition

to the SFO, the E RIT consists of a deputy SF() (1)SF(),
(I) Will be tile senior U1.S. governmlent official in an administrative officer, a communications officer, a

conmmunication with officials of' thcgovernment involved public information officer, and others as required by
with whomi he will coordinate U.S. response/recovery tile situation.
actions.

(2) Has the overall responsibility for U.S. govern- b. The SFO will establish a Federal Responsc ('enter
ment diplomatic actions responding to a nuclear weapon (ERI(') at a location either pre-selcctcd with the State(s)
accident, incident and will direct the activities of the U.S. and I)ol) or cstabl islied at the time of the emergency
embassy and its constituent posts. at a location identified in Conjunction with the State.

(3) Shares with the Unified Commander the The FRC will be located near the accident scene, but
responsibility for iefsolution of the situation. Iln fulfilling outsidc the NI)A, to avoid restrictions o(l access by
those responsibilities, the ('OM will be assisted by a team representatives from other Federal agencies, State, and
front the enbhass''s li ergency Action Committee ( tAC) local authonrities. Each Federal agency at the scene is
with augmentation required by the situation. LIiaison rcprcsentcd in the FiRC. 'lhe FR(' may also have
officers fronm ttle e ibassy will be provided to assist tle representation frolnt State emergency services organiza-
OS( and the .11IC, at a niniimuni. tions and voluntec agencies. I lie Service Response
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Force (SRF) should assign a liaison officer to the FRC i. Assess damage to agricultural resources.
and/ or coordinate information exchange.

j. Provide advice to State and local officials on
c. The SFO or DSFO will provide a liaison represen- minimizing losses to agricultural resources from

tative to the OSC. radiation effects.

d. The SFO or DSFO will assist the OSC, as requested. k. Provide information and assistance to farmers,
in developing and evaluating protective action food processors and distributors to aid in returning to
recommendations. normal after a radiological emergency.

e. The SFO will supply coordinated information on 1. Assist in reallocation of USDA donated food
the Federal response to the State and/or local supplies from warehouses, local schools, and other
government officials. outlets to emergency food centers. These are foods

donated to various outlets through USDA food
programs administered by the Food and Nutrition

3-6 DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE (USDA) Service.

The functions and capabilities of the USDA to provide m. Provide a liaison to State agricultural agencies to

radiological assistance in the event of a nuclear weapon keep State and local officials informed of Federal efforts.
accident include the following areas: n. Assist DoE at the FRMAC in collecting agricul-

a. Provide assistance through regular USDA pro- tural samples within the 50-mile Ingestion Pathway

grams if legally adaptable to radiological emergencies. Emergency Planning Zone (I:,PZ).

b. P~rovide emergency food coupon assistance i o. Assist in providing available temporary housing

officially designated disaster areas when a threshold of for evacuees.

need is determined by State and Federal officials and 3-7 DEPARTMENT OF itEALT1t AND HUMAN
the commercial food system is sufficient to accommodate SERVICES (HlIS)
food coupons.

a. The 1HHS1 can provide:
c. Provide listings of locations of alternate sources

of livestock feed. (I) Guidance to State and local governments on
the use of radio-protective substances, including dosage,

d. Provide advise to State and local officials regarding and projected radiation doses which warrant usage of
the disposition of livestock and poultry contaminated such drugs.
by radioactive material. (2) Advice to medical care personnel regarding

proper medical treatment of people exposed to, or
e. Ensure the wholesomeness of meat and meat contaminated by, radioactive material.

products, poultry and poultry products, and egg (3) Advice and guidance to State and local officials
products identified for interstate commerce. in assessing the consequences of radiological accidents

on the health of l)ersons in the affected area.
I. Provide for the procurement of food. (4) Resources, in conjunction with the USI)A,

ensuring that food and animal feeds arc safe for
g. Assist State and local officials, in coordination with consumption,

f-1ilS and ET'A, in the rccormmendation and implemen- (5) Assistance, in coordination with USDA, in
tation of protective measures to minimize exposure by developing technical recommendations for State and
contaminated food ingestion, local officials regarding protective measures for food

and animal feeds.
h. Assist in coordinating with HIIS and EPA, in the

emergency production, processing, storage, and b. The Center for Devices and Radiological Health
distribution of food through the wholesale level during (CI)R II) is responsible for radiological health activities
a radiological emergency. conducted in the Food and Drug Administration (FI)A)
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and provides the major source of radiation expertise 3-9 DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR (Dol)
within the Public Health Service. The FDA prescribes
contamination levels for canned and/or packaged foods! a. Dol manages over 500 million acres of Federal
materials, lands and thousands of Federal natural resource

facilities. Dol is responsible for these lands and facilities
when threatened by a radiological emergency. In

3-8 DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE (DoC) addition, Dol coordinates emergency plans for Dol-
managed park and recreation areas with State and local

a. DoC response functions for accidents involving authorities and operates Dol water resource projects to
nuclear weapons are: protect municipal and agricultural water supplies in cases

of radiological emergencies.
(I) Estimate the damage to industrial resources and

recommend measures to deal with problems of the b. DoI provides advice and assistance concerning
industrial sector. hydrologic and natural resources, including fish and

(2) Provide current and forecast meteorological wildlife, to Federal, State, and local governments upon
information about wind direction and speed, boundary request. It is Dol policy to:
layer mixing, precipitation, and any other meteorological
and hydrological parameters affecting radiological (1) Respo.d to incidents that affect or may affect
contamination. its jurisdiction or resources.

(3) Provide a representative to both the on-site and (2) Respond to requests for assistance from the
off-site radiological monitoring agencies to coordinate Cognizant Federal Agency, SFO, and State and local
r -orological and hydrological information and to officials to the extent its mission and resou ces allow.
arrange for supplemental meteorological measurements. (3) Cooperate with relevant Federal, State, and

local radiological response authorities and coordinate
b. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin- regional and field-level contingency plans.

istration (NOAA) is the primary agent within DoC
responsible for providing radiological emergency
assistance to Federal, State, a.nd local organizations. The 3-10 DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
National Weather Service (NWS) is the focal point for (DoT)
radiological emergency coordination. The NWS
maintains coordination with the National Ocean Service a. DoT participation during a nuclear weapon
(NOS) and Coastal Zone Management, the National accident will be limited primarily to arranging special
Environmental Satellite Data and Information Service transportation activities and assistance in contacting
(NIESDIS), the National Marine Fisheries Service consignors and consignees of shipments to or from the
(NMFS), and the Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric accident.
Research (OAR). In an actual emergency, these offices
take collective action to focus DoC resources and b. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). The
expertise to assist Federal, State, and local government Associate Administrator for Air Traffic and Airway
offices in controlling and resolving a radiological Facilities coordinates all FAA crisis management
emergency. NOAA's main responsibilities include: functions. The FAA's principal nuclear accident function

is to dircct, upon request, air traffic ii and around the
(1) Acquiring weather data and providing weather affected area.

forecasts in connection with the emergency.
(2) Disseminating weather and emergency informa-

tion via NOAA Weather Radio. 3-11 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTJON AGENCY
(3) Assisting the FD)A in assessing the safety of (EPA)

marine fishery products from radiological contain-
ination, a. The Office of Radiation Programs of the EPA has

(4) lProviding current and forecast meteorological responsibility for coordinating EPA response to requests
information about wind speed and direction. low-level for radiological assistance. The radiological assistance
stability, precipitation, and other meteorological and available consists of monitoring teams to measure
hydrological factors affecting the transport or dispersion environmental radiation. evaluate the extent of the
of radiological malterials. contamination, and advisc on the actions required for
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protection of the public health and safety. Each team planning for and placing homeless victim., by providing
can collect samples for subsequent processing and emergency housing and technical support staff within
analysis at its laboratory. The EPA has the responsibility available resources.
for coordinating the intermediate and long term
radiological monitoring function at a mutually agreed 3-15 GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
upon time with DoE. (GSA)

b. The Director of Criteria and Standards of EPA GSA provides service, administrative supplies, facilities,
is responsible for establishing radiation levels to protect and equipment within available resources.
the general public and to provide guidance for Fedei al
agencies. EPA has prescribed guidelines for monitoring
iadioactive contamination of drinking water and 3-16 NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
exposures to the general population from nuclear ADMINISTRATION (NASA)
activities.

NASA coordinates the response and recovwry operations
c. The ElPA has radiological assistance teams located for downed NASA spacecraft which may carry nuclear

in Montgomery. Alabama and Las Vegas, Nevada. materials.

3-12 NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY 3-17 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
BOARD (NTSB) (NRC)

The NTISB is responsible for transportation safety and The NRC provides personnel who can quickly assess
may conduct or assist in an investigation of the accident the nature and extent of the radiological emergency and
and issue a report. In any case, a military accident its potential on and off-site effects on public health and
investigation will be conduct,,ed in accordance with safety. The NRC provides this information to the
Service directives. The OSC should make provisions to appropriate State and local agencies. Also, the NRC
assist and support the accident investigation to the has radiological monitoring equipmncnt and mnobilc
mlaximum extent that public safety and weapon(s) radiological laboratories to assist in the analysis of
recovery permits. environmental contamination and has public iniformia-

tion personnel and techlnical experts who can be used
3-13 INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION to assist in public info-rmation cfforts.

(Icc)

3-18 SlAEI,!/ILOCAL GOVERNMENT/
The IWC issists in arranging for or expediting emergency HOST NATION
transportation of people or property moving interstate
or of foreign commerce to or from distressed areas. Off-site authority and responsibility at a nuclear weapon
Specifically, the ICC establishes priorities and expedites accident rests with State and local officials. It is
emergency surface transportation of pcople and property important to recognize that land placed temporarily
to or from areas impacted by the accident. UnJder the under Federal control by the establishment of NI)A or
coordinating authority of the Secretary oflrails- NSA to protect U.S. (1oveinlmlent inate ial 01 cla.ssified
portation, the ICC establishes the priorities for all surface property and materials, wiil revert to State control upon
transportation of people and property. disestablishment of the NDA or NSA. The State

governor is responsible for the health, safety, and welfare
of individuals within the territorial limits of the State

3-14 DEPARTMENT O!1 HOIUSING AND URBAN during periods of emergency or crisis. The OSC will
DEVELOPMEINT (IJUD) assist the State in ensuring that the public is protected.(, The Htost Nation retains Sovereignty over its soil and

HIlI) provides information on available housing/shelter the responsibility for the health, safety, and welfare of
for disaster victims or displaced persons and assists in its citi-cns.
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CHAPTER 4

MANAGEMENT OF ACCIDENT RESPONSE

4-1 GENERAý. (FCO) to coordinate the overall Federal response. The
Secretary of the Army will become the DoD Executive

a. Command and control on-site at the scene of a Agent for providing additional military support (off-
nuclear weapon accident rests with the agency in charge site) to the FCO as required, subject to the military
of the facility or geographic area whci-e the accident missions and priorities of l)oD.
occurs. If the accident occurs outside these boundaries,
the Service or agency having custody of the weapon c. The responsibility for security and command and
at the time of the accident has cormmand and control, control at accidents/ incidents in a country outside the
If the accident occurs outside the 48 contiguous states, U.S. rest,, with the host country government.
responsibility for directing the US response shall rest
with the Unified Commander in Chief in whose area d. Command and control for the Initial Response
of responsibility the accident occurred. If the accident Force (IRI) and Service Response Force (SRF) at a
occurs outside the US or its territories, the Unified nuclear weapon accident involves directing Iol)
Commander will coordinate with the State Department, resources and coordinating l)o) actions with civilian
as appropriate. "On-site" is that area around a nuclear authorities/ officials providing response to any domestic
weapon accident under thc operational control oft the emergency.
installation commander, facility manager, D)epartment
of Defense, On-Scene Commmander (OSC), or Depart-
ment of Energy lcai I•eader (at a DoE accident), oir 4-2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE
host government official. For accidents/incidents in the
11.., its ter'ritories or possessions, on-site includes any This chapter pro 'ides guidance on interagency relation-
area established as a National Defense Area (NDA) or ships at the accident site suggested response force
National Security Area (NSA). When overseas, this on- organization and actions required during an accident
site secure area should be defined in the host nation response. The discussions in this chapter are applicable
agreement and will be refcrred in this docu'ne;:t as a to the I1(12 and the SRI: On-Scene Commanders (OSC)
Security Area. This area, although not equivalent Io and their staffs.
the NI)A or NSA, uses local authorities ic r" tsrict people
from the immediate arca of the accident ;or their
protection and the safeguarding of weapon systcnls. 4-3 SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS
"Off--site" is defined as that area beyond the boundaries
ol a I)oI) military installation or I )oE facility, including [he basic requirements for command and control of
the area beyond the hound'ary of a NI)A, NSA or a a nuclear weapon accident response are similar for the
Security Area, affected by a nuclear weapon accident/ IRF and SRF OSC's though they vary in scope and
incident. magnitude. Specific actions taken by the respective

response forces will vary because of differences in
b. Civil authoriticsiofficials have prinaqy mesponsi- manning, resources, capabilities, and training between

bility flor command and control off-site and will request the IRF and SRIF. As a minimum, the IRF and SR F
Federal assistance and assets through the Federal t)'s arc required to:
Ermergcncy Management Agency (F-MA). The Senior
FEMA official (SF0) coordinates requests for Federal a. Provide life saving/!humanitarian assistance at the
assistance to ensure that assistance is provided. If an accident site.
:mccident/ incident involving nuclear weapons result:s in
a Presidential declaration of a major disaster or b. Establish command and control.
emergency, Public Law 93-288. rcference (g), states the
President will appoint a Federal Coordinating Office c. Safeguard classified material.

4-1
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d. Protect the public and mitigate public health and Command. A Deputy OSC should be in grade of 0-
safety hazards. 6 and shall manage the information flow between the

site, headquarter's op, ration centers, and DoS. The OSC
c. Seek the assistance and cooperation of civilian is responsible for all SRF actions at the accident site

authorities/ officials and advise them of possible hazards. including:

f. Initiate public affairs procedures and establish (a) Safeguarding national security materials and
direct communications with the Office of the Assistant information. Establishing a NDA or NSA. Overseas,
Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) (OASD(PA)). requesting that local authorities establish a Security Area

to provide a disaster cordon and security for classified
g. Establish a NDA. When overseas, request that local material.

authorities establish a Security Area to provide a cordon (b) Establishing command and control. Ensuring
for security of classified material, and protection of the that special teams arriving at the accident scene are
public. integrated into the response force with a clear chain

of command and that their capabilitics are known by
h. Establish an operations area, a base camp, and all cleared personnel on the SRF. Communications must

a contamination control area. be established with the NMCC and other levels of

authority, and frequency assignments allocated to all

4-4 RESPONSE ORGANIZATIONS response teams.
(c) Establishing priorities for rcsponse/recovery

Military and civilian response organizations which may efforts.
be present at the scene of a nuclear weapon accident (d) Assessing hazards involving public health andare: safety.

(e) Seeking the assistance and cooperation of

a. Initial Response Force (IRF). A response force civilian authorities/officials and advising thern of the
belonging to the nearest 1)ol) activity/unit, which will possible hazards.
take emergency response actions to establish command (f) Notifying civilian authorities/officials of the
and control on-site pending arrival of the SRF. precautions and other measurcs required for the

protection of public health and safety and potential
(I) The IRF OSC will generally be an 0-5 or 0- impact off-site.

6, as established by Servie policy. An illustration of (g) Establishing a public affairs program for
a typical response force is at Figure 4-1. He will usually coordinating, reviewing, and approving public informa-
remain the OSC until relieved by the SRF OSC. tion and news releases. Establishing direct conimuni-

(2) The IRF performs the following functions: cations with the (OASD(PA)) or American Embassy/
rescue operations: fire fighting; accident site security; USCINC as appropriate.
public affairs activitics; establish command, control, and (h) Integrating civilian authorities/ officials/
communicatios. The IRF initiates EOD procedures; representatives into the response force. As a minimum,
determines if hazardous materials and/or radioactive coordination must be completed between civilian
contamination arc present, and if so, minimizes its authorities/ officials. A liaison officer will be provided
spread; and estabiishes procedures to control the by the SF0 to the OSC. Overseas, a liaison officer will
exposure of personnel to contamination, be provided by the U.S. Embassy to the OSC.

(i) Assessing protective action measures and re-
b. Service Response Force (SRF). The SRF consists entry recommendations developed by the State.

of a military and Dol) civilian staff. The response force (0) Coordinating with the SF0 and civilian
may be augmented by DoE scientific and technical officials to develop a site restoration plan.
advisors, and by specialized teams from other Services, (k) Coordinating with the accident investigation
FEMA personnel aund/or host country government board or team.
officials/representatives as required. An example of the (I) Obtaining assets required to support
SRF functional organization and interagency relation- response/recovery operations.
ships is at Figure 4-2. (m) E-stablishing the joint Hazard Evaluation

Center (JHEC) and initiating an on-site hazard and
(1) OSC. The SRF OSC will be a flag/general rank radiation health, weapons recovery, safety and envir-

officer appointed by the responsible Service/ Unified onmnental monitoring
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program. Off-site coordination will be with the Federal representatives should be exchanged. The FRC will be
Radiological Monitoring and Assessment Center concerned primarily with nonradiological off-site
(FRMAC) and civilian authority response elements, as support to the state and local agencies. At FEMA's
appropriate. request, the ERT will include a General Services

(n) Assisting the involved country government Administration (GSA) representative to assi ' tile
official! representative in ensuring the health and safety response force in obtaining local services and supples.
of individuals within the country. Response force
officials and the Embassy representative will assist in e. D)efense Nuclear Agency Accident Advisory Team-
implementing measures that satisfy host government ()NAAT).
requirCments, i

(o) Providing required medical, logistics, and (1) The DNAAVassists an OSC and his or her staff
administrative support, including that needed by )oF in the response operations following an accident. The
response organizations, advisory team is composed of personnel knowledgeable

in nuclear accident response requirements, health
(2) SRF Staff Members. Members are responsible physics, radiation medicine, public affairs, legal

to the OSC and include expertise in hazardous materials implications and site restoration. This team is available
and radiological safety, security, medical, FOI), public upon request and can deploy as soon as transportation
affairs, and legal areas. Representatives from l)oE, becomes available. When deployed, the team is
JHI-C, and the site restoration planning group should responsible to the OSC.
serve as staff members to improve response force (2) Request for services or additional information
effectiveness. More than one person may be required about the DNAA[ should be directed to the Dol)
to kccp the OSC apprised of all on-going hazardous JNACC.
materials and radiological related activities. Protocol
of(licers should facilitate visits to the accident scene by f. Other Organizations
senior civil and military officials.

(I) Accident Investigation Boards. A Service
c. l)ol' Accident Response Group (ARG). ]fhe accident investigation board, and. if appropriate, the

composition of the ARGi, including speciali/ed equip- National Transportation Safety Board (N'ISB) will1ment, will be selected to meet the requirements of the dispatch investigation teams to the accident site.
accident or incident. Initially, the ARG will deploy a Commiensurate with personnel and public safety, the
TeanI Leader, Senior Scientific Advisor, and specialists OSC should support the activities and administration/
to assess the situation and determine what additional documentation requirements of these teams.
l)ol assets are required. (2) The Services and the D)oE- maintain various

teams with specialized training applicable to nuclear
(I) Deployment of additional equipment and weapon accident response. When I team is deployed,

personnel will be coordinated through the l)oI Joint it is responsible to the OSC, either directly, or through
Nuclear Accident Coordinating Center (JNA('C) and the the D)o0 Tcam leader. hise ainsti arc discussed ini
I)oD) OS('. Chapter 20.

(2) 1fhe ARG is responsible to the OSC for on- (3) State and L.ocal Response. In an off-installation
site activities at a l)oD) nuclear weapon accident. In accident. State and local police, firefighters, and medical
the event of an accident or significant incident affecting treatment personnel may be the first to respond. The
off-site areas, the DoF Team Leader has specific IRF should coordinate directly with personnel from
responsibilities and activities implemented through the State and !ocal agencies. State and local authozlties
Fede-ral Radiological inmergency Response Plan establish control over any portion of the hazardous and
(F R IP), reference (c). radiological control area which extends beyond the NI)A

or NSA. U.pon dissolution of the N )A or NSA, State
d. Federal lFc rgency Management Agcncy(2: MA). and local authorities will become the controlling

F[FMA will establish a Federal Response ('enter ( [R() authority for any portion of the accident site not tiider

at a location selected in coopciation with State and local Federal control (e.g., military installations). The SRF-
authorities. [le FPR, located near the accident scene OS(' should provide essential information to state and
will initially be nianned by an Fmergency Response local authorities.

[cain (I-RI) dcploycd by l" MA. The FRC and the (4) For accidents/incidents outside tilhe .S., its
I)ol) on-scene command post have similar functions and territories, and possessions:

4-5
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(a) On and off-site authority for a nuclear (2) Contamination.
weapon/components accident/incident rests with the (a) Non-radiological hazardous materials may be
host Government officials! representatives. The Amer- le
ican Embassy providcs thle diplomatic and political focal released due to weapon system damage. T he problem

toa tEb host provide nth dmay consist of various hazardous materials, for c-sample,
point to the host government o solid or liquid missile propellants, oxidizers, or highS(b) The host government officials/ rcprcsenta- explosives. A high explosive detonation could disperse;
tives will ensure the health and safety of individuals hazardous materials several hundred meters around all
within the country and will be assisted by the response accident site. Aerosolized hazardous materials could be
force staff or the Embassy to implement measures to released and dispcrscd downwind. The materials would
satisfy host governmentrequirements. remain in the area unless diffused by acration,

neutralization, or removal. The toxic :.aterials may4-5 CONCEPT OF OPERATI't IIS
present a serious hazard to the gencral pubiic and require
immediate and effective reaction by public affairis

The concept of operations presents actions of the IRF personnel to allay public apprehension.
and SRI: and assumes a "worst case" accident; that is,
a nuclear weapon accident offa military installation with bhe radiolosiva ds re leae
the spread of contamination. Also the concept pIresents burning or high explosive detonation of a nuclear

ifft w o weapon or weapon components may consist of isotopesdlifficuti weapon recovery problems, public involvement, of plutonium, uranium, and possibly tritium. Wind
extensive logis•tic support requir.:mnents, the need for ofpunimurimad osbltiim.W d

i ovelocity and other meteorological conditions, the height
extensive deployed communications support, and of tihe cloud or plume containing the radioactive
complex site restoratimn problems, material, and terrain, all influence the extent to which

contamination may be spread. After the contaminant
a. Responseponse can be divided into has fallen to the ground, it may be resuspended by wind

two phaises. or mechanical action, The long term carcinogenic eff:ects
of inhaled plutonium represents the greatest hazard to

I) Initial Phase. Includcd in this phase arc those the general public: actions to assess specific risk mnust
immediatemeasures taken by theneartI)oE or I)ol) be promptly initiated. Public perception of' the
installation to provide a U1.S. gov:rnment presence, radiological hazard may be disproportionatcly larger
humanitarian support and assistance, and designation than the actual hazard.
and deployment ofi a response force. Accidents will be
expeditiously reported directly to the National Military (3) Public Affairs. An immcdiatc, but temporary,
Command Center (NMCC) and/or the Service oper- threat to the safety of the nearby public may exist from" tions center in accordance with iCS Pub 1-03.6. Upon toxic or explosive hazards associated with tile accident.
receipt of accident notification, the appropriate IIRF and However, tile less immediate radiological hazard has
S[ will be identified and tasked, and specialized teams historically been of grcatcst concern to civil authoriti's

alerted and prepared for immediate deployment. A and the general public. Although l)ol) policy is to neither
simplified notification plan is illustrated in Chapter 1, confirm nor deny tile presence of nuclcar weapons or
ligure I-I. components at a specific location, such conlfirnlimtion

(2) Follow-on Phase. The SRiF, during the follow- shall be made either when required to protect public
on phase, continues those actions initiated by the IRF. safety or to reduce or prevent widespread public alarm.
and commences long tcrm actions to return the In locations outside thv United States, its territories and
environment to an acceptable condition. Weapon(s) possessions, the OSC must have the approval of the
rceovery and site restoration are the primary objectives appropriate Commander-in-Chief (CINC) and host
of this phase govern ment, through the American Embassy, prior to

exercising the exceptions (reference: 1)oI) l)ircctive
b. Response Considcrations. As the OSC assesses lhe 5230.16, Nuclear Accident and Incident Public Affairsaccident, the following diffe-rences between a nuclear Guidance). Early notification of actual accident

weapon accident and other accidents should be associated hazards, and of what zan and is being done
considered: to reduce the risk, is a key issue in allaying public

concern. Media interest and public scrutiny will be
(I) ('lassificd Matelial. In accidents involving intense; the OSC :and hi:; staff must prepare to address

nuclear weapons/ccmqponents, classified materials must those public concerns related to nuclear accidents as
be located, recovered and protected. they assess the accident situation.
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c. Response Force Actions. The initial actions of the If for any reason, the response force does not arrive
response force upon arrival at the accident scene will on-scene soon after the accident, civilian firefighters
be directed toward stabilizing .he situation and defining should be advised of the possible presence of hazardous
the problem. The following paragraphs describe some materials, including high explosives. All safety precau-
of the actions required: tions should be taken including electromagnetic

radiation (EMR) restrictions. Specific firefighting

(1) Command Post (CP). The IRF should establish guiuance is contained in Technical Publication TP 20-
a CP to accommodate the arriving personnel and II, TM 39-20-11, Navy SWOP 20-11, Air Force TO I IN--
equipment of the SRF. This facility should serve as the 20-11, references (k), (1), (m), and (n).
focal point of command and control as the accident (3) Casualty Identification and Treatment. The
response expands. All accident response elements must rescue and treatment of casualties should receive high
report to the CP which will facilitate continuity of priority. Until proven otherwise, casualties should be
command and control during the transition from IRF considered as having beeo contaminated by radioactive
to SRF. material. For this reason, officials at hospitals and clinics

to which casualties are evacuated should be notified of
(a) The CP may be located within the NDA or the possibility of radioactive contamination •o that

NSA. Access routes and prevailing winds will determine proper measures can be taken. Ensure of compliance
the direction and distance of the CP from the accident with DoD notification procedures. As soon as the
scene and contaminated area. The CP should be located presence or absence of radioactive contamination is nt
so that normal wind shifts will not interfere with confirmed, these officials should be advised. Casualty

operations and require relocating the CP. Figure 4-3 handling procedures are described in Chapter 14.
provides a sample accident site organizational diagram. (4) Assessment. The OSC determines the accident
Consideration should be given to establishing the CP, situation, status, and implications of the accident.
the DoE ARG operations center, and the communica- Determination and reporting of whether contaminz.tion
tions center in a restricted area to simplify the protection was released is of highest priority. The OSC assesses
of classified information. The FRC and CP will exchange the extent of the hazard(s), accident response elements
liaison representatives to coordinate off-site actions and must report to the CP which will facilitate continuity
concerns, of command and control during the transition from IRF

to SRF.
(b) Communications. Among the various agen- (5) Air Sampling. Air sampling provides an

cies, frequency managemeat is important. Communico- effective means of determining airborne and downwind
tions at the accident site may be limited initially. When contamination at the accident scene. Within approxi-
establishing initial communication- from art off-base mately I hour after the high explosive detonation or
accident site, consideration shculd be 6iven to using fire extinguishment, the OSC should have air sampler(s)
radio or telephone through the neatest military placed dowrwind from the accident. Monitoring and
installation. Also, relay via local police communicaiions decontamination, as appropriate, will be provided for
channels may provide a viable initial communications personnel positioning air samplers.
channel. Until record communications are established. (6) Identification of Public Health Hazards. Once
specific rciay instructions should be included in an evaluation has been made, the effect of any hazards
telephonic communication!, and consideration should and the potential impact of the hazards to public health
be given to conference calls to keep all concerned must be determined. If required, coordination should
commands informed. Situation reporting according to be made with civihian officials to inform the public of
Serviee: agency directives should be initiated as soon as protective action measures to minimize undesirable
possible. Effective communication within the response effects on the public. This action is time sensitive and
force, with higher authorities, and with Federal, State must be completed rapidly. Radiological hazards and
and local and or involved country agencies responding possible actions to minimize hazards are discussed in
to the accident is essential to command and control. Chapter 5. Hazardous materials which may be present
-The CP should be established by the IRF with adequate are discussed in Chapter 9.
communications to maintain command and control (7) Public Affairs. The OSC must establish or

belween the accident site. SRF, and N MCC. ensure direct communication with OASD/ PA. A Joint
Information Center (JIC) must be established and pubiic

(2) Vire Supprc:,sion. Weapons and other materials affairs measures implemented to ensure that timely,
involved in the :,ccident pose a danger to firefightcrs. accurate and consistent information is available at the
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A
accident scene. Since a great deal of information will to outside listeners, should bc avoided. Vehicles and
be generated at the accident site and more than one equipment used in a contaminated arca during
organization will be collecting and analyzing data, all reconnaissance may be left for future use. but must be
information must be coordinated within the JIC before checked for containination before lcaving the accident
release to the media or general public. Additionally, the site. The radiological control area need not he established
public affairs officer must be informed of all information prior to reconnaissance team cntry. HIowever, the
vrovided to civil authorities, foreign government following should be considered by the OSC: establish
officials by the OSC or his designated representative, an initial or cursory contamination cont;'ol line at least
Public affairs action., are discussed in more detail in 100 meters upwind ofthe initial contaminant or hazard,
Chapter 16. so that exiting initial reconnaissance team members canl

be monitored and decontaminated, if required. If
(8) Reconnaissance Operations. contamination is present. determine the actual area

which is contaminated so that appropriate actions canall
(a) Confirmation of' weapon location and stat'Is be taken, and civil authorities can be advised of the

may not be possible until fires arc extinguished, the wait exteiit of tile problem. IProccdures for completing the
time is observed, and tile wreckage can be examined, initial perimeter survey of the contaminated area arc
Reconnaissance and Render Safe Procedures by FOI) discussed in ('hapter 5. Atmospheric Release Advisory
personnel should commence as soon as possible. Capability (NRAC) projections discussed in Appendix
Radiological considerations, protective measures 5C'will prO , idc a worst case estimate of theccontaminated
requirements, and/ or re-entry recommendations on the area to assist in planning the survey.
initial entry are discussed in Chapter 5. and E1:I) entry
procedures it Chapter 15. If contamination is present, (9) Ilazard Assessment.
actions to determine the extent of contamination should
be initiated immediately. The initial reconnaissance (a) Radiation Mon itoring/C(otm-l. Ihe fi rst
should provide enlough information to determinc priority is to determine if contamination has been
subsequent actions anid priorities. The initial reconnais- released. Upon making this determnioation, heavy
sance should provide or confirm the following: demands will be piaced upon available radiation

detection instruments arid persoiiel. A contamination
S('asualtics (injured and deceased) niot control stati on should he establishcd as soon as

previously fotu.1d. their number, loca.tion, and extent of equipment and personnel are oil-sceneC unless it has been
injuries. Injured people will be moved to a safe area. determinied that all weapons arc intact arid that there

2. Weapons and components condition, Iot-- was no spread of' contamination. The reciltaissaicc
lion, and chance of explosions. team ineed not wait for tile contamination control station

3. Existence of radioactive contamination and to be established belore entering the area; however. tlte
levels of it. reconnaissance tean atnd any civilian personnel it the

4. Explosive ha/ards present. contaminated, or potentially contaminated area, should
be processed through the initial contamination control

tb) Other specialists or cittergenicy personnel Itay title or the cottamnination control station upon exit frlom
be part of the initial reconnaissance team if tite (SC thie area. When conttaminiation is present, immediate
considers them essential. The (SC will approve all actions should be initiated to obtain information on the
entries into thie exclusion area prior to tite weapons being extent of contam i nation, establish radiological control

declared safe. As a safety precaution, the senior I:01) lines, and nutify medical trteatment facilities which may
person eitering the accident site should be the initial have contaminated casualties or emergency response
reconnaissance teant chief. The team chief should ensure equipment. If resources are available, assistance in
that team members arc briefed oit emergency, :;afety m tonitoring and decontaminating response forces should
and other procedures before enitering the accident site. be offered. I lte allOmLoit of radiation inmon itoring
If possible, still photography should be used to depict equipmcnt available to the response force may preclude
the accident site artd area, document findings, and assist sintultaneous accomplishment of all actions, and the
in developing tihe weapon rccovcry proccdurcs. Positive (SC mt" ust establish pioritics based on the hazard to
measures should be taken to prevent electromagnetic tile gcneral public and responding forces.
(RF) energy frot initiating explosive devices. Also,
unsecure radio t ransmissinm and the use of classified 1. Prior to departing for tile accident site, the
information and data which nay cause undue alarml response force, if not oni the notilication system, should

-- ------ -----.-- -- - - .....-- -- -------- -



provide its Service operations center with an appropriate intcgrai part of these procedures and must be approved
TELEFAX phone number for delivery of ARAC by thc OSC prior to implementation.
projections of downwind radiation doses and contami- (11) Security (Physical and Classified Material).
nation depositions. If a TELEFAX device is deployed
to the accident site, the on-site phone number should (a) A security perimeter should be established as
be provided for direct data receipt. Specific accident soon as possible. Civilian response personnel will
data provided in Appendix 5C should be provided to establish some form of control to keep nonessential
ARAC directly, or through the Service operations center personnel from interfering with the civilian response
orJNACC. actions. Coordination with civilian law enforcement

2. Equipment and personnel limitations may agencies should be conducted to ensure that adequate
preclude the response force from conducting detailed security is provided for the weapons until the response
radiation surveys of the accident site. If contamination force arrives. Upon arrival of the response force,
is present, available radiation monitoring equipment will establishment of a NDA or NSA as discussed in Chapter
be needed to: 13, should be considered. In overseas areas, cooperation

a. Monitor and decontaminate response with local authorities allows establishment of a disaster
personnel/ vehicles, bystanders, nearby residents, and cordon or a Security Area. This area, although not
affected medical treatment facilities, equivalent to the NDA or NSA, utilizes local authorities

b. Perform an initial perimeter survey to to restrict personnel from the accident sitc for their
determine the extent of contamination and position for protection and safeguarding weapon systems.
csiablishing a contamination c.ontrol area. (b) Debriefings. The OSC is required to debrief

c. Operate the contamination control all personnel with access to classified information. A
station. comprehensive debriefing procedure should be estab--

d. l)etcrmine which, if' any, security posts lished to gain all possible information from response
are itn the contaminated area. force personnel who observed the accident and its

aftermath, or who were in the accident arca. Information
(b) Hazard [:valuation. Include an evaluation of gained from these dcbricfings may also assist inl

all the hazardous materials present. subsequent accident investigations and aid in planning
for initial response actions.

(10) Weapon Recovery Operations. Weapon (12) Protective Measures, Re-Entty Reconimcnda -
recovery operations commence with reconnaissance and tions and Recovery Plan. The protective measures
continue until the weapons and/or components have recommendations include prcedures to protect

been removed from the accident site. Locating and re ronme nd reso rs incl haear d ur est protens

deteminng he tats o th wepon an wepon personnel and resour-ces in the hiazard area. These actionsdetermining the status of' tie weapons and weapon include notification, protective measures, and controlled
components should receive a high priority. Until the evacuation. The rcntry recommendations includc
location and status of the weapons can be determined,

fragmentation distances should be considered when procedures to remove or dccontaniinate materials and
to return contaminated land/resources to an acceptableestablishing the Cl, NDA, NSA or Security Area and condition. The recommendations will be incorporated

positioning security guards and other personnel. Render into the recovery plan. Details on protective measures
safe procedures (I(SIP) shall be conducted by FOD and recovery are contained in ('hapter 5. m-_-.

personnel. Until this action is taken by ccitified (13) S1F (Organization anld Operation of the
technicians, no personnel should be allowed into the Accident Scene.
area without the OSC's approval. Specific EOD books
(series 6) cover RSP operations and must be followed (a) The Operations Area. The operations area
unless situations or conditions dictate a need for provides facilities for the 05", command and control,
procedural deviations. Only emergency RSP actions response, recovery anid restoration functions. This areashould be perform ed to ac~hieve site stabilization. If site will be located farcenough fr-om the at:cidcnitsite tO cusure
stabilization has been achieved, continuation of RSI' that the operations area is free of airborne contamination
beyond emergency procedures should be suspended until and, iii the event of a wind change, the area is out of
the SRF and DoE AR(i can arrive. Necessary weapon the contamination arca. Figure 4-3 provides a sample
recovery procedures should then be developed jointly accident site organizational diagram.
by EO) and ARG personnel and modified to assure
maximum safety. Plans for packaging and shipping the 1. Space (an area approximately 100 meters
damaged weapon(s) or their components will be an x 150 meters) is furnished for the following functions
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with the DoE, FEMA, and civilian authorities coun- resources and vehicles. The CCA mcoiporates the
terparts or equivalents as appropriate: contamination control line (hot line), the contamination

control station, personnel and equipment processing
a. OSC or DoE Team Leader. lincs, and material/casualty transfer point. Considera-
b. On-Scene CP. tion should be given for using building(s) or tent(s) for
c. On-.Scene Control Group (I)oF ARG, setup of the contamination control station and

and/or the EOD team). contamination control line. Multiple processing lines will
d. .1IH EC be used to facilitate personnel processing. Contaminated

materials and run-off will be contained and maintained
2. Other facilities which should be provided for DoD disposition.

include:
d. Service Response Force. Upon arrival at the

a. Communications area, accident site, the SiR F continues actions initiated by the
b. Control group briefing area. IRF, and initiates additional actions as required. Specific
.c. Personnel and dosimeter control point, operations and actions of concern to the SRF are
"d. Radiation equipment repair area. addressed below.

e. Vehicle park.
f. Medical control point. (1) Command, Control and Communications.

B. VIP/visitor reception/briefing area.

h. Messing. (a) Upon designation of the SRF, the coni-
i. Rest area. mander establishes communications with the response

L. Latrines, force or the response force's base command center to
obtain all possible information and coordinate SRI
arrival and 'expected requirements. The DoE ARG(b) The base camp. composition, travel plans, and support requirements are

obtained through the Service operations center or
_. The base camp includes those logistical, JNACC.

administrative, billeting, and recreation functions to (b) Upon arrival at the accident site, the SRF
support recovery and restoration requirements. Thie. commander should be briefed by the IRF OSC and meet
nearest military installation should be used as the base with senior State and local emergency response
camp if practicable. (T he distance from the installation authorities or host-country officials. The briefing should
or terrain may require setup in the field.) The IRF unit covetr the status, functions, capabilities, and support
commander or the nearest Installation Commander will requirements of all organizations, agencies, and
set up and operate the base camp. specialized teams on.-scene. An overflight of the accident

2. The base camp will be located farther front site is recommended. Upon completion of turnover
the accident than the operations area is located from briefings, the SRI: commander should assume the duties
the accident. base camp facilities will include its a of OSC. All members of the response force should remain
minimum: on-scene until the OSC determines that they are no

longer required.
at. Personnel control point. (c) As soon its all radiological data is known,
1). .1 IC. preparation ol a site recovery and restoration plan should
c. Helipad be directed. FEWMA, state, and local authorities and host
d. Material receiving point, government officials must he included in the planning
c. Clean clothing and bulk issue area. and managcrenct of site restoration operations.
f. Mess/ration breakdown point. (d) Initial communications capabilities on-scene
g. Billeting area. may he inadequate and should be improved a, soon
h. Shower and latrines, as possible.
i. Administrative vehicle park area. (c) Congrcssional rClationIs support must be
j. Water and POI. point, provided as required.

(c) [he C'ontamination Control Area. The (2) Public Affairs. The OSC should form a
Contamination Control Area (CCA) includes facilities Community Emergency Action T[cai (C[AT) at some

for monitoring and decontaminating personnel, point after weapons recovery. The CFAl, coordinatcd
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with FEMA or affected country representatives, would (4) Weapon Recovery Operations. Accident con-
provide a direct interface with the public through a ditions, the time required to locate the weapon(s), and
variety o1 means that could include town meetings. the availability of qualified EO1) personnel deterrmine

to what extent RSP have been accomplished prior to
(3) Hazard Evaluation. the SRF's arrival. If the weapon(s) were in a stable

environment and time permitted. RSP may have been
(a) Radiation Monitoring! H azard Control. held in abeyance until tle SRF and DoF ARG arrive.

Radiological surveys are required to define the The condition of the weapons should be assessed
contamination area and identify any personnel exposed carefully prior to movemlent, even if RSP were performed
to contamination. T'he SR F is responsible for all on- by the csponsc force. If all weapons and components
site operations. 1)o" is responsible for coordinating off- have not been located when the SR F a rives, an extensive
site radiological monitoring and assessment activities of search may be required to find them.
F:edcral agencies through the FRiMAC in accordance
with reference (c). Also, civil authorities may conduct (a) Weapons involved in an accident may have
monitoring and survey operations, and are responsible suffered substantial internal structural damage. When
for control of off-site contaminated areas. 1o obtain time permits, joint 1:01) and ME)E inspection and
a consolidated and consistent presentation of' the best assessment of weapon damage is desirable. The high
data available, on-site radiological monitoring and priority given to weapon recovery operations does not
surveying inust 'he coordinated by the JilE,'C, as inherently imply a need loi rapid action. Safety is of
described in Chapter 5. The radiological hazard to utmost importance.
response personnel and the general public arc a major (b) A staging area should be established outside
concern of Federal, State, and local authorities and

the cor'taminated area, but within the NDI)A, or hostinvolve country goverunirnt of icials. All p~ersnqnnel must government Security Area, where weapons, com poneitts,

be kept inrformed. An effective health safety program and hazardous material can be pack aged for shipment
should be initiated as soonl as possible. State, I )ol- and adsoe ni hpetmyb ae

host country government personnel are respoi.ible for and stored until shipment may be made.

monitoring and treating the general public; howevel, (c) A large number of personnel may be required

military assistance can be offered and may be required to conduct searches for weapons, weapon compoelcnts,

until sufficient civilian equipment and personnel are and explosive hazards. lF()l) personnel will supervise
avail a b csearches by available personmnel on-site after providing

appropriate briefings on search and safety procedures.

I. The ol)o " has an Aerial Measurement Search procedulres awe disclissed inl C'hapter 15.

Survey (AM ,) capability that can determine the extent
and severity of contamination. This capability should (5) Security. Site security is established by the
be coordinated with the )oli team leader. response force and/or civil authorities. Additional

2. (iround surveys are required to confirm and senurity is requnired for temporary weapoii storage areas,
refine the results of aerial surveys. Military assistance the communications center, and other areas where
may be requested for ground surveys conducted outside classified material is kept or discussed. A badging and
the NI)A, NSA or Security Area. If possible, initial identification systcm should be imlplcimentcd to facilitate
ground surveys should be performed within 5 days of passage of civilian and ri litary response personnel and
the accident becausc the contamination may migrate into leamn,. When I)oi) rcsourccs, such as nuclear weapons,
surfaces and become more difficult to measure and components, and oiher classified materials are removed
remove. 'fihe UISA F Air Transportable Radiac Package from the accident site, justification for an N[)A, or NSA
(AIRAP) team can field, calibrate, and repair all with rillitary control no longer exists, although a
instruments to provide standardization. radiological hazard may still exist. 1hereforc, transition

from military control should be coordinated with civil

(b) 1azard Assessment. Tihe JlI- FC assesses the authorities.
radiological and non-radiological hazards at a nuclear (6) Claims. A nuclear wcapon accident which
weapons accident/incident Also, for assessment and results in contamination will generate a large number
ulti nate clean-up of radiological and non-radiological of claims by civilians. A clainms processing facility should
materials, a respiratory protection program should be be established where people can gain access easily and
established to ensure the health and safety of each person is mutually agreeable to local officials. Ihiis location
entering the controlled area. must bc publicized.
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(7) Site Restoration. A comprehensive and detailed (c) Status and results of radiological surveys.
plot of the contaminated area is essential for developing (d) Status and results of personnel monitoring,
an accurate site restoration plan. Determination of clean- including number of people contaminated, and the
up levels will be a major issue and require the radiation doses received.
concurrence/agreement of Federal and State authorities (e) Names, SSN, and scrvice/agency of all
and host country government officials. Most of the site participants and visitors.
restoration work occurs after weapon or components
removal. The SRF and the appropriate response force (2) Documentation of the accident response effort
elements will assist civil authorities/officials in is essential. In addition to the documentation require-
performing site restoration work. Federal assistance to ments of the accident investigation teams, all aspects
the state is coordinated by the SFO. of the accident response itself should be documented

to permit improvement of response procedures. Even
e. Logistic Support. in accidents with little or no spread of contamination,

complete documentation of radiological surveys is
(I) Arrangements must be made for feeding, necessary because questions concerning the accident may

billeting, and for sanitation facilities at or near the arise many years later. Early in the accident response,
accident site. The extent and specific requirements for a responsible official should be tasked with the primary
these facilities depenid primarily on location, environ- responsibility for documentingevtents and recording data
mental conditions, the number of personnel involved, for historical records.
and the expected duration of response operations. Until
messing and billeting arrangements are established, all
personnel should arrive with sufficient personal items 4-6 ACCIDENT RESPONSE PLAN
to meet their needs for a period of 2 to 3 days without DEVELOPME'NT
significant external support. In remote arcas, extremely
austere conditions should be anticipated with only l)evelopment of the accident response plan should begin
limited support for 7 to 10 days. during planning and training, and those portions of the

(2) Weapon recovery operations, radiological and plan which may be accident spceific completed as soon
site restoration operations, and base camp requirements as practicable. The plan should establish prioritics for
determine the type and amount of logistic support expected actions, provide procedures to be followed, and
required. Hiistoricai data supports initial planning tor identify what coordination may be required with other
1000 pcople for up to 6 months. accident response organizations. The accident response

plan outlined in Appendix 4-A should not be confused
with the site restoration plan developed in conjunction

f. Reporting and l)ocumentation. with civil authorities. The operations annex to the
accident responseC plan should include:

(1) Reports arc prepared according to applicable

Service directives. In addition to the reports of the OSC, a. A description of all expected operations and their
the I)oE has reporting requirements that should be interrelationships.
considcrcd when establishing response force commun-
ication capabilities. Parent organizations of specialized b. Identification of those activities responsible for
units and teams on.scene should bc information expected operations and methods for coordinating
addressees oni situation reports. The OSC staff must elements.
recognize the need to provide information up the chain-
of-command to keep the Washington policy organization C. Identification of required equipment and personnel
informed. If adequate information is not provided, direct for the operations center.
communication to the site will be established to obtain
status. information expected or requested by various d. A description o fthe operations center organization,
agencies and officials may includc: responsibilities, and procedurcs for the response

operations.
(a) On-scene response forces by Service or

Agency. e. Procedures for liaison with other agencies'
(b) Status of weapon recovery operations. operations centers (for exatmple, FEM A and State).
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APPENDIX 4-A

ACCIDENT RESPONSE PLAN

4-A-I GENERAL (1) The number, type, condition, and location of
weapons and weapons components involved.

Every nuclear weapon accident has its own unique (2) The number of military and civilian personnel
requirements, priorities, and problems. Also, the specific injured or killed and the disposition of all casualties.
forces responding to each accident will vary, as will the (3) Radiological, explosive, and other hazards
type and amount of support required. Although expected to be encountered.
numerous unpredictable variables arc involved in a (4) A summary of initial response actions and
nuclear accident, the key to a successful response is problems encountered, including chronology of signif-
planning. Many actions and procedures required in icant events.
rcsponsc to an accident are known and can be planned (5) The area of contamination, either projected or
in advance. However, some planned actions and surveyed.
procedures may not be required, or may require (6) Habitation and terrain features which may
modification to meet specific circumstances encountered, impact on operations or be affected significantly by the
All response forces should draft as much of aii accident accident (for example, watersheds, nearby residences or
response plan and its associated annexes as possible to population centers, major roads or thoroughfares,
be prepared when, and if, called upon. animal feed lots, or other farming enterprises).

(7) Public awareness of the presence of nuclear
weapons, either by official announcement or observa-

4..A-2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE tion/assumption.
(8) Status of arrangements with civilian authorities

"This appendix provides basic guidelines and information including establishment of National l)efensc Area
which should be contained in an accident response plan. (NI)A), or Security Area if required.
The response plan is intended to identify actions and (9) Civil and military response organizations or0
procedures to be used at the accident scene commencing teams on scene, or requested, and their specific functions
with the arrival of the response force and continuing or capabilities.
through site restoration and the return home of the
response forces. Possible site restoration procedures b. Mission. This section contains a statement of the
should be included as an annex to the SRF accident tasks and objectives to be accomplished by the accident
response plans to assist in preparation of site restoration response force. Normally there will be two major
plans in conjunction with civil authorities, objectives: weapon(s) recovery and site restoration.

Scattering of weapon parts by high explosive detona-
4-A-3 BASIC ACCIDENT RESPONSE PLAN tions, an unlocatcd weapon, and specific site restorationobjectives are factors to be considered when stating the

The basic accident response plan should state the mission.
situation, the mission, the method of execution, logistics
arrangements, command relationships, and commu- c. Execution. In the first subparagraph, give a
nications links, summary of the tentative plan. In subsequent subpa-

ragraphs, assign specific tasks to each element of the
a. Situation. The situation section should provide response force based upon t' e element's functional

facts surrounding the accident and accident location, capabilities. All organizations and teams, whether
the status of response efforts at the time the plan was civilian or military, working in the NI)A or Security
prepared, and other key planning factors which may Area or reporting to the OSC should be considered ai
have an impact on mission accomplishment. Information part of the response force. The plan must delineate the
which might be contained in this section, if known, reporting structure and responsibilities of the various
includes: response force elements. Moreover, guidance on the
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interface with civilian authorities should be provided, response operation. Organizational relationships will
and the plan should identify the response force role in vary as the response operation progresses, most notably
joint activities, such as public safety, the il-fEC, and when the NDA or Security Area is dissolved. The Task
the JiC. If desired, instructions applicable to two or Organization annex should identify all units and
more elements of the response force may be placed in organizations responding to a nuclear weapon accident,
a final subparagraph headed "Coordinating Instruc. their capabilities, and their relationships. At a minimum
tiOis." the following units and organizations should be

considered:
d. Logistics and Administration. This section contains

a statement of the administrative and logistic arrange- (1) Initial Response Force.
ments applicable to the operation. Billeting, transpor- (2) Service Response Force.
tation, and airheads or other key supply points/!routes (3) D)epartment of Energy Accident Response
to support the operation shouid be identified. Some Group.
requirements may not le known until engineers have (4) Specialized Service Teams.
determined what equipment is required to restore the (5) Federal Emergency Management Agency,
site. If lengthy, or not ready for inclusion when the rest including the Senior FE MA Official. i.e., FRC.
of the plan is completed, this section may be issued (6) I)efense Nuclcar Agency Nuclear Weapon
separately. Accident Advisory learn.

(7) Other Federal agencies responding to the
e. Command and Communications. C'ommand accident.

relationships for the entire operation should be stated agencies responding to
with expected changes of command indicated, and time t 8e cidenc.

or event at which such changes will occur. These changes

rmlay he in overall command, such as would occur when h. Operations. This annex should identify those
the SRIF commander relieves the IRF commander. a may be required, assign
Additionally, changes should be stated within areas, such actions i chli ie l or

as civilian security forces relieving the military security responsibilities for execution of identified ction,-, and
forcs tlloingremvalof wapos, ~apll ollpo- establish proceduores for Coordinating and controllingforces lolfowing removal of weapons, weapon conipo- all actions at the accident site, i.e., FR,(" liaison officer.

nents, and other classified information from the accident
site. Plans should ensure comm unications links bet weensite Plns houd elSUNL01111~llC~tinS ink boeen c. Hazard/Ra-qological Safety/tlealth P'hysics. This
all organizations participating in the response force, with
participants' parent organizations, and with organiza- annex should define the responsibilities of all agencies
tions supporting the response force. Many organizations and elenents with a hazard/radiological capability and

will arrive with some degree of organic commnunications establish a compinrehensive haIaardt/radiation control
which should be coordinated by this plan. ()OMS[C program.

and OPSEC requirements should be Identified. d. Communications. This annex should establish

communications reqtnircnernts and comrunications

4-A-4 ACCIDENT RESPONSE PLAN ANNEXES operating Irocedores.

"Annexes to the accident response plan should provide e. Security, This anncx should describe the rcspon-
in-depth guidance for operations in functional areas sibilities and procedures of the security forces.
which are applicable to the response effort. lf hey should

include all actions which must bc performed, including f. Medical. This annex should deserihe responsibilities
supplementary infornmation indicating which actions and special procedures used by the medical staff.
requ ire coordination with other eClmenits to insure safety
ziand or optimum use of assets. Areas in which annexes g. Weapons Operations. The Weapons Operations
may be desired arc: Annex should establish the procedures used for weapons

recovery operations.

a. [ask Organization (if riot included in basic plan).

Integrating the actions of the Multitude of units and Ih. Public Affairs. [he Public Affairs Annex should
organi/?at ions, hotli civilian arid military. responding to provide proced ures for the coordiriat ion aind release of
a nuclear weapon accideCt is ,ssential to an efficient public affairs information, This annex should include:
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(1) Procedures to ensurc that all press releases are j. Legal. This annex should provide procedures for
coordinated properly with the OSC and other key staff establishment of a claims center. Chapter 16 contains
members prior to release. a discussion of legal problems which may be encountered

(2) Guidance on selecting the location for, repres- following a nuclear weapon accident.
entation to, and operation of the Joint Information
Center. k. Site Restoration. The Site Restoration Annex

(3) Pre-coordinated contingency releases for should identify possible methods to restore an accident
confirming the presence of' nuclear weapons, and site and contaminated area. A separate Site Restoration
checklists prescribed by l)ol) Directive 5230.16, Plan will be developed in coordination with Federal,
reference (b). State, and local authorities and will probably require

that an environmental assessment and engineering study
i. Logistic Support. The logistic Support Annex be made. The Site Restoration Annex should provide

should provide procedures for establishing and information to guide the response force and be of use
maintaining support for response force operations, in drafting a site restoration strategy. Chapter 19
Chapter 17 provides guidance and recommended discusses site restoration issues which may assist in
procedures for the development of this annex. preparation of the Site Restoration Annex.
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CHAPTER 5

RADIOLOGICAL HAZARD AND SAFETY

ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

5-1 GENERAL 5-3 SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

A nuclear weapon accident is different from other acci- Department of Defense (DoD) has an obligation to
dents due to the possibility of radioactive contamination protect response force personnel anid the public from
at the immediate accident site and extending beyond on-site hazards associated with a nuclear weapon
the accident vicinity. The complexities of a nuclear accident and to mitigate potential health and safety
weapon accident are compounded further by general lack problems. To accomplish this, the Dol) establishes a
of public understanding regarding radiological hazards. JHEC with the followiiig objectives:
The On-Scene Commander (OSC) must therefore,
quickly establish a vigorous and comprehensive health a. Determine if radioactive contamination has been
physics program to manage the health safety aspects released.
of a nuclear weapons accident. A good health physics
program provides or' civil authority/official involve- b. Advise the OSC of precautionary measures for
mcent in the cooperative devulo.pmcnt of response efforts residents and other persons in potentially contaminated
and a site restoration plan. areas.

c. Identify arid monitor potentially contaminated
5-2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE personnel on-site, including decontamination efforts,

and establish a bioassay program.

This chapter provides information on health physics and
guidance concerning tile radiological safety and other d. Determine levels of contamination present and on-
hazards associated with a nuclear weapon accident. Also site boundaries of the contaminated areas through
included is information on the radiological controi ground anld air surveys.
resources available, the hazards and characteristics oi'
radioactive materials present, and suggested methods for e. E'stablish dosimetry anI documlentation procedures
detecting these hazards and protecting personnel from during perso nnel decontamination and restoration

them. This information assists the OSC in the operations operation5s.
under his control. The Joint Hazard Evaluation Center
(J H EC) is the OSC's organizational means to task on- f. Rc:ommend methods and procedures to prevent
site hazard and radiological data collection and analyze spread of radioactive contamination.
data collected for the most accurate and complete
hazard/tadiological assessment. The chapter furnishes g. Assist the Federal Radiological Monitoring and
recommendations, advice, sample forms, and assistance Assessment Center (FRMAC) in coordinating and plan-
to civil authorities with jurisdiction over a'cas affected ning tile site restoration plan.
by the accident. Also, weapon systems contain non-
radioactive toxic materials, such vs beryllium, lithium, 5-4 RESOURCES
lead, propellants, high explosives, oxidizers and plastics.
These hazards are discussed in Chapter 9. 'hcll J-HEC a. Response Force Resources. Response forces should
coordinates closely with the FR MAC. "1 li FR MAC have a lull complement of operable arid calibrated radio-
supports the OSC with off-site monitoring and logical monitoring equipmnent. Sufficient quantities of
as:,essment. materials should also be available for replacement or
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repair of critical or high failure rate components such (g) Department of Energy Mobile Accident
as mylar probe faces. Replacement plans are necessary Response Group Unit (HOT1 SPOT).

because radiation detection equipment (RADIACs) (h) Department of Energy RANGER Environ-
available to initial response forces will not meet initial mental Monitoring Capability.
operational needs after alarge release of contamination. (i) D)epartment of Energy Radiological Air
"Though response forces are equipped and trained to Sampling Counting and Analysis Lab (RASCAL).
conduct radiation surveys for low levels of radioactive (j) Department of Energy Mobile I)econtarnina-
contamination, it is difficult to do over rough surfaces tion Station.
like rocks, plants, and wet surfaces. Specialized DoI) (k) Defense Nuclear Agency Advisory Team.
and l)epartment of Energy (DolL) teams are better (1) I)ol) 1-01) Teams.
equipped to conduct low level contamination monitor-
ing, and monitoring should wait until the teams arrive.
Appendix 5-A contains a list of radiological monitoring 5-5 CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS
equiplment used by the Services with a summary of their This concept of operations assumes that an accident has
capabilities and limitations. Additionally, personnel resulted in release of contamination to areas beyond
should be cognizant of the various units in which the immediate vicinity of the accident site. The distinc-
contamination lcvcl,; might be measured or reported, tion between on-site and off-site is significant for security
and of the method of converting from one unit to and legal purposes; however, for effctivc collection and
another. A conversion table for various measurements Meaningful correlation of radiological data, the entire
is provided in ('hapter 11. region of contamination must be treated as an entity.

b. Specialized Tleams. Several specialized teams are The on-site and off-site distinction should be considered
available within the Dol) and 1)oW- with substantial only when assigning areas to monitoring teams. Possible
radiological monitoring, hazard assessment, and response force actions are addressed first in this concept
inistrumenlt repair capabilities. Moreover, they can of operations. Only limited equipment and expertise may
provide field laboratomies and analytical facilities, be available to the initial response force.
Specialized teams when integrated into the Service
Response Force (SRI:), provide adequate technical a. Initial Response lorce (IRE) Actions. Within the
resources to make a complete assessment of the radio- constraints of available resources, IRI' action should
logical hazards. Additionally, specialized DoE teams, determine the absence or presence of any radiological
which have off-site responsibilities, should be integrated problem and its nature; minimize possible radiation
into the SRF. Integration of specialized team operations hazards to the public and response force personnel;
is accomplished best through establishment of a JHEC identify all persons who may have been contaminated
as discussed in paragraph 5-5. When not required on- and decontaminate them as necessary; provide approp-
site, I)ol) specialized teams should assist in the off-site riate news releases; and notify officials/per'sonnel of
radiological response efforts. Specialized teams are: potential hazards. If rcsponding by air, radiationR

detection instrumentation should be carried to ensure
1) lhe 11.5. Army Radiological Advisory Medical that personnel and aircraft are not contaminated. Efforts

Ia Th(RAM') is discussed in Chapter 14. should be made, during the flight, to avoid contain-.
(2) The following specialized teams or resources are ination; appropriate ground support should be provided

discussed in detail in Chapter 20: upon landing if personnel and aircraft become

"contaminated.
(a) U.S. Army Radiological Control (RAD)CON) (I) Pre-luployment Actions.

(b) U.S. Navy Radiological Control (RAI)CON)
Tearn. (a) Prior to departing for the accident site,

(c) U.S. Air Force Radiation Assessment Team delivery arrangements should be made for an Atnios..
(AFRAT). pheric Release Advisory Capability (ARAC) plot, if

(d) U.S. Air Force Air TIransportable RAI)IAC available, to assist in determining possible areas of

Package (ATRAP). contamination. ARAC plots will provide theoretical
(e) D)epartmcnt of Energy Aerial Measurement estimates of the radiation dose to personnel downwind

System (AMS). at the time of the accident. Also, plots will provide the
(f) I)cpartnicit of E;ncrgy Atmospheric Release expected location and level of contamiination deposition

Advisory Capability (A RAC). onl the ground. A detailed discussion of ARA(' is in
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Appendix 5-C. As it becomes known, specific accident and the condition of the wreckage or debris may indicate

data described in the appendices should be provided contamination. Anticipated questions that may be asked
to the ARAC facility at Lawrence Livermore National to evaluate tile release of contamination are:
Laboratory.

(b) If an advance party is deployed, at least one I Was there a high explosives detonation?
trained person should have radiation detection instru- 2. Has aweapon undergone sustained burning?
ments to determine if alpha emitting contamination was 3. How many intact weapons or containers
dispersed and to confirm that no beta and/or gamma have been observed?
hazard exists. The earlier that confirmation of released 4. Do broken or damaged weapons or con-
contamination i. established, the casier it will he to tainers appear to have been involved in an explosion
develop a plan of action and communicate with involved or fire'?civil authorities.,-

(d) If no contamination was released by the
(2) Initial Actions. accident, the remaining radiological response becomes

preparations for response in the event of a release during
(a) If the OSC, or an advance party, deploys by weapon recovery operations.

helicopter to the accident site, an overflight of the
acCident scene and the downwind area can provide a (3) Actiots to be taken ifcontamination is detected.
ralpid assessment of streets or roads in the area and the Authorities should be notified and the assistance of
types and uses of potentially effected property. During specialized radiological teams and the DoE Aerial Mea-
helicopter operations, flights should remain above or surenient System requested. 'lhc highest priority should
clear of any smoke, and at a sufficient altitude to prevent be actions to initiate general public hazard abatement.
rcsuspension from the downdraft when l1ying over I)o not delay or omit any life-saving measures because
potentially contaminated areas. The landingitonc should of radiation contamination. If precautionary measures
be upwind, or crosswind, from the accident site. have not been implemented to reduce the hazard to the

(b) ARfter arrival at thie site, a reconnaissance team public, civil authorities/!officials should be advised of
should enter the accident site to inspect the area for the situation and consider possible actions, Actions
hazards: deterrnii:c the type(s) ofcontamination present: which should be initiated include:
mleasurc levels of contamlinatioln; and assess weapon
status. The approach to tile scene should be from an (a) I)ispatch monitor teams, with radios if
upwrnd dircction if at all possible. The accident situation possible, to conduct an initial survey of the security area.
indicates whether aniti-contaroination or respiratory (b) P~repare appropriate news release.
protection is required fIr the initial entry team. i-very (c) l)ctcrininc if medical treatment facilities with
considel attion should be given to protecting the initial casualties Ihave a suitable radiation monitoring
entry teair, and to pre~venting undue public alarm. Until capability. If not, dispatch a monitor to deterifine if
the hazards are identified, only essential personnel the casualties were contaminated. Also assist in ensuring
should enter the possible contamination or iragmenta- that contamination has not spread in the facility.
tiOn area of tile specific weapon(s). Thc generally Pr ocedurcs a medical treatnient facilitv may use to
accepted explosive safety distance for nuclear weapons mininize the spread of contamination arc described in
is 610 meters (2000 feet); however, the c ontamination ( Chapter 14.
Smay extend beyond this distance. Additional explosive (d) Initiate air sampling.

saletv distances may be found in classified 1:01) (e) Identify, in conjunction with civil authorities!1
pu)liecati ons. At this point, a temporary contamination officials, witnesses, bystanders, and others present at the
control line should be considered. Latcr, wher, the accident scene.
Iboundary of the contaminated area is defined and (f) rt ablish a contamination control station and

explosive hazards are known, the control line may be a personnel monitoring program. If available, civil
Imnovcd for better access to the area. Contamination, or authorities/officials should have monitoring assistance
the lack of it, should hc reported irnmediately to the provided at established personnel processing points.
OSC. Anti-conttainination clothing and respiratory (g) I mplerncnt proccdures to protcct response-
protection should always be donned before entering a perso nnel. Protective coveralls (anti-contamination=-
suspect area. clothing), hoods, gloves, and boots are necessary to

(C) If radiation detection instruments are not yet protect response personnel from contamination and to
on-scene, observations fromn firefighters and witnesses prevent its spread to uncontaminated areas. If airborne
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contamination exists, respiratory protection is required. efforts. Off-site radiological surveys require coordination
Respiratory protection can be provided in most instances with civil authorities. This arrangement can be
by using Service approved protective masks. If extremely understood by explaining the role of the JHEC and
high contamination levels of tritium arc suspected in FRMAC, and by inviting the civil government/approved
a confined area, firefighting and other special actions radiological response organization to participate in
require a positive pressure self-contained breathing FRMAC operation. DoD specialized teams and the
apparatus. Unless an accident is contained within an I)epartment of Energy Accident Response Group (DoE
enclosed space, such as a magazine, only those personnel ARG) are integral parts of the SRF. The OSC should
working directly with the weapon need take precautions integrate DoE ARG radiological assets into the I-HEC
against tritium, organization.

(h) Develop and implement plans for controlling
the spread of contamination. Administrative controls (1) Joint Hazard Evaluation Center. The JHEC is
must stop contamination fromn being spread by personnel tile organization that overseas the on-site hazard and
or equipment, and protect response force personnel and radiological data collection and assessment efforts. By
the general public. 'I his control is usually established analyzing data, it provdcs accurate and complete on-
by determining a control area and limiting access and site hazard!radiological recommendations. The JHEC

exit through a Contamination Control Station (CCS). Director should be knowledgeable about data on-site

The perimeter of the contamination control area will and how to best employ the technical rcsiourccs available.

be in the vicinity of the line defined by the perimcter The recommended functional organization is shown at

survey; however, early in the response before a full Figure 5-.1.

perineter survey is completed, a buffer zone may be (a) On-site collected data is processed through
considered. If the control area extends beyond the and further distributed by the JHEC to the FRMAC.
National I)efcnsc Arca (NI)A) or Security Area the (b) JIEC is the single control point for all
assistance of civil authoritiesiofficials will be required hazard/radiological on-site data and will provide the
to establish and maintain the control area perimeter, in ost rapid, accurate, and complete radiological
Personnel and equipment should not leave the control information to both military and civil users. l)ata
area until monitored and decontanminated. Injured provided to the J-IEC for analysis, correlation, and
personnel should be monitored and decontaminated to validation includes all hazard data on-site. After the
the extent their condition permits. A case-by-case initial response, the JHFC establishes a radiation and
exception to this policy is necessary in life threatening dosimctry program which meets Sorvice needs and
situations. requirements for personnel working in or entering the

(i) Establishing the location and initial operation on-site contamination control area. The JHI C( should:
of the Conmmand Post, Operations Area, Jil-(C, and
Base Camp is discussed in Chapter 4. I. Collect radiological and hazard data

required by the OSC on-site. Refer all unofficial requests
b. Service Response Force (SRF) Actions. Upon for contamination informalion to the J1oint Informnation

arrival on-scene, the SRI: personnel review the initial Center (JIC).
response force action. Actions include: the status of 2. Analy/c and correlate all Lontamination

identification and care of potentially contaminated data collcctcd io identify inconsistencies which require
people, casualties, and fatalities; the results of radiation further investigation.
s 3. Provide contamination plots and other
on-stceri or expected; logs and reCotrds; and the location required data to the ()SC.

If r the .11,t(C. Representatives frmm the DoL, Federal 4. Review and correlate records from contain-
Fmergency Management Agency (FEMA) and Elnvir- ination control stations and other personnel processing
onnmental Protection Agency (EPA) will be on-scene points to ensure bioassays or other appropriate follow-
within a few hours after the response force. They and tip actions are taken.
civil officials, arc the primary olf-site health and safety 5. Implement OSC'"s health and safety stand-
interface with the public. lowcver, the SRf should ards and monitor the safety procedures of all partic-
continue to provide assistance and radiation monitoring ipating in weapon recovery operations.
support, its neces:.:iry. Diring those periods early in the 6. Brief and train people not designated
response whenii t:xphsivc Ordnance D)isposal (1:(1)) previously as radiation workeis who will be working
operations limit access to the accident site, radiological in the contaminated area on personal protective
Survey teamns shiould only support the weapon recovery equipment, haztards, and safety measures.
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(c) Consolidate all radiological assessment important in the equitable settlement of any legal actions
information for on-site recovery operations and provide that may occur in the years following a nuclear weapon
it to the OSC. accident. Personnel monitoring and bioassay programs

(d) When the National Defense Area (NDA) is are discussed in this paragraph and bioassay techniques
dissolved, JIEEC personnel and resources may be in Chapter 8.
integrated into FIRMAC operations. (3) Work Force Protection. Standard radiation

accident and incident response procedures provide
(2) Materials Sampling. guidance for personnel protection during the first few

days. As conditions stabilize, regulations governing work
(a) Environmental Sampling. in radiation areas should be implemented. Consideration

must be given to participating organizations or Services
_1. Air sampling is conducted to determine if dosage calculation methods and previous dosages as long

airborne contamination .'s present. Also it provides a as their procedures do not jeopardize health and safety,
basis for estimating the radiation dose,'exposure which or unduly impair operations. The JHEC is responsible
people without respiratory protection may have received, for implementing the OSC's health and safety standards
Ihe reaction time to an accident combined with the time and monitoring closely the safety procedures of all par-
required to initiate air sampling will result in little or ticipating organizations. Personnel entering the
no data being obtained during the initial release of contaminated area,, if not trained to work in a radiation
contamination. It is at this period that the highest levels environment, should be given specific guidance.
of contamination are expected. Later placement of asampler downwind the accident, per Appendix 5-B, will( doa ad resan
result in a sample of airborne contamination. Air other radiological data are required by the OSC and

sampling will verify the resuspension hazard during civil authorities/ officials to identify actions to minimize
response and recovery operations. To achieve this, hazards to the response force and the public. Site charac-
samplers should be placed downwind of the accident, ter ization %; d decontamnination, and restorationm,•

dependent on wind velocity approximately 500 mcters planning wif also need this information. Radiological

upwind, and at the contamination control station. survey and data requirements must be given to the

2. Soil, water, vegetation and swipe sampling FRMAC for implementation to meet this requirement
of surfaces are required. Sampling should be initiated in an expeditious manner. Prior to extensive survey

in the contaminated area soon after the accident. initiation, the following must be completed: select

Samples must be taken also at locations remote from appropriate detection equipment, calibrate instruments,
the contaminated area to verify background readings. and determine the background readings. Surveys include

After this, samples are required periodically during the NI)A perimeter, area, and resource/facility surveys. The

recovery process to determine radioactive material survey results are complicated by sensitivity/ fragility of

migration and dispersion and to substantiate decontam- equipmient, background readings, and the age of the

ination/recovery completion. The JHEC will determine fissile materials. The survey process can require days

on-site sampling parameters, for example, sample to weeks to complete. Survey procedures are located

location(s), method, frequency, volume of sample, and in Appendix 5-D and forms are at Appendix 5-E.
size. (5) Radiological Advisory to the JIC. All public

release of information will be processed by Dol)
(b) Bioassay Program. 1Directive 5230.16, reference (b), and made through the

JIC. Public interest in the actual or perceived radiological
1. Bioassays methods estimate the amount of hazard resulting from a nuclear weapon accident will

radioactive material deposited in the body. The methods produce intense media concern and public scrutiny of
use either direct measurement, sensitive x-ray detectors response operations. The ,JIC requires assistance from
placed over the chest (lung counting) and/or other the JHEC and FRMAC in preparing press releases to
organs, or detection of radioactivity in the excreta (nasal minimize and allay these concerns. Any portion of the
mucous, feces or urine), public which may have been advised to take precau-

2. A bioassay program for all individuals is tionary measures will seek clear, understandable
recommended to determine if any internal dose was explanatioris of methods to protect their health and
received, and to assure those who did not receive a dose property. The public must be provideu information
that their health was not impaired. Implementation of through the JIC and the Community Emergency Action
a bioassay program and the documented results will be Team (C."AT) explaining all real hazards, in terms which
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recognize the populace's knowledge level and under- until it can be moved to a disposal site. Procedures for
standing of radiation and its effects. the disposal ol contamninated waste are addressed as part

(6) Fixing of Contaminants. Fixatives may be used of site restoration in Chapter 19.
to reduce resuspension and the spread of contamhnation, (9) Logistics Support for Recovery! R adiological
If water is readily available, it may be used as a temporary Operalions. Radiological response assets arrive with
fixative to reduce rcsuspension. Other more permaneni sufficient supplies to last a few days. High use items
fixatives may be used to reduce the spread of which soon require resupply include hundreds of sets
contamination by resuspension and run-off from highly of anti-contamination clothing each day, two-inch
contaminated areas. The use of fixatives in areas of low masking or duct tape, varied sizes of polyethylene bags,
level contamination is usually inappropriate. Fixatives marking tape for contaminated materials, and respirator

may enhance or hinder decontaminaion and restoration filters. Anti-contamination clothing may be laundered
operations, and affect radiation survey procedures. The in special laundry facilities (discussed in Appendix 17-
I)oE ARG can provide information on the advantages A) and reused. The turnaround time, when established.
and disadvantages of different types of fixatives and determines the approximate amount of anti-
methods of application. They should be consulted prior contamination clothing required. Close liaison will be
to application of permanent fixatives, required between the JHE(C and the SRF supply officer.

(7) Recoverv/ Restoration. c. Radiological llaiards, The primary radiological
lhazard associated with a nuclear weapon accident is from

(a) Recovery. This activity includes the initial the fissile material, particularly the alpha emitters.
reconnaissance, the render safe procedures, hazard Sufficient quantities of beta/gamma emitters to pose
removal, and disposition of the weapons and compo- a significant health problem will not normally be present
inents. The two-person rule must be enforced strictly at at nuclear weapon accident.
when working with nuclear weapons. In the early stages
of accident response, following all of the required ( I) Radiological l-azard Assessment. From the
security measures may be difficult. However, the OSC outset, concern exists about tihe potential health haiard
should implement necessary security procedures as soon to the general public, particularly by those residing near
"as possible. The initial entry will determine the the accident site. Consideration of possible radiation
preliminary weapon(s) status aid hazards in the area. exposures is the primary method of estimating the
In the process of determining the weapon condition. poential health hazard If no beta/gamma radiation is
search may be required to find the weapon(s). The OSC present, the primary risk is inhalation of alpha emitters
directs the initiation of the render safe procedures. The which may cause a long term increase in the probability
,EOD team advises the OSC of the safest and most of radiation related diseases. Initial hazard assessments
reliable meao 'ir neutralizing weapon hazards. will, of necessity, be based on limited information,

(b) Sit( ,estoration. Procedures/methods to assumptions, and worst case projections of possible
return the accident scene to a technically achievable and radiation doses received. Atmospheric Release Advisory
financially acceptable condition begins early in the Capability (ARAC), described in Appendix 5-C,
response effort. Site restoration becomes a major issue provides a theoretical projection of the maximum
after classified information, weapons, weapon debris, internal radiation dose people may have received if
and other hazards are removed. Several factors have outdoors without respiratory protection from the time
significant influence on site restoration decisions and of release to the effective time of the ARAC plot.
proccdurcs, such as size of the contaminated area, Exposure to resuspended contaminants normally results
topographical, geological, hydrological, meteorological in doses which are a small fraction of that dose which
and demographic information. Other important aspects would be received from exposure to the initial release
are utilization of the area and civil authorities/officials for the same time period. Contamination released by
prerogatives for the area. Restoration will include those the accident should not normally affect the safety of
"measures to remove or neutralize the contamination, public water systems with adequate water treatment

capability.
(8) Disposal of Contaminated Waste. Contain- (2) Reduction of Public Exposure. The hazard

ination contcol station operations and JHEC field assessment must be followed quickly by recommended
"laboratory operations creates considerable quantities of precautionary and safety measures to protect the public
contaminated waste. Provisions. are required therefore, from exposure. To control and minimize exposure,
to store tills waste temporarily in the contaminated area radioactive contamninanits must be prevented from
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entering the body and confined to specific geographic workers in the accident area from exposure through
areas so th.ýt the contamination can be removed inhalation is extremely important. Refer to Appendix
systematically. Methods for reducing the exposure to 5-D for additional guidance.
the public should be implemented by, or through, civil
authorities! officials. Although political and possibly e. Radiation Surveys. Extensive rauiation surveys will
international issues are likely to be involved, the ultimate be required to identify and characterize the area so that
decisions on measures to be taken should be made based decontamination and restoration plans may be deve..
on health and safety considerations. loped and the results evaluated. Determining that

(a) The initial response force may need to advise contamination was released by the accident is very
civil authorities/officials of recommended actions and important, if release occurred, priority must be given
provide technical assistance until appropriate civilian to the actions to identify and minimize the hazards to
assets arrive. When contamination has been released, people. These actions are included in Appendix 5-E.
or when probable cause exists to believe that contam-
ination was released, the implementation of precaution- f. Site Restoration. Site restoration involves negotiat-
ary measures to reduce exposure to radiation or ing cleanup levels and fixing or removing contamination.
contamination arc appropriate, even though the service The removal is most time consuming and requires an
response force personnel may not arrive for some time. extensive workload to collect, remove, decontaminate,

if appropriate, and replace the top soil. Monitoring is
(b) Protective measures include: required during the removal process to verify that

1. Establishing a contamination control area. cleanup has been achieved.

This operation requires identifying people in the area
at the time of the accident/incident or and restricting g. Verification. ihc decontamination effectiveness
access to the area. Any vehicles or people exiting the will be verified by remonitoring, resurveying the accident

area should be identified and directed to go to a moni- scene to determine that the cleanup levels are achieved.

toring point immediately.
2. Sheltering. Sheltering is used to minimize h. Protective Action Recommendations (PARs) and

exposure to the initial release of contamination as it re-entry recommendations (RERs) provide appropriate
moves downwind, and to minimize exposure to protective action and re-entry recommendations t. the
resuspended contamination prior to an evacuation. Shel- public. The PARs and RERs will have been coordinatcd/
tering is implemented by advising the people to seek reviewed by the cognizant federal uthority (DoI)) and
shelter and the procedures to follow. The effectiveness responsible civilian authorities/officials. The PARs and
of sheltering depends on following the procedures RERs will consider Protective Action Guides issued by

provided. EPA and state agencies. In an accident, PARs for initial

3. Evacuation. Contaminated areas must be notification or evacuation would likely not be prepared

defined and an evacuation procedure developed and formally. The notification in the accident area would

inplemented by civil authorities. Civil authorities will occur via visual means or word-of-mouth. Evacuation

be responsible for the evacuation but may require of approximately a 600 meter disaster cordon mightoccur automatically or at the direction of civilian law
radiological advice and assistance. Immediate evacua-
tion of downwind personncl should be discouraged since enforcement personnel. A PAR for a controlled

of contaminants may evacuation could be formalized in anticipation of a

icrease. Explosive or toxic materials may present an subsequent release of hazardous materials or radioactive
immediate hazard to people near the accident siO and contamination. The PAR/RER format may incluie, as
immediate evacuation would then be required. a minimum; problem, discussion, action, coordination

4. Fixing Areas of High Contamination. Areas and approval sections (the format should be site and

of high contamination must be controlled to prevent situation specific). A sample PAR for controlled

spread by resuspension, water run-off, or movement of evacuation is found on the next page.

personnel. Although fixing of contamination is part of
the site restoration process, some fixing procedures may
bc necessary long before site restoration plans are
implemented. Procedures and information appropriate for inclusion

d. Respiratory and Whole Body Protection. Prottc- in the Radiological Hazard Safety annex to the accident
tion of the general public, response force members, and response plan include:
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Protective Action Recommendation

for

Major Accident at (location

issued by:

Problem: An accident involving missile systemi rc-entry vehicle occurred at (Time,
date and location). Maintenance technicians have experienced conhplications in removing the missile second
stage from the missile launch facility.

Discussion: It is possible, though highly improbable, that the second stage could explode. In the unlikely
event of an explosion, debris could be thrown yards/meters. As a result, an evacuation of (outline
the specific area) has been ordered by Civilian Authority Office.

Action: With the possibility of the explosion of the missile second stage during removal operations, the
following area will be evacuated. (Indicate the specific area to be vacated and a schedule indicating evacuation
start, comp!etion, verification of evacuation, maintenance work start, work completion and return to the area).
Note: All personnel arc required to sign in at a specific location(s) during evacuation to help local law
enforcement. SRF personnel verify that all personnel arc out of the area prior to maintenance start. A holding
area, for example, YMCA, gymnasium, or school may be a temporary holding area for evacuees. Also, the
evacuees could be released for shopping or other activities outside the area. Upon successful completion of
maintmnance, the personnel would return to cheir houses/businesses.

Note: Release of this "Protective Action Recommendation" cannot precede confirmation of the presence
lilt of a nuclear weapon by the OSC and should be coordinated with local officials and PAO prior

to release.
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a. A description of the JHEC organization and f. Procedures for ensuring that response force
responsibilities. personnel working in the contaminated area are properly

protected.
h. Procedures for operation of the J H EC.

g. Procedures for recording and maintaining pertinent
c. Procedures for establishing and maintaining the data for the radiological safety of response force

contamination control line. personnel.

d. Procedures for ensuring that all indigenous h. Procedures for recording, correlating, and plotting
personnel possibly exposed to contamination arc the re.,ults of radiologic-i surveys and data collection
identified, screened, and treated. This function will instrumentation (for example, air samplers).
become )ol' andor civilian responsibility as time
progresses. i. Procedures for .1H 1-C and FR MAC interlfacing.

e. Guidelines for determining radiation survey and j. Procedures for JHi-iC incorporation into ihe
decontamination priorities. FRMAC.
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DoD 5100.52-M

APPENDIX 5-A

RADIOLOGICAL MONITORING EQUIPMENT

DOSIMI Ii RS

Instrument Capability/ Limitations

Selli Readinug I onizat ion Reusable device b'r ineasurinig CX posure* to V. and/our gammna rad iationi.
('ham hber I osi mieter L imnitat ions: I alse positive readings dute to charge leak-age and sensitivity to

mechanical shock.

N on.Sell Read inrg Samle capabilities, hlmitations, and use as Sell. Reading I oniz~ationt Chamnber
Io nizatio n ('harnober I osinimete. Additional L i mitat ions: RequireCs readling device.

[-ilil Badve Provides meas uremnent and plermianient record ol' beta and garin ma radiation
doses over wide dosage range. Special necut ron filmrs arc available. Ten (1 0)
percent dose accura-,cy depenlding oil quality control d o-n rg developreri t.
L iniitationis: Sensitive to light, hiunmid ity, aginrg, arid exposure to x-.radi at ion.
D~elay hetween exposure and (lose reading due to processing timei.

The-ilol urn i nesec t [le -11.1) (t herniulurni neseent dosimecter) prvi-mles measuremenit of' gan; m1ia
IDosimnieter (11.1)) radiaItionl dose equivale nts up to I10000) rem. Accurate to withion a !lacton- of'

two when thle enlergy (d thle neutrons is Unk nown. ILimitations: al'ter long
perOiod ol exposure- (1: j mrenuil), damnaged or bent cards delay processing. static
electric dischalrge causes SPUriLIuS readings, and temiperatures >1 15' degrees
1: reduce sensitivity. lDclay between exposure and dose reading due to central
processing of TLS.Is

TRITIUJM DEI)E'll--ION INSTRUEIENTS

Inrstrument Capability Scale Indicator

T-446 Triti umn 0 to 10 gCi!1 rII

Portable, tritLiumi detect or; automatic scale switch ing: and trickle charger For nickel cad mium F cells. WithI adapter'
k it, hias urinalysis capability f'or t ritium with 5-mirii ute response. Weighs 22 pounds. H as particulate liiter with
filters down to 0.3 microns (eliminates senlsitivity to smoke and painlt 'lu rues).

"Il-290A Tritiuni 0 to 1.000 /Xi i m3
3 ranges Concentration of gas

in chamber

Portable, air sampler:ý arid detects presence of' radioactive gas. Weighs 17 pounds. MIuLst be reieroed after 15 iminutes
of operation anld 011cc an bour thereafter. Sensitive to smoke and paint l'unmes. External battery pack is available
for cold weather opi'ratuils.
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TRITIUM DETECTION INSTRUMENTS (CONTINUED)

Instrument Capabifity Scale Indicator

IC-12! PAB(M) Tritium 0 to 100,000 pCi/m 3

3 ranges

Portable air monitor designed to detect gaseous radioactivity in ambient air. Alarm sounds at preset meter readings.

AN/PI)R-74 Tritium 0 to 100K pCi/-n3

3 ranges

The portable RADIAC set contains an IM-246 light weight tritium air monitor to detect airborne radioactive gases.
Also, the instrument is calibrated directly in terms of tritium activity but may also be used to dctect other radiogases
or to monitor gamma radiation if appropriate calibration factors are applied to the meter reading. The instrument
is battery operated (1) cells) and has an audible alarm when radioactivity exceeds a preset level.

ALPHA SURVEY INSTRUMENTS

Instrument Capability Type Scale Indicator

AN /PI),-56 Alpha Scintillation 0 to 1,000K CPM/ 17 Cm12

4 ranges

A small auxiliary probe providcd for monitoring irregular objects. Mylar probe face is extremely fragile and a
puncture disables the instrument until repaired. Accompanying x-ray probe is calibrated for 17 KeV with associated
mneter scale from 0-t10 rg/ in2 in four ranges.

AN/ 11)lR-t)0 Alpha Scintillation 0 to 2,)00K CPM/60 cm2

(PAC-ISA(iA) Ganimma G-M tube 4 ranges R/hr

Capable of measuring gamma utilizinl.g the 21< range. Intermediate and high-range alpha survey: intermediate gamina
range: weighs eight pounds. May use plutonium gamrinia detector (Pl-I) for inclement weather. Mylar probe face
is delicate and puncture disables alpha monitor capability until repaired: gamma detector will continue to function.
AN/ Pl)I-60 or PAC-IS has identical alpha capabilities but does not have the gamma detection capability.

PRM-5 A',)ha Scintillation 0 to 500K CPM
4 ranges

Portable, high and low-range instrument, for detecting alpha contamination through measurement of the associated
X-rays and low energy ganmnma radiation. "This •xcrcise is done with probes with separate ranges. PG-2 probe,
10 to 100 KcV ;ind II)I.It probe 0 to 100 Kcv. Weighs 5.4 pounds. The FtIL)IFR probe has significantly greater
sensitivity than othcr probes. Very Few units other than speciali/ed Service and I)o. 1tams possess the FI)I.ER.
PRM-5 probes arc effective in inclement weather and are niuch less subject to damage during field use than other
alpha mnctcr )ro1hcs.
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ALPHA SURVEY INSTRUMENTS (CONTINUED)

Instrument Capability Type Scale Indicator

Ludluni Alpha/ Beta/ Gammtra Scintillation 0 to 400K cpni
Model 3 (i-M Tube 0 to 200mR/h inR/h1

Portable, high and low range analyzer for- detecting alphia, beta and gammia emissions. The Model 3 is anl electronic
F lipackage similar in operation and function to the Pl)R-60 analyzei. Probe 43-5 detects alpha via scinitillation, the

probe surface area is 50 C111. Probe 44-6 (Hot D~og) uses a (i-M tubc to detect beta and gammna. Probe 44-9
(Pancake Probe) detects low energy gammna, 0 to 200 ninR/ h.

Ludlumn Alpha Scintillation 0 to 500K cpmi
Model 2220 4 ranig(s

'Ilihe Model 2220 is anl alpha detector electronics package that has a liquid crystal display anid integral digital readout.
The uni~t weighls 3.5 pounds and has anl adjustable high voltage anid adjustable lower level discrimination feature.

VIOLINIST 11 - IIIVOLT-PREAMP FID)LER INSTRUMENT SET. T'his; instrument set includes the FIDLER,
high voltage power supply and preamnplifier and the Violinist HI. The Violinist 11 consists of a battery operated
256 miulti- channel analyzer anid a preprogrammed microprocessor. T[his instrument set, when cali brated appropriately,
measures and, dectermlines sur face contamination levels of plutonium anid americumi-24 inl jci/ Iin2 .

RANGER. The instrument set includes the El DLF 'It Violinist I I and a position determining system. T1he microwave
ranging systemn uses a base station, fixed repeaters anid mobile units, The mobile units transmit FIDLE:R radiation
data to the repeaters anid base station. The miicroprocessor develops in iinear real time radiation readings. contamination
density, and isoplethis. The microwave ranging systemn is limited to nrear line.-of-sight. D ense vegetation, building,
arid hiilly terrai i may effect the ranging signal.

BETA/GAMMA SURVEY iNSTRUMLNTS

Instrument Capability Type Scale Indicator

AN! PI)R-27 Measure,. gammna onl (iiger-M oler 0 to 500 inR j' h
*all scale,.. IDetects beta 4 ranges

two lower scales.

L ow range, weighs eight pounds, beta window on probe to detect beta, andl suitable for- personnel mionitorring.
May Satuorate arid read zero in hiigh-rad iat ion fields (over 1,000 r/ hr).

*AN! PfR-43 Measures ganrinia. Geiger-Muller 0 to 500 R, Ii
Dectects beta onl 3 ranges
all scales.

HIigh range: weighs 4-5 pounds. and will not sMtorate inl hiigh--radiatiron mair. RýcadJings in ganinina fields other than
('o-00 mlay have inaccuracies greater than 20 percent.

I NI-174/ PDh (aianma Integi-atling 0.1 to It0 R/ Ii
ion chamber 0 to 500)

HIigh range, weighs 3 pounds,, logarith mic scale, and temperature se risitive.

L.udlum (iammna Scintillationi 0 to 5 mr; fir 11R! h
Model 19
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DoD 5100.52-M

APPENDIX 5-A.1

RADIATION DETECTION AND MEASUREMENT

(The Inference of Plutonium Contamination using the FIDLER)

5-A.1-I OVERVIEW to serve as a "user's manual" for the various instruments.
However, it includes sufficient detail to provide an

a. Quantitative measurements of radioactive contain.- understanding of the limitations of field measurement
ination in the field are extremely difficult. Particles techniques and thus provides for proper application and
having short ranges, such as alpha and low energy beta the use of techniques in case of an emergency. For
radiation, arc significantly and incalculably affected by completeness, some elementary characteristics of"
minute amounts of overburden, for examnple, dust or different kinds of radiation are included. Throughout
precipitation. Therefore, detection rather than measure- this appendix the word "radiation" will refcr only to
trment is a more realistic goal for alpha-beta surveys. More nuclear radiations found at a nuclear incident/accident.
penetrating radiations, such as gamma and higher energy
x-rays, are effected less by such overburden" however, ). l)etection versus Measurement.
these elements require special attention to field
calibration techniques in order to convert meter readings (1) Nuclear radiation cannot be detected easily.
to contamination estimates. Thus, radiation detection is always a multi-step, highly

indirect process. For example, in a scintillation detector,
b. Field survey of uranium is best accomplished incident radiation excites a florescent material that de-

through measurement of x-rays in the 60-80 thousand excites by emitting photons of light. The light is focused
electron volt (keV) range emitted by uranium isotopes onto the photocathode of a photoniultiplier tube that
and daughters. For plutonium, the best technique is to triggers an electron avalanche. The electron shower
detect the accompanying contaminant Am-241, which produces an electuical pulse which activates a meter readc
emits a strong 60 keV gamma-ray. Knowing the original by the orierator. Not surprisingly, the quantitative
assay and the age of the weapon, the ratio of plutonium relationship between the amount of radiation actually
to americium can be calculated accurately and thus the emitted and the reading on the meter is a complex
total plutonium contamination determined, function of many factors. Since control of those factors

can only bc accomplished well within a laboratory, only
c. Many of the factors which cannot be controlled in a laboratory setting can true measurements be made.

in a field environment can be managed in a mobile (2) On the other hand, detection is the qualitative
laboratory which can be brought to an accident/ incident determination that radioactivity is or is not present.
site. Typically, the capabilities include gamma spectros- Although the evaluation of minimum levels of detec-

copy, low background counting for very thin alpha- and tability is a considerable quantitative challenge for
beta-emitting samples and liquid scintillation counters instrumentation engineers, the task of determining
for extremely low energy beta emitters such as tritium. whether a meter records anything is considered much

easier than the quantitative interpretation of that
rcading.

5-A.1-2 GENERAL (3) The above discussion suggests that the same
equipment can be used for either detection or measure-

a. Scope. Ths appendix provides detailed informa- ment. In fact generally, detector:; have meters from which
tion from LI.NA. Report M-161 and Steven G. Hamann, numbers can be extracted. However, to the extent that
references (o) and (p) on the instrumentation and the user is unable to control factors which influence
associated techniques used to perform radiological the readings, those readings must be recognized as
monitoring at an incident!accident involving the release indications of the presents of activity (detection) only
of radioactive material. This appendix is riot intended and not mcasurcments.

5-A.l-I



(4) In the discussions that follow, personnel must d. Gamina and x-radiation. Gamma rays are a form
be aware of the limitations imposed by field conditions of electromagnetic radiation and as such, are the most
and thcir implications on the meaning of readings taken. penetrating of the four radiations and easiest to detect.
Therefore, instructions are careful to indicate the extent Once emitted, gannma rays differ from x-rays only in
to which various instruments may be used ac .casure- their energies, with x-rays generally lying below a few
ment devices or can be used only as detectors. 100 kcV. As a result, x-rays are less penetrating and

harder to detect. However, even a 60 keV gammna-ray
has a typical range of a hundred meters in air, and might

5-A.1-3 TYPES OF RADIATION penetrate a centimeter of aluminum. In situations in
which several kinds of radiations are present, these

penetration properties make x-ray/gamma ray detection
a n. cncral. Four major jorins of radiation are the technique of choice.

commonly found emanating from radioactive matter:
alpha, beta, gamma and x-radiation. The marked e. Radiations fromn the Common Contaminants. The
differences in the characteristics of these radiations following table lists sonic of the commonly considered
strongly influence the r difficulty in detection and radioactive contaminants and their primary associated
consequently the detection methods used. radiations.

TIABlI, S-A.I.-I. Commonly ('onsidcred Radioactive
b. Alpha. An alpha particle is the heaviest and most T.only Consndcr Riotive

highly charged of the common nuclear radiations. As C it doti anir Nims

a result, alpha particles very quickly give up their energy

to any medium through which they pass, rapidly coming Alpha IBeta Gnamma X-rays
to equilibrium with amid disappearing in the medium.
Since nearly all common alpha radioactive contaminant:; Ac-227 x X
emit particles of approximately the same energy, 5 Am-241 X x x
million electron volt (MeV), some general statements Cdl.1)9 X
can be made about the penetration length of alpha (-14 x

radiation. Gcnerally speaking, a sheet of' paper, a thin 'o-57 X
layer (a few hundredths of a millimeter) of dust, any ( x
coating of water or less than four (4) centimeters of 11-3 x
air are sufficient to stop alpha radiation. As a result. 1-125
alpha radiation is the most difficult to detect, Moreover,
since even traces of such materials are sufficient to stop 1-129 X X X
some of the alpha particles and thus change detector 1-131 x x X
readings, quantitative measurement of alpha radiation K-40 x
is impossible outside of a laboratory environment where lPa-231 X
special care can be given to sample preparation and
detector efficiency. ['m- 147 x

llo-2I0 x X
IPu-239 x x

c. Beta. Beta pai titles are energetic electrons emitted Ra-224 x X
from the nuclei of many natural and man-made

materials. Being much lighter than alpha particles, beta Ra-226 X x
particles are Mui ch C more penetrating. For example, a Ra-228 X X X
500 kcV beta particle has a range in air that is orders Sr-90 x

of magnitude longer than that of the alpha particle from Ili-229 X X

plutonium, even though the latter has ten times more
energy. However, many beta-active elements emit h1-23. x x

particles with very low energies. For example, tritium i 1 (nat.) x Xx
emits a (maximum energy) 18.6 keV beta particle. At U-235 x x
this low an energy, beta particles arc less penetratingI than common alpha particles, requiring very special u-228 Xx
techniques for detection. (Sec Chapter 7). Y-90 x
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5-A.1-4 ALPHA DETECTION noted. It was found that a drop of water, a heavy piece
of lint or a single thickness of tissue paper totally

a. Because of the extremely low penetration of alpha eliminated all readings. A light spray of water,
particles, special techniques must be employed to ailow comparable to a light dew, reduced readings by 40-50
the particles to enter the active region of a detector. percent. A layer of dust that was just visible on tile
In the most common field instruments (AN/IPDR-56 shiny source had minimal effect on the count rate:
and -60), an extremely thin piece of aluminized mylar however, a dust level that was only thick enough to
film is used on tile face of the detector probe to cover show finger tracks reduced readings by 25 percent. These
a thin layer of florescent material, l-nergy attenuation simple dcmonstrations reinforced the knowledge that
o' the incident alpha radiation by the mylar is estimated detection of alpha particles in any but the most ideal
to be less than ten (10) percent. However, use of this situations is most problematical. The leaching or settling
film makes the detector extremely fragile. [blus, contact of contaminants into a grassy area or the dust stirred
with literally any hard object, such as a blade of hard up by vehicular traffic on paved areas will sigrificantly
glass, can puncture the filmn allowing ambient light to decrease or eliminate alpha detection.
enter the detection region and overwhelm the photo-
multiplier and meter. (Even sudden tempec ature changes
have been shown to introduce stresses that can destroy 5-A.1-5 BETA/GAMMA DETECTION
a film). In addition, contact with a contaminated ;tem
could transfer contamination onto the detector. Thus, a. (Ganiioa rays and high energy (>1 MeV) beta
monitoring techtliqtcs mnust be used which keel) the l)articles arc highly penetrating radiations. As a result,
detector from contacting any surface, However, recall the maJor problems listed for alpha detection do not
that the ,ange of tile alpha radiation is less than four apply. Furthermore, at the energies of concern in nuclear
(4) centimeters in air. This requirement to be within weapon accidents/ incidents, detection efficiency for
a few centimeters of monitored locations without ever most detectors is relatively high. Thus, beta/gamma
touching one makes use Of such detectors impractical detection is relatively easy.
except for special, controlled situations (for example,
monitoring of individuals at the hotline or air sampler b, I:,oi a detection standpoint, unfortunately, high
filters), energy beta and gamma radiation are not produced in

the most likely radioactive contaminants (for example,
b. As discussed above, the sensitivity (mmini um lPlutonium, Uraniuum or Tritium). Rather, the major

detectability) of an alpha detector is not dictated by potential source of beta/gamma emitters is from fission
thie ability of the active region of the detector to respond product radiocleinents which could be produced in the
to the passage of an alpha particle; counting efficiency extrem ly unlikely event of a partial nuclear yield. Beta/
lot alpha detectors is 25..(60 percent of the alpha particles gainflia ectcctioi, therefore, has no quantitative use in,
from a distributed soulce that reach the detector probe. dote, iniinig the extent of plutunium o uraniulim
I: ;rtunately, alpha detectors in good repair normally contamination, but is used as a safety precaution to
lhatvc a fairly low backgrout nd: there are few counts from determine any areas containing, hazardous fission
c•sinmic arid other spurious radiation sources and tile products.
elitliiiatio of' most electronic noise is easy with current
state-of-the-art in:struments. As it result, count rates in c. Commintin gainin a detectors arc scintillation
the order of a few hundred counts per minute arc easily detectors (using scintillation ruedia different from that
detectable oi instruments such as the AN/ PI)R-60. described above for alpha detection) or gas ionization
Ilowever, the detectability is dominated by the ability type detectors (ion chambers, proportional counters or
of the alpha particles to get into the active region of' Geiger counters). In eit her case, the high penetrability
the detector, which depends upon such factors its of the radiation allows the detector to have reasonably
OVcrHurden (amount of dust and 'or moisture lying heavy al umninuni, beryllium or plastic windJows and to
between the alpha emitters and the detector), and the bc carried at a 0.5-1.0Im height. D)imensions of the active
pioximity of the detector to the cm itters. region of the detector (for example, the thickness of

.J a scintillation crystal) can be made larger to increase
c. In demonstrations conducted in the laboratory, it sensitivity. Because the detection efficiencics arc

sealed alplha source (Ani-241 ) was monitored with a well reasonably insensitive to energies in the energy regions
maimtaincd ANiPI)R-60 aipha probe and meter. Dust of interest, the detectors can bc calibrated in terms of
and water were sprinkled onto the source and changes dosage (rads or reim), rather than in termns of activity:

5-A. 1-3
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this practice reflects the common use For bcta!garnma noise. The result Is a deluge of signals that overwhelm
detectors. the pulses from sought-after x-rays. To vcemove the

unwanted signals, circuitry is installed in the meter to
d. Typical of at beta! gamma detcctor is the L~udlurn ignore all pulses whose size lies below a user-selcctable

Model -3 with a Ludlum 44-9 "pancake" ((icigcr-Muller) lower level (threshold). In cases of high (natural)
probe. Minimum detectability for such a detector is a background. it is also useful to discard all pulses whose
radiation field that produces readings two to three times siz~e is greater than a user-selectable upper level. The
greater than the background (no-contaminant, natural accepted pulses, therefore, are only those from the

* radiation plus electronic noise) reading. C'ustomarily, desired x-rays and that small amiount of background
*~ ~ ~~11 thscrepod ewhndrdt hS Of at niillireml per that happens to fall inl thle samei pulse-size region.

hour. C. 11nf~rtuna11tely, pulse-height discrimination is not
ats "easy" as described above. InI fact, the signals from

5-A.1-6 X-RAY DET'ECTION the detection of' identical x-rays will not he Identical
in siie; rat her, a large niumber of* such detections will

at. f-or low energy ( 17-100 keV) x-rays, the scintillation produce a distribution of pulse sizes which cluster about
detector is again the inostrumnent of Choice. Window a meanl pulse size. If one sets the lower-level discriminlator
thiic kness is againi a factor, thbough not as% much as wi th slightly below and thle upper level slightly above the
alpha particles. For ex anmple, the hall-thickness tor mean pulse size, a large fraction of thle desired pulses
abh.orption of 17 keV x-rays in alunminumi is 0.4 nun will be eliminated, resulting in a significant decrease in)
and in air is about four meters. These factors increase detect or response. H owever, setting tile discriminator
rapidly with energy. [or 60 keV x-rays, the distances, levels fam fomi the mecan will admrnit too ninuch
become 2.5 cmn and 19011in respectively. Thus, for x- background, thereby masking the true signals. See Figure

rays aoe5 enx-ray detector canl be held at 5-A. 1 -1I. 'Ihts, the setting of discriminator levels requires
I conl o i table: height (0.5 in1) above t hie contaminated a qualitat ive judgment which canl significantly affect the
suirface. recad ings fr omi a given contamini ation. Furthermore, si lice

the width of' the pulse sizec distribution depends in at
1). 11we siz.e of anl electronic pulse produced by an most complicated way upoii the condition and age oif

x-ray Mi a sci atil lation-type di.tector is prop~ortional to the detector, it is inipossi blc to specify one setting for
the energy of the x-ray. Ibis has a most imiportanit all similar Instruments. Rather, techniqunes have been
atpplication, commonly called pulse-hieight d iscri iliina- developed to establish the sensitivity of a givert detector,

tioll. Because of the relatively low (l10s of keV) energy with its electronics, ina feld eniviron nient. This
Of thle x-rays of interest, anl x-ray detector and its techniqute is described] in the following sect ion.
electronlics in ust be quite sensilti`ve. I I nfortunately, suICh
aI detectoi iý. sensitive also to the myriad of' radiations, d. In iipite of the above complications, t le scinlt illat ion
from natural sources and to commnnii low-level electronic detector remains the iistrunicnt of choice for detection

Backqround

CountsPhoto Peak

Disc rim Iniatur
- I Settinlys

Fiiure 5-Al1-a: '-pectia Puwsom Mti)- Shuiii gNo IC "'till I) L~' Crm M 'oucvicLSrzcNixed Willi A h-t ical iiack~iillmd Spmriumm
Mimd lmmidC~llmig I ymJ u ) mWi m mmIN m11MImtu1 SCitimigS).
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of x-ray emitting radioactive contamination. One such (1) Weapons grade plutonium contains several

detector is the Ficld Instrument for Detection of Low isotopes: in addition to the dominant Pu-239, there is

E-nergy Radiation (FIDLER). A FIDLER (4"xl mm. always a trace amount of Pu-241. Pu-241 beta decays,

Nal (Tl)) probe, in good condition, mated to a Ludlum with a half-life of 14.35 years, to Am-241. Am-241
2220 electronics package, can detect 60 kcV activity as ,subsequenltly decays with thc cruissionl of a 60-keV x-ray

which, like the 80 keV x-ray of ur'aniuni, is relatively1low as 0.2 microcuries p meter. typical wcasy to detect under field conditions. TVhus, a most
gradc mix for a medium-aged weapon, this mix would sensitive technique for the detection of weapons grade
correspond to about one microcuric of plutonium pe plutonium is to detect the contaminant An.-241 and infer
square meter. Furthermore, since the x-rays are much the accompanying plutonium.
less affected by overburden than arc alpha particles, the (2) Clearly. this technique requires more inlorma-
radiation monitor has much better control of the factors tion than the direct detection of radiation from the nlost
which influence his meter readings. As a result, the plentiful isotope, such as knowledge of the age and

monitor can make quantitative measuremlents of the omiginal assay of the weapon material, H1owever, decay

amtount of radiation, and infer the actual amount of times, weapon age and assay are known or controllable
contamination, with far greater confidence than with quantities, whereas overburden and its effect oln alpha

a other fdtechniue and low energy x-radiation are not. Thus, the safeguards
community has standardized upon the detection of
plutonium via its amerciizum daughter.

5-A.1-7 DETECTION OF URANIUM d. To facilitate the calculations and calibration nceded
AND PLUTONIUM to measure plutonium contamination by x-ray detection

iii the field, the lawrecnce Livcrmore National Labor-
a. Although uralin oin and plutoniiiuin arc alp ha mtory has produced a series of utility codes called the

emitters, they and their' daughters also emit x.radiation. 1101 SPl)' ( Codes.' Available for IBM-compatible

"I hereforc, as discussed above, the instrument of choice computers, as well as the lIP-41 calculator systems, the
for detection of these elements I:, a scintillation detector. HOTI SPOT1 Codes include an interactive, user-frienidly

utility routine culled FIDL-•R which steps a user through
h. 'I li dctcction of uranium conltamination is fairly the process of calibrating an x-ray detector (tile Field

Instrument for l)ctection of' Low Energy Radiation),
straightforward. Among the radiations emitted in tile tile FIDLEIR code is applicable to anMy x-ray detector
decay of Uranium-235 and its daughters is an 80 keV if the full calibratilon technique, involving a known
x-ray. Set-up and field calibration of the detector as americium calibration source, is used.
described in this chapter allows measurement olfthc x-ray

activity per square meter and thus evaluation of the e. Particularly useful in the FIl)11 R code is the
uranium contamination. Confidence in the accuracy of provision to aid in tile measurement of the geometric

these measurements is in the p/ - 25 percent range, factor for any specific detector. Measurements made at
the Ballistic Research Laboratory and the Lawrencc

c. Ihe detection of plutonium is somewhat more Livermorc National laboratory2 have shown that the

complicated. Plutonium-239 and its daughters emit a value of K(lh) for I -= 30cm can vary from less than

17 keV x-ray which can be detected with a FIDLER 0.4 m2 to over 1.0 m2, apparently depending upon
external configuration and subtle internal details of a

detector. 11 uwcver, absorption of that relatively low
enegy -ra by ov rbuden plu iterercice by particular FI1)IR probe. For this reason•, tile FIDI)IIR

energy x-ray by overburden plus interference by code contains both a detailed laboratory procedure and

background signals in the same range as the desired a field-expedient procedure for determining K(h) for a
x-ray make measurement of the 17 keV a highly uncertain given detector. The code provides also a default value
technique. lhe determination of plutonium contain- of 0.5 m2. This value was chosen to give a relatively
ination can be made more confidently through the conservative reading indication of contain i natiOn per
following, indirect technique. count rate.

.'Icvt' i IIl, n Itm. /10; . I HealthHi I- , , I wre , vI ej, ( ',I . Iiwrc " ii rn r. I I [;it•,waImy Reji I NJ M- 16l (Api iI I9K5).
) I ,'Cln 6 11- na nn. In I al it Ind (' l )Cp ll nc "I. I i, I "C' I I•* I - -Io I % i [ I ,[ I l at. L,ý,1ll1ll "It I, a I5I t' i
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S5-A.1-8 LABORATORiTECIiNIQYJES permits translating the count rate to an ibsolute
L evaluation of sample activity.
IA As liscussed above, laboratory procedures are necessary (2) Another alpha-beta technique involves gas-flow

to make quantitative mcasurem,.nts of radiation proportional counters. In these devices, a sample is
contamination. For this reason, mobile laboratories are inserted into the chamber of a proportional counter.
available within DoD and I for deployment to an Any emitted radiation causes ionization of the gas in
accident site. Although sv,..-c instrumentation will the counter which is electronically amolified and
vary, the types of laboratory analyses fall into three counted.
categories: gamma and x-ray spectroscopy, alpha-beta (3) In both types of alph7 .I counter, the most
ccunting, and liquid scintillation, difficult, sensitive part of the . ,ecu-iment is the sample

preparation. To achieve absolute measurements of
.Gitdmma and X-ray Spectroscopy. The major tools activity, absorption of the radiation must be minimized

im olved ini gamma and x-ray spectroscopy are a by the overburden caused by the sample itself.
reas(.nably high resoluiion gamma/x-ray de:•ctor kjuch Ttchniques used include dissolution of the sample onto
as a GeLi or selectively high resolution Nal) and a multi- a sample holder; evaporation of the solvmt leaves a
channel analyzer. With this equipment, it is possible to very thin, negligibly absorbing sample. Clearly,
accurately dcte-mine the energies of the gamma and x- quantitative alpha-beta counting is a difficult, time-
radiation emt',i.. i by a contaminated sample. Generally, consuming process.
spectroscopic techniques are not used for absolite
:ncisurcments of amount of contamination (forexample. c. Liquid Scintillation.
miicro.curics) in a snample. However, by adjusting for the

1einergy dependence of detection efficiencies and using (1) In a few cases, notably in the detection of beta
:.1,jitiatd 3pectrai unfolding techniques, the relative radiation from tritium, the energy of the radiation is
amounts of vari'u., iwot,,pe:, present il the contaminant so low and the resultant absorption is so high - that
maj oe determined ;', iirately. Recalling the discussions solid samples cannot be used for quantitative analysis.
in ili, preceding se('u,-,s, immediate application can be In these cases, dissolving the contamninant in a
see for such inforn.. ion: For example, spectroscouy scintillating liquid may be possible. Glass vials of such

'liquid can then be placed in a dark chamber and thealows determination of the relative abundance of Am- iudantebepcdinaarchm radth

S241 to Plu-239, -f,.ting in accurate calibration of the resulting scintillation light pulses counted using
Smost sensitve - ,I.K ) survey tvchniques. photomultipliers.

(2) Again, the outstanding difficulty with this
b. Alphd-it:ta Counting. process is in th,; sanmple preparation. Scintillation liquids

are extremely sensitive to most impurities which tend
(I) Another i.oi,,tory technique, alpha-beta to quench the output of light pulses. As a result, the

ck,,'ting, rf,.i:,:; !n a reasonably ac ,l'-z t.etermination most common technique for liquid scintillation sample
of the ahsljte amount of co'tam:;iation in a sample. gathering is to wipe a fixed area (typically 100 square

"V1 types o, cotunters are con,:nor. .il both are fairly centimeters) of a hard surface in the contaminated area
ýirriple in priLciplc. In u, c, a reasonably ,ec;,sitive Alpt-i- with a small piece of cloth. The cloth can then be

Ir,,Ita Ctector, such its a thin layer of ZihS mated to immersed totally in scintillation liquid in such a way
a pk~t~oniultiplier tube, is mounted in - chamnber tha that subsequent light emission will he visible lo one of
is sniieded to remove backgrL.,,nd radiation. A sample, the photomultipliers in the analysis chamber. Alter-
1ade very thin to rnmi.nit sli abso.-ption, is inserted natively, the cloth can be replaced by a sl plastic
into the chamber undcr the detector. In .. )me apparatus, material that dissolves in scintillation liquid without
air is evacuated from the chamber to climinaic air significantly quenching light output. in either case, theabsrpton f he aditin. he or',*•t ste technique works best when the contamination can be
1'.oasured. Knowing. the ý,.,moctry of tIc experiment gatherer .1. ut large amounts of local dirt, oil, ctc.
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APPENDIX 5-B

ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLING

5-B-1 GENERAL samplers and collect filters, analysis capability and a
method to mark and secure the area monitors against

The collection and analysis of samples provides tampering. Also important is a means tn ensure that
numerical data which describes a particular situation. air samplers are properly calibrated (see Table 5-B-Il.
The JHEC will provide direction for sampling proce- Staplex air samplers use the CKHV calibrator for 4"
dares. The sampling criteria will be situation and site filter and CKHV-810 calibrator for the 8" x 10" filters.
dependent. The results then may be used for the formu- Normally, 1000 CFM of air must be sampled for accurate
lation of a couise of action. This appendix addresses results.
air, soil, vegetation, water, and swipe samples.

Table 5-B-I. Air Sample Calibration
a. Air Sampling. Air sampling is conducted to

determine if airborne contamination is present. It Operation

provides a basis for estimating the radiation dose which Filter Type (aI.Ki ilc Rate Time
people without respiratory protection may have received. 4 T 41K-8---

The time required to respond to an accident and initiate 4"-FA #41 CKHV 18 (FM 55mn
an air sampling program will result normally in little 4"TFA #2133 CKHV 36 CFM 28 min

4"' -IFA "S" CKHV 70 CFM 15 rain
or no data being obtained during the initial release of 8" X 10" TFA.810 CK'.V-810 50 CFM 2(0 min
contamination when the highest levels of airborne

k' contamination are expected. Most air sampling data
obtained during an accident response will reflect airborne 5-B-2 AiR SAMPLING TIME
contamination caused by resuspension. Even though this
discussion is directed primarily at airborne contamina- The period of time over which an air sample is collected

tion caused by resuspension. the recomm-,ded priorities determines the volume of air sampled. Variables which
an will permit as mucld rmation as affec' the accuracy of air sampling results include thewill ppriocccracuofai

possible to be collected on the initii, clease if air type of sampling equipment used, the accuracy with

samplers are positioned soon enough. Priority should, which contaminants on the filter can be measured, and

therefore. be given to initiation of an air sampling the size of the sample. The sum of the errors can be
program as soon as possible after arrival tn-scene, offset, in part, by increasing the total volume of the

Whether or not data is obtained on the initial release, sample collected. Increasing sample time presents no real
air sampling data will ne needed immediately to assess difficulty when the interest is in long-term average

the ha/ard to people still in the area. to identify areas concentrations, precision of results. or in detection of

and operations which require respiratory protection and ,cr-, low levels of contamination, as will he the ca,

to identify actions required to fix the contaminant to daring decontamination and restoration operat, ns.
reduc,: the airborne haiard and spread of contamination. During the initial rcý inse, when the interest is in rapid
Winh using fillration to collect particulate samiples, the evaluation of air contamination to identify areas where
selection o filter mcdium is extremely imporvant. 'Ihbe high concentrations of airborne contamination could

filter used must have a P..h collection efficiency for pose a ha/ard to unprotected persons in relatively short
periods of time, short sampling times aeaporaeparticle size% that will dcp:•si, readily in the lunC. (5 1eid .ftm ,sotsm ln i e are appropriate.

microns or less) When taking samples for rapid evaluation, samplers
should he operated long enough to sample a minimum

b. Respons, plan- should include provisons for of 1000 cubic feet of air. Once thal data required for
establishing an air sainplin- program. This plan would prompt evaluation is obtained, an air sampling program
include sufficieat air monitors (battery powered or a should be established to obtain 24 hour samples
sufficient number of portable electric generators.). air (equipment permitting), or high volume samples on a
ioonitor stands, filter paper, personnel to deploy regular basis.
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5-B-3 AIR SAMPLER PLACEMENT or near, the most highly contaminated area which is

accessible.
Sampler positioning is directed toward the first 24 - 48
hours following an accident, or until an air sampling b. Figure 5-B-I shows the recommended placement
program tailored to the specific situation can be of air samplers. The sampler number indicates the
implemented. During this period the number of air priority which should be given to placement. All air
samplers available will be limited, and should be placed sampling locations should be marked with a unique
to obtain the maximum amount of information possible. numbi r or symbol on a stake, so that data may be

correlated with other information in the following days.
a. The amount of airborne contamination caused by During the initial response, sampler No. I is placed

resuspension will vary from location to location as a downwind from the accident site to determine the hazard
function of surface type, physical activity, surface wind in the immediate area of the accident and should operate
patterns, aPd the level of contamination on the ground. continuously. The distance should be modified in a
Recommendations on the initial placement of samplers downwind direction if necessary to permit access by a
assume that the mix of surface types is relatively constant clear path for placement and periodic readings and filter
throughout the area, that air samplers will be placed changes. The time of readings and/or filter changes
to minimize any localized wind effects, and that the should be coordinated with EOD personnel. Air Sampler
1,.,. lion of physical activity in the area (for example. Placement sampler No. 2 is placed downwind from the
response actions or evacuation) will be known and accident at a distance dependent upon the wind velocity,
controlled. The main variables in determining the see Table 5-B-2. Modifications to this location should
am'-unt of airborne contamination will be ground be con~idered based on accessibility, the location of
contamination levels and wind speed. To provide the nearby populated areas and microclimatology. Down-
quickest and most accurate estimate of the maximum wind samplers should be operated until it can be
concentrations of airborne contamination, priority determined that no airborne contamination' exists at their
should therefore be given to placing an air sampler at. locations, and that actions taken upwind of the location

E ] Command Post

(Background)

0 (Contamination
Control Station)

(Contamination)

(Downwind Hazard)

Figure 5-B-1. Ait SamplCr Placement.
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Table 5-B-2. Air Sample Placement (No. 2) c. Average flow rate and/or volume of air.

Approximate Downwind d. Date.
Wind Speed Distance

c. Start and stop time of sample.
(MPH) (Knots) (Meters) (Feet)

f. Wind direction and weather conditions.

6-10 4-9 1,000 3,300
11-15 10-13 1,500 5,100 g. Type of filter.
16-20 14-17 2,000 6,600

Above 20 Above 17 2,500 8,200 h. Field readings on filter and time made, particularly
if readings were taken without changing filter. Including

or changes in meteorological conditions will not result radiation detection instrument ype and serial numbc,

in airborne contamination. Sampler No. 3 is placed as well as designation of attached probe used to monitorin arbone ontminaion Saple No.3 i plced the filter.

approximately 610 meters upwind of all contamination
and outside the contamination control area to obtain i. Laboratory facility to which the filter was sent for
simultaneous background air samples for use in processing.
interpretation of other readings. Background samples
should be collected concurrently with the sample of
interest, if possible, as the amount of naturally occurring 5-11-5 AIR SAMPLE ANALYSIS
airborne radioactive particulates may vary as a function
of time due to wind changes. Air sampler No. 4 is placed Air sampler filters can be analyzed using radioanalytical
at the contamination control station and operated techniques by DoE, RADCON, and AFRAT personnel

or by using a calculation method. The calculations shown
operations since personnel leaving the contaminated area below are for field use in calculating gross activity on
may carry and resuspend contaminants. The amount
of contamination resuspended in this manner is expected occurring radionuclides (for example, radon, thoron,

to be small. During the initial phases of response, and their daughters) should be subtracted when applying
consideration should be given to using all additional the calculated results to protection standards. This
samplers, if available, in downwind locations to calculation is done by subtracting the gross activity of
supplement sampler No. 2, particularly when populated the background sampler (No. 3) from the gross activity
areas are in, or near, the contaminated area. of the sampler of interest when making rapid evaluations.

Background corrected, results may also be obtained by
letting the naturally occurring radon, thoron, and their

5-B-4 AIR SAMPLE DATA RECORDING daughters decay to background. The radon chain may
be considered completely decayed after alnuiut four
hours, and the thoron chain after almost three days.

For air sampling data used in the overall radiological Re-measurecnt aftcr these times permits identification
assessment and confirmation of field calculations, and of the amount of sample activity caused by these
confirmed or validated later by laboratory analysis, all elements. During rapid field calculations early in the
pertinent data must be recorded. An air sampling log response, the check for radon is appropriate if, or when,
containing all of the following data should be leveis of airborne contamination detected are at or
maintained. When filters are changed, they should be slightly above the established levels. The three-day decay
placed in a plastic bag for laboratory analysis and time precludes checking for thoron during the initial
annotated with items a - f. response.

a. Type and serial number of sampler. a. The following equation may be used for initial field
evaluation of air sampling data to obtain rough estimates

of airborne contamination utilizing the AN/ PDR-60 or
b. l.ocation of sampler, including identification of ANjPDR-56 (with the large probe attached) and 8 x

field marking (stake) used to mark location 10 inch or 4-inch (round) Whatman #41 filters.
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dpmnnV cpm x CF Background 5-B-6 ENV!IRONMENTAI. SAMPLES

A FR x T (mn) Reading a. Soil. Soil sampling procedures depend on the

purpose of the sampling program. In all cases, careful
where cpm - alpha meter reading on air Filter iselection of control (background) samples is required

counts per ninute to allow interpretation of results. The following

minimum quantities are necessary for analysis:AFR =Average Flow Rate of the air samnpler
in cub-ic feet pet- minutein cuTicmfe t pe minutes e ss(1) Gamma spectrometry plus gross alpha and!or
lTime in minutes the air ampler was gross beta--two kilograms of soil (approximately one

running square foot area three :;iches deep).
CF = Conversion factor (1000 for AN/ (2) Giossalphaand/orgrossbetaonly --100grams.

PI)R-60, 4000 for AN!PDR-56) (3) For a spscific alpha and/or beta radionuclide,
includes unit conversions. aica cor- I
rection factols, and other constants, particularly Pu-239 (pl'atonium)-.-consult the approp-

assuming use of 8 x 10 inch Whatman riate Service laboratory.

#41 filter paper. For 4-inch, (round)
filter paper, the conversion factors are b. Water.

200 and 800 for thu AN!l'DR-60 and
AN/I I)R-56 respectively. (1) Surface and/or waste discharge sources two

liters.

b. If other alpha instruments or filters are being used (2) I)rinking water sources one liter.

the following equation should be used for field evaluationof air sampling data. c. Vegetation. The minimum sample volume is three
liters of densely packed sample and should be double

cpi x Af plastic bagged or packed in a one-gallon wide-mouth

dpmn - - plastic jar.
0.5 x nil x F x li x E, x A,

d. Swipes. Filter paper discs are used for taking swipe
where epom --- alpha meter reading on air filter in tests. Whatman No. 41 filter paper, 4.25 cm, FSN 6640-

counts per minute 00-836-6870, is recommended for swipes. If this is

At Area of filter used (any units) unavailable, other filter paper with a maximum diameter
Ac Area (If lifter actt41y counted by the of 1 3/4 inches may be substituted. Place a small "'x"
instrument (same units as AD IN PENCIL ON[LY on the outer edge of the filter paper

F Alpha absorption factor lot filter on the side which is to touch the radioactive source

used (from manufacturer's o," area being tested for contamination. Each swipc

specifications) should he taken from an area of about 100 cm 2 by gently

E C = ollection efficiency of filter used rubbing two or three times with the dry filter paper
(fromn manufacturer's specifications) disc. The swipe is then placed, unfildedi, in a prooerly

i - Total volume of sampled air in cubic completed Service form for a Swipe Container. If forms
meters are unavailable, a plain envelope containing the required

lI: Efliciency of counting instrument collection information may be substituted.
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DoD 5100.52-M

APPENDIX 5-C

SPECIALIZED RADIOLOGICAL MONITORING,

RADIAC REPAIR, AND HAZARD

ASSESSMENT/CAPABILITIES TEAMS

5-C-1 GENERAL (a) Perform detailed radiological surveys for
alpha, beta, and gamma radiation.

a. This appendix provides information on service (b) Control and supervise waste disposal
radiation monitoring teams (health physics and bioassay measures.
specialists, a radiation equipment repair team) and on (c) Provide health physics services.
DoE and related monitoring and assessment capabilities. (d) Control and supervise radiological safety

services.
b. The detection/measurement of different types of (e) Supervise and provide technical advice for

radiation and the inherent difficulties have been decontamination operations.
enumerated. However, in the evett of an incident/ (f) Supervise and provide technical advice for the

accident, radiation detection/measurement must be control and containment of the radiological contami-
completed. The need or preliminary data on the absence/ nation at an accident site.

presence of radiation for the OSC is imperative. Many
military units and some civilian firms/agencies possess (2) The RADCON Team will consist as a minimum eI
alpha and gamma detection capabilities. These units/ of a team lcader, a qualified health physicist, and eight
firms have equipment and individual monitor capabil- specialists qualified in air sampling and in monitoring
ities that can provide radiation measurements and for alpha, beta, arid gamma radiation. All team members

preliminary survey data. However, a finite definition of have a minimum security clearance of Secret and are
authorized access to Restricted Data and Criticalthe accident area is needed to plan, initiate, and complete Nuclear Weapons l)esign Information.

(3) Requests for additional information should be
directed to RADCON personnel. Radiological Control

c. The radiological characterization of the accident
team assistance may be requested through the Army

site is an iterative process involving the systematic Operations Center or the JNACC.
integration of data produced by several assessment

techniques. The following describes those resources b. U.S. Air Force Occupational and Environmental
availabic to enable thcoretical, preliminary, and Health Laboratory (OEHL). The Occupation and
definitive site characterization for the OSC. Environmental "ealth Laboratory, Brooks AlB, Texas,

78235, provid,,s many radiation protection services as
follows:

5-C-2 DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
(1) Conducts calibration, traceable to the National

a. U.S. Army Radiological Control (RADCON) Institute of Standards and Tcchnology, and minor repair
Tearn. The RAI)CON Tcam is a specialized team located services for portable instruments used and owned by
at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Ma.ryland, and organized the USAF Medical Service for the detection and
to provide technical assistance and advice to the OSC measurement of electromagnetic and ionizing radiation.
in radiological emergcncies. (2) Maintains the USAF stock of Low energy photon

field survey instrument,; with trained operators to
(I) The RA ID)CON Team is organized to: support disaster operations.

5-C- I



(3) Deploys a field-qualified team of health Naval Sea Systems Command Dletachment, Radiolog-
physicists, health physics techniciars, and equipment ical Affairs Support Office (NAVSEADET RASO),
called the AFRAT. This team is capable of responding Yorktown Virginia.
worldwide to radiation accidents with air transportable
equipment for detecting, identifying, and quantifying any (1) Thc Navy RAI)CON Team can provide the
type of radiation hazard; radioisotope analysis of following capabilities:
selected environmental, biological, and manufactured
materials; and on-site equipment maintenance and (a) Field survey and laboratory analysis for
calibration. alpha, beta and gamma radiation emitters.

(4) Conducts special projects dealing with long and (b) Environmental sample analysis.
short term evaluations of radiation exposures. (c) Limited bioassay analysis.

(5) Request for additional information should be (d) RADCON and radiation health expertise to
directed to OFHI. personnel. OW-HL services may be the OSC.
requested through the Air Force Operations Center or (e) Reference library.
the JNACC. (f) Air deployable assets.

(g) Personnel dosimetry support, limited
c. U S. Air Force Air Transportable RADIAC RAI)IAC repair, and Holt Line management.

Package (AiRAP). The Air Transportable RAL)IAC
Package is located at Kelly AFB. Texas. It is a collection (2) Request for additional information should be
of" RA)IAC equipment, spare parts, and trained forwarded to the D)irector, Radiological Controls
instrument repair technicians maintained in an alert Program Office (SFA-06GN), Naval Sea Systems
status by the Air Force l~ogistics Command for airlift Command.
to the scene of a nuclear accident or radiological incident.
The Ali 'Iransportablc RAI)IAC Package is able to
support forces responding to an accident or incident 5-C-3 DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (DoE)
by providing spare RADIAC sets and an on-scene repair
shop for instruments used in radiological surveys. The Services of l)ol capabilities will be requested by the
ATRAP team is prepared to repair, calibrate and issue DolF Team l.eader, but requests may be made also
RA)1iAC' instruments to radiation survey teams at the through JNACC if the l)oE learn Leader is not on-
scene of the accident on a twenty-four hours, seven days scene.a week basis,.i

a. HOT SPOT Health Physics Codes.
(1) Ihe O.)SC will coordinate support for the

AIRAP and accompanying technicians. (I) The 1l01T SPOT Health Physics Codes were
(2) lhc ATRAP will maintain in a ready status for developed for the l)epartment of Energy's Accident

deployment to the scene of a nuclear accident/ Response (iroup (DoE ARG) to provide a quick initial
radiological emergency within four hours after notifi- assessment of accidents involving radioactive materials.
cation by the Air Force Operations Center. The ATRAIP These codes are run on the Hewlett-Packard HP-41
vill move over the road to sites within 150 miles of family of hand-held computers to allow for easy "field"
,eily A-l, lcxas. Beyond three hours driving time, use. Also, the codes arc available in an IBM-PC
ole ATRAPI will be ai liifted by lviiiitary /Airlift conipatible version. At present, 13 separate programs
Command. For accident sites on inaccessible terrain or exist, ranging from general programs for downwind
in water, ATRAP units will be moved by helicopter or assessment following the release of radioa'ctivc material
by waterisealift means. to more specific programs dealing with the release of'

(3) Requests for additional information should be plutonium, uranrium Oi tritium to programs that
directed to AIRAIP personnci. ATRAIP services may he estimate the dose coin mitmerit from the inhalation of
requested through the Aiu Force Operations C'enter or various radionuclides
the JNA('C. Phone nurnber.i arc listed ir, Appendix I-(-. (2) The 1O1f SPOT computer programs were

created to provide Health Physics personnel with a fast,
d. U.S. Navy RA1)(CON Team. the Navy RAl!)t'ON field-portable calculational aid for evaluating accidents

lealrl provides health physics assistance to the OS' (,I involving iadioaetive materials. Thcsc codes provide a
activity conmnander iii the event of a nuclear weapons first-order approximation of the radiation effects
accident. [he Navy RAICO)('()N 10cam is located at the 0'ssoc;ated Wit lit ie atimosplhcric release ol ladionuclides
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within minutes of data input. Although significant errors material as a result of the continuous or puff release,

arc possible, the HOT SPOT programs will provide a explosive release, or an area contamination event. Thcse
reasonable level of accuracy for a timely initial three programs interact with a data-base containing 75

assessment. More importantly, the HOT SPOT codes radionuclides selected from ICRP Publication 30. The

will produce a consistent output for the same input source term can contain any or all of the radionuclides

assumptions, thus minimizing the potential errors in the database, each with its independent release

associated with reading a graph incorrectly or scaling fraction, activity, and mitigation factor, if applicable.

a universal nomogram during an emergency situation. Should a desired radionuclide not reside in the database,

(3) The HOT SPOT Health Physics Codes oper- a dose-conversion factor can be input by the user. Other

ating instructions and information arc contained in programs estimate the dose commitment from inhalation

Lawrence Livermore National L~aboratory (LILN) of any one of the radionuclides listed in the database

Manual 161, reference (o). The manual is designed for and estimate the effects of a surf ice-btrst detonation

users of the codes and therefore does not contain detailed of a nuclear weapon.

descriptions of algorithms used in the codes: however, (5) The dosirmetric methods of ICRP have been used

key assumptions (for example, particle-size distribution throughout the HOT SPOT programs. Individual organ

and release fraction) are noted as appropriate, dose values (unweighted) are produced, along with the

(4) Table 5-C-I is a summary of' the programs committed dose equivalent (weighted, equivalent whole-

contained in reference (o). Several programs deal with body dose commitment). Programs involving the

the release of plutonium, uranium, and tritium, to atmospheric transport of radionuclides employ a

expedite the initial assessment of accidents involving Gaussian plume-dispersal model. Initial radionuclide

nuclear weapons. Three general programs: PLUME, distributioa is modeled usinl,, virtual source terms as

EXPL.UME, and RESUS allow for downwind dose needed, for example, modeling the initial distribution
assessment following the relcase of any radioactive associated with an explosive release or area.

TABiLE 5-'-I. Prograins (ontained in the HOT SPOT Physics (odes
Program Name Description

I'tllX F P )ownwind dose commitment and ground deposition estimates resulting from an explosive release of plutonium.

PU H R 1 Downwind dose commitment estimates resulting lrom a fire involving plutonium.

P DI E Downwind dose commnitmeni estimates resulting from the resuspension of plutoniuni.

FIDLI, It FlI)D.LIR calibration and data reduction. Also contains a subroutine foi the deternmination of radionuclide
weight fractions as a function of mix age.

IR IT Downwind dose commitment estimates resulting from a tritium release.

If IItFIR Downwind dose commitment estimates resulting frornm a fire involving natural uranium of any enrichment of
235t1.

l.tJN(i lung screening for plutonium using a FIDLI.ER detector.

BOM B Effects of a surface-burst fission weapon.

R AI)WORK I)eiermination of recommended workplaces for the handliig of ra,' oaetive materials.

Pi. U M F General Gaussian plume dispersion nmodcl, using IWRP 30 L.ibrary.

EXIll.t I ME (ieneral explosive release dispersion model, using ICRP-30 L.ibrary.

R :.st IS i ieneral resuspension model. usit,g IC RI P-30 l.ibrary.

DoseI Inhalation dose coininitmient, usi IC IRP-M36 l.ibary.

Rc',nspension Source 'I erm Owing to tht: large uncertainties associated with the s"orce terms and diffusion coefficients, additional
line tuniig ol the model with plunre-rise algorithins and similar muoditicatioms was deemed unwarranted.
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b. Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability (a) Observed wind speed and wind direction at
(ARAC). ARAC is a DoE and i)oi) resource, directed the time of the accident, and subsequent weather
b"' the Lawrence livermore National Laboratory, that changes.
provides support to emergency response reatns during (b) Description of accident particulars, including
accidents involv;ng radioactive materials, line numbers for the specific weapon(s) releasing

contamination, type and amount of fuel involved and

(1) ARAC provides the user with conputcr model measured contamination at specific locations with

estimates of the contamination diretribution resuiting rspect to the contamination source, if available.
from a nuclear weapon accident. ARAC products include (c) Specific details of accident fire or explosion,
computer generat'ed estimates of the locatio n and such as mechanism of tl'.e release (high explosiveý

contamination levels of deposited rai o g a maera detonation oi- fire), duration of any fire, and height and

exposed population in the size of the plume or cloud (if available from reliable
urrounding areas. Until time and equipment pemit observer-s).

completion of extensive radiation surveys and bioassays,
ARAC projections will assist in assessing the potenitml (6) Approximately 30 minutes after the ARAC

impact of an accident and in icntifying areas for initial facility has been notified of the necessary accident
information, a computer generated estimate of maxi-investigation by response force rad iological teams. n u n c e il

(2) In the event of a nuclear weapon accident at g-ound-level.-contairiation spread and

Mr near an ARAC-serviced facility, the ARA( Center projected whole-body effective dose to exposed persons

will be alerted by the facility's personnel using the ARAC in the downwind area will be available. Conservative

site system computer located at the installation, assumptions are made in calculating the amount of" dt apradiological material released so that these initialimmediately after the initial report to the NMý'C is prjcinpleanuerbndolvlsfrsltg

completed. If the accident occurred in a CGNUS area,
remote from an ARAC serviced l)ol) installation, contamination and dose. Weapons at risk, excluding

notification of ARAC will come through the NMCC's insensitive high explosive (IHE) weapons, when exposed
to unusual stress during the accident undergo a noii-

dNirec y cnst.aHoweverlationinitiatingthe01RE ota nuclear high-explosive detonation. Also, all the nuclear
directly by thcinstallation initiating thcOPREP-3 report material at risk (except that (if the IHE item[s]), is
to NMCC., by calling ARAC's F-M~iTONCY number:t breleased in an aerosolizcd form. Similar conservative
commercial (415) 422-9100, IFS 532-9100, or through assumptions are made where specific accident informa-
AUTOVON by asking the Albuquerque operator for the tion is missing or unknown. If the accident location isn't
[.ivcrmorc tic line extension 2-9!00. At this tine ARA'," close to an ARAC serviced site, the initial projections
can't support O(CON.JS facilities in the same mannc, will probably not include geographic features (roads,
as CONUS facilities. city boundaries, etc.). ARAC projected doses will assist

(3) D)uring normal working hours (currently 0730 initial response efforts in evaluating the potential haiard

to 1615 Pacific Time), initial estimates of the extent of to the general public until comprehensive radiation
contamination can be ready for transmission from measurements and bioassays can be performed.
ARA(" approximately 30 minutes after ARAC has Projected deposition patterns will assist estimates of site
received notification of the: restoration efforts.

(a) Accident location. (7) Approximately 60 to 90 minutes after notifi-
(b) Time of accident. cation of ARAC. a more refined projection will be

(c) lype and quantity of weapons involved in available in somewhat less conservative assumptions arc
tt1 accident [weapon information should be transmitted made in estimating the actual amount of material at
11 the acident mb[weap o ntainformation should 1 b etranmitted risk released dur iig the accident. (Estimates are now

Firefinghthine nuidaber(s) ctbased on only those known to have undergone a high-
:irefightring Guidance ((')]. explosive detonation). For consequence analyses, ARA("

can generate a calculation based on a meteorological
(4) Responscs outside the hours listed above are forecast to give projected contamination patterns in case

subject to an additional 60-90 minutes delay, of dispersal during a weapon-safing operation. Although
(5) ivcry effort should be made to provide updated the initial projections are shown typically on a 30-by-

or supplemcntarv inforniation to the AlRA( ('enter as 30 kilometer grid, these refined projections may covr
soon as it is available. I)esired inforlmationl includes: either a larger or smaller area depending on the
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downwind extent of the contamination. Note that ARAC considered within this area. Note that the area given
can generate projection plots to match a given map scale will encompass the area of all higher levels shown (for
(for example, 1:50,000) for ease of overlaying the example, the area given for exceeding 25 rem is the sum
projected deposition pattern, of the area covered by the 25 and 150 rem contour

patterns). There are a maximum of three cumulative
(8) When available, ARAC may be transmitted to deposition and four dose exposure levels for which

the ARAC site system computer located at most ARAC- projections are made. Only the areas with the three
serviced sites. If the site does not have a site system highest projected levels will be shown on any ARAC
computer, the projections can be telefaxed to any CCITT plot. Projected cumulative depositions are for levels
Group 3 telecopier machine. The following paragraphs greater than 600, 60, and 6 microCurics persquare meter
provide information regarding the ARAC example (pCi/nM2). Dose exposures are projected for levels greater
"initial" projections shown in Figures 5-C-1 and 5-C-2. than 150, 25, 5, and 0.5 rem, which refer to a 50 year

whole body effective dose via the inhalation pathway.
(a) Geographic Contour Display. Release loca-

tion is centered in this area (refined projections may (9) The wording which accompanies the action
have release location offset from center) with a 2000- levels in the legend follows:

foot fragmentation circle drawn around the release point.
The display is always oriented with north toward the (a) 50-Yr Whole-Body Effective-Dose "Expo-
top. A maximum of three contourcd areas will be shown sure Action Levels." Projected doses apply only to people
emanating from the release point which will, in most outdoors without respiratory protection from the time
cases, overlay a geographic representation, showing road of the accident until the valid time of the plot, and
networks and waterwvays, etc., of the area around the recommended actions are to reduce the projected dose
accident site. The words "SEE NOT-S" will be printed to those people exposed.
across the middle of the display directing the viewer
to the ARAC ('omputer Estimation Notes on the right 1. Greater *han 150 rem - Imnmediate
side of the graphics plot. Printed across the top of each respiratory protection and evacuation recommended.
graphic display area will be the title of the underlying 2. Greater than 25 rem - Prompt action
cormputer estimation denoting either a "50 Year Whole required; respiratory protection required; consider
Body -ffective l)ose" or "Cumulative Deposition" plot. sheltering or evacuation.

d bp I)escriptive Notes. To the right of the contour 3. Greater than 5 rem - Respiratory protec-
display will be a legend. The first line is a title line for tion required; recommend sheltering; consider
these notes. The second line will denote the date and evacuation.
time that the specific computer model estimation was 4. (ireater than 0.5 rem - Consider
produced. Lines three through six will be reserved for sheltering.
general amplifying remarks about the computer
estimation I.inc seven identifies either the dose
integration period or total deposition period time as ( Cavcls."

Lecvel%."
appropriate (N(OTE: All times will he shown as "Z" time.
"Z" is equivalent to Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) 1. Greater than 600 uCiin' - Immediate
which has replaced the more familiar Greenwich Mean
Time ((i MT)). LIine nine shows the radiological material action may he required until the contamination is
modeled, and the height above ground level at which stabili/ed or removed: issue sheltering instructions:

the contour levels are calculated and displayed. L.ilcs recommend controlled evacuation.
10 through 22 will show the specific computer estimation 2.. Greater than 60pCi -: ni- Supervised area;

action levels as calculated for that particular plot. The issue sheltering instructions: recommend controlled

next several lines (down to the scale of tihe display shown evacuation 2-14 days.

in both kilometers and feet) comp'rise three separate 3. (rcal!r than 6 u(i, n12 - Restricted area;

blocks of information. Within each block is an area access on need only basis: possible controlled evacuation
showing a par:tctilar contour cross hatch pattern used required.

to lmailrk areas in the contour display where the dose
or deposition is greater than the stated value: the area (c) [he wording of the preceding deposition

"covered by this particuolar pattern in square kilometers: aetion levels was contracted because of space limitations
"" and abbreviated. gi-nciahi/ed actiuns that may be on the ARAC plots. Thefull wo-diny follows:
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1. Greater than 600 jpCi/m
2 

- Immediate (a) In a nuclear weapon accident, a preliminary
action required. Urgent remedial action may be needed radiological survey would establish whether radioactive
from within a few hours up to two days. Full anti- materials had been dispersed from the weapon.
contamination clothing and respiratory protection Dispersion patterns and relative radiation intensities,
required by all emergency staff in this area. Residents immediately available from the initial survey, may be
should remain indoors with doors and windows closed, used to guide radiation survey teams to the areas of
Room air conditioners should be turned off. Controlled heaviest contamination. AMS personnel will assist

evacuation of children and adults should be considered interpreting and correlating their information with other
urgent. All work on, or the use of, agricultural products radiological survey data. Additional data processing will

andi or meat and poultry must be controlled and further establish the identity and concentration of the isotopes

action regarding them assessed. involved. Subsequent surveys could provide data on the
2. Greater than 60,pCi/m 2 

- Supervised area. progress of clean-up operations.

Controlled evacuation should be considered and may
have to occur between about two days and two weeks (b) The first radiological photography survey

or more. All activities should be considered carefully conducted after a weapon accident is likely to follow

and supervised. Full anti-contamination clothing and this protocol and time frame:

respirators required for all personnel engaged in heavy
work or dusty, windy operations. Residents should 1. The helicopter would arrive six to ten

remain indoors with windows closed unless evacuation hours following notification.

is in progress or there is no significant airborne hazard 2. The helicopter would then be refueled and
arid none forecast to occur via resuspensiOn, the crew would obtain instructions within two hours.

3. Greater than 6ooc 'i/un2 - Restricted area. 3. A survey would then be conducted in a
3. ;~~~m( thn 6p~i in - estictd aea, serpentine pattern of survey linies 0.5 to five milles apart

Entry restricted to those who live, work, and/or have ser minep
a need to be there. l)econtamination personnel and
public health arid safety staff should wear limited anti-
contamination protectivc clothing. Controlled cvacua- a. Di gcation o u tline.
tion of residents, especially children, is possible during

c Approximate radiation levels along the
decontamination if there is a possibility of airborne plume ccntcrliric.
contamination via rcsuspension. pu conterline.d_. l)ominant isotopes.

c. Aerial Measurement System (AMS). 4. Information front 3 would be transmitted

1) General. The EG&G hastby radio to base operations during the survey.(I) cncal.TheEG&i A S ha thee apailiies5. The analysis laboratory would arrive: 4
available to support a weapon accident: aerial radio- hours (plus driving time) after notification.
logical mapping, aerial search for weapons and/or 6. Full analysis of flight results would be
weapon components, and aerial photography. available 6 to 12 hours after the flight is completed or

after the analysis laboratory arrivc:i.
(2) Aerial Radiological Mapping. Aerial radiolog-

ical surveys provide rapid assessment and thorough (c) After the first, broad survey is completed, a
coverage of large areas and yield average ground series of smaller area surveys would be initiated. The
concentrations of the contaminant. The system can also flight altitude would 'ikely be 100 feet with 200 foot
be used to quickly prepare crude, but appropriateiN line spacings. The purpose of these surveys would be
scaled, incident site maps. fo,,trumentation inc!udes to map the contaminated area in detail. The length of
large-volume, sodium-iodide gamma-ray detectors, data time required to complete this series of surveys may
formatting and recording equipment, positioning be from one to five days, depending upon the area to
equipment, meteorological instruments, direct readout be surveyed arid the weather.
hardware, and data analysis equipment. A variety of (d) The results of an aerial survey of Area 13
I)oE owned aerial platforms (fixed-wing and helicopter) of the Nevada Test Site is shown in Figure 5-C-3. This
are dedicated to supporting this mission. Also, was the site of a "one-point" detonation in the 1950s
equipment capable of being mounted on a variety of to simulate a weapon accident. The aerial survey data
I)ol) helicopters is available to perform survey missions were analyzed for the 60 keV photopeak of Am241.
as needed. Detailed radiological contours, such as those shown in
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Figure 5-C-3 would be available five to eight hours after nced to be employed. These consist of gamma and
the completion of the previous survey flight, neutron detector modules designed for the DoE owned

(c) The sensitivity of the system depends upon BO-105 helicopters o,- portable modules that can be used
the flight altitude, area of contamination and the in helicopters, such as the U H-60 and UH-I. This
interference of other isotopes (both natural and man- capability may be useful only for certain sources of
made). Experience has shown that the lower level of known detectability and normally requires low altitudes
detectability of Am241 can be expected to be 0.03 to
1.0 I.Ci/rm

2, and 0.03 to 0.3 UCi/rM
2 for both Csl37 and (100 feet or less) and slow speeds (approximately 60

113 1. The americium concentrations indicated represent!; knots). Aerial search personnel will be able to determine
o1n the order of I to 10 pCi/ens of plutonium. the appropriate flight parameters when notified of the

(f) Comparison with ground-based survey and particular scenario.
sample results should be done with caution. The area (4) Aerial Photography. Two major photographic
sampled in a s~agle aerial mneasurement is on the order systems are used to acquire detailed serial photos over
of 1,000 times the area sampled by a FI)LER-type a site. One system consists of a large format aerial
instrument at one (1) foot above the ground and mapping camera operated in fixed-wing aircraft, which
1,000,000 times larger than the area sampled by an alpha produces detailed aerial photographs. The second system
probe or a soil sample. "The aerial survey results average- operates out ol helicopters, utilizing the lHasselblad
scale averages and take into account the overall effect 7011m cameras to oroduce color photographs. Filn from
of roads, ditches, water bodies, vegetation cover and the tlasselblad system can be produced and printed
terrain elfects. under field conditions. 1 argo prints u1) to 20" x 24"

(3) Aerial Search. In certain scenarios, the aerial produced to map scales can be printed on-site generally
search capabilities available from AMS capabilities may withint hours of the completion of the flighl.
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DoD 5100.52-M

APPENDIX 5-D

AREA AND RESOURCES SURVEYS

5-D-1 SURVEYS monitoring at the hot line. Field use should be limited
to only smooth surfaces like pavement and buildings.

a. General. Lxtensive radiation predictions and (b) Low Energy Gamma Instruments. Instru-
surveys will be required to identify and characterize the ments capable of detecting the low energy gamma- and
area for decontamination and to develop and evaluate x-ray radiations from plutonium, and its americium
restoration plans. During the initial hours of the daughter, may be used to detect contamination. Low
response, available radiation suivey instruments and energy gamma/x-ray instruments are not subject to
monitoring personnel for survey operations will be damage by surfaces being monitored and field surveys
limited. Determining whether contamination was can be rapidly conducted. Low energy gamma instru-
released by the accident must be done immediately. If ments are, therefore, the recommended instruments for
a release occurred, priority must be given to those actions field surveys of plutonium contamination, whereas the
required to identify and minimize the hazards to people. SPA 3 probe is more useful for measuring the medium
These actions include identification of the affected area energy gamma radiation from uranium. For the best
(perimeter survey) to permit identification of potentially detection efficiency, low energy x-ray surveys should be
contaminated people. Each successive survey operation conducted prior to any rainfall, and during the first five
will be based in part on the information gained from days after the accident before part of the measurable
earlier operations. Initial radiation surveys may be based low energy radiation present is screened by the plutonium
on ARAC information, if available, or only on the knowl- migrating into the soil. The best instrumentation for
edge that contamination will be dispersed downwind, low energy gamma/x-ray surveys uses FIDLER probes,
Later surveys will be based on the initial 3urvey data which will not normally be available until the specialized
and AMS plots. Days will be required to complete teams arrive. The type and amount of low energy gamma
comprehensive contamination characterization, and x-ray radiation present depends on the age of the

platopium. Many weapons will contain plutonium over
b. General Survey Proce.dures. Selection of instru- 10 years old, resulting in higher signal strengths for the

mentation, identification of the edge of contamination, same level of contamination as that produced by a "new"
determination of the location of measurements made, weapon; therefore, the age of the plutoniunm and
and data recording procedures are similar for most projected signal strength should be determined as soon
survey operations. as possible. The age of the plutonium in a weapon can

be obtained from the DoE ARG.
(I) Selection of Instrumentation.

(2) Perimeter Contamination Levels. When alpha
(a) Alpl.a Instruments. Alpha instruments can instruments are used to establish the perimeter, readings

detect lower levels of contamination than low energy of 500 CPM are recommended for instruments with 60
gamma instruments. Under field conditions, however, cm probe irea and 105 CPM for instruments with 17
alpha radiation has an extremely short detection range cm probes be used to mark the perimeter. When low
and its detection may be blocked by nothing more than energy gamma/x-ray instruments are used to establish
surface moisture. Alpha surveys are possible only under the perimeter, a reading of twice background is
dry conditions, for example, after any morning dew has recommended to mark the perimeter. FIDLERs are
evaporated. The fragility of the Mylar probe face on recommended to perform perimeter surveys, with alpha
most alpha instruments combined with the short instruments the second choice. If FIDI-ERs are
detection range of alpha radiation results in a high rate unavailable, and if weather or field conditions prcclt'de
of iiistrument failure when field use requires measure- the use of alpha instruments, the AN/PDR-56F, with
ment of contamination on rough ground or other the x-ray probe attached, may be used. If fission products
irregular surfaces. Alpha instruments should therefore were caused by the accident, priority should be giver,
be used primarily for personnel and equipment to establishing a 10 mR/hr perimeter,

5-D-1



(3) Fixing Survey Points. (5) Perimeter Surveys.

(a) For radiation monitoring data to be useful, (a) Initial Perimeter Survey. Rapid identification
the point where it is collected must be identifiable on of the perimeter of the contaminated area is required
a map or aerial photo of the area. Engineering survey to prevent undue alarm, to aid in identifying affected
equipment may be unavailable to determine precise people, and to establish controls to prevent the spread
positions in the early phases of response, or the of contamination. The On-Scene Commander and civil
immediate need for radiological data may outweigh the authorities will need at least a rough plot of the perimeter
time required to determine precise positions, as soon as possible upon which to base their actions.

The urgency of perimeter definition is directly related
1. Data points should be marked in some to the population in the area. Streets and roads will

manner so that the point can be later relocated for other normally provide rapid access to populated areas,
actions, or the position determined precisely for later although the location of rivers or other terrain features

correlation of the data with other information, which may hinder access to portions of the potentially

2. A numbered or uniquely identified stake contaminated area must be considered when directing

may be used to mark the location on soil, and a similar the perimeter survey. The contaminated area may be

unique identification painted or otherwise marked on a mile or more wide and several miles long, therefore

pavement or other hard surfaces for later reference. use of widely separated monitoring points and a vehicle
to move between monitoring points should be consideredW~hen engineering survey equipm ent is not being used, w e i e t n h er m t r s r e . A A

the monitoring log, or data collection record, should
show the identification marking used at each point, and projections, if available, will assist in determining the

an estimated position to use immediately following data aWea and distance the perimeter survey teams may be

collection. required to cover, and perimeter survey procedures may
3. Estimated pcsitions mnay be street addresses be adjusted accordingly. If perimeter survey teams aren n e stimated p istayce stee addreet equipped with a radio, a position report at the perimeter

locations on each traverse will provide an immediate
or road from an identifiable intersection, compass location of the perimeter to the command center and
bearings taken on two or more identified reference permit team progress to be tracked. While riot classified,
points, or any other reference which can be located on transmission of radiation readings should be discouraged
the maps being used. If a vehicle is used during the

on unsecure nets.
initial perimeter survey, the odometer mileage from an

intersection or other known point may be adequate for (b) Full Perimeter Survey. FIDLERs should be
identifying positions in sparsely populated areas. used when performing a full survey of the perimeter.

This may not be possible until after the specialized teams
(4) Recording Survey Data. arrive and may take weeks to complete. The procedure

(a) If an engineering survey is being performed most likely to be used will consist of monitoring in and
concurrently with the radiological survey, recording out along the edge of the area with readings being taken
procedures must ensure that positional data being about every 50 feet. If weather or terrain require the
recorded at the transit position and radiological data use of the AN/PDR-56 x-ray probe on the initial
being recorded by the monitors can be correlated. perimeter survey, the full perimeter survey can result
Monitoring and survey teams' records should include in an expansion of the perimeter. If an alpha instrument
the following information: was used for the initial perimeter survey, the perimeter

1. Team member names, established by the full perimeter survey should be about
2. Type instrument and serial number. the same size or slightly smaller.
3. Date and start/stop time of survey.
4. Data location mark (stake number or other (6) Area Surveys.

marking) when used.
5. Estimated or surveyed position. (a) Radiological suiveys of the contaminated
6. Instrument reading indicating if the reading area are required to identify areas requiring fixation,

is "Gross," meaning background radiation reading has to support decontamination and restoration planning,
not been subtracted, or "Net" meaning the background and to determine decontamination effectiveness. The
radiation reading has not subtracted from the instrument first survey covering the entire area will be provided
reading, most times by the Aerial Measurement System (AMS).

5-D-2



The initial AMS data will be available four-five hours (b) Civil authorities should establish procedures
aftercompletionofsurveyflights. The AMSplot requires for either building owners and/or tenants, or an
interpretation by trained analysts. Ground survey data appropriate civil authority, such as a policeman, to
is required to validate and support analysis of the plot. accompany monitors when surveying building interiors.
Some of the supporting ground data may be provided If interiors are surveyed before the surrounding area
by the initial perimeter survey. Ground surveys to has been decontaminated, methods which minimize
support decontamination planning will be performed tracking of contamination into buildings should be used
with FIDLERs. Usually some form of grid survey will (for example, cover shoes with plastic bag immediately
be used with the grid size determined by the desired before entering buildings aud ensure gloves are
accuracy of estimated activity between grid points and uncontaminated). Interior contamination levels will vary
measurement errors associated with the instruments, because of the time of year, the type of heating or cooling
From several days to over a week may be required to system used, and whether or not people were in the
complete a ground survey of the entire area. Ground building at the time of, or following the accident. Interior
surveys validating decontamination effectiveness may contamination levels will be oniy a fraction of the
require several months to complete due to the low levels exterior levels at the same location. The primary source
of contamination remaining, and the desired precision, of interior contamination are expccted to be airborne

(7) Building Surveys. contaminants entering the building through heating or
cooling systems, and doors, windows, or other openings

(a) Radiological surveys of buildings within the during the initial cloud passage; or contamination
contaminated area will be required io determine the tracked or carried into the building by people or animals.
appropriate decontamination actions. Alpha instru- The sealing of doors, windows, chimneys, and ventilators
ments may be used on most building surfaces, however, on evacuated buildings in highly decontaminated areas
use of FIDLERs may be necessary on surfaces which may minimize further contamination of the interior
may damage alpha instruments, or on materials such during contamination of the surrounding area. When
as carpets where contamination may be below the surface monitoring the interior of a building, initial monitoring
and screened from alpha instruments. The amount of should be on the floor in the main traffic pattern
removable contamination present must be determined (doorways, halls, and stairs), and on top of horizontal
by wiping surfaces with a piece of material, or swipe, surfaces near heating or cooling duct outlets, windows
which is then monitored for contamination it absorbed. and other openings into the building. If no contami-
Laboratory counting equipment should be used to nation is found at these locations it is very likely no
determine the amount of removable contamination contamination entered the building. If contamination
absorbed by the swipe. Initial building surveys should is found, additional monitoring should be performed.
be performed only on the exterior unless the building Monitoring results from furnace and air conditioning
is in use. filters should be included in building survey records.
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APPENDIX S-E

RADIOLOGICAL MONITORING, MEASUREMENT,

AND CONTROL FORMS

Accurate records should be maintained of exposure times and levels of exposure for aUl personnel entering and
exiting the accident area. Additionally, a complete radiological history should be made for each individual who
is actually contaminated. This appendix contains examples of forms that may be used to document and record
this information.

Form I - Personal Data Form
This form contains data which shouid be obtained from all personnel who enter the radiological
control area.

Form 2 - Radiological Control Area Log
This form is for use at the contaminat~on control station.

Form 3 - Bioassay Screening Log
This form is for maintaining a record of all necessary bioassay screening performed and may be
used for both response force personnel and civilians who may have been contaminated as a result
of the accident.

Form 4 - Radiation Health History
This form is to assist in the screening of civilians who may have been contaminated as a result
of the accident.

Form 5 -Field Monitoring Data Log
T[his form is to assist in documeoting field monitoring measurements by survey teams.

Form 6 - TLD Measurements
This form is to be used to document TLD readings,

Form 7 - Weapons Accident Environmental Radiation
This form is to be used to Ia.- samples taken from the surrounding environment.

Form 8 - FIDLER Data Form
This form is used when logging readings from the FIDLER.

5-E-I
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FORM 1

PERSONAL DATA FORM

(p1*e orint or tpiaco "X" in boxes as appropriate)
See Rmrru for Additional Instruction3

ISoc SEC NO _________
12

)NAME (31___________________ BIRTH DATE-______
Olast (first) (Mi.0 (day) Imonth) (yr)

(4 )MALE 2 or FEMALE 2]
(SA) MILITARY or 15B) CIVILIAN

1)USA 0] (71 GRADE NISA (9B) rUSA 2
USAF [

USAF 27 (
8

)SPECIAt ITY CODE _____ 000 USN QO)GRADE _____ 
1

)
11SERIES_____

or USM11C L
USN NIEC/DESIGNATO R 1 OTHER[2____

uSMC EýDOE - - -_ - - - GRADE _ __ SERIES ____

OTHER M ___ OTHER-E]-------------------PROFESSION AGENCY ______

,SpBc ify)

(Yet) (No I
112

)HAVE YOU EVER WORN A FILM BADGE OR OTHER DOSIMETRIC DEVICE?

)10)IHAVE YOU EVER BEEN CLASSIFIED AS A "RADIATION WORKER"'?2[

(1)AZYOU HAD TRAINING IN RESPIRATOR1Y PROTECTIDOd EQUIPMENT [MASK)? 2l
OW5 HAVE YOU WORKED IN ANTI CONTAMINATION CLOTHING AND FlE4PIRATORS? 2- 2D
(16)HAVE YOU RECEIVED A SIGNIFICANT DOSE OF RADIATION WITHIN THE LAST YEAR? 2D 2l
'OHAVE YOU BEEN BREIFED ON PROCEDURES FOR WORKING IN A CONTAMINATED AREA7 2l 2

flelyOUR ORGAN!ZATION/BUSINESS ADDRESS

(Urtit/Emplayor Name or Symbol) istrac. P.O. 110A. Mail Stop, ect.)

ICitv or Militari 8aM) ISiate or County) IZIP Code)

119) UNIT RESPONSIBLE FOR RECORDING YOUR RADIATIONI DOSIMETRY RESUILTS ______ ______________

iIKlc "X' if unknown)

I2CIYOUR 0 AG AN IZATI ON/BUSI NESS TELEPHONE_________
(Area Cude and Number)

(Signatujre) 1136101

* f PERSONAL DATA FDRM
FR HAD HEALTH CENTER USE jACCOUNTING NUM8ER

FILM BADGE NO______

EXENLDOSEI

THIS~ PORM SUBJECT TO THE PRIVAC Y ACT

Figure 5-E-1 . Persotia) J))ta Formn.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR NON-SELF EXPLANATORY ITEMS

•ITEM COMMENT

•3 Show day and year as numerical and month as alphabetical; e.g.. 23 Jan 65 or 01 Jun 42.

I•5 Check either 5A or 5B.

" 6 Foreign military and US Coast Guard check "OTHER."°

,-,•7 Show alphabetical/numerical grade; e.g., E3 or 05, rather than rank; e.g., PFC or COR.

8 Show "MOS," "NEC," "AFSC," etc., of your current duty assignment.

,=i•98 Civilians with DOD agencies check "DOD" and appropriate service or 'OTHER ."

i•10 DOD and DOE employees show pay schedule and leve1 ; e.g., GS-10, SES-79.

11 US government civilians other than DOD or DOE, show grade and series foi profession; other

12 Check "YES" if you were monitored by thermoluminescent dosimeter; i.e., TILD; check "'YES'"
if you worked with soft beta emitters and were monitored by some means other than film

badge or TLD.

13 Check "YES" if an occupationally exposed individual or radiation worker.

14 Check "YES" if trained in use of M17 or M17A protective masks.

15 Check "YES" if anti-C work was participation in training courses with or without actual

radioactive contamination.

• .16 Check "YES" if you underwent medical treatment involving radiation or radioactive
materials, if your occupational exposure is near permissible limits and/or if an accident

L,• response dose report is necessary to continue your regular raoiation work.

•i"• 19 Following codes may be, used: "R" for Radiological Safety Officer or 8adiological Protection

Officer, "'M" for Medical Department, "C" for Commander, "F" for USA, M'aster Radiation

I Registry.

';~l20 In lieu of comnmercial number, show "AVN" for AUTOVON or "FTS'" for Federal Tele-

SI commurnications System.

•1 5-E-4
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FORM 4

RADIATION HEALTH HISTORY

(Please print or place "X'" in boxes as appropriate)

(I) SOC SEC NO (2) NAME
(last) (first) (ms.)

(3A) BIRTH DATE_ (36) MALE -j] or FEMALED
day/mo/yr

(4) TEMPORARY ADDRESS
TELEPHONE

(5) PERMANENT ADDRESS
TELEPHONE

(6) NAME & ADDRESS OF EMPLOYER

(7) HAVE YOU EVER BEEN TREATED WITH X-RAYS OR RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES? YES[:i NO 1]
(7A) REASON FOR TREATMENT

(78) DATE OF TREATMENT
mo/yr

(7C) PLACE OF TREATMENT

(8) HAVE YOU EVER HAD ANY CANCER OR OTHER MALIGNANCY? YES[:] NoDi

(8A) INDICATE TYPE

LEUKEMIA[-] BREAST Li THYROID Li LUNG[:] STOMACH -Li BONE Li
INTESTINES-Li OTHER Li

Specify type

(8B) DATE OF DIAGNOSIS
molyr

THIS I-FORM SUBJECT TO THE PRIVACY ACT.

Figure 5-E-4. Radiation Health History.
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(9) HAVE ANY BLOOD RELAI ED MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY (GRANDPARENTS, PARENTS, BROTHERS OR SISTERS)

EVER HAD CANCER OR LEUKEMIA? YES L] NO [7 TYPE

(10) ARE YOU NOW TAKING MEDICATION? YES [7 NO

(00A) WHAT MEDICATION

(11) DO YOU HAVE ANY ALLERGIES? YES "7 NO [

011A) WHAT ALLERGIES

(12) NAME & ADDRESS OF FAMILY PHYSICIAN

(13) DATE &TIME OF POSSIBLE OR ACTUAL EXPOSURE TO RADIATION/CONTAMINATION AM[ or PM[

day/vino/yr time
(14) DURATION OF EXPOSURE HOURS - - MINUTES __.._-_

(15) ACTIVITIES DURING PERIOD OF EXPOSURE (Meals, type work, bathing, sleeping, etc.)

(16) LOCATION DURING PERIOD OF EXPOSURE

(117) DOYOUOWNAPET? YES [7 NO [7 TYPE

LOCATION

(18) WHOWASWITH YOU WHEN YOU MAY HAVE BEEN CONTAMINATED?

NAME ADDRESS TELEPHONE

5 1
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WEAPONS ACCIDENT ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION
ALPHA PROBE DATA FORM

NOTE: REPORT ACTUAL BKG OR MDL

Incident Date Data Type: Alpha Beta Gamma

Agency/Org. Team/Monitor

Detector Type Model No. Serial No.

Instrument BKG Calibration Date Conversion Factor

Instrument MDL

"Sample Collection
___________Comments

Locations Type: Soil. llndicales Factors Such As Peak
Grid Coordinates, Milk. Waler. Reading. Cloud Passage. Instrument

Time Crossroads. etc. Reading Units Tag No. Air Filter and Weather Conditions, and Other Data)

1 - - -.

I

Figure S-E-7. Wcapofi.% Accident Environrniennal Radiation Alpha P'robe D~ata Formn.
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Form 8

FIDLER DATA FORM

Incident Date FIDLER SIN

Agency/Oig lea ll/Montlof Check One Scaler Rate Meter

Calibration Date Radionuclide Check Source OuarItity .)Cr

Backgrcund Counting Time Minutes RC Time Conslani Minutes

Energy Window Background Check Source K-Fictor

IkeVI 1CPMj ICPM, (m2i

17

60
Other

Self Shieldirg (17 kcV) (0- 1. 0 No Absorption in Check Source. 1 tO0". Aborption)

Source-to-Detector Heightl Cil I /.Ci Arn-241 Alpha ,uCi Pu Mix
(excludes Pu-241 (Beta))

II Scaler Alpha Activity Mix

a G PM or CounCing Time -m e-9
Time Location Reading Counts inO i m m? Commens

Figure 5-E-8. FIt)I.lt l)arta Form.
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DoD 5100.52-M

CHAPTER 6

RESPIRATORY AND PERSONNEL PROTECTION

6-1 GENERAL through JNACC. PF's of up to 2,000 can be achieved
with properly fitted respirators. If the mask passes a

This chapter addresses protective clothing and respira- qualitative smoke test around the edges of the mask
tory protection including protection factors, protective it is assumed a PF above the nominal value is achieved.
action guide and resuspension factors. Demand type SCBA (air supplied on inhalation) cause

negative mask pressure during inhalation and provide
6-2. RESPIRATORY PROTECTION no more protection from contaminants than a respirator.

Pressure demand SCBA (i.e., always under positive

Plutonium and uranium particulates are the most serious pressure) provide a nominal PF of 10,000.
source of airborne radioactivity at an accident site. These
particulates may be present in the cloud and smoke from
a breached or burning weapon, but settle to the ground b. Protective Action Guidelines (PAG). PAG
shortly thereafter. The radioactive particles may become developed to identify protective devices to limit exposui.
resuspended in the air by surface winds and by soil to the lungs from inhaltion of contaminants to agreed
disturbing operations including vehicular traffic. upon limits. The guidelines provided are intended for
Resuspension is highly dependent upon specific use until health physics personnel at the scene can
conditions (for example, type and condition of soil or
surface, vegetation, moisture present, and time since develop situation specific instructions. In deriving the
deposition) and is difficult to measure and predict. guidelines, a PF of 100 was assumed and the maximum
Respiratory protection prevents airborne contamination permissible concentration (MPC) of activity in the air
from entering the lungs and is provided by self contained being inhaled was based on a M PC for radiation workers
breathing apparatus (SCBA), or respirators which filter of 40 picocuries/cubic meter (pCi/rM3 ) per 40 hour week.
particulates out of the ambient air. Respiratory This calculation assumes possible exposures at this rate
protection devices adversely affect productivity and ovec the period of a year and is approximately ten (10)
effectiveness, and their use is not recommended except times greater than the one (I) pCi/m 3!168 hour week
when airborne contamination is present or expected. In M PC for the general public. Radiation dose is a function
hot climates, respiratory protection devices can result of level of activity and exposure time. Therefore, if
in heat injuries, including death, and a heat injury
prevention program as discussed in paragraph 14-5 exposure time of workers is being tracked, a person could
should be implemented when temperatures exceed 701F. be permitted to enter an area of higher activity without

adequate respiratory protection for a shorter period of
a. Protection Factors (PF). The amount of protection time without exceeding dose limits. The time versus dose

from inhaling airborne particulate contaminants approach should be applied in emergencies as approp-
provided by a given device is called its protection factor. riate, that is, if a person suffers heat stroke the respirator
Protection factors vary primarily as a function of should be removed immediately to meet the urgent
anthropometrical data, mask fit and mask design. medical requirement to cool the person since the short
Protection factors are determined by dividing the unprotected exposure during evacuation from the area
Sambient air concentrations (AAC) of a contaminant by for treatment will limit the amount of contaminant which
the inhaled concentration (IC) or amount of contaminant
which enters the mask, thus PF =AAC/IC. A test is inhaled. Table 6-1 provides respiratory protection

facilityl charaber using probe equipped test masks in a guidelines to use when air sampling data provides a basis
chamber containing a nontoxic contaminant is required for assessing airborne contami-iation levels. Calculated
for quantitative tests to determine the P!" for each activity levels should be corrected for background
individual. A deployable fit tcst facility may be obtained activity before entering the table.

6-1



TABLE 6-1. Recommended Respiratory Protection Levels downwind area until after the contamination cloud
for Emergency Workers as a Function of released by the accident has dispersed (several hours
Airborne Contamination after the fire is extinguished or the explosion).

Airborne Alpha Activity
dpmV above background Respiratory Protection c. Air Sampler Equipment. TF-IA Air Particles.

Commonly referred to as a STAPLEX, the TF-IA is
Below 100 dpm! im No respiratory protection capable of sampling air for particles down to 0.01

needed. microns in diameter depending on the filter paper used.

!00-10,000 dpm; m' Full-facc respiratory (M-series A flow meter is used to determine rate of air flow.
Protective Mask or civilian Cellulose filters are used normally and retained for
equivalent) laboratory analysis. Field estimates of airborne

Above 10,000 dpm!ml Pressure demand SCBA or contamination can be derived from measurement of filter

limited entry restricted to essen- contamination with field survey instruments.

tial personnel wearing a full-
face respiratory. Source of d. Resuspension Factors. Other than during the initial
contamination should be fixed releaseof contamination, airborne radioactiv ty is caused
as soon as possible. by resuspension. One means of estimating the potential

airborne hazard caused by a given level of surface
Air sampling data is unavailable until some time after contamination is by using resuspension factors. The
response personnel have arrived on-scene. During the resuspension factor is defined as the activity in the air
initial response, and when working in areas whliere (/pCi, pCi, dpm, etc.) per unit volume (usually m3)divided
available air sampling data may not be applicable. Table by the activity on the ground below expressed in the
6-2 provides guidelines for protective requirements based same activity unit per unit area. The dimension of the
on measurements of surface contamination levels. Table resuspension factor is then inverse length, usually m-1.
6-2 is based upon surface contamination levels which airborne activity dpm/M 3

could produce the airborne contamination levels in Table RF = dpm/m-
6-1 assuming a resuspension factor of 10-5 per meter ground activity dpm/m 2

(m-'). Conversions from microcurie per meter squared
(pCi/m 2) to counts per minute (CPM) were made using The method of computing airborne contamination levels
the equation in Appendix 5 conversion factor charts is contained in the air sampling appendix. In theory,I for measurements on soil. Using Table 6-2 is apprcpriate the surface is assumed to have an infinite plane of

* during the initial approach to the area when using uniform texture with a uniform level of contamination.
respirators in uncontaminated areas may create undue In practice, the contaminated area has varied levels of
public alarm. If contamination levels detected during contamination, is finite in size, and may contain a variety
the initial approach indicate high levels of contamination of surfaces with different resuspension characteristics.
can be expected, wearing of respirators by people For wind speeds below 20 miles per hour (mph), only
entering the contaminated area is recommended until those surfaces within approximately 200 meters can
airsamplingdataisavailabletoassesstheactualairborne contribute to the airborne contamination. For wind
hazard. Table 6-2 guidelines should not be used in the speeds over 30 mph, surfaces as much as 900 meters

"TABLE 6-2. Protective Devices for Emergency Worker as a Function of Surface Contamination

FII)D.ER D)etermined Alpha Reading CPM
Contamination #Ci/M

2  60cm 2 Probe 17cm 2 Probe Protection

Below 4.5 Below 10,000 Below 2,500 Shoe covers; gloves recommended

4.5-450 10,000 - 2,560- Anti-contamination clothing:
1,000,000 250,000 full-face respirator.

Above 450 Above 1,000,000 Above 250,000 Pressure demand SCBA, or limited
entry restricted to essential personnel
wearing a full-face respiratory. Source

of contam.ination should be fixed as
soon as possible.
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away may contribute. Averaging of groun' activity levels (3) Rain or Moisture. Leaching of plutonium into
from these areas may be considered when computing the soil by rain or sprinkling may reduce resuspension
resuspension factors. Resuspension factors may provide factors by 10 to 100 times or more. Surface and airborne
- method of roughly estimating airborne contamination alpha contamination levels may not be measurable with
levels for use with Table 6-1 in areas where air sampling an alpha meter for some time after rain or sprinkling
data is unavailable. When using resuspension factors due to the shielding action of the moisture.
to estimate airborne contamination levels,the types and
levels of contamination on surfaces in the area where
the resuspension factor was computed and those in the 6-3 PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
area of interest should be considered. Resuspension Protection from contamination can be provided by any
factors may vary from 10-5 to 10-1 for plutonium newly close weave cotton material or disposable suits. The
deposited on soil and up to 10-3 on pvement. outfit includes: The standard anti-contamination
Resuspension factors are affected by the following: coveralls, boot covers, gloves, mask and hood. The outfit

(1) Soil Disturbing Operations. Mechanical distur- openings should be taped using masking or other
bance, such as vehicular traffic may increase resuspen- appropriate adhesive tape. Dispcsable suit or the battle
sion factors by as much as 100 times in the vicinity dress uniforms or equivalent with a hood and mask may
of the disturbance. be used provided the outfit openings are taped. For

(2) Wind. Resuspension factors vary proportionally identification, the person's name and team should be
to the cube of the wind speed. written on tape and placed on their back and chest.
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CHAPTER 7

CONTAMINATION CONTROL

7-1 CONTAMINATION CONTROL a station separate from that used for response force
personnel.

a. General. Contamination control minimizes the
spread of contamination; therefore, rigid, established (1) Monitoring and Decontaminating Potentially
operating procedures must be followed to achieve the Exposed Medical Treatment Facilities. Immediately
objective of contamination control. It consists of: following an accident, injured personnel may be removed

for medical treatment, or fatalities may be moved to
(1) Initial monitoring upon arrival to determine the a hospital or morgue without being monitored for

preliminary site characterization and personnel contamination. The potential contamination of a
contamination, medical treatment facility or ambulance could present

(2) Anti-contamination procedures to minimize the a health problem for the staff and other patients.
spread of contamination. Therefore, judgments must be made as to whether

(3) Strict contamination control line procedures to casualties have been removed from the contaminated
control contamination spread during response/recov- area and, if so, what facilities are involved. Those
ery/restoration operations. facilities and the transportation resources used should

be notified of the potential problem. Paragraph 14-5
b. Personnel Monitoring and Decontamination. describes procedures a medical facility may use to control

Personnel who were potentially exposed during the the spread of contamination. Dispatch of a radiological
accident, subsequent cloud passage, or post-accident monitoring team to check the vehicles and facilities
entry into the contaminated area shoula be given a high involved for contamination, and to assist in decontam-
priority in response actions. People to be considered ination or other measures, as appropriate, to prevent
include casualties; bystanders and sightseers; military the spread of contamination should be given the highest
and civilian response personnel; and residents, business priority.
employees and customers in the contaminated area. (2) Contamination Control Station (CCS).
Initial definition of the perimeter of the contaminat,-d
area was discussed previously. Early definition of the (a) The CCS employs a contamination reduction
perimeter is important so potentially contaminated area (CRA) concept. The CRA is used to eliminate (or
people may be identified, and measures taken to prevent reduce to an acceptable level) contamination of
the contamination of additional people, Initially, the personnel operating in the contaminated area. With the
military may have the only effective radiation detection processing of personnel through the CCS, there is the
instruments at the scene and may monitor potentially possibility of a movement of contamination upwind
contaminated civilians. Responsibility for monitoring through the CCS. Therefore, the CCS should be set up
civilians will shift to the DoE, state radiation control in a facility or tent to minimize dispersing by the wind
personnel or civilian authorities/representatives as they of'contaminants on boots, gloves, or anti-contamination
arrive on-scene with appropriate instruments. Monitor- suits. The CCS employs kraft paper, plastic, or drop
ing of personnel is normally done at a Contamination cloths to collect contamination that may fall from anti-
Control Station (CCS), however during the initial contamination clothing. Also, the CCS uses supervised,
response when the number of radiation detection structured, and meticulous anti-contamination suits
instruments and monitoring personnel is limited, and/or clothing removal procedures to preclude a
alteiiative procedures must be devised if large numbers mechanical transfer of contamination outside the CCS.
of people are involved. Depending on resources and (b) Persons present at the accident site or in
requirements, the OSC may decide to establish more known contaminated areas must be identified and
than one CCS. If sufficient resources exist to support scrcened to determine whether decontamination or other
multiple stations, processing contaminated or potentially corrective action is required. Normally this action is done
contaminated civilian residents may be desirable through at a CCS. Casualties should be monitored and
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decontaminated to the extent injuries permit, however, Contamination of the upper chest or neck and head
urgent medical treatment has priority and exceptions area is indicative of exposure to airborne contamination.
may be necessary. Procedures for handling contaminated If radiation detection instruments arc unavailable to
casualties are in paragraph 14-5. An example of a CCS monitor the people involved, procedures to decontam.-
is shown in Figure 7-i, When processing a large group inate all people coming from the contaminated area
of people, this type station will process a person about should be used immediately. Provisions should be made
every four minutes if no contamination is found. If to monitor them later when instruments are available.
equipment and monitors are available, additional lines Such a procedure woulJ require provisions to collect

L should be established in the station to process large and receipt for clothing, shower and shampoo the people,
numbers of people. When processing people whose and issue replacement clothing. Each article of clothing
personal clothing is contaminated, the clothing should should be bagged separately, if feasible, and all clothing
be bagged separately and a receipt issued for those placed in a single large bag and a receipt issued. Watches,
articles retained. A priority system should be established jewelry, and the contents of pockets and pocketbooks
to permit immediate processing of EOD personnel, should not be highly contaminated, if at all, and should
monitor team leaders, and others whose presence or be retained by the individual. Although the contami-

information is needed to facilitate other response nation may be retained with the clothing, an over-riding
operations. The location of the contamination control need exists to assure the people that they are being cared
station should be governed by the following constraints: for. Therefore, a gym or other facility with dressing

rooms and -high capacity hliowers may be appropriate
I. it must be located in an area free of for processing people. Soap, shampoo, towels, and

contamination, stocks of replacement clothing must be obtained. People
2. It ideally will be located directly upwind of processed in this manner, and their collected clothing,

the accident, but terrain or other considerations may should be monitored as soon as possible. Uncontain-
dictate another location. If not upwind, it must be far inated clothing should be returned at the earlies. possible
enough away to prevent airborne or resuspended time.
contamination from entering the CCS. c. Vehicle Monitoring. Vehicles used by the response

3. Initially, it should be located outside the force in the contaminated area will remain there for
fragmentation zone as well as beyond the perimeter of future use and not require immediate monitoring or
the contaminated area. After all explosives have been decontamination. If members of the public in the
rendered sufe, the CCS may be moved closer to the contaminated area are sent, or go, to the CCS or other
accident site if appropriate, processing points using their own vehicles, the vehicle

4. It should be in an area relatively free of should be monitored before being moved away from
weeds, bushes, and rocks. A paved or flat, compacted the area. An example of a vehicle CCS is sho-wn in
surface is recommended. Figure 7-2. All outer surfaces and the air filter mv have

been contaminated by airborne contamination- while
(3) Alternative Procedures. If an accident occurs wheel wells, tires, and the rear end may be contaminated

near a populated area and several hundred people are from driving across contaminated areas. Unless the
potentially contaminated, available radiation detection windows were down, or ventilators open, detectable
instruments and monitoring personnel may be inade- contamination of the interior is most likely on those
quate to process the people fully and quickly. The surfaces in contact with the vehicle occupants, for
assumption is that the potentially contaminated people example, floorboards and seats. If only external surfaces
are not response personnel. If only a few radiation of a vehicle are contaminated, decontamination should
detection instruments are available, use of an abbreviated be relatively easy to perform, if done before bonding
monitoring procedure may be considered to expedite between the contaminant and the vehicles paint occurs.
processing. Contamination of the hands, seat, and shoes Also, rapid decontamination and return of private
or lower legs may be caused by handling contaminated vehicles may reassure the public that consideration is
objects or moving and sitting in contaminated areas. being given to their interests and property.
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CHAPTER 8

BIOASSAY PROCEDURES

8-1 BIOASSAY (2) Urine Sampling. Urine sampling is a less
sensitive indicator of plutonium exposure; only a tiny

a. Bioassays are procedures which estimate the fraction of the amount inhaled is excreted through urine.
amount of radioactive material deposited in the body, This fraction also depends on solubility of the plutonium
either by direct measurement, using sensitive x-ray in the original aerosol. Samples taken during the first
detectors placed over the chest (lung counting) and/or five days after the exposure will not reflect the quantity
other organs, or by detection of radioactivity in tile of plutonium inhaled due to the time required for
excrcta (feces and urine). Therefore, a number of factors movement through the body. Urine samples taken up
must be known in addition to the quantity and isotopic to 200 days after the exposure can be used for analysis.
distribution of the material to make an accurate estimate Urine samples must be processed in a chemistry
of the dose, laboratory before quantification is possible, but

screening for very high levels can be done in the field.
Chemical form Samples should be submitted in plastic or glass bottles
Route of intake with well-sealed tops.
Elapsed time from intake (3) Lung Counting. Lung counting is the direct
Organ(s) containing the material measurement of emitted x-rays and gamma radiation

Distribution pattern from the body with a sensitive low energy photon
Organ(s) mass(es) detector. Probably, lung counting is the most accurate
Biological half-life method of determining internal exposure. Lung counters
Particle size of the original material are used at National Laboratories, commercially, and
Decay scheme of the radioisotope at some hospitals and universities. Most lung counters

are immobile systems using large shielded rooms (special
Complex mathematical models have been developed that trailer mounted systems can be obtained through the
take each of these into account. Department of Energy (DoE) in a few days), and the

b. Three methods arc used to determine the amount patient must be sent to the facility. Plutonium is retained
of material present in the body. Each method has specific in the lung for a very long time.
advantages and disadvantages and the specific methods
in any given situation will be determined by the health
physicists. 8-2 BIOASSAY PROCEDURES

(1) Fecal Sampling. Fecal sampling is an effective
bioassay method which has the advantage that samples a. Administration of a bioassay program for effected
can be evaluated in the field. Samples should not be civilians may be the responsibility of the state or Federal
taken until at least 48 hours after exposure to permit agency or effected country. The guidelines in Table 8-
passage of the contaminati.in through the intestinal tract I are provided to assist the response force or civilian
and should be submitted i,; well-sealed plastic bags. Low authorities conducting initial screening in advising
energy gamma radiation sensors such as the FIDLER individuals contaminated when requested to provide
can be used to estimate the plutonium content. For more urine or fecal samples for analysis. Advisors explain that
definitive results, chemical separation and low level sample analysis will determine if the individual received
counting techniques must be used. Fecal sampling is a detectable radiation dose when contaminated. The
especially effective during the first few days, but can bioassay procedures used will be established by health
be done at any time during the first year after exposure. physicists responding to the accident. When bioassay
Figure 8-1 may be used to estimate the first year dose samples arc collected, every effort should be made to
commitment to the lungs based on contamination keep samples and their containers free of contamination
detected in feces. from the environment, clothing, or skin. Since tritium
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contamination level of the sample in picocuries to get the estimated first year dose to the lung.

E'xample: Measurement of a fecal sample taken 5 days after tthe accident read 1000 pCi.
L. Steps 1-3 give a Dose Equivalent Scale value of 4 x 10-
2. The MDL for fecal samples is .45 pCi.
3.4._x 10'-- x 1000 = .889 rem (The estimated flrst year dose to the lung.).45

Analysis of a sample taken from the same person (same first year dose) 10 days after the accident would be expected to read only
20 pCi, assuming the individual inhaled contaminatimi only on the day of the accident.

Figure 8-1. Estiimated I-rst-Ycar D)ose Commitment to tile lungs.
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TABLE 8-1. Guidelines for Bioassay Sampling.

Feces Urine
Suspected Optimum Sampling Optimum Sampling

Radioactive Time After Time After Sample
Material Exposure Exposure Quantity

Plutonium 2 days 2-3 weeks 24 hours total
Uranium 2 days 24 hours 24 hours total
Tritium N/A 4-8 hours I voiding

contamination cannot be detected ty CCS monitoring, results of both alpha meter screening and bioassays. Use
anyone suspected of having been exposed to tritium of the Radiation Health History and Bioassay Screening
should follow the guidelines in Table 8-1. A bioassay Forms contained in Appendix 5-E should be considered.
program is recommended for all individuals without
respiratory protection and found to be contaminated. (2) Nasal Smears. If initial alpha meter screening
This program will determine if any dose was received indicates probable plutonium inhalation, a nasal smear
and provides assurance to those who did not receive shall be collected for analysis by specialized teams when
a dose that their health was not effected. To provide they arrive on-site. Contamination on a wipe (Q-Tip)
similar assurance to all people in the contaminated area, from inside the nasal passage is a possible indicator of
bioassays may be appropriate even for people who plutonium inhalation. Due to the biological half-life of
weren't found to be contaminated; moreover, some nasai mucus, a nasal smear is a reliable indicator only
people never in contaminated areas will request tests if collected during the first hour after the exposure. When
to ensure they were not effected by the accident. medical personnel collect nasal smears, the Q-tip must

"be free from any gels or other material that will prohibit
S() Bioassay Priorities. If1a nuclear weapon accident alpha particle counting.

occurs near a populated area, obtaining bioassay samples
from large numbers of people may be necessary. b. Personnel Exposure and Bioassay Records.

Documentation should be maintained on all personnel
N()IE: Since it is virtually impossible fora significant who enter the radiological control area, or who may

"amount of plutonium to be incorporated into the body have been contaminated prior to establishment of a
without gross contamination of skin or clothing also radiological control area. Examples of for-s used for
occurring, initial alpha monitoring which identifies recording data on personnl working in the radiological
contaminated personnel also can provide a method for control area, or who may have been exposed to
assuring that those with the greatest possibility of contamination downwind from the accident, are
radiation exposures which may affect their health are contained in Appendix 5-L. To ensure appropriate
given priority treatment. follow-up actions are completed in all exposed, or

potentially exposed people, a copy c f all CCS logs, other
"Table 8-2, applicable only to people not wearing processing station records, bioassay data, and other
respiratory protection, provides recommended guide- documentation identifying people who were or were not
"lines for the assignment of priorities for bioassay contaminated should be provided to the Joint Hazard
analysis. Response force personnel will normally be Evaluation Center for consolidation into a single data
equipped with protecti, e clothing and respirators, when file. This data file is subject to Privacy Act regulatioas,
required. Bioassays for response force personnel will be and must be retained as part of the permanent accident
performed in accordance with Service regulations and records. Therefore, procedures for handling data

• as directed by the On-Scene Commander. obtained on non-DoD personnel should be coordinated
with the OSC's legal officer. Data obtained on I)oD

Personnel falling in the HI priority category in Table personnel will be needed to satisfy Service-specific
8-2 may have had a substantial plutonium intake, requirements contained in AR 40-14, Control and
Conversely, exposure to airborne contamination which Recording Procedures for Occupational Exposure toI produces a surface contamination level in thc LO Ionizing Radiation; NAVMED P-5055, Radiation
category will be less likely to result in a significant Health Protection Manual; AFR 161-8, Control and
deposition in the lungs. To ensure alpha meter readings Recording Procedures Occupational Exposure to
provide a valid guide for assignment of priorities, Ionizing Radiation: AFR 161-28, Personnel Dosimetry
individuals should be asked, during screening, if they Program and the USAF Master Radiation Exposure
have bathed or changed clothes since the time of possible Registry, references (q), (r), (s), and (t), These records
contamination. A record must be made and retained shall be retained and become part of the individual's

. for future reference of all personnel screened and the permanent medical record.
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'FABLE 8-'. Guidelines for Assignment of Priorities for Collection and Processing of Bicassays.

Alpha Contamination Level on Clothing or Skin

Priority 60 Cm2 probe 17 cm 2 probe

HI Above 300,000 cpm Above 75,000 cpm
MED 50,000-300,000 cpm 12,500-75,000 cpm

LO Below 50,000 cpm Below 12,500 cprn
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CHAPTER 9

RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS, CHARACTERISTICS,

HAZARDS AND HEALTH CONSIDERATIONS

9-1 PLUTONIUM (Pu) c. Hazards and Health Considerations: Plutonium is
considered the most significant radiological hazard

a. General Characteristics. Plutonium is a heavy metal associated with an accident involving nuclear %eapons
with a shiny appearance (similar to stainless steel) when containing plutonium. The primary hazard of pluto-
freshly machined. After exposure to the atmosphere for nium, an alpha emitter, results from entry into the body
a short period of time, it will oxidize to a dark brown by inhalation and subsequent deposition in the lungs.
or black appearance. Most of the plutonium that eventually enters the blood

stream is deposited in the bone and liver. Bone deposition
b. Radiological Characteristics. The radiological half- may produce bone diseases (including cancer) many

lives of the plutonium isotopes and significant daughter years later. Because both the physical and biological
products present in a nuclear weapon containing half-lives of plutonium are extremely long, it will
plutonium are as follows: essentially be held within the body for a lifetime. The

hazards from americium taken inside the body are
Isotopc Half-life (years) comparable to those of plutouium.
Pu-239 2.41 x 101
Pu-240 6.57 x 103 (1) The elimination of plutonium from the body
l'u-241 14.4 is a very slow process. However, if a person is given
Pu-242 3.76 x 101 prompt hospital treatmmt with a chelating agent, some
Am-241 432 of the plutonium retained in the body may be reduced

(1) All of the isotopes listed above are primarily significantly.(1) ll f te istol;S iste abve re pimaily(2) A properly sized and fitted protective mask and
alpha emitters except Pu-241, which is primarily a beta standard anti-contamination clothing will protect

emitter. Pu-241 is an important consideration because personnel against levels of plutonium contamination

of its daughter product, americium-24! (Am-241). pected aaaint site.

(2) Weapons grade plutonium (including ameri- expected at an accident site.

cium) will emit two detectable photons, a 17 kcV x-
ray and 60 keV gamma ray. Surveys plotting the 17
kcV x-ray data must be done within the first five days. 9-2 URANIUM (U)
After this time, or after rain, the measurable low energy
radiation may be shielded as the contaminant migrates a. General Characteristics: Uranium is a heavy
into the ground. Am-241 provides the 60 keV gamma element which occurs in nature in significant quantities.
radiation which is detectable even after such migration. When first machined, it has the appearance of stainless
Gamma radiation can be detected at distances of several steel. When exposed to the atmosphere for a short period,
meters by many survey instruments, it will oxidize to a golden-yellow color and from that

(3) A critical mass can range from several hundred to black.
grams, to several thousand grams, depending on the
geometry of the container and the material surrounding, b. Radiological Characteristics: Three forms of
or near, the plutonium. Therefore, recovery personnel uranium have been used in nuclear weapons natural
should consu!t EOD technical publications and/or uranium, depleted uranium, and enriched uranium.
coordinate with knowledgeable scientific advisors from
the DoE ARG to ensure a critical mass is not being (1) Natural Uranium - When uianium is separated
assembled. from its ore, the resulting mixture of uranium is referred
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to as "natural uranium." Natural uranium consists of with a measurable diffusion rate even through very dense
the following three alpha-emitting isotopes: materials such as steel. Tritium combines chemically with

a number of elements liberating heat in the process, and
Isotope Abundance Half-life (years) like normal hydrogen, can combine combustively with

air forming water and release great amounts of heat.
(1-238 99.284 4.5 x 10'" Metals react with tritium in two ways: by plating (the
1U-235 0.710 7.1 x 101 process by which a thin film of tritium is deposited on
U-234 0.006 21.5 x iOl the surface of the metal) and by hydriding (the chemical

combination of tritium with the metal). In either
Natural uranium in a metal form has been callel reaction, the surface of the metal will become contam-
"tuballoy". inated with radioactive material.

(2) Depleted Uranium - Uranium with some b. Radiological Characteristics: Tritium has a
amount of its I1-235 extracted is known as "depleted radiological half-life of 12.26 years and decays into a
uranium" (for example, depleted in U-235). Depleted stable helium-3 atom by emission ofa weak beta particle.
uranium is called "D)U" and "I)-38". With the proper catalyst i.e., fire, tritium combines

(3) E-"nriched Uranium - "Enriched uranium" is spontaneously with oxygen in the air and will also replace
uranium containing more than thenaturally--occurring ordinary hydrogen in water or other hydrogenous
amount of U -235. It is manmade and the enrichment- material (grease or oil), causing these materials to
-that is the concentration of the U-235 in the uranium- become radioactive.
-may vary up to over 90 percent U-235. Enriched
uranium has been used as the nuclear material in some c. Hazards and Health Considerations: Ilritium
weapons and is called "oralloy" at certain enrichment constitutes a health hazard when personnel are engaged
percentages (for example, 40 percent and 93 percent). in specific weapon render-safe procedures, when
Like plutonium, care must be taken during the recovery responding to an accident that has occurred in an
of enriched uranium so that a critical mass is not enclosed space, and during accidents which have
assembled, D)epending on the material associated with occurred in rain, snow, or in a body of water. In its
the uranium and the geometry of the container, a critical gaseous state, tritium is not absorbed by the skin to
mass of enriched uianium can range from several any significant degree. The hazardous nature of tritiumA hundred to several thousand grams. Therefore, recovery is due to its ability to combine with other materials.
personnel should consult E(01) technical publications Tritium water vapor (TO or H1'O) is readily absorbed
and/or coordinate with knowledgeable scientific by the body, both through inhalation and absorption

advisors from the l)oE AR.(i to ensure that a critical through the skin. The radioactive water that enters the
mass is not being assembled. body is chemically identical to ordinary water and is

distributed throughout the body tissue. Although it takes
c. Hatards and Health Considerations: The radiohog- a relatively large amount of tritium to be a significant

ical hazards associated with any of the isotopes of radiation hazard, caution should be taken. Tritiuin which
uranium are less severe generally than those of has plated out on a surface or combineJ chemically with
plutoniUin. If uranium is taken internally, a type of heavy solid materials is a contact hazrd. ',lie human body
metal poisoning may occ'ur, and lung contamination due normally eliminates and renews 50 percent of its water
to inhalation can cause a long term hazard. In general, in about 8-12 days. bhis turnover time or biological
when involved in a lire, uranlium will mnelt and form half-life varies with the fluid intake. Since tritium oxide
a slag with only at portion of it oxidizing. However, is water, its residence time in the body may be
the posssibility of hazardous airborne contamination significantly reduced by increasing the fluid intake.
exists and protective measures must be taken to protect Under medical supervision, the biological hali-life may
against inhalation or ingestion. Anl M1 7 protective mask be reduced to about three days. If forced-fluid trcatment re
and stand(lard anti-contamination clothing will protect is deemed necessary, and medical supcrvision is
personnel adequately against uranium hazards. unavailable, a recommended procedura is to have the

patient drink one quart of water within one-half hour

9..3 rRITIM (T) after exposure. lihrcaftCr, maintain the body's water
content by imbibing the same amount as that excreted

a. General (h aracteristics: Iritium is a radioactive until medical assistance can be obtained. Medical
isotope ol hydrogen and diffises very rapidly in the air assistance should be obtained as soon as possible.
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Although the biological half-life of tritium is short, ,tandard alpha survey instruments. Mantle ash from a
[ • personal hazard results because of the ease with which single mantle will provide even higher readings.

tritium water vapor is absorbed and its rapid distribution
throughout the body tissue. A self-contained breathing c. Hazards and Health Considerations: Thorium

apparatus and protective clothing will protect personnel presents both a toxic and radiological hazard. Toxico-

against tritium absorption for short periods of time. A logically, it causes heavy metal poisoning similar to lead

filter mask such as M 17 has no protective value for or the uranium isotopes. Biologically, thorium accum-

tritium. ulates in the skeletal system where it has a biological
half-life of 200 years. the same as plutonium. An M 17
protective mask and standard anti-contamination

9-4 TItORIUM (Th) clothing will adequately protect against thorium.

a. General Characteristics: Thorium is a heavy, dense 9-5 FISSION PRODUCTS
gray metal which is about three times as abundant as
uranium. Thirteen isotopes are known, with atomic The materials considered thus far are used in weapons
masses ranging from 223 through 235. in pure forms and in combinations with other elements.

Due to weapon design, the probability of a nuclear
b. Radiological Characteristics: Thorium-232 is the detonation as a result of an accident is unlikely. If fission

principal isotope. It decays by a series of alpha emissions occurs, the products of the reaction may pose a severe
to radium-225, whose radiological half-life of 14.1 billion hazard. In general, fission products are beta and gamma
years. Thorium-232 is not fissionable, but it is used in emitters and are hazardous, even when external to the
reactors to produce fissionable urani=m-233 by neutron body. "1o predict and estimate the quantity of fission
bombardment. A non-nuclear property of thorium is products is difficult since the amount of fission is
that when heated in air, it glows with a dazzling white unknown, and to further complicate the situation, the
light. Because of this property, one of the major uses relative isotopic abundances will change with time as
of thorium has been in the Welbach lantern mantel used the shorter lived radioisotopes decay. An estimate of

j in portable gas lights. An unburned mantle will provide the hazard may be obtained by beta and gamma
an alpha indication of approximately 15,000 C13M on monitoring.

A

*1
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CHAPTER 10

SHIPBOARD ACCIDENT RESPONSE

10-1 GENERAL b. Weapon Safing Team - Composed of members of
the ship's crew, this team performs emergency weapon

A shipboard nuclear weapon accident differs from land- safing procedures in the absence of an FOD team.
based scenarios in several aspects. A fire or explosion
associated with the accident has the potential to cause c. Radiation Monitoring Team - Comprised of
loss of the ship. Results of shipboard fires are well known members of the ship's crew, this response element is
and documented in Repair Party Training and Proce- trained to operate RADIAC instruments and man the
dures Manuals. Explosions, whether from a nuclear contamination control stations or decontamination
weapon or some other source (for example, petroleum stations.
fuels or conventional weapons) can cause severe damage
effecting the safety and seaworthiness of the ship. d. The Navy Radiological Control (RADCON) Team
Although the initial response by shipboard personnel - This team is located at NAVSEADET RASO,
will be the same whether an accident occurs at sea or Yorktown, VA and can provide on-scene advice when
in port, the frequent lack of immediate assistance at radioactive contamination is released. The ability of the
sea increases the importance of correct and adequate detachment to respond rapidly depends on the ship's
response by shipboard personnel. A significant difference location at the time of the accident, Again depending
is that the ship may, depending on the damage sustained, on the remoteness of the accident, the same response
be directed to aniother location for weapon recovery organizations described in Chapters 3 through 14 may
operations and decontamination, be tasked to respond.

10-2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE 10-4 EQUIPMENT

In a nuclear weapon accident, the Commanding Officer Thc AN/PDR-73 and IC/T2-PAB(M) are used to detect
(CO) will focus attention on saving the ship and crew, tritium. The AN/PDR-56 alpha survey instrument is
protecting the public from health hazards, and keeping the ship's primary RADIAC instrument used in nuclear
the chain-of-command informed of the situation. This weapons accident response. The AN/ PDR-27 low range
chapter provides guidance concerning aspects of a beta-gamma survey instrument is used primarily by
nuclear weapon accident response unique to the initial entry teams to determine gamma dose rate and
shipboard environment, is carried by all ships. The AN/ PDRR-43 high range beta-

gamma survey instrument is also available and may be
used to determine high beta-gamma dose rates, if

10-3 RESPONSE ORGANIZATIONS required. The functions of these instruments are
discussed in Appendix 10-B. The availability of air

A ship's damage control organization will provide the monitoring equipment to a ship depends on the ship's
initial response to a shipboard nuclear weapon accident weapons maintenancecapability for airborne radioactive
and will be aiornnented by the following, material detection equipment. EOD teams have

equipment for detection of gaseous radioactivity.
a. Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) Detachment
Composed of one officer and four enlisted EOD

specialists or dctachmens are embarked on CVs,!CVNs, 10-5 PRE-ACCIDENT PREPARATION
AEs, and AOEs during deployments. Also, detachments
are permanently assigned to major U.S. port facilities The key to responding to a nuclear weapon accident
throughout the world and are trained to respond to a is planning, training, and adhering to precautionary
nuclear weapon acciden,. neasures during critical stages. In addition to possessing

10- 1
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a well exercised shipboard Nuclear Weapon Accident firefighting guidance provided in SWOP 20-11 and
bill, ships should take the following preventive measures Appendix 10-A.
during weapons movements when the chance for a 3. Establish a security perimeter surrounding
nuclear weapon accident is at its peak: the accident scene, limiting access to authorized

personnel only. The security perimeter aboard ship may
a. Have Damage Control parties alerted with be defined by securing hatches to a compartment,

protective equipment, calibrated RADIAC, and passageway, or hangardeck, In all cases, once the hatches
firefighting equipment, have been secured, only personnel authorized by the

senior person present shall be allowed at the accident
b. Station security forces in the immediate area of scene.

the movement. 4. Direct all personnel at the scene to take
emergency breathing precautions. As a minimum,

c. Ensure that the medical department and EOI) personnel shall cover their noses and mouths with a
detachment (when available) are on alert. handkerchief or similar item to minimize inhalation of

hazardous materials and smoke.
d Establish a sound powered phone link between 5. Notify Damage Control Central, via most

D[amage Control Central, Damage Control parties and expedient means, that an accident has occurred in
weapons handling personnel, compartment/passageway/hangar deck (by compart-

ment and frame number).

10-6 ACCIDENT (b) Upon notification of an accident or incident,
Damag: Control Central shall:

ia. When an accident occurs in port, it should be
handled similar to the one that occurs ashore. The initial 1. Notify the bridge of the accident location
response force will be derived from the activity in which and recommend to the commanding officer the state
the accident occurred (in this case the ship) and of readiness and heading to which the ship should be
augmentation will be provided by a SRF. These brought.
procedures have been established in previous chapters. 2. Initiate routine announcements over the
"Ihe major differences in port lay in the flexibility I MC as follows:
provided by the ship.

"NO EATING, DRINKING OR SMOKING IS
b. At sea, the possibility of augmentation by a Service AILIOWED UNTIl. FURTHER NOTICE."

Response Force will be diminished and the action by
the ship's forces in effecting ihe response will be critical. 3. Initiate ,tandard shipboard damage control
Some additional assistance by specialiied units may be procedures including initiating a radiation plot,
provided by ships in the vicinity. Also, FOl) detachments identifying route(s) to DIECON station, recommend
may be parachuted into the area. changes to ships heading to vent smoke, toxic gases,

and contaminated firefighting water. Near shore releases
{i; lnitial Response Procedures. These procedures should be done as a last resort action.

are the most crucial in gaining control of a nuclear 4. Prepare to initiate battle dressing and
accident or incident. Accordingly, all ships force decontamination station procedures.
personnel who, by the nature of their official duties,
may become directly or indirectly involved in a nuclear (c) The bridge/strike operations center, upon
accident or incident are trained to perform the following notification of an accident or incident shall:
procedures: I_. Initiate initial OPREP-.3 report.

(a) When a nuclear accident or incident occurs, 2. Make preparation if in an in-port status for
the senior person present shall take charge at the scene assisting the OSC designated by the Fleet Commander.
and direct available personnel to: 3. Bring the ship to appropriate condition of

readiness.
1. Attempt to save the lives of personnel 4. Act, as appropriate, on Dlamage Control

involved. Central recommendation.
2. Attempt, when required, to extinguish a fire 5. Continue OI1R.IP-3 situation reports, as

involving weapons or radioactive material using the required.
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6. Request if required, helicopter/parachute to ensure continued weapon protection and to prevent
insertion of nearest EOD Detachment. unauthorized access.

(e) Debriefings. All ship's crew members with
(2) Follow-on Response Procedures. These proce- information as to the cause of the accident, and

dures are an extension of the initial response procedures. particularly those personnel who observed the extent
However, they include more detailed procedures for of damage to the weapon(s), should be identified to assist
providing positive control of an accident scene. The in the accident investigation and debriefed to assess
responsibility of executing these procedures rests with potential internal damage to the weapon.
the senior person at the scene until relieved by (f) Follow-on Response at Sea. Weather and sea
appropriately qualified damage control personnel or, in conditions, the extent of damage to the ship, remaining
the case of an in-port accident, the shore establishments hazards to the ship and crew, and the time required
designated OSC. to get either expert assistance onboard or move the ship

to suitable facilities, will all effect the specific follow-
(a) As soon as practicable after notification of on response actions which the Commanding Officer

an accident or incident, damage control RADCON might direct while at sea. Also, guidance will be provided
should conduct beta/gamma detection operations. by the Fleet Commander and the higher authority must
RADCON ANi PDR-27 monitors should then proceed have estimates of damage to the ship and weapon(s).
to the extremities of the accident scene, maintaining Moreover, the ship must be provided information on
constant surveillance of the instrument to detect the estimated time of arrival, the nature of any technical
increases in gamma radiation. Any radiation reading assistance being sent, and be directed to an appropriate
above normal background shall be reported immediately port. Mach of the technical assistance discussed in
to Damage Control Central. Chapters 5 and 17 may be airlifted to the accident ship,

(b) In the absence of EOD personnel, the ship's or a suitable ship in the vicinity for direct assistance
Weapon Safety Team may perform emergency proce- at sea, when dictated, due to damage, contamination,
dures outlined in applicable SWOPs or technical or other conditions.
publication, as directed by the CO, providing the
weapons are not too severely damaged. 1. Logistics. Resources will be limited to those

onboard. Priority should be given to performing
1. Enter the compartment where the accident operations to minimize any hazards to ship's personnel

occurred and render the weapons/materials safe using and damage to critical equipment, including RADIACs.
approved procedures and equipment. 2. Ship Decontamination. The amount of

2. Identify the types of containers/materials decontamination siip's personnel will be able to perform
accredited for packaging explosives and radioactive will be limited by the number of RADIACs available
materials. to monitor and remonitor surfaces being decontaminated

3. Report via sound powered telephone and to operate the Contamination Control Station.
completion of EOD procedures to Damage Control Simple cleaning techniques are frequently effective in
Central and be available to assist and advise repai- reducing, if not removing, contamination from many
parties in the decontamination of affected areas, of the surfaces on a ship. Decontamination techniques

are described in Chapter 19.
(c) Public Affairs. At sea, Public Affairs will be

the responsibility of the Fleet Commander. The (g) Follow-on Response in Port. The follow-on
Commanding Officer is responsible for informing the response in port will be the responsibility of the shore
ship's crew regarding public affairs releases and prior establishment, and will follow procedures described in
to their debarking or using MARS, on procedures for Chapters 4 through 19.
responding to requests for information from the press
or from families. When the ship is in port, public affairs (3) Claims. Any contaminated personal property
will be coordinated by Fleet Commander or his belonging to ship's personnel should be collected and
designated area coordinator, marked with the owner's identification. The property

(d) Security. Unless accident damage to the ship must be replaced if it cannot be decontaminated. In
and/or weapon(s) has destroyed the normal security general, decontamination of high value items, or items
provisions for the weapon(:s), additional security will not which the owner cannot easily replace, must not be
be needed. Additional security is provided if required, attempted by ships personnel.

10-3
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APPENDIX 10-A

SHIPBOARD FIREFIGHTING

10-A-I team, with appropriate respiratory protection, will be

a. Normal shipboard firefighting and damage control prepared to relieve, or rescue, teams at the scene.

procedures will apply to fires involving nuclear weapons e. Ordnance magazine sprinkling systems in or near
with the following provisions: the affected area shall be manned and made ready to

(1) Extinguishing the fire has priority. be activated; however, the magazine sprinkling system
(2) Extinguifhing the firehsit must not be activated without specific orders from the(2) Cooling of any weapons involved in the fire ComnigOier

or in close proximity should be performed to the Commanding Officcr.

maximum extent that fire hoses permit. f. During firefighting actions, the flow of potentially
(3) Cooling should be continued after the fire is contaminated water should be noted and the wetted

extinguished until the weapon is at ambient temperature. surfaces considered contaminated until monitoring can
be performed. The flow of potentially contaminated

b. The primary suppressant for a fire involving a water should be controlled to the extent possilae, and
nuclear weapon is high velocity water fog (low velocity dewatering operations should not be performed in port
fog for submarines). The propellants used in any weapon, until testing determines if the water is contaminated.
conventional or nuclear, produce oxygen once ignited. The best method of controlling the potentially
They cannot be extinguished with smothering agents, contaminated water will be ship and situation unique.
and some may cause the retention of heat within the
weapon. This factor does not preclude the use of foam, g. Fires involving nuclear weapon3 in enclosed
CO 2 , Purple-K, Aqueous Filming Forming Foam shipboard spaces should be vented to the atmosphere
(AFFF) or other suppressants on aircraft fuel, Navy as soon as practical to deplete toxic, caustic, and the
Standard Fuel Oil (NSFO), or other petroleum fuel fiies presence of radioactive gases. When venting shipboard
which involve a nuclear weapon. spaces, care should be taken to minimize the possible

contamination of the exterior of the ship. In the eventc. High velocity water fog, or a firefighting agent of a magazine accident, the normal exhaust system shall
should be sprayed over the complete length of the ofamgznacietthnralxautstmsalshoud b spaye ovr te coplee lngt ofthe be secured and emergency ventilation procedures used.
weapon(s) and/or both sides in a sweeping motion to be blowers (for examp on reduDev Boeds

cool the weapon and its high explosive contents until sould beus if erei poentled blowout rsy

the weapon is at ambient temperature. When using foam Recommend use of "snorkel hosing" with high capacity

to fight a fire surrounding an intact weapon, water should Reconju non with high c e

not be used to cool the weapon because water will float filters in conjunction with portable blowers to reduce

the foam away %ýhich could allow reignition of the fire, possible contamination to portable blowers and ensure
contamination in smoke exhausted is directed outside

d. For weather-deck fires, the nozzlean and nuber the skinl of the ship. in all cases, the exhaust vent should
one hoseman will wear OBA's. Other hosemen and be on the leeward side of the ship. After the fire is
response personnel will be equipped with OBA's or gas extinguished and when in port, unfiltered venting should
masks. For below deck fires, all response personnel going not be done if it results in contamination being spread
below decks will wear a self-contained breathing to nearby shore establishments or communities.
apparatus (for example, OBA and Scott Air Pack); top h. Upon extinguishing a fire involving a nuclear
Sside personnel will wear gas masks. Any firefighters weapon, a reflash watch will be set to provide an
responding initially without respiratory protection immediate response to any reoccurrence of the fire.
should be relieved as soon as possible. Repair party
personnel will wear protective clothing as specified in i. Potentially contaminated equipment used to fight
NSTM 079-39.137, reference (p). Involvement of a the fire should be placed in a designated area until
nuclear weapon does not require additional protective monitoring and necessary decontamination can be
clothing for firefighting personnel. A backup firefighting performed.

10-A-I
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APPENDIX 10-B

SHIPBOARD RADIOLOGICAL MONITORING AND CONTROL

10-B-I by 100 to correct for the higher resuspension factors
(0.001 vice the 0.00005 used to develop the table) which

Monitoring for radioactivity is performed initially to can be expected from shipboard surfaces.
identify radioactive material. If radioactivity is found, b. Contamination Control Station (CCS). The
monitoring continues to determine the extent of the contamination control station will be normally located
contaminated area. Personnel monitors are to identify
contaminated personnel who require decontamination, at a compartment entrance for topside accidents and

and o peven th sprad f rdioativ matria to at a fire boundary for below deck accidents. Most ships
and to prevent the spread of radioactive material to will have insufficient RADIAC instruments to support
uncontaminated parts of the ship. more than one CCS. If potentially contaminated

.Control of Contamination. Standard damage personnel are both above and below decks, routes to
;controlprocedures shoul bo n tion lmta damage a minimize their movement through clean areas shouldcontrol procedures should be used to limit damage and be established. Access to the CCS must be possible from

the spread of contamination. Fire boundaries shall be both contaminated and uncontaminated areas. A shower

set and maintained to prevent the spread of fire, and adwh basina should becdesinated fr useoin

material conditions ZEBRA and Circle WILLIAM set deoaminatin procedure Teswash faciite n

to prevent the spread of contamination and minimize ntbeinathe immediae T he CCs although

the effects of structural damage. Additionally, at the suc a loctio isrerabe.

outset of an accident, the ship should be maneuvered,

if possible, so the wind is on the beam and carrying (1) Until the absence of gamma radiation is
any contamination away from the ship. confirmed by monitoring at the accident site, personnel

should be monitored at the CCS with the AN/ PDR-
(1) Ship Monitoring. If contamination was released 27 and the AN/PDR-56. Once the absence of gamma

during the accident, it should be confirmed that portions radiation is confirmed, use of the AN/PDR-27 is no
of the ship thought to be uncontaminated are in fact longer necessary. The use of earphones with RADIACs
"clean." Monitors should be directed initially to check is required. This practice results in easier, more accurate
passageways at hatches, doors, ladders, and other monitoring. The user's attention is not focused on the
locations where most personnel would place their hands RADIAC's meter movement, lessening the possibility
or feet. If contamination is found, its location should of damage or inadvertent probe contamination during
be marked for decontamination and remonitoring. the monitoring process.
Contamination tracked, or carried, onto hard surfaces (2) Personnel monitoring should include: the front
can be usually removed with soap and water, or by wiping and backs of hands, forearms, torso, and legs; a thorough
with a clean, damp cloth. Then monitors should be check of the forehead, cheeks, nose and mouth area;
directed toward the expected contaminated area. The and finally the ankles and feet. The preliminary readings
boundaries of the contaminated area should be defined, in the areas most likely to be contaminated (for example,
Then personnel should be advised of these boundaries the hands and feet) should be made with the probe ! /
and the procedures for crossing them if required for 8-1/ 16th inch from the monitored surface. If the person
essential ship operations. is not obviously contaminated, contact readings may

(2) Air Monitoring. Airborne radiological moni- be used for the remainder of the monitoring. If clothing
toring shall be conducted to the extent instrumentation is damp, inaccurate alpha contamination evaluation and
will allow. However, many ships are not equipped with detection is probable. Damp clothing should be removed,
air samplers. Monitoring surfaces for loose surface assumed contaminated, and the person's skin dried prior
contamination will be the most reliable indicator of to evaluation for the presence of alpha contamination.
airborne contamination. If Table 6-2, Protective Devices (3) To conserve the expenditure of protective
for Emergency Workers as a Function of Surface clothing, initial personnel monitoring must be performed
Contamination, is used, table values should be divided prior to the removal of the clothing. If no contamination,
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or contamination below the acceptable emergency c. Protective Clothing. Any close knit clothing should
remaining levels of contamination identified in prevent contamination ofthe skin and provide protection
OPNAVINST 3440.15, reference (u), are found on the from alpha contamination. If anti-contamination
protective clothing, it should be removed and placed clothing is unavailable, coveralls are recommended for
in containers for clothing to be reused. Booties and gloves personnel entering the contaminated area to repair
should be kept separate. If contamination levels greater damage or perform decontamination operations.
than those levels shown in reference (u) are found, the Openings in the clothing should be taped. When working
protective clothing should be removed and placed in in a wet environment, waterproof clothing should be
a container marked for contaminated clothing, used for anti-contamination clothing if possible. Much

(4) Personnel who had contamination on their of the protection provided by coveralls will be lost if
protective clothing should be remonitored after the material becomes soaked. Liquids soaking the
removing the protective clothing. If contamination is clothing can carry contamination from the outer surface
also on their personal clothing, the clothing should be of the clothing. When removing contaminated clothing,
removed, placed in a plastic bag labeled as contaminated care should be taken to prevent the outside of the clothing
clothing, and the fact noted in the CCS log. If from contacting the skin.
contamination is on the skin, it can normally be removed
by washing with nonabrasive soap and water. When d. Clothing Decontamination. The limited stock of
washing, be sure not to puncture or abrade the skin protective clothing on board a ship may be exhausted
through excess scrubbing. Following each washing, the rapidly during decontamination operations at sea. At
skin should be thoroughly dried before monitoring to sea, protective clothing and other launderable equipment
determine if the procedure removed the alpha contain- can be laundered, if necessary, without damage to the
ination. Shampoo contaminated hair several times. Final equipment or the washing machine. Automatic washing
monitoring should be made with the probe in contact machines should be clean and free of soap scum to
with the skin. If two washings do not reduce contain- prevent deposition of contamination. If decontaminating
ination levels on the skin or hair, individuals should agents are used, they will aid in keeping washers free
be referred to the Medical Department for further ofcontamination. After laundered items have completely
decontamination under medical supervision. BUME- dried, they must be checked for any remaining

S DINST 6470.10G, reference (r), provides detailed guidance contamination. Items contaminated above acceptable
on personnel decontamination procedures and should emergency levels given in reference (u) and that do not

be available to the Medical Department. When all show any appreciable contamination reduction after
contamination cannot be removed, the residual level three successive launderings s;hould be packaged for
should be recorded in medical records, the CCS log, disposal as radioactive waste. Machines used to launder
and the Commanding Officei should be advised, contaminated clothing should not be used for normal
Disposition of the contaminated individual(s) will be laundry until after they have been fully cyclcd empty,

determined by the Medical Department cooperating with al!owcd to dry, and monitored to ensure they are free

BU M F). 

from contamination.
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CHAPTER 11

CONVERSION FACTORS FOR WEAPONS

GRADE PLUTONIUM

Assumptions:

I1. Conversions are for weapons grade ph1 Wonituirl only with no Americiurn.

2. Density of soil 1.5 g cm'.

3. Specific activity (alpha only) 0.075 Ci g.

4. (ont:amination of soil is to the depth of I cm.

TABLE 1 I-1. (onversian Factors for Weapons Grade Plutonium.

1 o Conv lt Into Multiplly by

pAi i 2  pg iW 13
/p('i n" dpm In- 2.2 x 01
j10i m2  dpni cr1f 220
;,0Ii i.' dpmn g 150
p, I In2  p(i. g 6.7 x I10
/J.'i m2  p(Pi g 67
jg Ill' U(C*i Imi: 0.075

pjg m2  dpnI nF 1.7 x 10'
p.g mi dp:1 crp 17
/Jg mi: dpm g II
IJg i" p('i g 5 x 10"
pug nI p(1i g 5

dpm I l.'i I) ! 4.5 x 10-'
dpnm Iflm ig•W If 6. 1 x 10
dpm Il: dprn cm-' 10-4
dpmi Ill'2  dpm g 6.7 x I10
dpi m-' p(i g 3.0 x 10
d m)l Ill p1'0 j! 3.0 x 10

(l pin[ cnl: p0i In. 4.5 x 10
( I IIp ci pig In 6.1 x 1 2

(plO cm.' dpm nm 104
dpm CIII2 dr)III g 0.67
dpiii c1.i /1i g 3.0 x 01
dp i c1ii p(' g 0.3
dpm g p(i m' 0.8 x 10'
dpin j! pg i. 0.091
(Idpin g dpm iI.' 1.5 x I0-
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TABLE 11-1: Conversion Factors for Weapons Grade Plutonium (Continued)

.. F To Convert Into Multiply by

R I- d p ing dpni/CM 2  1.5
S dpm/g pjCi/g 4.5 x 10-1

dprnii/g pCi/g 0.45

puCi.g #Ci/Irn 21.5 x 101
plicig jg/rn 2 2 x 101
/ipicig dpni/M 2  3,3 x 101'"
Uci/g dpnl/cln2  3.3 x 101,
picig dpin/g 2.2 x 101

pjCi/g c/10

pCi/g dpmn/cnl2  3.3
pCi~g dpm/g 2.2
pCi/g UCi/g 10-1

P unlits Units 10-6
* j units P units 10(.

The conversion of' alpha instrument readings in cpm into quanitifiable units is affected by thle type of surface and

meter efficienicy. For accurate conversions, a surf'ace sample fromn the area measured should be analyz~ed with laboratory
cqUipmellt and the conversion factor for that area computed. Thie table below provides approximate factors for

Aconversion of alpha readings in cpm into pg/rn2 for various surfaces using the following equation;

pg/inl2 - correction factor x cpmi

TYPE OF SURFAC:E CORRECTION FACTOR

______-.Soil .006

L iConcrete .005

.11Plywood .004

Stainless tel.0025

hlk :orrvction f'actors consider unit and arcei conversions, nominal instrument efficiency during field usc, and assume
a 60 sq cm probe area (AN! PDR-60 or PIAC-IS). Correction factors should be multiplied by 4 for use with the

*AN!1i)R-56. Tables 11-2 and 11-3 were prepared from the preceding conversion table and equation f'or users
of the AN! PI)R-56 and AN/PI)R-60, respectively.
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TABLE 11-2. Conversion Table (CPM to p/g/rn 2 or pCi/m2) AN/PDR 56 Alpha Meter.

STAINLESS

CPM SOIl, CONCRETE PLYWOOD STEEL

Pg/mi pCi/rn2  pg/mr2  pCi/m 2  Pg/mr uCi/m2 pig/r 2  KUCi/Mr
AN/PDR 56 Pu-239 Pu-239 Pu-239 Pu-239 Pu-239 Pu-239 Pu-239 Pu-239

50 112 09 1.0 .075 .8 .06 .5 .038

100 2.4 .18 2.0 .15 1.6 .12 1.0 .075

200 4.8 .36 4.0 .30 3.2 .24 2.0 .15

400 9.6 .72 8.0 .60 6.4 .48 4.0 .30

600 14.4 1.08 12.0 .90 9.6 .72 6.0 .45

800 19.2 1.44 16.0 1.20 17.8 .96 8.0 .60

1,000 24.0 1.80 20.0 1.50 16.0 1.20 10.0 .75

1,200 28.8 2.16 24.0 1.80 19.2 1.44 12.0 .90

1,500 36.0 2.70 30.0 2.25 24.0 1.80 15.0 1.13

1,000 43.2 3.24 36.0 2.70 28.8 2,16 18.0 1.35

2,200 52.8 3.96 44.0 3.30 35.2 2.64 22.0 1.65

2,500 60.0 4.50 50.0 3.75 40.0 3.00 25.0 1.88

2,800 67.2 5.04 56.0 4.20 44.8 3.36 28.0 2.10

3,000 72.0 5.40 60.0 4.50 48.0 3.60 30.0 2.25

4,000 96,0 7.20 80.0 6.00 64.0 4,80 40.0 3.00

5,000 120.0 9.00 100.0 7.50 80.0 6.00 50.0 3.75

8,000 192.0 14.40 160.0 12,00 128.0 9.60 80.0 6.00

10,000 240.0 18.00 200.0 15.00 160.0 12.00 100.0 7.50

11,000 264.0 19.80 220.0 16.50 176.0 13.20 110.0 8.25

12,000 288.0 21.60 240.0 18.00 192.0 14.40 120.0 9.00

25,000 600.0 45.00 500.0 37.50 400.0 30.00 250.0 18.75

50,000 1200.0 90.00 1000.0 75.00 800.0 60.00 500.0 37.50

75,000 1800.0 135.00 1500.0 112.50 1200.0 90.00 750.0 56.25

100,000 2400.0 180.00 2000.0 150.00 1600.0 120.00 1000.0 75.00

150,000 3600.0 270.00 M900.0 225.00 2400.0 180.00 1500.0 112.50

200,000 4800.0 360.00 4J00.0 300.00 3200.0 240.00 2000.0 150.00

300,000 7200.0 540.00 6000.0 450.00 4800.0 360.00 3000.0 225.00

NOTE: To convert pCi/rm2 to lBecquerelsri 2 (Bq/n,?) ;iultiply by 3.7 x 1013.

"I I
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TABLE 11-3. Conversion Table (CPM to jg/fn 2 or ICiM'2) AN/PDR 60 or AN/ PDR 54 Alpha Meter

STAINLESS

CPM SOIl. CONCRETE PLYWOOD STEEL

AN,'PI)R 60) pg/mn2  
UCi;rn

2  pgn12  JCi/nm2  ,tg/in 2  juCi/mn g/r 2 m2 Ci/r 2

AN 7IPDR 54 Pu-239 Pu-239 Pu-239 Pu-239 Pu-239 Pu-239 Pu-239 Pu-239

50 0.3 .023 .25 .019 .2 .015 .125 .009

100 0.6 .045 ,50 .38 .4 .03 .25 .019

200 1.2 .09 1.0 .075 .8 .06 .5 .038

400 2.4 .18 2.0 .15 1.6 .12 1.0 .075

600 3.6 .27 3.0 .23 2.4 .18 1.5 . 13

800 4.8 .36 4.0 .30 3.2 .24 2.0 .15

1,000 6.0 .45 5.0 .38 4.0 .30 2.5 .19

1,200 7.2 .54 6.0 .45 4.8 .36 3.0 .23

1,500 9.0 .68 7.5 .56 6.0 .45 3.8 .28

1,800 10.8 .81 9.0 .68 7.2 .54 4.5 .34

2.200 13.2 .99 I I.u 83 8.8 .66 5.5 .41

2,500 15.0 1.13 12.5 .94 10.0 .75 6.3. .47

2,800 16.9 1.26 14.0 1.05 11.2 .84 7.0 .53

3,000 18.0 1.35 15.0 1.13 12.0 .90 7.5 .56

,4000 24.0 1.80 20.0 1.50 16.0 1.20 10.0 .75

5,000 30.1) 2.25 25.1) 1.88 20.0 1.50 12.5 .94

8,000 48.0 3.60 40.1) 3.00 32.0 2.40 20.0 1.50

10,000 60.0 4.50 50.0 3.75 40.0 3.00 25.0 1.88

11,000 66.0 4.95 55.0 4.13 44.0 3.30 27.5 2.06

12,000 72.0 5.40 60.0 4.50 48.0 3.60 30.0 2.25

"25,000 150.0 11.25 125.1) 9.38 100.0 7.5o 62.5 4.69

50,000 300.0 22.50) 250.0 18.75 200.0 15.00 125.0 9.38

75.000 450.0 33.75 375.0 28.13 300.0 22.50 187.5 14.06

"100,000 600.0 45.00H) 500.0 37.50 400.0 30.00 250.0 18.75

150.000 9W00) 67.50 750.0 56.25 600.0 45.00 375.0 28.13

200,000 1200.0 90.00 1000.0 75.00 800.0 60.0( 500.0 37.50

300,000 1800.0) 135.00 1500.0 112.50 1200.0 90.00 750.0 56.25

NOTE: To convert p0i m2 to Becqucrels n•2 (Bq,mi2) multiply by 3.7 x 10lo.
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TABLE 11-4. Conversion Table (MBq to mCi and uCi).

Mpg liCi M B4uCi

7000 189. 30 8106000 162. 20 540
5000 135. 10 2704000 108. 9 2403000 81. 8 220

2000 54. 7 1891000 27. 6 162900 24. 5 135
800 21.6 4 1l08
700 J8.9 3 8

600 16.2 2 54560 13.5 I 27400 10.8 0. Q 24300 8.1 0.8 21.6200 5.4 0.7 J8.9

100 2.7 0.6 16.290 2A4 0.5 13.580 2, 16 0.4 10.870 1,89 0.3 8.160 1.62 0.2 5.4

50 1.35 0. 1 2.7
40 1.08

"TABLE 11-5. (Conversion To S! [Jnil..

(Ci -3.7 x 10i1' Ilq
Bq - 2.7 x 10-'' Ci

RIEM -- 10-2 ,v

ISv - 100 R FM

I RAI) - 10-: (.y
I (Gy ý" 100 RAI)s

Sl_ U LJn its:
fccquerck,, (Ilq)
•ic-vrts (Sv)
Grey ((iy)
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DoD 5100.52-M

CHAPTER 12

COMMUNICATIONS

12-1 GENERAL 12-3 SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

a. Fast, reliable and accucate communications are The On-Scene Commander (OSC) requires internal
a.comunications with the operations center and with

css•ntial for nuclear weapon accident response opera- forces in the field to control and keew abreast oftresponse
tions. Moreover, securing adequate internal commun- fces interfil contrond with ab r espons
ications to support activities at the accident scene is a activities. External communications with higher cehelons
time-sensitive operation. Equally critical to effective of command are necessary to keep key personnel
command and control is the timely establishment ' c einformd. Many initial communications requirements
external communications to higher echelons, particularly can be met by unsecure voice communications; howcver,
in the Washington arena. Therefore, the communications both secure voice and record communications are
officers of the Initial Response Force (IRF) and Service required early in the response.
Response Force (SRF) must take immediate action to
ensure that appropriate communications equipmncnt is Communecation requirements:

identified and r'cquested early in responise operations.
a. Establish internal communicati ons.

b. Effective response to a nuclear weapon accident (1) Telephone communications between fixed site
relics heavily on a communicatiorns officer knowledge locations, for example, the operations center and the
about secure and non-secure tactical, strategic, and Joint Information Center (JIC).
commercial communications systems. lie or she must (2) Field phones for EOD operations (secure
be able to apply conventional and imaginative methods phones are desirable).
and ensure that required communications are available. (3) U !t1F/VIi [" nets. Several minimum nets,
lie or she should be equally adept at establishing command (secure desirable), weapons recovery opera-
commu nications support in remote locutions, or in areas tions (secure), radiological operations (secure desirable),
near existing communications systems. security, public affairs will be required

c. In addition to military communications at the b. Establish cxternal communications,
accident site, the DoE, FEMA, State and/or civilian
officials establish their own communications. Careful (1) Telephone communications with the Service
attention must be afforded these installations to ensure operations center, the National Military Command
mutual support and liminate interference. Center, and the Office of the Assistant Secretary of

Defense (Public Affairs). Confercncing may suffice early
in the response.

12-2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE (2) Mu!tiple telephone lines to support response
force elements.

This chapter providcs guidance for establishing (3) Secure voice via satellite, telephone, or I4F.

communications systems and capabilities to support (4) Access to the Defcnse Communications System

response operations. The requirements of both the IRF for record communications.

and SR•I are discussed, including personnel at the
accident scene (internal communications) and at long c. Coordinate frequency usage of all response
distances (external communications). Also included are organizations to prevent interference and radio
treatments of various capabilities and hardware operations in areas where electromagnetic emissions nay
(telephone, radio, satellite, and visual signal) that are create explosive hazards oir affect electronic and field
available, laboratory instruments.

12.- I



d. Obtain frequency clearanes, as necessary. gapped" to AU'IODIN through thc HAMMER ACE
operations center. Other capabilities include air-to-9 In. Prepare a Communication-Electronics Operating ground communications and a privacy feature, land

Istruction for- use by all response organiz'ations. mobile radio network with a rcpcatcrlbasc station for
local communications. The land mob:Ie radios canl
interface with the secure satellite system. T he limited

12-4 RESOURCES capability provided by HAMMER ACE is anl initial
capability only. For this reason, HAMMERZ ACE

The communications capabilities and resources for personnel, in conjunction with the OSC, evaluate the
nuclear weapon accident recovery operations vary situ ation and determine what, if any, additional
widely. Resources are as familiar as the telephone or capabilities are required. HAM MER ACE, equipment
as sophisticated as satellite capable seceure voice radio, is capable of battery operations, and enough batteries
Communications assets muILSt be capable of deployment arc deployed to sustain 712-hour Operation. A tlollow-
to, and operationi in, remote locations. khc following oni deployment of generators or- additional batteries is
presents a variety of' commilunications resources for req uired f or longecr operations.
response organizati ons. lHecause thre samec eq uipment

suprsnuttierotis contingencies, onytoeassets I. Requests for emergency HAM MERý ACE`
required for at specific nuclear weapon accident response Support should be made directly to HQ AFCC/COXC
effort should he requiested. R~esources arc available fromt (AFCC Command Center) or throughi the .TNACC.
thle D o I), other f :derril organizationis, or commercial Phone numbers are listed inl Appendix 20-A. Ainy
sources. available conmmun icatiolis mcdi a may be used to soubrmit

the request: however, verbal requests moust be followed
at. Service Assets. [he Military Services maintain in writing, within 24 hours. The requesting agency must

commnunicat ions assets organic to combhat support units provide thle Following informatiorn with tie requnest.
as well as for contingency assets. Information about
sp~ecific assets ats well as p~roceduires For requnesting and a. IDeployrment location, includ ing coordi-
tasking Service assets can be obtained fi n ii thle respective nates if available.
Service oiperation s centers, ort op~eratironal commanders. b. Situaition, ioClUd ring type of' emerIgenIcy.
felephone numbercs arc contained lin Appendix 1-6i. c. Points of contact.

d. Remarks concerning any uniiusual condli
(1) 1H.S. Army. U.S. Armyv Signal units Ira e tions for which the tearn sho uld prepare.

comIiii Li ilicati. uIs asse~ts to support battalion, brigade.
rin~d diViSioii opera-itions including wiref telephone 2. Requests for additional informiation Should
swi tchlboa1rds. iriul1tiChar11Iirielrid ins, aind record C011rirr111i- be directe-d to H Q AFCC,'DI)'XZ, Special ('noirun-
ication systemIs. icariiois D~ivision, Scott AF13. Illinois, Phonec numbers

(2) tU.S. Air I nice. *laciCall C01omn111iuricainris asset's arc listed in Appendix 201-A.
are availabc le fro both Combat Comrmunicationi (irnoups
aind 11AM MhzR ACT it s descri bed in par rigraph (at) 13) U .S. Navm Each U.S. Navy Fleet (no1111 raiders-S
below. inl-Chief ihas control of ashure mlobie Coot ingency

eniornon11icaltiOnl kunits. Ihs IC Units are 1iMarrtiCi Iild iia
(Ia) JA MMFI R ACE. II AMM ER ACE ks a statle if rcadirres,, to permit deploymenct within 24 hours

rapidly dcplovablec team of' enginieers arid technrici ars by C( )N NINA\'STA Phl~ fip pinres anmd NAVAN( I SL A NT
equipped Witl) advaniced techrnology corilItiiiiiuiat iorns Norfolk, VA, respectively.
equlipment. lt "he Warn ca deploy LIIVwithinl three hours w-_;
cStriblislr cor nit inuicatiois wvithiin 301 iinurcs of arival (at) Ashore Mobile (onitingency (onimunica-
on-site. 1HAMMNiER ACE equipmen~t C811 be transpoi-tcd tions (AMCC). I lie AMC'( Vato Is, rI small Mobile
on ( C-21, or- equivalent-type rnicrafm. or commericcial cenoinriunicritions unit contrained in onie transportable
airliincts. Canpahilities Iitclude secuei sattellite ,ystcrin for equipment Shelter with two) separlitclv cuoiigurcd 55 kw
voice, Inesiiriile. arid limiited datil conimmunicatimons. I lie Mobile diesel t.T1erirIlItnS. lI ireI vnconltain1s suffient
securetllie link can irnterfauce with AUTOINOEV(XOM equiimenrit to irairitairi the followinig circuits
511.1-f I. Al tIOVON, arid commriricial telephone syst em"n Siirrriltarreoursl:
though1,Il tile 11AM MI:R ACE operiatiorsis ctr at Scott I. Iw"o secure frill duplex teletypec circuits (uric
APH. 1Illiouis. Rccord comrmrruniicatioins can he "air- via IllI radio; or aileri nat ivelv. iwo vii Ill- radio).
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2. One narrow band secure voice (CV-3333) (a) Switchboards.
via satellite with KGi'36 security cquipmcnt. (bh HF radio.

3. Two Uill1F secure voice circuits with KY- (c) Microwave, I roposcatter radios.
28 voice security equipment. (d) UJHF and VHF radios ('securc and non-

.4. HF High Command (1-ICOM) net. secure).
5. U HF satellite fleet broadcast receciver (AN (e) Secure record communications terminals.

SSR5-I receiver only). (1) Weather dissemination equipment.
6. One PARKI1411.1. narrow band secure voice (g) U H F and S H1 F satellite ter minals.

circuit via H IF or U HF satellite. (h) Secure l'EIF AX (1)ACOM 412).
7. Two VI NSON secure voice devices. (i) K Y-65, K Y-7()and K Y-75 secure voice devices.

(b) WVhen deployed, the AMC(C Uses local Power (j) The A N UkC' J1oint Ai rhorne Comm unica-j 'where available. Power source must be 44(IV. three phlase. lions C'enter ('ommand Post O.ACC (C1).
00 11/'. Otherwise, mobile generators supplied with the
AM C(' units will he used. A complete AMC (C unit Can -1. The J oint A irborite (Comm unication-.Ce('en
be transported via one (C-130 aircraft, one ('H-53 ter (Com mantd Post (J ACC. C(T). commnonly ref'erred to
helicopter, or one 6x6 5-ton truck. The mobile generators as . ACK11PO1. consists of' several pieces of equipment
f'or the AM CC, it' needed, requires an additional lilt mou nted in air transportable vans. The J1ACC ('P1 has
if' transported by helicopter. When transpoited via truck, four mnaj or comnpotients operations, center, comm on-

A(an additional primec mover is required. ications control, generator, and ani atir conditlioner!
(c) 'T he A MCC units arec, at all tinies, under the accessory trailer.

operational control of the, respect[%,( Fleet Commanders- 2. ihe .1AC'C C P can p rov ide one Itigh
in-Chief' (Cl N('s). All deplosinents or' the AMC(C are frequency, single sideband (HII: SSB1) voice or teletype
approved by the F1eet ('INC based onl requnest., submated comm on i111cat ion channel over its o nc-kilowatt t ranisceiv-

4' by subordinate commands. Contingency requests should ers or high fr-equency, double Independent sideband
be forwarded to the Fleet ('INC as expeditiously as (OffF ISMB with a total of' four- independent three-
possible. When lie AM (C is deployed, and until it kiloherti (351Pl(H/) voice or teletvype channels Over Its
returns to its host conimand, it is under the custody 10 k w sNystem. The it) kw systemi is limiuted to gronord
and o perat iona~l coot ml of- the designated supported operations only. The J1A( C C'l also contains thfriee
co1111mmad. radios, at AN, AR('-73 (VHFI AM). AN AR('-54

(VHll FMy) and AN ARC-5I BX (VHI'I AM), f'or*tI(4) L1.1.5. M arinei C'or ps ( ItJS MvIC). [Ihe t S MC' s ignal grouind-to-ground jnd ground-to-air contmuo1.iCations.
unit:, h ave molt ichamone radio, wire, and recorid 3. The voice rad io system may be connected

coiulation svstemns. to at 10-line. 20-line. or 30-lkie, 1our-wi.re two-w,-rr
telephone switchboard. 'I e switchboard can connect

b). Joint ('hicf' ot Staff ((',IC 5) Controlled Assets, any telephone sujbscriberc to another telephone or- a
WT(S Contingency Sup~port communications resources are JA( 'C'(P radio.
requnested according to proceduores contained in 4. '1the completeJ.A( C' ('jcan betransported
"Mobile, Iranisportable Communications Assets, ('on- in aI winich equnipped ('-130 or- laiger aidirallt. A wide

I'ti o~led by thle Joint Chief's of Staff"' ( (JCS M OP 3) lowboy trailer must be used to transport the vans- a1ny
I, anod In Allied C'onnimunications Publication 1.14, distanice om over other than paved gravel roadsý.

Supplement 1 . reference% ( w) and Wx. Additional 5. Th le .TA('( ('f can he deployed wit hut 24
inf'ormation r-egard injg thes assets can be obtai ned frIoml hourIs f ro nt the ttimle thle .1( iS lsues deploy men t app roval
the W1(S Conit ingency and ('risis Managemecnt I ivislioo. mecssages.

(I) .Joint Communications Support lIClemneot (2) .ICS-J.oint Controlled Inc:tical ('otmunica-
t.J ('SF). D etailIs of the JC SF deployment; enp loyrneont t ions Assets. Details on thIe .WC'(SA mre [inth ti U.S. Aimnt
c oncepts capabilities and logistics requiremnts plans for- deployment of mobile transportable commnon-
ref erence (y), can be o btainiedJ by contacting the W1(SI: icat inns a.se ts control led by t he JCS. D uring normal

atMcl~ill AIl]). Florida. 11-e JC(SI' is at contingency duty' hours, additiottal information can be obtained f ron
astipport untit consistritg of Armty, Navy, Air [-oree, and thec U.S. Ar in Info rmtat ion Syste ins'0itt tommand
Marine C'orps personnel and a variety of commtinica- Contingency Branmch, IH iluachuica, Ari/ona, or frloml
tions equipmentt includintg: thc~r FOC.' Phone numbers arc ini Appendix 2(0-A. Iihe
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79.
Jrt

JCCSA consists of heavy mobileitransportable equip- (2) VHF radio to support on-scene Federal

ment which can be deployed separately or in packages Response Center (FRC) (internal) communications.

by C--141 C-5 aircraft. Equipment includes: Equipment includes hand-held radios, suitcase repeater
arnd suitcase base station with telephone interconnect.

(a) Switchboards The quantities of these assets will vary depending on

(b) HF radio the size of the FEMA response contingent-
(c I[ror scatter radios
(d) Medium speed AUTODIN terminals e. Commercial Assets In the CONUS, acquisition of
(e) Manual secure voice switch and terminals supporting communications systems from commercial
(W) SHF satellite terminals carriers (for example, American Telephone and

Telegraph AT&T) is possible. Commercial carriers can

(3) Other .JCS Controlled Assets. Most SHF provio- cotnmunications to a remote area via transpor-
satellite terminals are under JCS deployment control, table microwave, carrier systems, or cable. Leased
These terminals include the iround Mobile Forces services, including telephone, data Tcletypewriter

((iM F) terminals assigned to the military Services. The Exchange (TWX), Telephone Exchange (TELEX), and
U.S. Army 235th Signal Company, Ft. Monmouth. New Wide Area Telephone Service (WATS), arc available in
.lcrsev,. maintains UH1F and SH: research and devel- most locations.
opment satellite terminals which can be deployed for
contingency operations and exercises. A!so, the U.S. Air
F1orce has communication assets similar to those in the 12-5 ('ONCEP T OF OPERATIONS
KV('SA. [hey are located at 31d Combat Communi-
cations (iroup (CCG) and the 2X1st CCG, Air National Nuclear weapon accidents present a variety of technical,
(uard, Tinker AFB, Oklahoma. Equipment in the van logistical, and operational communications problems.
includes a secure cord switchboard (S'CORD), KY-3 Several factors, including the location of the accident,
secure voice terminals, and a narrow band (HY-2) trunk the response force involved, and the command and
which s ill interface with AUT"OSEVOC'OM. The van control arrangements of those forces, contribute to the

is outsi/cd and requires C-5 aircraft transport. complexity of the problems. This concept of operations
focuses on the actions of the military response force(s)

c. I)oV Assets. Ihe lDoF maintains emergency communications officer(s). The approach is to present
response, air transportable communications services and items of concern sequentially without regard to whether
hardware. Systems include a multi-point telephone the IRF or the SRF communications officer takes the
"switch, facsimile. HF.:VHF radio networks (with action. Ilcumbent upon the SRF communications
pager,,), idco teleconferencing, a point-to-point officer is the responsibility to ascertain what has been0microwave system, and data communications to include accomplished prior to arrival, and to cart r on from that
local area networks and high speed transmission. A juncture.
multi-channel satellite system is available to provide
long-hauil transmission capability. Single-channel a. Initial Actions. Ilhe initial task of the response forceý

1NMARSAI terminals, with data in:tcrface, are included communications officer is to determine the commun-
for ad~ance party use and emergency backup. Secure ications assets at, or close to. the accident site. The local
coimunication- include voice, facsimile, data, elctype, telephone company, State local officials. or civilian
,iand mill video operations. authorities can provide information on the commun-

S; ication infrastructur,: near the accident scene, and the
usedd. FIMA Assets. Deployable communication assets capabilities for long haul and local communications.

S ued by FEMA response groups are maintained at the Once existing capabilities are determined, the commun-
FEMA regional office level. Although the specific ications officer should use these resources with deployed

equpmet vri, etwenFEM.A regions, the FEMA assets to establish an effective communications network.
response contingent usually arrives x, ith the following
capabilities: (1) In remote or sparsely populated areas, the initial

communication capability may consist of only hand held,

(1 IIHV Radio (voice only) for external commun- short range VHF/FM radios, portable HE radios, or
ication to their regional office, the State disaster response wire (field phones). Conversely. if an accident occurs
headquarters, and the Emergency Information and close to a populated area, a coin operated telephone,
C'oordination Center (FI'C) 'in Washington, DC. oi- even a business or private telephone may bp available

: .•• :•12-4
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immcdiatcly for emergency use. In either case, additional a Communications-FLlcctronic Operating Instruction
leased communications such as WATS can be obtained (CEOI). Th': CEOI should be an easy-to-use instruction
to augmncnt available commu.aications. Naturally, more containing the capabilities and limitations of equipment
time is required to provide leased assets to remote areas, and detailed "how-to-use" procedures for all available
Therefore, the requirements must be identified and systems. The instructions should be unclassified, if
requested at the carliest possible time. Follow-on possible, and widely distributed. As a minimum, they
deployment of mobile communications provides the should include system descriptions (charts and diagrams
response force with additional local telephone and radio, are helpful), an on-sitc telephone directory, dialing and
as well as long haul secure voice and record capabilities, telephone routing instructions, message addresses,

(2) Another method of communications for message handling instructions and routing indicators,
external (long haul) communications, particularly if radio procedures and call signs, secure voice procedures,
assets are limited, is the telephone conferencing and communications security (COMSEC) operations
capability of Service operations centers and/or the security procedures including essential elements of
National Military Command Center (NMCC). Further, friendly information (EEFIs). An outline of a typical
if communication can be established from the site to CEOI is at Figure 12-1.
the D)o),INACC. thc)oD JNACC will assist by relaying (6) Although COMSEC instructions are a part of
information or coordinating with other forces/agencies. the CEOI, COMSEC deserves additional emphasis.
When requested by the Services, DoD .INACC arranges Enemy or dissident elements may be able to intercept
for transportation of specialized communications and exploit command and control communications
resources. systems and traffic used for response to nuclear weapon

(3) The OSC may spend considerable time away accidents. Compilations of individually unclassified
from the command post. The response force commun- items concerning weapons communicated during
ications officer must, therefore, plan communication recovery procedures may well be classified, and
methods to support the mobility of the OSC. Radio unfriendly elements may be able to compile these items.
rets provided for OSC communications should have Therefore, the communications officer must plan to
sufficient range and be capable of frequent use. If defeat this threat by determining the EEFI for the
possible, the net should be secure and have a radio/ operation, and then by acting to preclude interceptionwire integration capability into the local switchboard or exploitation of this information. COMSEC actions

and long haul ,oice circuits. The staff directors for to prevent exploitation of EEFIs may include using
support and operations, and the special staff advisors secure transmission facilities, communications disci-
should be included in this net. pline, codes and authenticators, and changing call signs.

(4) The communications officer must take prompt
action to obtain frequenc3 clearances. Radio frequencies b. Follow-On Actions. As additional response forces
are managed at the national level by the Military deploy to the accident scene, and a support base camp
Communications-Flectronics Board (Joint Frequency is established, additional communication resources will
Management Office). Each Service has membership on be deployed or acquired concurrent with the build-up,
the board. Moreover, each military department has a As this build-up occurs, the response force commun-
frequency management office, but in most cases these ications officer should establish and maintain a list of
offices have delegated the authority to assign frequencies communications assets and capabilities on-scene. The
to area coordinators. Additional details may be obtained iist should include assets and frequencies belonging to
from U.S. Army FM 24-2, "Radio Frequency Manage- non-DoD agencies identifying potential mutual intei-
ment," or U.S. Air Force Regulation 700-14, Air Force ference, and should ensure that all possible assets are
Radio Spectrum Frequency Management, references (z) considered when meeting overall communication
and (aa). DoE and FEMA communications personnel requirements. Coordination should be made with the
should coordinate frequency requirements through their appropriate representative from Federal and civilian
own channels and keep the military communications authorities/officials agencies possessing on-scene
officer advised. Failure to obtain valid frequency communication systems.
authorizations could result in interference with other
critical communications. The use of unauthorized (I) As emphasized throughout this chapter,
frequencies could lead to embarrassment for the U.S. increasing the quantity of communications assets and
Government. routing those assets into the appropriate users hands

(5q One of the more complex problems facing the is of primary importance as the response organization
response force communications officer is preparation of grows. Additional communication assets, primarily in
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the form of telephones and VHF/FM radios, are needed a. A description of actual or projected requirements
for effective operation of the JIC, and to suppcrt and the location of assets to fill requirements.
radiological moniioring and site restoration operations. b. Procedures for establishing communications links

(2) As the response operations peak, so will, the *b. the NMCC and Defense Communications System
communications support required. As the response from remote locations.
transitions into site restoration, the primary commun-
ications should be routine situation reports, supply c. Procedures for obtaining leased commercial
(MILSTRIP) messages, and other administrative communications.
messages. After the weapon(s) and weapon components
arc removed from the site, little or no need will exist d. Procedures for obtaining Service and sCS
to communicate by secure voice. However, record deployable communications assets.
communications support provided on-site during the e. Procedures for establishing local radio nets and
early response and weapon recovery should continue assignment of call signs.
through site restoration.

f. Procedures for obtaining frequency cleara-ices.

12-6 ACCIDENT RESPONSE PLAN ANNEX g. Procedures for coordinating communications with
non-DoD agencies.

Procedures and information appropriate for the h. Procedures for using secure/clear fax resources.
communications annex to the accident response plan
include: i. Prepare an integrated communications plan.
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CHAPTER 13

SECURITY

13-1 GENERAL f. Provide necessary operational security (OPSEC).

The presence of nuclear weapons or components at an g. Counter potential terrorist and/or radical group
accident site requires implementation of an effective activities or intelligence collection efforts.
security program as soon as possible. When an accident
occurs at a military installation, security assistance may
need to be obtained from civil authorities/officials until 13-4 RESOURCES
sufficient military forces arrive. Additionally, off-
installation accidents could require the establishment of a. Initial Response Force (IRF). The IRF will have
a National Defense Area (NDA) to permit control of a security element for perimeter security, entry and exit
civilian land by military forces. Even after establishment control, and protection of classified information and
of the NDA, close coordination with civil law property. Since sufficient personnel will not likely be
enforcement agencies is essential to an effective security included in the IRF security elements responding to a
program. The equivalent DoE area lor an incident/ nuclear weapon accident, augmentation may be required.
accident involving DoE equipment/materials is a NSA. Security forces can expect to encounter large numbers
Overseas, there is no equivalent to the NDA. The On-. of people attracted to the accident scene, anid care should
Scene Commander will establish a disaster cordon or be exercised to ensure that only experienced security
Security Area, to restrict entry anid to provide for public personnel are in supervisory positions. Installations with
safety. a nuclear weapon capability should maintain equipment

to control an accident site. This requirement should
include rope and stanchions for barricading the accident

13-2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE site, NDA and entny control point signs, and portable
lights. The IRF should provide security personnel with

T his chapter provides guidance for planning and anti-contamination clothing and protective masks in the
conducting security operations at the scene of a nuclear event that security requires their presence within the
weapon accident and discusses security requirements, radiological control area. Riot control gear should be
many unique to a nuclear wer~pori accident. Also, the available if crowd control is required. Normally, security
chapter outlines a concept of operations to satisfy these personnel possess equipment such as weapons and
requirements. ammunition, cold weather geai, protective masks, hand-

* held radios, canteens, and helmets.

13-3 SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS b. Service Response Forcc (SRe). The SRF security
officer should assess manpower requirements and ensure

The security program at the accident scene should meet that sufficicrnt additional security personnel are included
the following requirements: in the SRF. IR- security personnel may become part

of the SRF security clement. The security officer should
a. Provide effective control of the accident area. be prepared to meet all security requirements on a 24

h. Protect nuclear weapons and components. hour basis without degrading the alertness and capability
ot his or her personnel to respond.

c. Protect other classified materials and information.
c. Civilian Response. Civilian law enforcement

d. Protect government property. response depends on the location of the accident site.
'If the accident occurs off a military installation near

c. Provide ef!'ctivc coordination with civil law a populated area, local police, fire, and rescue units will

enforcement agencies/ host nation law agencies. he notified ard may be oi-scenc when the IR arrives.
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Civilian law enforcement personnel may augment (1) An NDA may be required any time an accident
military security personnel inv requested. ivolving nuclear weapons or components occurs on

non-Federal property. The NI)A may, or may not,
d. Department of Energy. The DoE Nuclear Emer- encompass the entire radiological control area. Security

gency Search Team (NEST) communications pod is of any portion of the radiological control area existing
equipped with a slow scan TV system. This system may outside the NI)A is a matter of public safety and should
be very useful in surveillance operations, however, care be provided by civilian authorities/officials, however,
nust be taken to ensure that classified components )r military assistance may be requested.
activities are not transmitted in the clear. (2) I)oI) Directive 5200.8, and Section 21 of the

Internal Security Act of 1950, references (e) and (ab),
provides the basis for establishing an NDA only in the

13-5 CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS United States. This area is established specifically to
enhance safeguarding government property located on

a. Accident Assessment. Upon arrival at the accident non-Federal land. Only IRF and SRF OSCs arc
site, the security officer must assess the situation. This authorized to designate an NDA, and then only to
assessment includes an evaluation of ongoing emergency safeguard government resources, irrespective of other
response operations and actions of local law enforcement factors. The OSC should seek legal advice on any
agencies, and provides the foundation for the security decisions regarding establishment, disestablishmnent, or

program. While the assessment is made, security should modification of the NDA.
be established at the accident site in cooperation with (3) The OSC designating the NL)A must clearly
civil authorities. When overseas, the civilian authorities/ define and mark its boundary. Area boundaries arc
officials will be requested to establish a Security Area established to minimize interference with other lawful
(Disaster Cordon) to ensure public safety and approp- activities on and uses of the property. Initially, the
riate security. This must be done in close coordination dimensions of the NI)A may be quite large, which is
with the DoS Chief of Mission. Fragmentation hazard
distances and the possibility of contamination should necessary until more specific information is availabledstanceseand then possingiity al of cntaminatin pshould regarding the location of the government material. The
he considered when posting initial security personnel boundary is defined by sorme foriin of temporary barrier,
around the scene. This initial security is not to be for example, rope and wire. Warning signs as described
confused with the National Defense Area (NDA) which in Dol) 5210.41-M should be posted at the entry control
may not yet be established and may be different in size. station and along the boundary and be visible from any
The security officer should consider the following direction of approach. In areas where languages other
elements inl his assessment:

than English are spoken, bilingual signs should be
considered.

(1) Threat (real and potential danger to the secure

area). (4) The OSC who establishes the NI)A should
(2) Location (on or off military installation), advise civil authorities/ officials of the authority and the
(3) l)emographics and accident environment need for the NDA and the security controls in effect.

(rcmote, rural, suburban, urban). If possible, tile OSC should secure the landowners'
(4) Terrain characteristics (critical or dominating consent and cooperation. However, obtaining such

f at sconsent is not a prerequisite for establishing the NI)A.

(5) Contamination (radiation intensity and extent (5) In maintaining security of the NI)A, military
and other hazardous materials), personnel should use the minimum degree of control

(6) Accident hazards (high explosives, rocket and force necessary. Sentries should be briefed
mlotolS, or toxic chemicals), thoroughly and given specific instructions for dealing

(7) Local meteorological conditions (include with civilians. All personnel should be aware of the
prevailing winds), sensitive nature of issues surrounding an accident.

(X) Transportation network in accident area (access Moreover, controls should be implemented to ensure
routes, types and quantities o)f vehicles), that public affairs policy is strictly adhered to, and that

(9) Structures in accident area (type and quantity). requests for interviews and queries concerning the
(10) Safety of security lpcrsonncl (fragmentation accident are referred to public alfairs personnel. Civilians

distances, contamination, cold! hot weather). should be treated courteously, and ill a helpful, but
watchful manner. No one should be allowed to remove

b. National l)•fensc Area (NI)A). anything, nor touch any suspicions objects.
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(6) Local civil authorities/officials should be asked largely uncontrolled. The security officer should
to assist military personnel in preventing unauthorized recognize that during initial response, necessary life
entry and in removing unauthorized personnel who enter saving, fire suppression, and other emergency activities
the NDA. Appr'ehension or arrest of civilian personnel may temporarily take priority over security procedures.
who violate any seceurity requirements at the NDA should However, as response operations progrcss, standard
normally be done by civilian authorities. If local civil security measures specified in DoD Directive 5210.41,
authorities arc unavailable, or refuse to give assistance, reference (ad), must b, enforced. As soon as possible,
on-scene military personnel should apprehend and detain an entry control point should be established. When
violators or trespassers. Disposition should be completed personnel from various Federal and/or civilian
quickly following coordination with the legal officer, authorities/agencies arrive at the control point, leaders
The Senior FEMA Official (SFO) should be notified of the groups should be escorted to the operations center.
of each apprehension and the actions taken. The security An identification and badging system should be
officer must ensure that actions of on-scene military implemented, entry control logs established, and a record
personnel do not constitute a violation of the Posse of all personnel entering the accident area made and
Comitatus Act which prohibits use of l)oD personnel retained.
to execute local, State, or Federal laws, unless authorized (3) A security operations center or control point
by the Constitution or an Act of Congress. should be established as the focal point for security

(7) When all government resources have been operations and be located close to the entry control point.
located, the OSC should consider reducing the size of Its location should be fixed so that personnel become
the NDA. When all classified government resources have familiar with the location. Representatives of all
been removed, the NDA could be disestablished. Early participating law enforcement agencies should be located
coordination with State and local officials permits an at the security operations center and able to commun-
orderly transfer of responsibility to State and local icate with their personnel.
agencies when reducing or disestablishing the NI)A. (4) A security alert force should be considered,

although early in the accident response, sufficient
c. Accidents Overseas. In the event of a nuclear personnel may bL unavailable to form such a force.

incident/accident in a country outside the United States,
the U.S. Government respects the sovereignty of the c. Security Considerations.
government of that country. Civil authorities there will
be asked to establish a Security Area (Disaster Cordon) (1) Some components in nuclear weapons may
to restrict access and to provide for public safety. On reveal classified information by their shape, form, or
and off-site -uthority at a nuclear weapon accident/ outline. Specified classified component.- must be
incident rests with such (ovcrnment officials/ represen- protected from sight and overhead photographic
tatives except that the U nited States shall maintain surveillan)ce,
custody of the weapon(s) and/ or classified components. (2) Individuals with varying degrees of knowledge

d. Security Procedures. and appreciation for security requirements will assist
in response operations. A comprehensive and effective

(I) Sentry posts around the NI)A should be in information security program is available as outlined
locations that ehablc guards to maintain good visual in I)ol) I)irective 5200.1--R, reference (ac), and should
contact. This action prevents unauthorized persons from be promulgated in coordination with the DoE Team
entering the N l)A undetected between posts and ensures I .eadcr. The content of the information Security program
that none of the guards violate the two-man rule. should be briefed to everyone in the weapon recovery
Lighting should be provided, or guard Spacing adjusted, effort.
to ensure that visual contact can be maintained at night. (3) Critical Nuclcar Weapon D)esign Information
Each guard should have a means of summtoning (CNWDI) access verification may have to be waived
assistance, preIeiably a radio, or be in contact with temporarily during the initial phases of accident
someone who does. Consideration should be given in response. When the urgency of the initial response is

• A• obtaining portable intrusion detection system sensors, over and order has been established, compliance with
i bhis type of equipment will reduce security personnel 1)ol) Dircctive 5210.2, AR 380-150, OPNAVINSI
requirements and the possibility of radiation exposure 5510.1F, and AF:R 205-1, references (af), (ag), and (oth),
to them. should prevail.

12) 1)uriog the initial emergency rcsponsc., entry anld (4) The two-person policy is addressed in l)ol) and
exit of emergency units and other pirsitnel may bc Service directives, and defined in the GIL)SSARY. The
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security officer must ensure that procedures provide for (5) Advice and assistance to the OSC and the
two-man rule compliance for all nuclear weapons and security staff on matters of pcrsonnel and information
applicable components at the accident site. security necessary to maintain high standards of security.

(5) In the initial emergency response, Personnel (6) Requests for large scale photographic coverage
Reliability Program (PRP) requirements may have to of the accident site.
be waived due to a lack of PRP certified personnel.
When certified personnel are available, they should be
used in security positions which require them. Security 13-6 ACCIDENT RESPONSE PLAN ANNEX
personnel assigned to directly guard nuclear weapons The security annex should describe the responsibilities
and components must be PRIP certified. PRP personnel and procedures of the security forces. IRF and SRF

* should be used on the perimeter if available, forces may prepare an annex in advance which could
(6) An area should be available within the security be modified to fit the circumstances. The security annex

perimeter where FOI) and DoE personnel can discuss should include:
CNWDI related to weapon(s) recovery operations. Also,
areas will be established for storage of classified a. Security operating procedures to include perimeter
documents, recovered weapons, and weapon compo- access/entry procedures, establishing and maintaining

* nents. The security officer must ensure that adequate a National Defense Area or Security Area, information
security is provided for these areas, security, rules of engagement, and use of deadly force.

(7) If a base camp is established to support the
response operation, traffic control signs should be b. Descriptions of the interface with Federal, State,

posted, law enforcement procedurcs developed, and a and civilian law enforcement officials. Specific points

base camp entry control point established. Verification of contact and phone numbers may be contained in a

of vehicle trip authorization, restriction of curiosity separate appendix to be expanded in the event of an

seekers, access to the camp, and maintaining order and accident.

discipline within the camp may be parts of base camp c. Procedures for locating and operaling the security
security functions, operation center.

f. Military Intelligence. Intelligence personnel should d. Guidance for handling unprotected personnel
he used to the fullest extent and incorporated actively encountered in contaminated areas.
in the overall security posture, including, but not limitedto: e. lProcedures for coordinating with radiological

control personnel to ensure that sentry posts outside

(I) Advice and assistance in counterintelligence to the radiological control area are not affected by the

the OSC and security staff. resuspension of contaminants during wind shifts,

(2) Liaison and coordination with Federal, State, f. A description of the subversive/unfriendly threat,
and local agencies and civilian authorities/ officials, oil including an, impact asssessmlent on response operations,
threats to response operations (for example, hostile this and related information may be included in a
intelligence collection efforts and terrorist activities). separate intelligence annex.

(3) Coordination and advice to the OSC and
security staff regarding operations security. g. Administrative and logistic requirements: for

(4) Investigating and reporting incidents of example, maintenancc of entry logs and badges, cxpccted
immediate security interest to the OSC and the security amounts of rope, stanchions, and signs to establish and
staff (in cooperation with the local Federal Bureau of maintain the NDA, Security Area, such as special
Investigation (FBI). communications and clothing requiirements.
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CHAPTER 14

MEDICAL

14-1 GENERAL, a. Promptly treat accident casualties and injuries, or
illnesses,

a. Radioactive contamination may be a result of a

nuclear weapon accident. In instances when radioactive b. Assess and report the magnitude of the accident;
contamination is not dispersed (for example, the for example, numbcrs and categories of injuries,
September, 1980, TITAN 11 explosion at Damascus, suspected contamination, and priority for transport to
Arkansas), the medical requirements were greatly a medical facility.
simplified. Specifically, emergency life saving procedures
in any major disaster are applicable to a nuclear weapon c. Advise medical facilities receiving casualties, in
accident where radioactive contamination is not a factor. coordination with radiological personnel, of possible
IEven without the presence of radioactive contamiration, contamination, and measures which can be taken to
other weapon specific nonradioactive toxic hazards may prevent its spread.
exist. However, life-saving procedures should not be
delayed or omitted due to radiation contamination. d. Implement the collection of bioassay samples from

response personnel, and ensure that bioassay and
b. If radioactive contaminants are dispersed, difficult external exposure data becomes part of the health

problems result, and medical personnel must now treat records.
people who may be contaminated. Treatment of
contaminated patients requires special techniques and e. Establish a heat/cold exposure prevention
training as done for highly contagious patients. In some program.

instances, these special techniques can be applied by the f. Assist in casualty decontamination and supervise
accident response force medical personnel. On other the decontamination of personnel when initial decon-
occasions, sophisticated tieatnient available only at tamination efforts fail to achieve desired results.
special medical facilities will be required. As with any
response function, training must be conducted prior to g. Assist in obtaining radiation health history of all
an accident. personnel involved in accident response, including

civilians in the surrounding community exposed to
radiation or contamination as a result of the accident.

14-2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE

This chapter provides guidance concerning the medical 14-4 RESOURCES
requirements resulting from a nuclear wveapon accident. Mrequremntsresutin frin anucearweapn acidnt. Medical support assistance, specialized in radiologicalIn addition to recommended procedures, available edcls orasitnspilidinailgclhealth matters, is available from the Department ofresources, their location, and how to obtain them are Defense (lol)) and the Department of Energy (DoE)
discussed also.

through the l)ol) Joint Nuclear Accident Coordinating
Center (JNACC). Although numerous resources are
available, all may not be required for response to a given

14-3 SPECIF ER REQUIREMENTS accident. Resources discussed in the following para-
graphs should he studied and reviewed in advance. When

Medical personnel will assist in accident related an accident occurs, assets should be requested when
emergency medical treatment and in establishing health needed.
and safety programs to support response operations over
an extended period of time. To accomplish this, medical a. U1.S. Army Radiological Advisory Medical lcam

personnel will be required to: (RAMT). RAMIs arc located at Walter Reed Army
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Medical Center, Washington, D.C., and the 10th derived from validated, military-relevant radiobiology
SMedical Ltaboratory. JVand-tuhl. FRG. The teams are research and is within reasonably accepted standards

specially trained to assist and furnish guidance to the of care. Subject areas of expertise include, for example,
{On-Scene Commander (OS{) or other responsible hematology, biological response modifiers, infectious
officials at an accident site and to local medical disease, dosimetry and behavioral analyses. If needed,
authorities concerning radiological health hazards, liaison with other medical centers and laboratories

specializing in radiobiology can be facilitated. Through
(I) The RAM] provides the following functions: means of telephone communications (available 24-hours

a day). the MRAT provides radiobiology advice to
(a) Giuidance relative to the potential health medical staffs and OSCs within a response time of 4h a)ards touiersonnelfm radiooica epotentiam eati, hours. In addition, within 24 hours, the team is preparedzr exposure to ionizing fradiation. to deploy and provide advice at an accident site oror ) ex vauaetoioniofnsurvydiataton p cmedical treatment facility. Upon request of the OSCguidance to the respo)nsibe officials utiliinig radiolog- or responsible medical officials. the physician members

•icl cotainte areas. of the M ARNI supplement the designated primaryically contaminated areas.
)imedical treatment teams in the treatment of radiation(c) Monitoring medical facilities and equipment injuries. Additional information about the MRAI can

where codtamiinatgd patients have been evacuated [,': obtained by contacting the Director, Armed Forccs
(d) Advising thle commander regarding the Radiubiology Research Institute, Bethesda, MI) 208 14-

potential health halards from cposure to sources of 1145. The Mg RAT h is deployed with the dNAAL,
ioniing radiation and thedecontamnination of personnel,
medical treatment facilities, and medical equipment. c. I,ýpartrent of Energy. Major DoE installations

(c) Advising o' edrly, and follow-up, laboratory have medical support capabilities which, if needed, mayand c Ainical pioce dues, assist. Additionally, Doi facilities that handle radio-
(1) Assisting the ()SC' with the bioassay program, logical material routinely are equipped to administer

medical treatment for radiological casualties. The
(2) Each RAM I is comprised of a team leader, Radiation Emergency Assistance Center Training Site

who is a nuclear medical science officer with training (RI'AC/IS), Oak Ridge, Tennessee, is prepared to deal
in monitoring and radiation (lose evaluation, and a with all types of radiation exposure and can provide
medical oflicer with appropriate training and experience, expert advice and assistance. REAC/TS personnel will
Also, two qualified technicians are oni the team with normally deploy to the accident site with an initial stock
experience and training in radiation detection and of chelating agents as a part of the l)oE Accident
measurement techniques. All team memibers have a Response Group (ARG). Until Rt[AC/TS personnel
mini iccum seurity clearance ol il'RIFT and attend arrive, advice on the treatment of contaminated patients
required training. The RAMT can be augmented lot may be obtained through the R[AC! /TS center.
extended operations. Additional RFAClTS assistance can be requested

(3) Additional inlortmation can be obtained Ifrom thro ugh cithlr the 1 )ol Te[am Lcader, or .NAC(.
the Com.imiander, Walter Reed Army Medical Center,
l11511.-Q IPl/RAMI, Washington, D.C., 20307 or by
relerring to AR 40-13, reference (ai). RAM'" services 14-5 CON(EPTI OF OPERATIONS
should hCe requcsted through thei Army Operations
Ccntcr, or the ,NAC,. Medical problems resulting from a nuclear weapon

accident vary in complexity depending primarily on the
b. Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute. presence, or absence, of radioactive contamination.

The Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute Other factors such as a delayed initial response time
maintains a Medical Radiobiology Advisory Team (that is, a remote accident) or nonavailability of medical
(MRAT) to provide state-of-the..art medical radiobiol- personnel can add to the diffic'ulty of proper medical
ogy advice supporting a nuclear accident response. This response. This concept of operations is directed toward
team consists of' physicians and scientists working in the medical response function, and is applicable to both
radiobiology research. "lhcir mission is to provide the the Initial Response Force (IRF) and Service Response
medical groups responding to radiobiological emergen- Fo.rce (S FR).
cies with th'. most current medical guidance regarding a. Pire-Accident Preparation. Before an accident
"the treatment of radiation casualties. This advice is occurs, the response forces (IRI or SRF ) medical officer

14-2L!I
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is identified, supporting medical personnel assignud and (3) Administer intravenous fluids for shock.
equipment identified. Generally, the IRF is equipped (Prophylactic precautionary IV's should be delayed
and manned to provide emergency medical treatment, because of possible contamination of the skin).
while the SRF should be equipped and manned to (4) Control hemorrhage and stabilize fracturcs.
support a long term response effort. The proximity of (5) If a victim is unconscious, consider medical
existing medical treatment facilities to the accident site or toxic causes since radiation exposure does not cause
is a tactor in determining the size and capabilities of unconsciousness or immediate vi signs of injury.
the medical support element actually deployed. All (6) Triage or sort the casualtiL . by priority of life
medical personnel at the accident site shall 0c trained or limb threatening injury. Categories for emergent or
on the hazards and procedures for treatment of radiation immediate evacuation, delayed and dead should be
accident victims. In addition to radioactive materials, utilized by the on-site medical team.
several other weapon specific substances may be present (7) After the immediate medical needs are met,
which arc toxic hazards to personnel. Of primary concern monitor the victim for possible contamination before
arc BIeryllium (13e), I ithiuni (.i), Lead (Pb) and smoke transporting to the hospital. Note and record the location
or fumes from various plastics. A discussion of the and extent (in cpm) of the contamination on a field
general characteristics, hazards, and health considera- medical card. Then place this card in a plastic bag and
tions associated with these substances is presented in attach to the patient's protective mask or in another
Appendix 14-A. fashion that will prevent loss. Also ensure that open

wounds arc covered with a field dressing to keep out
b. Emergency Rescue and Treatment. A high priority contamination if the wound is uncontaminated or to

at any accident is the rescue and treatment of casualties. contain the contamination if the wound is contaminated.
The probability of response force involvement in the Removal of contaminated clothing is advisable provided
initial rescue and treatment procedures depends on the medical authority decides that their removal is not
response time. The longer it takes to get to the accident, contraindicated. Finally, wrap the patient in a clean sheet
the greater the probability that casualties will have been to contain any loose contamination during evacuation.
treated and removed by civilian authorities. If possible, Casualty decontamination, particularly wound decon-
Fxplosive Ordnance Disposal (F.1.)) personnel and/or tami nation, of seriously injured patients is best
radiation monitors s hould mark a clear path, or performed in a medical treatment facility.
accompany cmuergency medical personnel, into the (8) Determine if corrosive materials were present
accident site to assist in avoiding radioactive, explosive, at the accident scene, since these materials can cause
and toxic hazards. ltHowever, weapon render safe chemical burns Take all possible precautions to prevent
operations may preclude 1-0)I) personnel from accomii- introduction of contaminiated materials into the monuth.
panying medical personnel into the accident site. (9) No medical personnel or equipment should
Protective clothing shall be worn by emergency medical leave the contaiiii rtcd u-ca without monitoring for
personnel. Respiratory protective devices shall he worn
based on the no n-rad iolo gical hazard s (sm o ke o r furm es) inj u e i cti mn, h ouldwnv t b, d ea y ed to m onio rsly
or as required by the guidelines in Chapter 5 when ii ured victii should t.t be delayed to monitor or
entering the accident area. Respiratory protection should decontaminate hill].
not be requi'red whcn treating patients outside the (I10) Attendant medical personnel will then process
contamiinated area, but care should be exercised in the patients through the Contamination Control line.
removing and handling patient's clothing. Suggested AS IO)NG AS THE PATIENT REMAINS WRAPPED
casualty handling procedures for cmergency response IN TilE SHEET, HE DOES NOT POSE A THREAT
to a nuclear weapon accident follow: OF SPREAI)IN(; CONTAMINATION AND COM-

PROMISING THIE CONTAMINATION CONTROL
(1) Assess and assure an open airway, breathing, LINE. Ifence, the NA'JO will allow these patients to

and circulation o)f the victims. Administer C.PiR ifand i rulaio i o th vit i ns.Ad initer('P if be evacuated wit hout deco ntarnination. The patient will
necessary, using a bag-mask, positive pressure venltilator.,

or, urnouth-to-in outh resuscitation. then be transferred to the "clean" side of the hot line

(2) Move viet tims if possible, away from the and placed in the charge of "clean" tnedical personnel

contaminated area by scoop stretchers. Take routinc residing omi the uncontaminated side of the Contain-

i)reCauttionS. I)o not delay costonmary life saving ination C(ontroi line. The patient can then bc loaded
proced ti•r (l rugs, MAS 'rousers) because of radio- into the amhbulance or evacuation vehicle, and be
logical contamination. trans.ported to the receiving m-edical facility.
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(1 I) To ensure that the receiving facility is prel)ared of removing patient clothing in an NBC environment.
for the arrival of the victims, notify the facility of the These articles of clothing will then be bagged to contain
following: the contamination. The removal of contaminated

clothing may remove up to 90 percmnt of the
(it) Number ol victims, contamination.
(b) Area of movinsic, vital signs (if known), and (c) Remaining contamination can be located with

triage category. the use of monitoring equipment and then removed by

(c) Extent of contamination, if known. washing with soap and water. Suspect areas include the
(d) Areas of greatest contamination. hair. face and neck, and hands, as well as other exposed

(e) Any evidence of internal contamination, areas of the body due to injuies or torn clothing.
(I) The radion uclide and the chemical forIm, if (14) The ambulance or evacuation vehicle will

known, and by what instrument it was measured. not be returned to normal service until it is monitored
(g) Any exposure to non-radiological toxic and decontaminated and such efforts have been

material., confirmed by the RAMT team.

Note: P'roccdures listed in above paragraphs (c). (d), c. Liaison With Civil Authorities. LEmoergency
and (e) may be determined enroute to the evacuation of contamiinated casualties may have
medical facility if radiation detection instru- occurred prior to the arrival of response force personnel
rments are available, but not at tile expense of at all off-base accident. Additionally, sonic may have
medical care. Use of a single medical facility arrived from the contaminated area before appropriate
for contaminated casualties should be consi- controls wcc implenmcntcd. If so, liaison must be
dered ifta lacility has sufficient capacity. conducted with area medical facilities to ensure that

proper procedures are taken to prevent the spicad of
(12) Upoun arrival at the hospital, take patients contamination. It must be determined if local medical

immediately to the area designated for the receipt of facilities have tile ability to monitor and decontaminate
contanuinated patients. If no such area exists then take their facilities or if assistance is required. The following
the patients to the emergency room. Prior to entry of procedures may be used by medical facilities not
tle patient into the hospital, attendant medical pcrson•el prepared for radiological emergencies and to redutice the
will ensure that the hospital has instituted the proper spread of contamination.
precautions. "hcse precautions include, but arC not
limited to: (1) Use rOOmlls with all isolated air supply.

(2) Use scrubI clothes, shoe coveis, anld rubber
(a) The room used has an isolated air supply. gloves, and bag them and any other clothing, sheets
(b) Coverinig the area with plastic sheeting or or- materials which may have come ici contact with the

"chucks" to contain loose contaminiiation. patient when leaving the room.
(C) E1nsuring that pers0mininl have the appropriate (3) Obtain radiation mitonitoring assistance for

radiation detectin instrumenCtation, i.e.. alpha scintil- detecting plutonium or urarluni.

lation detectors, and they arc versed iii tile use of this (4) use plastic sheeting on floors to facilitate
equipment. dcecoitamuination and cleanup.

(d) I hal lpersOntel arc wearing proper protective (5) Use contagious disease control T)loccdurirs (For

clothing. [.ofr this type Of accident scenario, surgical example. limiting the access and numbers of people

gowns, gloves. shoe covers, and masks, should be involved 'in the treatment of' patienits).
dpprFopri-ate for protcti Oil ag'ainst alphia Contamtiniationi. d. Process iiig of l:ittalitics. The remains of deceased

1(3) [he decontamination of the patients may then accident victims should, in general. be treated with the
begin i. 'ICsc measures include: sarnic respect and pr-occd&ores used in any accident.

IHlowever, all fatalities must be monitored fo, contllnl-
(at) (Carelully opening the sheet or plastic ination, and dccoitamiinated il necessaiy, prior to rclcast.

'w rapping strrounding the patient avo(iding spreading for burial. lie determination of whether decontaniina-
amv COnitaniiiatioin. tion is to he done before an autopsy, should be made

(h) Removing clothing by cutting away the by the examining authoritics. Any radiological support
sleeves and touiser legs amid flding .ie colntalliniatioll 1o0 aultopsies should be arrangCd On a. case-by-case basis.
in on itsell. lhis method parallels the standard methods Service procedurcs for handling casualties are contained
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in A R 600-10, A FR 30-25, and fitJP F.RS Manual A rticle 70', whet' wearing full protectivegear. Preventive
42010.reerncs ij) (k) ad al.Civil authorities mecasures toreduc heat inuries icu acclimat ization.

* must be nrotiftied of- any civilian casualties as quickly proper intake of salt and water, avoidance of pred is-
as possible, and if reqluired, aid ini identification of' the posing fact ors to heat illness. monitorinrg of' ternpera-
deceased prior to decorntam inationi. Additional technical lures, scheduling of. adequate restI or coolinrg periods,
guiad ancecCorice-n inrg the handlIinrg of radioactively and educating the work foirce on heat i njuary symptonis

* ~~contt amninated fatalities can be lounrd ina t hc National and reined ial actions. Adeq uate water iantake is the single
Counrcil onl Radiation Protect ion arid M easurerments Miost im portant factor In avoidance of heat injuries.
(NCR PR) Report, Nam her 37, reference (ami). Frtequent d rinaks are miore effective thanr the sanme

',I oaltitV o1 water taken all at once. Although amibienit
c. Med ical Clearing Ifacility. A moedical cleanring teniperatuore may he use-d Wet Wi loie Temiperat ure, or

lad litý Sh ouold he established iiea the co ntamin ratio n Botshal I teaniperato rc. is ."iore elficetive method of
corittOl station With Supp~lies for medical treatmlent of mionitorinig hecat conditions. Table 14-1 is taken frorar
tesporase force injuries, anid to assist in decontaminiat ion D A Circular 40-82-3, refe-rence (an), arid providecs
of skiri. Mkinimu responise force mnedicaf staffing ater gulidelinIL.as a uictii tUC 1Of Botsball tenliperatur e. These- thle iniiitial ertiler-geney response should inrclurdc a miedic, guidelines assume flu ly ~acclimnatized arid lit personnel
with a plrysiciari. an eial riA caftli physicist, who are normially dressed arid work inig at a heavy rate.
oal call. Should an injury occur withiir the radiological "Ilie circular tecorirnenids substracting tera ( 10) degrees
conat rol area anrd iriju ries permit, thle injured person from11 thle rMeasured Hots hall temaperatuore whien pratcct ive
should lie brought to tie contaminatioa control station clothing is worn. arnd using the adju.sted Botsball
arid clearinrg facility by perso rlac are nrd Vehriiles already teanlPorat ore to( determine Preventive act ions to h~c taken.
in tire area. A separate first aid station may ia c heneded (2) Speeialiied personnel eooliny equipment (for
to support the base carmp. exaniple, cooalinrg ve~st) should be used to allow add itionral

stay-time for- personnel iii extrnerie hecat cond itiorns.
l. ('ollcctiori of Bioassay Sarnples. Bioaassay programrs (3) The usc of ecold weathle r gear, an ti

* ~arid tecahniques are discussed in ('haplet 8. Collection contamination clothing, arid respiratory equifprment
of' requriired hi oas say s antpfles fro in res poarse force ji rseri is sCeI v demediianrds oi ri pe s oft nI. I1erso nate Ilniu st
pmroaiarefl is niormlally a responsibility of' rucdical he riornitored closely to prevent frostbite anrd (ither cold

*personnel. Ilr tidres for collect inig arid marking Weathercl effects.
sarmpfles should hi: cooardirnated with the Jloirit llaard
Eivalunation Center (.111 E( ). ']lie .1111, l'Will also provide hi. Public Affairs Conrsiderationrs. All mred ical staff
guidance Onl Where sarpIeI)Is Should be sent for analysis. person nel shoulId he aware of' tire sensitive ntur re of'
IDepenrd inrg onl Scmavce c neeOCdore.s, Uri-11 rae saples riay issireS surroundirng at nuclear weaponi accident. All puiblic
lie required of all peasoraril who enter the radiological releaIse0 o lf' iii rratiori should be apiprovcd by the ()SC
control areal, ori of thlose whio have a positive: nasal Wipe. arid coordinated with the .1IC as discussed in Chapter

I16. Medical personnel should ensure tfhat public affairs
Holit (C(lid Weather Operiatiorial (oniditionis. personnel are iriforrtwd of medical irnformratiori provided

to medical facilities receiving potentially coritanrijoatcd
l1)'1re reduCtionl ira na~turlal CoolfIrII,' of thre body patien~ts arid that qlueries fm or u-riricdical inforinatiori

caiirse(l byv weanrig foil trriti-eciritarirlilatioai clothiing withI arc referred toa public affairs personnel,
hoods(1 anid respirrators rIncreases thle prohlahalfay of' heat
ijuries. lifcat inrjuries (stroke, exhaulst iOa, Or cranlips) i se(ntpMdclSpor. aecmpSupport

Canl (accot Withi fe ariiallai termpferature as low. ats requitcnwintsý include rei-ctniiert of on-the-job injuries

lABLE' 14-1. Ileat Injury Prevention Guidelines~.

BlsorbaII Ileral Witter Intakte Work/rest
Iemperature Conditionj (qts/lar) Cycle (n1611)

8.186 Ycllowk 1)0 I 9 45" 15
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and sickness- inspection of field billeting and messing f. Decontaminating and processing the remains of
facilities, and tvaluation of the adequacy of latrine deceased.
facilities, sewage disposal; and water supply. Those
personnel treated for cuts or open sores should be g. Establishing the relationship of the response force
prohibited from entering the contaminated area and their medical staff and specialized medical teams responding
supervisors notified of the restriction. to the accident.

14-6 ACCIDENT RESPONSE PLAN ANNEX 14-7 SPECIALIZED COURSES FOR MEDICAL
RESPONSE PERSONNEL

"The medical annex should describe responsibilities and
special procedures used by the medical staff. This annex a. Nuclear Hazards Training Course. Several classes
should include procedures for: are scheduled each year at the Interservice Nuclear

Weapons School, Kirtland AFB, NM. The course

a. Differentiating between medical and radiological provides training in the organization and functions of
safety/health physics personnel. IRF Teams and in techniques in monitoring contain-

inated areas. This training includes the principles of
1. Receiving and treating contaminated patients. nuclear devices, related hazards in a nuclear weapon

accident or incident, hazards of explosive materials, and
c. E stablishing and operating a medical clearing IRF operation.

facility at the accident scene, including isolation of
contaminated patients. b. Medical Effects of Nuclear Weapons. Week-long

classes are scheduled each year by the Armed Forces
d. Identifying and locating facilities for trCating Radiobiology Research Institute at various locations.

radiological health problems. Topics include biological effects of ionizing radiation,
medical operations in a nuclear environment, anrd

c. -vacuating contaminated casualties to major medical treatment of nuclear and nuclear. related
medical facilities, injuries.

IF I
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APPENDIX 14-A

NON-RADIOLOGICAL TOXIC HAZARDS

14-A-i GENERAL b. Lithium (L i).
Several weapon specific non-radiological hazards may (1) Lithium and its compounds, normally lithium

be present as a result of a nuclear weapon accident. hydride, may be present at a nuclear weapon accidLrnt.

Due to its highly reactive nature, naturally occurring

14-A-2 PURPOSE lithium is always found chemically with omher elements.
Upon exposure to water, a violent chemical reaction

This appendix provides information useful in impiement- occurs, producing heat, hydrogen, oxygen, and lithium

ing training prograams for medical personnel responding hydroxide. The heat causes the hydrogen to burn
to nuclear weapon• acc~dent~., explosively, producing a great deal of damage.

(2) !iazaras and Health Considerations. Lithium
can react directly with the water contained in the body

14-A-3 N')N-RADIO3LOGICAL TOXIC HAZARDS tissue causing severe chemical burns. Also, lithium

hydroxide is a caustic agent which affects the body,
a. Beryllium (Be). especially the eyes, in the same manner as lye (sodiumi• o. potassium hydroxide). Respiratory protection and fire

(1) Beryllium is a light, gray-white non-radioactive fighters clothing are required to protect personnel
eta hard and bittl, ad resembles magnesium. exposed to fires involving lithium or lithium hydrides.

(2) Hazards and Health Considerations. Inhalation A self-contained breathing apparatus is necessary if
is the most significamt means of entry into the body. fumes from burning lithium components are present.

Because it oxidizes easily, any fire or explosion involving Protection for the eyes and skin is necessary for

el• beryllium liberates toxic fumes and smoke. When operations involving these materials,
beryllium enters the body thiough cuts, scratches or
abrasioins on the skin, ulceration often occurs. One of --
the peculiarities of beryllium poisoning is that no specific c. Lead enter s l e an d tho u i nhalation ,
symptoms are apparent. The most common symptom are toxic. Lead enters the body through inhalation,
is an acute or delayed type of pulmonary edema or ingestion, or skin absorption. Inhalation of lead
beryliiosis. Other commonly occurring signs and compounds presents a very serious hazard. Skin
symptoms are ulceration and irritation of the skin, absorption is usually negligible since the readily absorbed
shortness of breath, chronic cough, cyanosis, loss of compounds are seldom encountered in sufficient
weight and extreme nervousness. Beryllium or its concentration to cause damage. Upon entry into the

L •-l compounds, when in finely divided form, shouid ever body, lead will concentrate in the kidneys and bones.

be handled with the bare hands but always with rubber From the bone deposits, lead will be liberated slowly
gloves. An M17, or equivalent protective mask/ into the bloodstream causing anemia and resulting in
respirator, and anti-contamination zlothing must be a chronic toxic condition. Lead poisoning displays
worn in an area known, or suspected, to becontaminated several specific characteristics and symptoms. The skin
with beryllium dust. Self-contained breathing apparatus of an exposed individual will turn yellowish and dry.
is necessary when beryllium fumes or smoke are present. Digestion is impaired with severe colicky pains, and
Decontamination of personnel, terrain, or facilities will constipation results. With a high body burden, the

_. be similar to radiological decontamination. An effective exposed individual will have a sweet, metallic taste in
method, when applicable, is vacuum cleaning, using a his mouth and a dark blue coloring of the gums resulting
cleaner with a high efficiency particle air (H EPA) filter. from a deposition of black lead sulfide. Lead conceii-
Since beryllium is not radioactive, its detection requires trations within the body have been reduced successfully
chemical analysis in a properly equipped laboratory. by using chelating agents. An M17 Mask will protect
IDirect detection in the field is impossible. personnel against inhalation of lead compound i.

14-A-;



d. Plastics. When involved in a fire, all plastics present Self-contained brcathing apparatus is required in vapor/
varying degrees of toxic hazards due to the gases, fumes, liquid concentrations.
and/or minute particles produced. The gaseous or
particulate products may produce dizziness and g. Fuming Red Nitric Acid. Red nitric acid is an
prostration initially, mild and severe dermatitis, severe oxidizer for some missile systems. It is reddish brown,
illness, or death if inhaled, ingested, placed in contact highly toxic corrosive liquid with a sharp, irritating,
with the skin, or absorbed through the skin. Any fire pungent odor. Dangerous when heated to decomposi-
involving plastics which are not known to be harmless tion, it emits highly toxic fumes of NOx and will react
should be approached on the assumption that toxic with water or steam to produce heat and toxic corrosive
fumes and part.ictes are present. This includes all nuclear and flammable vapors. The permissible exposure level
weapon fires. is two parts per million, although a lower concentration

causes nasal irritation, severe irritation to the skin, eyes,e. High Explosives (HE). lnformaulri on pressed, arid mucous membranes. Immediately after exposure.

cast, and insensitive HE will be extracted from EOD wash acid from skin with copious amounts of water.
Training Publication 61-1, reference (ao), after a DoE Self-contained breathing apparatus is required in vapor/
classification review. liquid concentrations,

f. Hydrazine. Hydrazine is used as a missile fuel or
as a fuel in some aircraft emergency power units. Rocket motor's
Hydrazine is a colorless, oily fuming liquid with a slightly (composed of Dymeryl diisocyanate (DDI), cured
ammonia odor. It is a powerful explosive that when hydroxyl terminated polybutadine (HTPB) polymer,
heated to decomposition emits highly toxic nit.ogeni anmmonium perchlorate and aluminum powder or other

compounds and may explode by heat or chemical cyanate, butadicne, pcrchlorate or nitrate based

reaction. Self-igniting when absorbed on earth, wood compounds) present severe explosive hazards upon

or cloth, the fuel burns when a spark produces accidental ignition. If rocket motors ignite or catch fire,

combustion; any contact with an oxidized substance such evacuate to a safe distance.

as rust can also cause combustion. When hydrazine is
mixed with equal parts of water, it will not burn; however i. Composite Fibers (CF). CF are carbon, boron, and
it is toxic when inhaled, absorbed through the skin or graphite fibei : hat are milled into composite epoxy
taken internally. Causing skin sensitization as well as packages wticwh are integral aircraft structural members.
systemic poisoning, hydrazine may cause damage to the Upon fire or breakage of the epoxy outer layer, CF
liver or destruction of red blood cells. The permissible strands can be emitted into the environment. The CF
exposure level is 0.1 parts per million and a lower strands do not present a health hazard. However, in
concentration causes nasal irritation. After exposure to the immediate accident area or location where a
hydrazine vapors or liquids, remove clothing imme- composite package has broken open, the iibers can cause
diately and spray exposed area with water for 15 minutes. severe arcing and shorting of electrical equipment.
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CHAPTER 15

WEAPON RECOVERY OPERATION

15-1 GENERAL f. Perform necessary actions for transport or shipping
of the weapon(s) and components for interim storage

A mixture of weapons, weapon components, contain- and/or final disposition.
inants, and other hazardous debris may be at a nuclear
weapon accident site. The number and type of weapons,
the extent of damage, and the location of weapons, 15-4 RESOURCES
weapon components, and hazards are of primary
concern. If the vcapons appear to be intact, and The On-Scene Commander (OSC) can request many
radioactive contaminants have not been dispersed, the types of support during the accident response operation.
complexity of the problem is lessened considerably. The principal resources available to meet weapon
However, even intact weapon(s) may pose significant recovery responsibilities arc Explosive Ordnance
recovery problems with potential explosive and Disposal (EOD) Teams and the DoE Accident Response
contamination hazards. A continuing assessment of the Group (ARG).
situation is needed to determine the best method for
conducting weapon recovery, a. Explosive Ordnance Disposal. EOD personnel are

responsible for tihe actual performance, supervision, and
control of hands-on weapon recovery operations. The

S15-2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE following guidelines apply to the employment of EOD
teams:

This chapter provides information about weapon

operations following a nuclear weapon accident. Also, (1) The Service or Unified Commander havingrequirements and planning arc discussed to develop 1ThSevcorUiedCm neraig
opereuirents pand planning areor d ucusedr tweveop, primary responsibility for command and control on-site
operational plans for recovery nf nuclear weapons, atteacdnprvesorbaisfmthaporae

weapn cmpoent, ad oher azadou maerils. at the accident provides, or obtains from the appropriate
Service, EOD teams that are Service certified on the

weapon(s).
15-3 SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS (2) All Service or Unified Command EOD teams

provide emergency support until the designated EOD
Service responsibilities for weapon recovery operations team arrives.
include all actions through transfer of weapon custody (3) Navy EOD teams recover weapons located
to a designat Department of Energy (DoE) represen- under water becausc only Navy EOD personnel are
tative. During weapon recovery operations, personnel: trained in diving techniques.

(4) EOI) personnel, officer and enlisted, are
a. Determine the status and location of the weapon(s), graduates of the Navy School, Explosive Ordnance

including whether high explosive detonations occurred. Disposal at Indian Head, M D. They arc trained in access
techniques and are the only personnel qualified to

b. Assess weapon(s) damage. perform render safe procedures. Also, they are trained
to identify, detect, contain and/or eliminate explosive,

c. Perform render safe procedures on the weapon(s). radiological and toxic hazards associated with nuclear
weapons. lntensive training is conducted on render safe

d. Initiate a systematic search until the location for procedures for weapons unique to their individual
the weapon(s) and all weapon components is known. Service.

(5) The EOD team provided, or obtained, by the
e. Establish an area and develop procedures for Service having primary command and control respon-

processing/ packaging contaminated weapon(s) and sibility will safe the weapon(s). If an extremely hazardous
components. situation exists, the initial responding EOD team with

15-1



the publications and capabilities to safe the weapon with accompanying film, film processing, and viewing
should do so. The continuation of any render safe equipment. II.NL has an equivalent radiographic
procedures are conducted by an EOD team qualified capability which serves as a back-up to the L.ANI. unit,
on the particular weapon(s) involved. (2) DoE aerial radiological surveys by the Aerial

(6) The organization of EOD teams varies among Measurement System (AMS) assist in locating weapons

Services as does the number and seniority of personnel and weapon components. This capability is addressed
assigned-, however, all teams have the same basic in Appendix 5-C.

capabilities and are trained in radiological control and (3) Additional information concerning the ARG,

monitoring techniques applicable to their operations. DoE radiographic cupabilities, the ANMS, and other DoE

They have the necessary communications and personal capabilities may be obtained from the JNACC.

safety equipment to operate in an accident environment.
Moreover, teams have a background in weapon design
information enhanced bv coordination with DoE 15-5 CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

scientific advisors on arrival at the accident scene. Navy
')OD teams maintain a complete inventory of all U.S. Weapon recovery begins with the initial reconnaissance,

nuclear weapon publications, and Army EOD units proceeds through the conduct of render safe procedures,

maintain publications for render safe procedures (RSP) and ends with hazard removal and disposal of the

for all Services nuclear weapon systems. While tasks weapons and components. Ifhese operations are
t assigned to P01) personnel arc clearly in the realm of discussed in this concept of operations. The two-personweapon safing and disposal, they must operate within policy must be strictly enforced when working withthe framework of the overall response group and conduct nuclear weapons. In the early stages of accident response,operations only as directed ythe gouC personnel may find it difficult to follow all of the required

by,. security measures: however, the OSC should implement
(7) The i01) teamns actions, by priority are: necessary security procedures as so;ni as possible.

(a) Prevention of nuclear detonation.

(b) Prevention ofa nuclcar contribution ora high a. Initial Entry. During the initial entry, weapons and
".1; explosive detonation, the aircraft, vehicle, or missile wreckage present several

j (c) Identification, detection, containment and, if hazards, Nuclear weapons and some components contain

required, the elimination of explosive and radiological conventional explosives and other hazardous materials.

"hazards resulting from the accident or incident. Nuclear material may have been dispersed on impact,
(d) Protection of personnel against hazards noted during detonation of explosives, or by combustion in

in (a) through (c) above, a fire. Weapons may need stabilizing to prevent further
damage or explosions. Other cxplosivc items which may

b. Department of Energy. TIhe DoE ARG includes be encountered include conventional munitions, aircraft
weapon design personnel and explosive experts familiar fire extinguisher cartridges, engine starter cartridges,
with weapons and associated hazards. The ARGi pyrotechnics, and egress or cxtraction devices, l.eaking
provides technical advice and assistance in the collection, fluids, liquid oxygen, propellants, oxidizers, shredded
identification, decontamination, packaging, and or torn metals, and composite materials/fibers present
disposition of weapon components, weapon debris, and additional hazards. The initial reconnaissance team
resulting radioactive materials, and technical advice and should mark hazards clearly.
assistance to EOI) teams in render safe and recovery
procedures. Each nuclear weapon has render safe b. Render Safe Procedures. The OSC is responsible
procedures developed, evaluated, coordinated, and ultimately for the proper implementation of any render
authenticated as binding jointly by the l)oi) and l)oE. safe procedures. The O01) team evaluates an•d analyzes
Sinceweapons may have been subjected to extreme stress the accident situation and advises the OSC of the safest
during an accident, consideration may be give, tohe and most reliable means for nutralizing weapon
DoE uniqueequipment to assess tile applicability of these associated hazards. Render safe procedures may begin,
procedures. if required, as soon as the reconnaissance has been

completed. Handling of nuclear wcaons in an accident
(1) DoE radiographic capabilities arc available for must be done according to written procedures. if the

field diagnostics of damaged weapons in the event of weapon is in a stable environment, no immediate actions
an incident/accident. The Los Alamos National should occur until a coordinated weapon recovery
Laboratory (LANI.) has fieldable radiographic units procedure h;,.:; been developed by -01) personnel and
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DoF ARG representatives. These procedures must be components is re-established. The scarch may becor"
approved by the OSC after coordination with the DoL a time consuming operation requiring numerous
Team Leader and the senior member of the EOD Team. personnel. The search method used by the OSC depends
Consideration must be given to the following when on many factors including the number of personnel
determining a course of action: available, topography, and environmental conditions.

Metal detectors and RADIAC equipment may be needed
(1) Explosive ordnance and accident debris are to locate all weapons and components. As components

inherently dangerous, but some minimum number of are found, their location should be marked, the position
personnel may have to be exposed to hazards to complete recorded on a map, and photographed. The items should
the mission, be removed Io a storage area after coordination with

(2) Consequences should be evaluated before ,ccident investigators, safety and security permitting. If

exposing personnel to hazards, all components are not found, the EOD team leader
(3) When available, DoE radiographic equipment shou!d coordinate with the ARG and make recommen-

is used to assess internal damage and aid standard EOI) dations to the OSC concerning additional search
procedures. ARG capabilities and knowledge, combined procedures which can be tried, and at what point the
with EOD team pre,'edures and experience in renler search for components will cease. Search techniques that
safe procedures under hazardous conditions, provide the may be employed arc:
best method of'determining it weapon's condition before

it is moved. (1) Coarse Search. A search in loose crisscrossing
(4) Staging, decontamination, packaging, and the patterns designed to locate weapon components rapidly.

method, type, and final disposition of shipment should This technique is used by EOD and radiological
be an integral part of the RSP planning phase. monitoring personnel to search the accident area soon

(5) ilne high priority given to weapon recovery after the accident has occurred.
operations does not inherently imply a need for rapid (2) Aerial Radiological and Photographic Survey.
action. Personnel and public safety must never be This technique is used to identify areas of significant
sacrificed solely for speed, radioactive intensity to assist in locating missing weapon

components and to provide high resolution pho-
c. Nuclear Weapon Security. The two-man rule must tography.

beenfoiced strictly when working with nuclear weapons. (3) Instrument Search. Metal and radiation
'The OSC should ensure that all personnel are familiar detectors itronitor those areas where weapons or
with the rule and that it is strictly enforced. Physical components were found previously. This method may
security safeguards required to prevent unauthorized supplement the visual search.
access to classitied information and proper control and (4) Visual Search. A search normally conducted by
disposition ofclassified material must be strictly enforced a slow-moving line of personnel positioned abreast at
dtduring all opCrations involving the wcapon(s) or weapon various intervals dependent upon the object to be
components. !lecause of the technical information located.
rcquiremcnts during nuclear weapon operations, some (5) Scarifying Procedure. Components may have
documents at the accident scene may contain critical been buried during the accident or subsequently covered
nuclear weapon design information ýCNWI)I). The by wind action. A road grader equipped with scarifiers
sensitive information contained in these documnints (large steel teeth) is used to plow a surface. Search teams

* requires that security measures be implemented should follow the graders and conduct a visual and/
consistent with the highest classification assigned. or instrument search for missing components. This
Pelrsonnel working in an area containing CNWDI should system has proven successful in past search operations.
he properly cleared and authorized until recovery Coordination must be made with the Joint Hazard

.discussions areccompleteand the items have been covcred E-valuation Centcr (JHEC) prior to implementing
or removed. techniques to assess personnel protection requirements

due to resuspension and the potential impact on site
d. Search Iechniques. The location of all weapons decontamination and restoration.

and components must be determined. Depending upon
the accident circumstances, weapons and weapon e. Hazard Removal. Another major step in weapon
componentts may be scattered and/or buried over a large recovery begins with the removal of identified hazards.
area. A systematic search may be required over a large The OSC establishes priorities for removing all hazards
area until accountability Ior all the weapons and weapon so that other response personnel may conduct opera-
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tions. It is unsafe for anyone but task trained personnel weapon components. and/or explosives are shipped,
under EOD supervision to clear an area of broken, they must be packaged to ensure that no contamination
scattered, or resolidified high explosives, breaches the container and that the environment

experienced during shipment will not cause further
f. Disposal. After the weapons are evaluated by EOI) damage or explosions. To ensure this requirement,

and DoE as safe for movement and in coordination with special packing, shipping, marking and safety instruc-
accident investigators, weapons arc moved to a tions must be obtained to comply with transportation
designated weapon storage area. regulations from the DoD, DoE, and I)oT.

(1) On-site disposal of high explosives depends on j. Shipment. When the disposition decision has been
available space and hazards presented, including made, I)oD or DoE may be assigned the primary
resuspension of contaminants. Storage area or disposal responsibility for moving the weapons. Nuclear weapons
sites should be large enough to minimize hazards to will be moved by the safest means and over the safest
personnel in the cvcnt of a detonation. The distances routes. Movement should be kept to a minimum.
that storage areas are separated from other operations Shipments of weapons/weapon components will be
is determined by the type and amount of explosives routed to a DoE facility for examination, analysis, and
stored. An isolated and segregated area should be set final disposition.
aside for the exclusive storage of exposed or damaged
explosives.

(2) If open storage is used, protection from the 15-6 ACCIDENT RESPONSE PLAN ANNEX
elements and information sensors, including satellite
surveillance, must be provided for weapons and weapon The weapon operations annex/recovery plan should
components, establish the procedures used during weapon operations.

This annex should include:
g. Storage of Exptosives. If explosive items cannot

be stored separately, a balance of safety and practical a. D)efinition of the relationship between EOI)
considerations requires assignment of each item to a personnel arid DIoE weapon experts and their respective
storage group based orn compatibility characteristics, responsibilities.

h. Custody. Each Service has publications that b. Procedures for locating and identifying weapon
address the storage, security, and safety aspects components and debris.
associated with nuclear w:'apons, these publications also
address requirements for the custody of nuclear weapons c. Procedures for establishing a secure staging/
and weapon components. Morcover, performance of storage area.
1[01) procedures does not, in itself, constitute transfer
of custody to the EOI) team. Final disposition of d. Procedures for moving weapons and components
damaged weapon(s) and/or components involves return th secure stag ing aea.

to tire secure staging/storage area.
of these devices to the DoEI. Therefore. close coordi-
nation between the OSC and the DloE team leader is:
necessary throughout the weapon recovery phase.
Custody of damaged weapon(s) and components is
transferred to the D)oE at a point determined jointly f. Procedures for shipping weapons and components.
by the OSC and the l)oE team leader.

g. uoidclines for establishing electromagnetic radia-
i. Packaging and Marking. Transportation specialist tion hazard areas.

consultation is required for weapon(s), weapon
components. and, or explosives damaged or subjected h. Procedures for re-establishing accountabiiity for
to extreme forces during accidents. Beforc weapon(s), weapons and weapon components.
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CHAPTER 16

PUBLIC AFFAIRS

16-1 GENERAL scene of a nuclear weapon accident or significant incident
(occurring in the United States, its territories and

a. A nuclear weapon accident, whether in a remote possessions or oversas). Included are contingency press
or populated area, has immediate public impact. Public releases extracted from the Dol) Dircctive 5230.16,
affairs activities during the initial accident response arc reference (b), and fact sheets on radiation.
perhaps among the most critical aspects of the entire
response effort. Within hours of the accidcnt, news media
will be at the scene. Local citizens will seek information 16-3 SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS
as to how the accident affects them. (iiven the public's
apprehension and the news mnedia's widcspread coverage The OSC has specific public affairs responsibilities as
of radiation incidents/accidents, a dynamic, comprchen- indicated below. Thc military Services may have imposed
sive public affairs program must be conducted to ensure additional requirements contained in appropriate
credibility of the retsponse effort. Timely, accurate Service regulations. The OSC will:
information and frequent updates are essential to keep
the public informed and to maintain credibility, a. Establish or ensurc direct communications withOASI)(PA) from the accident scene.

b. All Department of Defense (1)oD) response
element commanders will face a wide range of complex b. Establish a Joint Information Center (JIC)

public affairs issues which require immediate attention. coordinating with DoS, and/or FEMA, DoE, statc, and
The On-Scene Comnmander (OS(') communicatcs or local authorities at the scene of the accident.
ensures communication with (lic OfficeAssistanit c. Provide news media support at the accident scene.

• Secretary of Defenise (Public Affairs) (OASD(PA)). The
OSC should devote considerable time to meetings with d. Protect classified information.
news media, public officials, and private citizens. To
gain the public confidence, public information and e. Assess public understanding and identify concerns
community relations programs must be established, about nuclear issues.

c. An internal information program should be f. Provide internal information/gidiJance.
conducted to provide information about policies and
daily operational status to all response elements. g. Identify and respond to community relation needs.
Cognizant public affairs staffing is required to assist the
commander with these programs.i~l 16-4 RESOURCES

J:; d. The Joint DoD, Department of Encrgy (,DoE), and
Federal l--mergency Management Agency (FE.MA) The DoD response element commander should have
Agreement, reference (a), contains public affairs related qualified public affairs officers from the supporting
information. If conflicts exist between guidance installation and/or staff as members of the response
contained in this manual and l)ol) directives and force. These PAOs form part of the l)oD clement of
agreements, guidance in the Dol) docuiiicnt(s) should the JIC. Other public affairs support is available from
"prevail, the following:

a. Department of D)efense: The OASI)(PA), as the
16-2 PURPOSE AND SCOPFE senior l)oD public affairs organization, coordinates with

the White House Press Office and other departments
This chapter provides public affairs guidance on and agencies at the national level. The OASD(I'A) may
procedures and issues which may be encountered at the be represented at the Crisis Coordination Center (CCC)
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or the accident scene during emergencies. Members of will generate immediate public interest. The public must
the military Service headquarters and major command be notified immediately in the event their safety or
public affairs staffs may augment the OSC's public affairs wcfare is endangered. All senior Federal officials, both
staff. The l)efense Nuclear Agency (DNA) PAO is military and civilian, and responsible State and local
knowledgeable on nuclear weapons issues and will assist authorities and foreign government officials must be fully
as a part of the DNA Advisory Team. informed of conditions and actions at the accident scene

so they may be prepared to respond accurately to queries
b. l)epartmcnt of [nergy: A D)oE public affairs officer from the media and the public. To gain the confidence

will accompany the DoE Team Leader to the accident of the public, a credible public affairs program should
scene and be present in the1IC. Other DoE public affairs be implemented immediately. The public affairs
personnel from DloE field operation offices, national personnel must handle media and public inquiries about
laboratories, and l)ol contractors may also be requested the accident and its consequences, provide internal
to augment the .1IC operations. DoE PAOs are information to the members of the response force, and
knowledgeable in nuclear weapons matters, implement community relations support to the affected

communities. Information released about the accident
c. l)epartment of State: The I)oS exercises diplomatic must be both accurate and consistent. Information to

control of the U.S. response to a nuclear weapon(s) be released should be coordinated with the OSC's legal
accident outside the U.S., its territories, and possessions representative (or officer) to ensure that legal implica-
or if the accident has trans-boundry implications. The tions arc considered. The OSC should use technical
U.S. Chief of Mission (COM) will be the focal point advisors to respond to and/or address unclassified issues
for diplomatic and political decisions of the U.S. of a technical nature.
government. The COM will provide significant public
affairs expertise and information on the host country's a. Policy. Dot) policy is stated in DoD Instruction
public reaction. The COM will be assisted by a team 5230.16, reference (b), which outlines specific procedures
from the embassy's Emergency Action Committee (1iAC) for announcements of accidents in the U.S., its territories
with augmentation as required by the situation, and possessions or overseas. It is the DoD policy to
Additionally, liaison officers will be provided to the OSC provide effective public affairs activities at the scene of
and the JIC. a nuclear weapon accident. It is also the Dol) policy

to neither confirm not deny the presence of nuclear

d. Federal Emergency Management Agency: Public weapons or nuclear components at any specific location.
affairs personnel will accompany the senior FEMA Two exceptions to this policy are:
official to the accident scene. They will be present in
i the JIC and provide a wide variety or skills in all public (I) The OSC is required to cotfirm the presence
affairs opecations dealing with disaster and cmergency of nuclear weapons or radioactive nuclear components
operations. Additional FEMA resources are available in thr interest cf public safety. Notification of public
from FI-MA headquarters, regions, and FIEMA's corp.i authoritie:; is iquired if the public is, or may be, in
of reserve PAOs. danger of radiation exposure or other danger posed by

the weapon or its components. The OASD(PA) will be
e. Other: Public affairs officers from other Federal advised of the notification as soon as practical if this

agencies involved itn the Federal response effort (for exception is used.
example, Health and Human Services, i)epartmeni of (2) The OSC may confirmi or deny the presence
Transportation) also may be present at the scene, and of nuclear weapons to reduce or prevetit widespread
should be integrated into the i IC. Local and state public public alarm. Any statement confirming the presence
affairs personnel, although not part of the response of nuclear weapons should contain information about
element, should be invited to participate in the JIC to t possibility of injury from high explosive weapon
provide coordinated responses to the media and general ,'mnponents and/or potential radiation exposure. If
public. inijry or radiation exposure is unlikely, it should also

be stated. The OASD(PA) should be notified in advance,
if practical, or as soon as possiblc thereafter, if this

16-5 CONCEPT 01 OPERATIONS exception is used.
(3) In locations outside the U.S., its territories and

A nuclear weapon accident and subsequent response possessions, unless bilateil agreements exist, the OSC
operations, whether in a remote or a populated area, must have the concurrence of the appropriate theater
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CINC, and the host government, through the U.S. Chief (4) Protect Classified Information. Thc OSC is
of Mission, prior to exercising the exceptions above. responsible for' reviewing all material, news releases, and

(4) Contingency releases for the above exceptions information released to the public. Information on
are contained in Appendix 16-A. nuclcar weapons and their storage is classified Restricted

(5) Radiation information fact sheets for the D)ata/ Formerly Restricted Data and is very sensitive (for
general public and medical personnel are in Appendix example, information concerning design of nuclear
16-B. weapons and components, disclosing whether or not a

,a weapon contains tritium. and its physical state and
b. Public Affairs Responsibilities. The )SC has chemical form). If declassification of information is

specific public affairs responsibilities. These are: needed, it should be referred to I)oI) for consideration

and coordinated with DoF., as required. When the J.IC
(I) Establish communications with OASi)( PA). responsibility and authority is transferred to FEMA,

"The OSC should ensure that the public affairs office to an agency following a U.S. territory accident or to
establishes direct communications with OASI)(PA) as the involved government following an overseas accident,
expeditiously as possible (Area (Code (202) 697-5131, all public affairs matters pertaining to the technical
AV 227-5131). Anty means available should be used (for response are coordinated in advance with the OSC, who
example, the pay telephone if military communication has final clea
is unavailable). Communications are essential since the area. c ance responsibility in the classification

OSC is the senior l)oI) representative at the scene and
must have access to current policy guidance and (5) Astess Public Understandingt . The U SC should
statements issued at the national level. Moreover, the identify public concerns about I)ol) noclear matters and
Service chicf of public affairs must be kept fully take appropriate action in the public affairs arena. This

informed. Also, direct communications ensures that is a continuing effort, beforc, during, and after an

timely, accurate information can be provided at the accident. During the accident, the JIC should bc

national level, responsible for public affairs planning and analyzing

(2) Establish a .JIC. The OSC establishes a . IC in feedback received from the media, the general public

coordination with l)oS, l)ol-, IFFMA, state and local and through community relations programs to ensure

agencies officials, as appropriate. Lfocal officials should that the public affairs program is mnccling the needs of

be invited to provide representatives to the .1IC. All the affected public. Programs should be initiated,
public affairs activities should be coordinated in advance modified, or stopped based on the data obtained.
with DoS and!or [FMA, DoE- and other agencies (6) Personnel Guidance. The OSC should ensure
represented in the .11C. LIocated in an area near the that all response force personnel (including civilian
accident scene, the .11C serves as the focal point for personnel working with the response force) are briefed
info rmation about the accident. A location it a on accident response and public affairs policy through
permanent facility (lotI example, hotel, motel, office an internal information program. Specific guidance
building) is preferred due to support requirccnis. 'Ifhe should bc provided to response force personnel,
OSC should provide dedicated administrative, common- especially those who may come in contact with the
ications, and logistical support fort he .1IC. The minimumi general public (for example, security personnel, medical
.coimunications required by I)ol) in the ,IC arc two personnel, and radiological survey or monitoring teams)
dedicated tclephonc lines and a facsimile reproduction on how to respond to queries about the accident and
capability. However, intense media interest likely will response operation!;.
neccssitate the installation of additional phone lines. The
OSC provides primary leadership and direction to the I. The USC should consider forming a Community

I i u t aImcrgcncy Action Team (C[Al) composed of public
JIC until sucha tine a.; responsibility may transition to affairs, legal, medical, security, commu nications,
the appropriate agency and'or affected country to a_..,! administrative, logistics, iind other perso)nnel fronm 1)oi
complete the near and long-term follow-up monfitoring and civil resources. The C('AI should function under
"(I duties,. the OSC and operate out of the .1 IC to facilitate

(3) Provide S"upport for News Media. The O)S(' coordination. Ilic purpose of the team is to make experts
is authori/cd to provide support to the news media in various functional areas available It) assist the aflectcd
covenrign a nuclear weapon incidentiaccident. Support civilian community. Ile Cl ATl activities should bh
will bc the same is that authori/cd on a military coordinated throtlh the Senior F-MA Official (S:O)
reservation (for example, transportation, logistical, and and or U.S. ('hief of Mission to assure a unified
administrative). Specific stLppori will depend upon the approach in workinrg with the community. Phonc lines
situation Mnd aivailable resourceS. 'I le media shou, ld be should be cstabli shcd wIith a pub)liShCd numbher for public
briefed on the extent of suppo)rt availabfe. questions and information.
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APPENDIX 16-A

PUBLIC AFFAIRS GUIDANCE

CONTINGENCY RELEASES

CONTINGENCY RELEASE NUMBER I MINIMUM ANNOUNCEMENT

"No Danger to the Public" A U.S. (type) aircraft (other type of transportation)
(Confirms to reduce public alarm) carrying hazardous material crashed (or other circum-

stances) approximately (location) at (tine).
(Format of sample release to be used when no danger

A exists to the public from contamination or blast, but Visitors are warned to stay out of the area of the accident
when confirmation of the presence of a nuclear weapon in the interest of public safety. Fire, rescue, and other
or nuclear components significantly prevents or reduces emergency services personnel should approach the area
widespread public alarm). with caution from upwind and be equipped with

protective clothing and breathing apparatus. Use of
A U.S. (type) aircraft (other type of transportation) water directly on the aircraft should be avoided unless
carrying hazardous material (classified cargo or unarmed needed to save property or lives, Any local official at
nuclear weapon(s), for example) crashed (or other the scene of the accident who can provide details on
circumstances) approximately (location and time). the situation should make a telephone call to this number

(local phone). Current information from the accident
The public is requested to stay out of the area under scene will assist in evaluating the accident and providing
surveillance by guards to preclude any remote possibility additional public safety guidance.'
of hazard from the accident (or conventional high
explosives detonation) and to aid removal operations.
'There is no need for evacuation. There is no danger EXPANDED ANNOUNCEMENT
of nuclear detonation.

If there is no immediate threat to life, and the fire cannot
be extinguished immediately (5 minutes), the fire should

CONTINGEINCY RELEASE NUMBER 2-A be contained and allowed to burn out. Water as a
firefighting agent should be used with caution oue to

"To notify local and State officials possible adverse reaction with materials involved in the
When Public is Possibly in Danger" fire.

(Neither confirms nor denies)
Law enforcement officials should prevent unauthorized

(Format of sample release to be used if public safety personnel from entering the site and picking up
considerations require notifying local and State officials fragments of the plane (vehicle) or its cargo. If any
that hazardous cargo has been involved in an accident, fragments have been picked up already, avoid further
the possibility exists for contamination due to fire or contact or handling. Notify (authorities) for retrieval
explosion, and details are unknown). and proper disposition.

'II contacet witth lile accid'nt setinc is cstablishcd, dcterttilhe the following:
(Ctodition of aircraft (bu) ning, evidence of explosion, extcnt of daniage. etc¢
( nd tdtioti of accident site (fire. blast, or d~ottagc)

Evideni ce of obviouim catgo (shapes or conitainerst

Dcei)|€rninc Elie nleed lot a pulblic annonO lcemlenlt of fluclear te/al|)|l•, inv',oIllvement bawed onl the lc~pofnesJ it) the abo)ve:
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Military personnel have been dispatched (will be The public is warned to stay out of the area (or indicate
dispatched) and will arrive (are scheduled to arrive) soon the area) (now under surveillance by guards) because
at the site. the conventional high explosives in the weapon (have

detonated, are burning, may detonate). Again, there is
no danlger of nuclear detonation, but there is a danger

CONTINGENCY RELEASE NUMBER 1-B from the conventional high cxplosivcs in the weapon
that (have detonated, are burning, may detonate).

1o notify the general publicA "When Public is Possibly in D)anger" An experienced Federal response team has been ordered
(Neither confirms nor denies) to the scene of the accidert.

(Format of sample release to be used if public safety The most immediate danger in an accident of this kind
considerations require making a PUB- LIC R[,IAEASE is the effect of the blast caused by detonation of the
that hazardous cargo was involved in an accident, the conventional high explosives in the weapon. Local
possibility exists for contamination due to fire or scatteringof nuclearimaterial in the form offinely dividedexplosion, and detaiis are unknown). dust may have resulted near tihe accidenlt site and

downwind from the explosion (fire). This poses little
A U.S. (type) aircraft (other type of transportation) risk to health unless taken into the body by breathingcarrying hazardous m aterial crashed (or other ci,cumn- or s al w n . a d i is c sde d u l k ly t t a yor swallowing, and it is considered unlikely that any
stances) approximately (location) at (time), The public person would inhale or swallow an amount that would
is warned to stay out of the area (under surveillance cause illness. As a precaution and until further
byinterest of safety and to aid operations evaluations arc made, anyone within a (to be filled in
at the accident scene. by OSC or Deputy Director of Operations (I)1O),

NMCC) radius of the accident site, particularly
downwind from this site, (specify boundary where

ithnrot to (s possible) is encouraged to remain indoors.

We have no details yet on civilian or m1ilitary injuries (NO]I F: If applicable, the following shall be included

or property damage. in tile release.)

Further announcements will be made as more informa- 1 he following precautionary erieasures arc recommended

tion is known. to minimize the risk to the public.

The most appropriate initial action is to remain calm
CONTINGENCY RELEASE NUMBER 3 and inside homes or office buildings. Turn off fans, air

conditioners, and forced-air heating units. D)rink and
"When Public is Probably in Danger" eat only canned or packaged foods that have been inside.

(Does confirm) Trained monitoring teams will be moving through tile
area wearing special protective clothing and equipment

(Format of sample release to be used if public safety to determine the extent of any possible contamination.
considerations require announcement that a nuclear The dress of these teams should not be interpreted as
weapon has been involved in an accident and contain- indicating aily special risk to those indoors, if you are
nation is likely because of fire or conventional high outside, proceed to the nearest permanent structure. If

explosive detonation of thc weapon. Make the following you must go outside for critical or lifesaving activities,
statement locally or from competcent authority if no local cover your nose and mouth and avoid stirring up and
authority is available), breathing any dust. It is importaitt to remember that

your movement outside could cause yourself greater
An/ia (aircraft!railroad train/truck/other) accident exposure and possibly spread contamination to those
occurred (state time and location). [hc accident involved already supervised and protected.
a nuclear weapon that contains conventional high
exp)losives and radioactive inateial. (If plutonium is involved): One of the materials involved

is plutonium. Plutonium is both a poison and a radiation
[here is no danger of a nuclear detonation. hazard. 1 he radiation given off consists of a!pha particles
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which do not have sufficient energy to penetrate protective precautionary actions will be required for the
buildings, most clothing, or even the outer skin. next 4-6 hours.
Therefore, short-term exposure to contamination
outside the body will pose negligible health risk. A U.S. (Service) team from (name of installation) is

(If uranium is involved): One of the materials involved enroute to (has arrived at) the scene of the accident.

is uranium. Contamination by uranium fragments or
small particles dispersed by conventional (chemical) We have no details yet on civilian or military casualties

explosions or burning of a weapon is primarily a (or give number only of civilian and military casualties)
chemical health hazard (heavy metal poisoning similar or property damage,
to the lead poisoning associated with some paints), not

a radiological hazard. The (type of carrier) was enroute from (namne of facility)
to (name of facility).

The public is asked to stay out of the area (uinder

surveillance, or closed off by guards) (and, if true) until The cause of the accident is under investigation.
a monitoring team, now enroute to the site of the
accident, can survey the ground and determine the exact
area affected by the accident. As a result of the explosion IN RESPONSE TO QUERY ONLY:
(fire), any fragments found near the scene of the accident INL
may be contaminated and should be left in place. If ._--
fragments have been picked up, avoid further handling Question: "Arc nuclear weapons stored at (name of
and notify (authorities) for proper retrieval and facility) or(name of facility)?"

disposition. Reply: "It is 1)elDartment of' Defense policy neither to

Continuous announcemonts will be made as more confirm or deny the presence of nuclear wcapons at any
information is known. It is expected that these immediate particular location."

r1
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APPENDIX 16-B

RADIATION FACT SHEETS

FACT SHEET 1

CHARACTERISTICS, HAZARDS AND HEALTH
CONSIDERATIONS OF PLUTONIUM

(For release to the general public)

The accident at .. . has resulted however, represent an internal radiation hazard when
in the release of the radioactive substance plutonium. plutonium is taken into the body by inhalation of
Persons who are downwind from the accident may contaminated air, eating contaminated food or getting
become exposed to this substance by coining into eontact contamination into a wound or cut. In actuality,
with contamination (radioactive miiatcrial which has contamination fron ingcstion is unlikely to he a problem,
coated or f'allci upon the surl'accs of structures, the since plutonium is very poorly absorbed through the
ground, or objccts) from the mishap. Also, very smnall intestines. Less than .02 percent will be absorbed, or
amounts of plutonium may have been spread by the two (2) oflcvcry 10,000 atoms eaten. Likewisc, absorption
winds to adjacent areas. Radiological survey teams arc f'rtin wounds is niot a probable means of significant
monitoring these suspeuted areas to determine the contamination either, since contamination of a cut or
presence of plutotliuli and to measure the levels if laceration will likely introduce only very small amounts
present. No inimcdiate danger exists to anyone, and fio of' plutonium into the body. Because of its poor
nmedical interveittion is necessary. iHowever, somenactions absorption, only inlhaling plutonium particlcs is likely
may help prevent fur'ther co ltaliination1 of minimizc to result iii any anmount of internal radiation exposure.
its sl)read to clean areas.

Inhaled plutonium is retained in the lungs in much the
IPlutoniur. which is abbreviated Pu, is a heavy metal same nmanner that people in a dust storm itnhale dust.
which has a shiny appearance, similar to stainless steel, This "dust" settles in the lungs. Once in the lungs, a
when freshly machincd. Alter exposure to the atmos- low pce-nitage of plutoniun may be translocatcd by
pherc 1fr any period of time, it will oxidil.e to a dark the bloodstream tt) the liver and the bones. This
brown or black appearance. When released f1iom a deposition ca(n be prcventcd by using "chelation'"
weapons aLCident, j)lutoniumi may not be rea, ily seen compounds, such as ethylren diaminc trichlor acetic acid
by the naked eye, but il areas close to the accident, (WI-I'A) or diethylcne triamine pent acetic acid (1)'ITA),
its presence may be assumed in dust and dirt on the which hasten the excretion of plutonium fi-om tile body
ground or oin flat surfaccs, and fliom ash resulting from via the urine. The use ofi these chelating compoundds
the accident firc. is not without sonme medical hazard to the individual,

since they are administcred intravenously, and should
Plutonium is an alpha radiation emitter. That is, it be performcd by a physician who has been in contact
radiologically decays bythc lenissioni of analpha particle, with appropriate agencies to coordinate the use of these
a very heavy radioactive particle. Alpha particles do not drugs.
penetrate materials very substantially. Their range in
air is only a Icw inches at most. Tlhis mcans that alplia Plutoniutm in a weapon has a radiological half-life (the
radiation is nrot a ha/ard to people as long as it remains length of time it takes for the plutoniuml to lose one
extertal to the body. Tlhc epidermis, or outer dead layer half of its radioactivity) of over 24,000 years. This long
of the skin, is suflicient protection for exposure to this half-life rmans that its radioactivity does not decrease
isotolhc froms0ources cxtcrnal to the body. No external substantially by nuclear decay or disintegration.
hazard exists to people walking through an area likewise, elimination of plutonium irom the body is
contaminated with plotonitkin. Alpha radiation can also a very slomw process. Biological elimination of
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plutonium can be improved significantly by the use of air already in the building. Children should not play
the chelating agents mentioned above, outdoors. Ifruits and vegetables grown in the area should

not be eaten. Individuals who think they have inhaled
Therefore, until the limits of contamination are some plutonium, should not be unduly concerned. The
determined, the public is advised to follow a few simple inhalation of plutonrium is not a immediate medical
guidelines to minimi/e the spread of contamination, and emergency. Very sensitive monitoring equipment is being
theme will be little if any hazard. Remain inside and brought into this area to survey the inhabitants of
minimi,'e opening doors and windows. Turn off fans, suspected contamination area(s) for inhaled radiation,
air conditioners, and f'orced air heating units that bring and once established, this will be made available to all
in fresh ai-r from the outside. U(se them only to recirculate those who need it.
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FACT SHEET 2

MEDICAL. DEPARTMENT FAC( SHEET ON PLUTONIUM

(Use with Characteristics, Hazards and Health

Considerations of the Plutonium Fact Sheet)

Plutonium is a highly reactive element, which can exhibit be saved for later counting to determine contamination
five oxidation states. f, - 3 to 7. The principal routes levels. More extensive treatment by excision requires
ii. the body are vi Aialation and contaminated judgment in assessing the area involved, the difficulty
wounds; ingestion and contaminated intact skin are of excision and the total quantity ir the wound. Greater
unimportant. than 4 nCi of Pu emb- 'd in a wound would be

considered a candidate s. .uch treatment. It is not
Inhalation is probably the most signific:mt route of expected that the physician will need to make this
contamination in a nuclear weapons accident. Retention determination, sinc2 a specialized team to perform such
in the lungs depends on particle size and the chemical monitoring can be made available from the OSC or his
form of plutoni,;m involved. Generally. ii, 'i weapons or her representative. Immediate chelation therapy with
accident, plutonium will be in the form of an oxide. DTPA (consult REAC/TS for protocol) should be
which has a pulmonary retention half-time of up to 1 ,000 accomplished prior to surgical excision to prevent
davs. possible systemic absorption of Pu. In burn cases,

flushing with sterile saline or water will remove a great

Absorpitin via wound contamination will result in a deal of contamination. The remainder will likely be
translocation of some of the material to the skeleton removed when the eschar sloughs off.
and liver. The majority will remain in the vicinity of
the wound, aod trav result in the formation of a fibrous I)TPA treatment given immediately following wound

nodule, within months to years. The possible develop- or burn treatment has been shown to remove up to 96
n~en, of a ,'cooa or carcinoma in such nodules is a percent of the remaining plutonium. In the case of

of there been inhaled plutonium. the results have been rclatively
o uh in the ; ,re.disappointing, since the oxide forms of Pu are transferred

at a relative slow rate from the lungs into the systemic

After entry into the body, some of the plutonium is circulation. Thus little systemic burden of Pu is available
solCAilized by the body fluids, including blood, and i for chelation in the early period after exposure and there
rdisric, within the od.Ultimately, it will be is never a time when a sizable systemic burden is availableI dsitrib.',;" wi \thinthe bloody. tothemseleton (45 pcen) in the extracellular spaces for effective chelation.distribl.'-., • the blood to the skeleton (45 percent),

liver ': percen), and the other tissues (10 percent). In spite ot this, I)TPA shculd be used as soon as possible
/he retention halt-tim.'., ar c -,imated to be 200 years after significant inhalation exposures since the oxides
(whole body), fj .'eafs (skeleton) and 40 years (liver). may not be the only compound present. Attempts to

stimulate phagocytosis and the mucociliary response or
'. nnciical treatment for plttonunt contamination or to use expectorant drugs have not been successful in
inhai;-tion should be co?. din,ý .d with the appropriate animal studies, however, th~s may not be true in humans
Servicc medical devartinent .,r wi h ladiation Emer-
icnc. Assistiace ('enter T-raiair,,, Site (REACiTS) The only demonstrated useful procedure in enchasing

,.Tcause of the hazard of the substaces involved. I)TPA the clearance of insoluble particles such as plutonium
u.,mpounds ;)re defined as investi,:taiional new drugs oxides, from the lung is bronchopunmonary lavage. The
which require the ad,,ic'e ..nd concurrence of R1-`AC/ risk of this :;rocedure versus the risk ruture health

.ATS before administr.,ion. REA( TS can be contacted effects from the estimated lung burd;.,i must be very
aL the following 24-hour numbce: t(15) 481-i W00. carefully weighed. lhe use of repeated lavages should

remove 25 to 50 percent of the plutonium that would
Ireatment of plutomn ii contamin. -.d wounds should oth - be retained in the lung. Again, advice should
i11olvc(Q c•.,:, w.,shig arn itrigation to attempt to be .t from Sen ice medical command and
dislody_ ,hc corntanlination. If possible, wa.Shings should REAr i S.
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FACT SHEET 3

PLUTONIUM FACT SHEET

(For Operational Commanders)

As Operational Commander, you will be assaulted by contamination hazard and a slight inhalation hazard.
many needs at once in determining the actions to be Care should be taken not to increase tension over the
taken in coping with a nuclear weapons accident. You incident. You and your Public Affairs Office (PAO)
should have had the opportunity to review the preceding should emphasize that people should remain indoors
fact sheets for the general public and medical personnel. as much as possible, keep houses closed to prevent
Several facts are important to keep in mind, as general contamination, and other ideas as outlined in the public

guidance. release.

By the time you have arrived at the scene, the weapons Generally, the resuspension of plutonium in the original
will generally have suffered low order detonations if they areas of contamination is not severe, except for the area
are going to do so. This lov' order detonation produces very close to the accident site. To prevent the spread
a cloud of finely dispersed plutonium which falls out of material in this area, early thought should be given
over the area downwind, depending on particle size, wind to spraying with some sort of fixative to prevent
dirction and speed, and amount of explosives in the resuspension/spread of the plutonium. Something asdetonation. A very worst case situation is shown on simple as hand sprayers with vegetable oil may be used

the Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability (ARAC) to bind the plutonium into the soil/surfacc around the
plots which are made available to you. The initial A RAC site. A secondary advantage is that this method lowers
plots show the detonation of all weapons involved, the airborne haiard for the workers in : the control
utilizing ,1! the available explosives. The actual scenario boundaries and may help in making the .ventual clean
should be less, perhaps 10 to 100 times less, based on up process move faster. It wili. however, mask the
the actual survey data from the site. plutonium from some alpha detection RADIACs. such

The cloud will deposit its radioactive material within as the AN/ PDR 56. Gener'lly. these types of instruments
minutes of the accident. Unless it happens on base, or are used only for monitoriv{' people or material leaving
you are at the scene, there is little you can do to prevent the site, not site contaiinaticn surveys
inhalation from the cloud passage. After initial cloud In dealing with a nuclear weapons accident. some of
passage, the inhalation of material fiom the accident the concepts which are generally employed in handling
is by resuspending the plutonium by operations in the injuries and, or fatalities on board ship do not hold true,
area of cloud passage, such as walking. Department ol or may b,- counterproductive Such an example would
Energy (l)oE) can calculate a dose equivalent *rsons be keeping the population under tight shelteringin the area of the initial cloud passage. Genc& ..,,y, these requirements or restricting traffic from the contamina-
people will be in the area of hundreds ofrenm of exposure tion area downwind. Any iecomnendation for the
to the lungs. Note that this is only from the cloud passage! civilian populace will be just that. iccommendations.
Doses from r'ýsuspension will be on the order of 100 [be military has no authority in the contamination areas
o 1,000 times less. unless they fure military areas anyway, or arc within the

The important point is that the ARAC plot generally National Defense Area (NDA). Utilize the local
overestimates the total dispersion of plutonium, and the authoritic,, anu have the FEMA representative assist
dose estimate is based only on cloud passage, not later in this function.
resuspension of the plutonium. Therefore, basing your Some concept of the exact .aagnitude of the risk people
sheltering plans on these numbers can easily result inSv t t pxperience from the incident can be compared with thea significant overestimation of the real problem,.ik ulndi h ulerRgltr rd .9

risks outlined in the Nuclear Regulatory (Guide 8.29,
Sheltering should be recommen '>d for the downwind reference (ap). The Service; DoE health physicists should
population, but you must be careful to avoid the be consulted to give the best approximation of the public
impression of extreme hazard (r,'m the plutonium. Your risk, and this can be compared with the risks in the
siteltering advisory .,hould iriuicate that there is a guide.
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CHAPTER 17

LOGISTICS SUPPORT

17-1 GENERAL c. Sanitation facilities for response force personnel
and news media.

The military Service or agency providing assistance or
responding to a nuclear weapon accident will fund costs d. Laundry facilities for contaminated and uncontam-
initially incurred within existing funds. The military imated clothing.
Service or agency having possession of the nuclear
weapon or nuclear weapons components at the time of e. Petroleum, oil, and lubricants.
the accident is responsible for reimbursing, upon request,
the military Service or agency providing assistance or f. Transportation.
response. These costs are in addition to normal operating
expenses,. and which are directly chargeable to, and g. Maintenance support.
caused by. the incident,'accident. l)oD 4000.25.1-M,
reference (aq) is used. as feasible, and supplemented by h. Heavy equipment for base camp construction and
local service contracts. The amount of logistics support recovery: restoration operations.
depends upon the location of the accident and the extent
of contamination, if any. It an accident results in i. Electrical power.
extensive contamination. decontamination and restora-
tion operations involving up to 1.000 people may require j. Anti-contamination and other specialized clothing
six months or more to complete. climate dependent).

k. Packaging and shipping materials for weapons,
17-2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE components. and contaminated waste.

This chapter provides guidance on logistics support 1. Rapid trarspport (air or ground) from the airhead
matters peculiar to a nuclear weapon accident. Included or the nearest military installation during early stages
are discussions for establishing a project code. base camp of accident response.
support, tran,,portation, and some radiological support.

m. Documentation of accident-related costs.

17-3 SPEC!FI( REQUIREMENTS n. Logistical support unique to the Joint Information
Center (JIC) (see Chapter 16. Public Affairs).

Commn ders and logistics officers of forces responding o. c deliveiy of supplies
to a nuclcar weapon accident should determine the
availability of assets and facilities at, or near, the scene to remote sites.

oi the accident and initiate action% to obtain support p. Medical evacuation of acute casualties.
to satisfy the following requirements:

a. Messing and billeting facilities for response [orce 17-4 RESOURCES
personnel and news media.

Response to a nuclear weapon accident is a high priority
h. Sufficient water, potable and or non-potable. to operation, and all required resources from the Depart-

support personal by response force personnel, equipment ment of Defense (l)oD), Department of Energy (lDoE),
and personnel decontamination stations, temporary and other Federal agencies with a radioiogical or disaster
fixation of contamination by sprinkling, and leaching response capability are normally availableto the accident
operations. response forces. Use of local facilities and equipment

17-1
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near the accident scene, such as National Guard armories b. Project Code Generation. Immediately upon
and vehicles, gymnasiums, and hotels, may be viable notification of a nuclear weapon accident, the Service
solutions to some of the logistic problems. Military Response Force (SRF) logistics staff offic8r should
installations near the accident site may provide a supply request assignment of a Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS)
point, messing, and billeting tor response force project code from the Joint Material Priorities and
personnel. Allocations Board, an Agency of the Joint Chiefs of

Stal, through the On-Scene-Commander (OSC), Joint
a. Base Camp Support. If accident location dictates Staff (JS), military Service Headquarters, or unified or

the establishment of a base camp for response persnnnei, specified command headquarters. as appropriate. Once
HARVS'S1 1A(i[.F . a mo•ile messing and billeting approved, all response-related requisitions should
package maintained by the Air Force. may be used. contain the JCS project code. For processing purposes,
Details on HARVtSTY EAGI.F capabilities and request requisitions with aJCS project code will be ranked above
procedures are in Appendix 17-A all other requisitions with the same priority designator.

Upon assignment of a .ICS project code, the Derense
h. Anti-Contamination Clothing. Sources of anti- l~ogistics Agency will disseminate implementing

contamination clothing are in Appendix 17-A. instructions to all concerned. The JCS project code
requst ncldesthe following informnation

c. Contaminated Laundering Facilities. A listing of request i t ion:

l)ol contaminated laundering facilities is in Appendix (I) The type of project code required (always 9
17- A. Alpha Alpha).

(2) Project name.
d. (eneral ."ervices Administration {(SA) Support. (3) Service monitor or coordinator.

A (iSA representativc may accompany I-ederal Emer- (4) Proposed effective date.
genc.v Management Agency (FF MA) personnel and can (5) Proposed termination.
assist in obtaining telephone service. olfice and other (6) Force: activity designator.
building spaces. and other administrative and support (7) Brief narrative background on the nature of the
services, requirement.

(X) Where available, units and lorces using the

17-5 (ONCEPT OF OPERATIONS project code should be included.

I he importance ol the logistics staff officer's involvement c. Installation Support. The logistics stall officer
in the development of lthe accident response plan from identifies military installations nearest the accident site

its conception cannot be overcmphasiied. It is a basic and establishes liaison to determine their support

responsibihit. to ensure that decontamination and capabilities. -he installations should be alerted of

restoration operations are supportablc. Base camp potential support requirements. Ifthe nearest installation

logistics support represents a rather routine situation is not within two to three hours driving distance.

and is almost totally dependent on the number of consideration should be given to requesting helicopter

personnel ins olhed and the duration of the operation, support to assist in meeting urgent logistic requirements

during the early days of the accident response.
a. Planning. Planning is initiated to identify the Procedures for submitting requisitions and picking up

location and availability of items not organic to the ýupphc~s irom nearby military installations should he

response organization and that might be a limiting factor established,
t) the response eftort. Such tcns niay include mylarfor radiation inmtrurneni probe laces, protective masks, d. Base Camp I'stalblishnment. The atccident location 1

ia.k fltter%, and ant i-contaninat ion clothing. ehe determines il a base camp is needed for feeding and
hogistics staff at the accident site should be tailored to billeting response force personnel, or it' hocal facilities
"tsupport requirements, but as a minimum sho)uld consist can bg: used Anv military base within acceptable driving

, of) the fo)llowing: distance. and available local facilities. should he •
considred before- establi-ihine a base camp. If required.

I) A materiel controlofficer. iHARVEST FAGI.E may be requested from the Air
(2) fhree or four administrative supply personnel Force. Whin establishing a base camp. wate, supply

to maintain the document register and submit and sanitation facilities must be considered. If a power
requisitions. generating lacility is required, it should be positioned
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so that it can provide power for both the base camp (3) Sanitation.
and operations center areas. (4) Maintenance.

(5) Laundry of non-contaminated clothes.
c. Vehicular Support. A wide variety of vehicles, both

in tonnage and purpose, are required to support response h. Contaminated Laundry Support. Dccontaminat-
operations. If operations continue more than 30 days, ing and cleaning anti-contamination clothing is a critical
equipment maintenance may become a major consid- requirement supporting accident response operations.
cration. To reduce the number of maintenance personnel Additionally. it may be necessary for the response force
on-site to a minimum, rotation of vehicles with the to assist in decontamination of area residents' clothing.
providing organization is recommended. As a alter- Appendix 17-A provides a reference list of DoE
native, consideration may be givea to replacing tactical contaminated laundry facilities. Assistance in arranging
vehicles with (iSA rental vaus with six-nine passenger for work by these facilities, additional information on
and cargo carrying capacity when an off-road capability their capabilities, and information on commercial
or vehicle mounted radio is not a specific requirement. facilities may be requested from the JNACC. Phone
A sufficient supply of G(;A general use credit cards numbers are listed in Appendix I-G.
should be held or readily available for refueling vehicles
used in areas where government fueling facilities may t. Dissemination of IP'ocedures. Provisions should be
not be available. Vehicles in contaminated areas should made to ensure that all personnel or units responding
not be removed for maintenance or returned to the to the aciident arc provided written information
owning organi/ation until after they have been describing procedures to follow in requesting logistical

decontaminated. Minor on-site maintenance of contain- or administrative support. This information should

inatcd vehicles may, therefore, he necessary. Base camp indicate clearly to whom icqoests should be submitted,

construction and: or site restoration may also require and who the approval authority is. The status of all

heavy equipment. If resources are obtained through a requests should be monitored and any problems
contract, and work will be done in the contaminated encountered reported to the requesting person or
area, decontamination criteria and hazardous working organi/ation.
conditions should be addressed in the contract.

f. Support for the l)epartment of Energy. The Dol) J. News Media and JIC Support. Advance planning
n l s support to tDE should take into account the possible billeting, messing,is r tesp onsib le Gfor ro up l i ( . to the bc and transportation support for news mediaas authorized

Accident Response Group (ARG). OSCs should be b o)adStvc ietvs h ubro eiprepared to support from 7-12 persons in the ARG by 1)oi) and Service directives. The numbcr of media
advance party who arrive within 12-24 hours after the personnel could vary from a small number to hundreds

accident. Up to 70 AR(- personnel may be at the site opending aipon the severity f the accident. Close
within 48 hours following the accident, depending on coordination is required with the Public Affairs Office
the level of Do)- support required. Early coordination (PAO) to determine specific requirements. Tot Joint
with the Joint Nuclear Accident Coordinating Center Information Center (JIC) should be provided full
(.1NA('C) will help identify numbers of personnel and logistical support inlcluding transportation, expendable
type ol support required by the AR(i. The ARG has and non-expendable equipment, and supplies. Specific
a support coordinator who will work with the logistics requirements will be determined by the PAO.
staff to ensure that all AR(i requirements are identified.
[ he support coordinator will normally accompany the
aidvance party of the AR(i to the accident site. Other 17-6 ACCIDENT RESPONSE PLAN ANNEX
agencies should arrive on-site with an organic capability
to support their personnel and operations a minimum " he Logistic Support annex should provide procedures
of three days. for establishing and maintaining support for response

force operations. This annex should include:
g. l.ocal Service Contracts. Use of local service

contracts to facilitate logistics support is recommended a. Procedures for obtaining appropriate JCS and/or
for the following services: Scrxicr project codes.

I) Petroleum, oil, and lubricants (PO1.). b. Procedures for establishing and supporting a base
(2) Water. camp in remote areas.

17-3
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c, Procedures for establishing maintenance support e. Sources of anti-contamination clothing.
or equipment rotation during extended operations.

d. Procedures for laundering contaminated clothing, f. Procedures for delivery of requisitioned material'
including shipping, if required. to the accient site.

17-4
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APPENDIX 17-A

LOGISTICS RESOURCES

17-A-I HARVEST EAGLE KITS b. Disposable Anti-Contamination Clothing. Sources

for disposable anti-contamination clothing area as
a. HARVEST EAGLE kits are air transportable follows:

operations support sets for supporting units that operate
in remote locations where prepositioning is not
politically or economically feasible. The kits include (1) Defense Apparel

tents, field kitchens, cots, and similar housekeeping 247 Addison Road
items. Additional equipment includes generators, NF- Windsor, CT 06095
2 "Lightalls", shower and laundry facilities, water storage Comm (800) 243-3847
bladders, and water purification equipment. The kits
do not include vehicles, personal equipment items (such
as parkas, bedding or sleeping bags) or expendables (such (2) Nuclear Power Outfitter

as food, fuel or medical supplies). HARVEST EAGLE P.O. Box 737
kits are designated war reserve materials and maintained Crystal Lake, IL 60014
in a ready-to-deploy status in CONUS by the 4400 Comm (815) 455-3777
Mobility Support Flight, Robbins AFB, Georgia. These
kits are under the operational control of HQ TAC/ LGX.

(3) Euclid Garment Manufacturing Company
b. Each kit can support 1,100 people, and the total 333 Martinel Drive

kit can be transported on 14 C-141B aircraft. Kits are Kent, OH 44240
configured in four separately deployable packages, each Comm (216) 673-7413
designed to support 275 people. If HARVEST EAGLE
kits are required at an accident scene, the on-scene staff
must make arrangements for personnel to unpack and (4) Duralab Disposables, Inc.
assemble the equipment, and to manage billeting space P.O. Box 658
and operate the field kitchens. Special teams, such as Clehiir, TX 76031
USAF PRIME BEEF and PRIME RIB units can be
requested to provide additional support.I

c. HARVEST EAGLE kits are designated war reserve (5) Elwood Nuclear Safety
material and are maintained by TAC, USAFE, and 2180 Elmwood Ave
PACAF. Each command has four kits.

Biuffalo, NY 14216

Comm (716) 877-6621

17-A-2 ANTI-CONTAMINATION CLOTHING
SOURCES c. Permanent Anti-Contamination Clothing.

a. Either permanent or disposable anti-contamination N.,tional stock ntumbers (NSN) for permanent anti-

clothing is used ftor nuclear accident response. contamination clothing are:

17-A-I
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ITEM SIZE NSN

SCoveralls, Radioactive Small/ Medium 8415-00-782-2815
Coveralls, Radioactive Large, Extra Large 8415-00-782-2816
Hood, Radioactive Contaminant 8415-00-782-2808
Hood, M6A2 4240-00-999-0420
Gloves, Cloth 8415-00-634-5026
Giloves Shells, Radioactive 8 through 8415-00-782-281
Contaminant 10 8415-00-782-2814

Shoe Covers Small through 8430-01-712-2872
Extra Large 8430-01-721-2876

Overshoe, Combat Small 8430-01-048-6305

17- W- C.ONTIAMINATED L.AUNDERING (4) Nevada Opcrations Office
F'ACILITIES Reynolds Electrical & Enigineering Co., Inc.

Las Vegas, NV
a, The Decpart ment ofF Energy (D~oE-) operates facilitLies Contamination Limit: 33 dpm' cm2

capable of laundering plutonium contaminated clothing Capacity: 1,800 suits/day
at the following locationls: (5) Albuquerque Operations Offie

Mound Facilities
(1) Savannah River Operations Office Miamisburg, OH

Savannah River Plant (IDulPont) Contamination Limit: 100.000 dprn (average)
jAiken, SC' Capacity: 1,500 suits/day

Contamination Limit: 200 dpmn!crn2 (6) PANTEX Plant (Mason & Hangcr--Sila-; Mason
Capacity: 12,000 suits/dity Co)

12) Richland Operations Office Amarillo, TX
Rockwell H-anford Contamnination [Limit: None established
Richland, WA Capacity: 1,000 suits/day
Contamination Limit: 667 dpni!cm2

C'apacity: Veiy large quantities (currently b. Comnmercial contaminated clothing laundry
sviig3-5,000 radiation workers per day) facilities may be used at various locations throug-hout

(3) Chicago Operations Office thL United States. T]he lDoD).JNACC assists in Identifying
Brookhaven National L aboratorv any commercial facilities near an accident site.
Brook haven. I.1 New York
Cntamination Limit: Case-by-case basis Note: D~oE laundry services should be arranged through

Caa ity1 suits: hr the DoE JNACC.

LNOTEI: Additional information on Ratdiac E~quipmencit and assets can be found in D)NA 5 100.52.11-. reference ( ar).
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CHAPTER 18

LEGAL

18-1 GENERAL. f, Review operational plans to identify potential legal
lproblems and to ensure that they are legally sufficient,

The occurrence of a nuclear weapon accident will present with cemphasis on security, radiological safety, and
a myriad of complex legal problems for the On-Scene documentation of factual evidence for use in resolving
Commander (OSC) of the Initial Response Force (IRF) claims or in litigation.H t and the Service Response Force (SRF). The OSC
represents the U.S. Governmeint to the general public. g. Review proposed public statements for legal
state, and local officials, the Executive departments, and sufficiency and implications.

other federal agencies. Legal issues range from complex
questions regarding jurisdiction and authority to exclude 18-4 RESOURCES
the ge•neral public from specific areas, to payment of
simple personal property claims. The iesponse force a. The provision of timely and sound legal advice and
organization should hiclude a legal element to advise assistance is dependent upon adequate personnel and
and assist the OSC in resolving these issues. The Senior communication among functional elements. The
military member of the legal clement icsponding with designated legal element of the SRF response force
the staff of the OSC is the Department of l)efense (,Dol)) should include, at a minimum, two attorneys and one

" Principal Legal Advisor (PLA) to the OSC. legal clerk. The legal element of the IRF response force
shiould remain at the site as an additional resource.
Depending upon the nature of, and circumstances

18-2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE surrounding an accident, additional personnel may be
required. Predesignated response forces should ensure

This Chapter identifies specific requirements, resources, that the assigned legal element is aware and capable
and actions to resolve legal issues. Also it provides a of addressing the complex and politically sensitive
"reference list of statutory authorities, regulations, and national defense issues which evolve from a nuclear

: instructions. weapons accident as well as managing and administering
a claims processing facility.

18-3 SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS b. Other Federal Departments and Agencies may

The PLA will: include a legal advisor as an element of their response
"force. To assure consistency, all legal advice and

a. Advise the OSC and functional staff elements on assistance should be coordinated jointly through the
any matters related to the accident. DoD PLA.

b. Organize and supervise the legal functional element c. The General Counsel, Defense Nuclear Agency

at th, site of the accident, including establishing and (DNA), is a member of the DNA Advisory Team
operating a claims processing facility. (DNAAT), and will deploy to the accident site to provide

expert advice and assistance to the PLA.
c. Coordinate technical legal matters with a higher

authority when required. 18-5 CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

d. Coordinate legal issues with the principal legal This concept establishes guidelines for the operation of
advisors of other participating departments or agencies the PLA and his or her staff. Circumstances surrounding
as required. an accident are the driving force of the sequential order.

e. Provide legal advice and assistance to other Federal a. Planning. The PLA must be knowledgeable
officials upon request. concerning the authority and responsibility of the DoD
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as; well as that of the various other Federal departments fication of responding forces and civilians at or near
and agcncics in a nuclear weapon accident. Inherent in the accident scene, and appropriate recording and
this event are the relationships between local, State. receipting of property.hsational. and international authorities, as well i as (6) The PHA must identify and establish liaison
jurisdictional principles, security requirements, and immediately with local law cnforccment officials, legal
claims administration. Inasmuch as requests for legal authorities, and local and state emergency response
advice icquire immediate respons., and adequate organiations.

L reearch facilities are unlikely to be available on-site, (7) To ensure that legal advice is timely, responsive,
designated legal elements should prepare a handbook and consistent, the PLA should establish liaison with

of references, including those listed at Appendix 18-A. legal advisors representing other federal agencies at the

'lhcsc references provide the autl;ority and sonic accident site.

background for sub jct areas, such its establi:shnment of
the National Decfense Area (NDA). law eniforcernent, c. Follow-on Actions. The PI.A. or it represenlative

use of force, evacuation of civilians, and damage to renains al the scene until the response operation is

c or priate propertv *ll handbook should be complete. The PILA advises the OC when the clins
taihlrd to ti h respective Service or Agency. processing facility should cease operation.

b. Initial Actions d. Public Affairs. Adverse publicity is inherent to a
nuclear weapon accident simply by its occurrence.

(I) The OSC" acnd staff i lust have inl ediate access Mishandling of public affairs may impact on claims and
octhe PihA accordingly, tle legal cleillent should be litigation, result in a loss of confidence by the public

located in or near the operatiolns center/command post. in the actions of the U.S. (iovernmcnt in the cleanup
(2) The provision of timely and legally sound advice Drocess. or have long-tern political and financial

and assistance is based primarily upon communication: implications that could u udermine support for tle
ticreforc, liaison must be established with all of the nation's nuclear deterrent capability. It is therefore
maJor functional elements of the OSWNs staff to make essential that:
all elements aware of the need for coordination of
plannled actions. (1) Public statements are coordinated prior to

(3) The claimns processing facility should be release to ensure that no hidden legal implications will
established at a location easily accessible to the public impact on response efforts.
and nlutually agreeable to local officials. Dependent (2) All personnel involved in the response elfort
upon circumstances, more than one claims facility may are required to refer all queries for information to tile
be required. When possible, tile claims processing facility PAO.
should be collocated with the civil emergency relief and
assistance office. As soon as the claims processing facility 18-6 ACCIDENT RESPONSI, PI.AN ANNEX
is established, information regarding the locatioa should
be provided to the Joint Information Center (JIC) for Accident response plans should include I l.cgal Anmex
inluLision iii a news release, which:

(4) Clairns processing personnel should be aware
(4f)te rlsitiv ocnatur g persurr elshoundin t bien a e a. Identifies the resources to be deployed with theof' the sen:;itive nature surrounding the accident. The Iea clmet

PiA ensures that any information provided to claimants
is according to established policies, and that queries for b. Providcs a checklist or synopsis of the actions to

any information other than claims procedures are be taken by the PIA immediatel.y upon arrival at the

referred to the Public Affairs Officer (PAO). site.

(5) Response efforts may necessarily result in the c. Establishes a policy requiring all functional
disturbance and/or destruction of physical evidence elements to coordinate actions with the PLA.
which may prove later to be significant in resolution d. Provides guidelines for documentation of physical
of clainms or litigation. Accordingly, the PLA should evidence which may be significant in the resolution of
take irnmcdiate action to ensure preservation of factual claims oir litigation.
and evidentiary information for both safety investiga-
Sonts and claims resolution. This includes photographs a. aiscribes procedures for establishing and operating
and/or videos, interviews with witnesses, documentation a claims processing )acility

of radiological ha/ards and safety procedures, ideilti- f. Identifies technical channels (if commiunication.
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APPENDIX 18-A

PERTINENT STATUTES AND INSTRUCTIONS

AUTHORITY FOR RESPONSE TO ACCIDENT 4. DoD Directive 5210.2, "Access to and Dissemination
of Restricted Data.-

1. Executive Order (EO) 12656, "Assignment of
Emergency Plrep~aredness Responsibilities." 5. DoD Directive 5210.41, "Security Criteria and

Standards for Protecting Nuclear Weapons."
2. White House Memorandum, 19 January 1988,

Subjcct"National System for Emergency Coordination." 6. DoD Directive 5210.56, "Use of Force by Personnel
Engaged in Law Enforcement and Security Duties."

3. 42 U.S.C.A. Sec. 5121 ct. seq., (Public Law 93-288,
amended by Public l~aw 100-107), "The Robert 1'.
Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act."

CRIMINAL STATUTES

4. FO 12148, "Federal Emergency Management."
1. 18 U.S.C.A. Sec. 11l, "Assaulting, Resisting or

5. EO 12241, "National Contingency Plan." Impeding Certain Officers or Employees."

6. 50 Fed. Reg. 46542, "Federal Radiological Emer- 2. 18 U.S.C.A. Sec. 231, " Civil Disorders."

gency Response Plan (FRERP)."
3. 18 U.S.C.A. Sec. 241, "Conspiracy Against Rights."

7. I)oD Directive 5100..-2, "Dol) Response to an
Accident or Significant Incident Involving Radioactive 4. 18 U.S.C.A. Sec. 245, "Federally Protected

Materials." Activities."

8. Dol) Directive 3025.1, "Use of Military Resources 5. 18 U.S.C.A. Sec. 372, "Conspiracy to Impede or
IDuring Peacetime Civil Emergencies Within the United Injure Officer."
States, Its Territories, and Possessions."

6. 18 U.S.C.A. Sec. 641, "Public Money, Property or
9. DoL) Directive 5230.16, "Nuclear Accident and Records."

Incident Public Affairs Guidance."
7. 18 U.S.C.A. Sec. 793, "Gathering, Transmitting, or

10. DoD Directive 5410.14, "Cooperation with U.S. L.osing D)efense Information
News Media Representatives at the Scene of Military
Accidents Occurring Outside Military Installations." 8. 18 U.S.C.A. Sec. 795, "Photographing and Sketching

lDefense Installations."

AUTHORITY TO ESTABLISH RESTRICTED AREA

TO PROTECT CLASSIFIED INFORMATION 9. 18 U.S.C.A. Sec, 796. "Use of Aircraft for Photo-
graphing Defense Installations."

I. 50 U.S.C.A. Sec. 797, "Security Regulations."
10. 18 U.S.C.A. Sec. 797, "Publication and Sale of

2. 42 U.S.C.A. Sec. 2271, "(cneral Provisions." Photographs of l)efense Installations."

3. Doi)lDirective 5200.8. "Security ()t Military 11. 18 U.S.C.A. Sec. 831, "Prohibited Transactions
Installations and Resources." Involving Nuclear Materials."
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12. 18 U.S.C.A. See. 1361, "Government Property or AUTHORITY FOR PAYMENT OF CLAIMS
Contracts."

1. 10 U.S.C.A. Subsec. 2733-2737, "Property Loss;
13. 18 U.S.C.A. Sec. 1362, "Comminunicatio n Lines, Personal Injury or Death: Incident to Noncombat
Stations or Systems." Activities of Dcpartmnent of the Army, Navy Or Air

14. 18 U.S.C.A. Sec. 1382. "Entering Military, Naval Foc.

or Coast Guard Property." 2. 28 U.S.C.A. Sec. 2672, "Administrative Adjustment

15. 18 U.SC.A, Sec. 1385, "Use of Army anid Air Force ofCam.

ats Posse Comitatus."

a. 10 U.S.C.A. Sec. 331. "Federal Aid for State NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
(iovcrnments."

h. 10 U-.3.(.A. Sec. 332, "Ulse of' Militia anid Armed 1. 42 U.S.C.A. Sec. 4321, ct. seq., "National Environ-
Forces to Enforce Federal Authority." miental Policy Act."

c. 10 U.S.CA. Sec. 333, "Interference with State and 2. 42 U.SC.A. See. 9601 et. seq., "Comprehensive
Feea Law." Environmental Response, Compensation, anid Liability

Act of 1980."
10 18 U.S.C.A. Sec. 2101. "Riots."

3. EO 11514. as amended by EO 1199!, "Protection
* 17. 18 U .S.C.A. Sec. 2231, "ASSaulit Or Resistance." and Enlhancemnent of Environmental Policy."

18. 18 IJ.S.C.A Sec. 2381, "Treason." 4 O150 SprudIpeetto,

19. 18 U.S.C.A. Scc. 2384, "Seditious Conspiracy."
5. D~OD D~irective 5100.50. "Protection anid Enhance-

AUTHORITY OF F"EDERAL BUREAU 01" mcnt of Environmcntal Policy."
'I INVESTIGATION

0. I)oD I)ircctive 6050.1, "Envir-onmenital Effects in thle
1. 18 'J.S.C.A. Sec. 3052, "Powers of Federal Bureau United States of IDoI) Actions."
of' Investigation."

2. 42 U.S.C.A. Sec. 2271(b), "General Provisions."

AUTHORITY FOR MILITARY ACQUISIT ION MISCELLANEOUS
OF LAND AND) JUST COMPENSATION FOR 1. 5 U.S.C.A. Sec. 552, as amended, "Freedom of
PROPERTY Information Act."

10 IJ.S.C.A. Sec. 2672a, "Acquisition: Interests in
* Land When Need is Urgent." 2. 5 IJ.S.C.A. Sec. 552a, as amended, "Privacy Act."

Amendment V - C'onstitution 3. 5 U.S.CA. Sec. 552b, "(overnment in Sunshine Act."
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DoD 5100.52-M

CHAPTER 19

SITE RESTORATION

19-1 GENERAL a. Coordination between responsible civil arid
military organizations.

a. Development of a site restoration plan to return
the accident area to a technically achievable/acceptable b. Determination of agreed-upon cleanup and
condition begins early in the nuclear weapon accident technically achievable/financially acceptable levels,
response effort. However, site restoration becomes the
dominant task only after classified weapons, weapon c. Determination and plotting of contaminated areas.
debris, classified components, and other hazards are
removed, or more precisely, when the National Defense d. Completion of environmental assessment(s).
Area (NDA) or National Security Area (NSA) is
disestablished, or when overseas the Security Area is e. Completion of decontamination, fixing, reducing
dissolved, the concentration, or removing the contaminant.

b. Several factors have significant influence on site f. Restoring the contaminated area to normal use.
restoration decisions and procedures. Some of the more
prominent factors are: size of the contaminated area,
its topography/demographics, anid the civil authority g. Development of plans for post restoration radiation

and prerogatives once the NI)A is disestablished, or monitoring and assessment.

overseas, the Security Area is dissolved.

c. Some actions otherwise performed in support of 19-4 RESOIURCES
the basic response effort are vital in site restoration.
One example would be determining the extent of a. Material resources necessary for site restoration
contamination. Such actions should be recognized, will range from heavy equipment for soil and vegetation
therefore, during development of thesite restoration plan removal, to materials such as soaps and detergents f'or
and the results incorporated into the plan. scrubbing lesser amounts of contamination from surface

areas. These resources are, for the most part, available
both commercially and within Dol). A specific list of

19-2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE all possible resources at thisjuncturc could be misleading
and is, therefore, not included. The precise resources

This chapter provides guidance for accomplishing the required will depend on the specific contamination
restoration of a nuclear weapon accident site contain- problem and the decontamination method(s) selected.
inated with radioactive materials. In this section, several
decontamination considerations are discussed as well as b. As described in other sections, each response force
the reoccupation of contaminated areas and follow-up staff element will contribute to the site restoration effort.
activities. However, four response force elements are the key to

the On-Scene Commander's (OSCs) effort to plan and
execute site restoration. The four elements are the

19-3 SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS Radiological Safety, Logistics, Legal, and Engineer
response elements. In addition to site restoration, the

The accidents at Thule, Greenland, and Palomares, Radiological Safety, Logistics, and Legal officers each
Spain. taught us that site restoration of an area have extensive responsibilities described in Chapters 5,
contaminated with radioactive materials, though not 17, and 18, respectively. Specifically, the Staff Engineer
easy, can be accomplished. The following actions will provides expert advice on the capabilities of various
be required: pieces of heavy equipment to accomplish specific types

19-I
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01 ol ICnOtaillnation, rccotimmnd fproct-dtres. determiiine (aI) RADlI OLOG(iICAL
skpport requireentcns for, restor~ation tasks,. aind

)rodinatc the coniduct of enigineeri-ng surveys disCussed 1. D etailed niapping oif the contaminated area
la e- InI this Chapter. S n ppnitinig Staff F ulginlees (A eriial M easuremencit System (AiM S).(ir-ound ( S urv-ýeys).

Ic~sponsibi lit ic ill thisaica, DNA pioxkfes the miodel 2. listing of any flixtives used to muinuim'

nte Iaýctic mode onl anl I ftM PC or IBM compatible 3. Established cleanup level.
anld letquires 250K RAM. I his program was designed
ito addie's ai radiological Colltaul linatiloll problem (h) IWMOOiRAPICI [( (l10GRAPIllIC.
pros iding inlfotrmatioii ranging from nmethiods costs to
elCInciesCIN.' Ile pr1int~aC\ anld ri-ghts, of civil author10ities" . Si/c of afflected aieia (m2).
ollicials concernIing Site restor'ation) Cannot he overein- 2. Population Household stic.
phiasi/cd. Accordingly, the Snior ITMA Official (510), 3. fLand use.
at I )part nenit of f:1c-nerv CIoFI) represenilative. and State 4. kiand vallue.
and focal authorities or foreign governmient officials, aec
critical Inl p)zlanning Nite restorationl as Well as to thle Mc 'Ihle inform-ation proidedck by thle Computer
accoimplishmenett of site recstoration,. includeIs

1. )[(ON metho1d Used onl each surfatCe.[2. Rate at Which thle I)L(ON method is
19-5 CONCIP'[ OF OPI;RATIONS app lied.

3. lvpe of labor used inl the method.

I[le ONU)S '\ rsplonsibilities do not tild with d isestab- 4. Fyp1 .e of equiipmenet used inl the me-thod
li~lnicit f th ND oioverca. IIC diNOI~h~l (1' 1IL:5. ma ' or materials required.

iS hi e i of th r o e s a t e d s o u i n o h 6 . [fllic i e nic y o f, t hle m ei t hlo d i nl re d tic iin g

assCist It protcting the'I~I- publc OS roi ~ raioogtical fiitod inhalation and extertnal dose.
assit Il II~t~ti~j! ileI)U~iC11011 ldi~~gial la/ids7. 1 )ose to Iadiation wor kers.

and supp)[ort tile I oDCl ontibiitioii to rCtnrnIillg tile are-a X. Dowe col)nit itwnic fr-oml sarface expoustre.
to anl accefitabIfC cotiditioti.

(2) Ani ad 11oc Conllujittee at thle na.tionlal level is

aI. Coorditiated Activities. Site testoratioti ativitics establishecd which inelutides representatives h1o'll D)1)).
arc iiidcrtlikcti inl coordination with the [ecderaf llTMA, fDo[. I oS. statle and local govenmentsa. [PA.
E'mergency Maniageineni A;.ency1 CI -M A). State. aiid aiid other Federal iagenicies and represeitiatives Mitch
local author101ities or foreignlJC 1o1ertImeit officialS. hereCI maty have statutorV responsibilities with regard to site
are no guidelines, national oir interinationial, For restiitationl. [his Committee Will form11Uhte thle scopec.
restorationl of areas eoiliitiiiiatcdf witlI) radioactive policies, anld C1ccepts to he inicluded lii site restorationl.
otteI~lea mlaterlials Which meIanls tcChn~ically achievable. The OS( should provide lie committee through thle

aecetabe ceantli eves vr'~ roii ocal toloele.S[() thle strategy, opt ionis alonig with radiological Itiapl
accctabe Ceanp l~cl %a frm lcal tolocle.datam for teg~itiattiOmIS and liliaf govertitnen-tal resolution

appr oval.
I ) I lie ON'(' wIll desclop va rious rcstoratioii1 (3) [heC filial Set Of -strategy op~tintIS Will lie Iused

strategy optionsý.'Iliesc options Shotuld be derived friim by thle OS( and stall' to btuild t(lie finial site restorationl
hIls staff and adv isors%.Considerationi is givenl to request fplan~.
thle D)NA Advisry' I eatt to assist lin fIrpariiig thecso
optiowis I lie team wAill use data from the loinit Ila/ard 1). Radiological Saffety Standar-ds. lin thle absence oif
I[valuatioti (enjter- (.111 IA. fecderal Rad iologicail I-ederal gtuidance, Dl)of has adoptedl the policy' that
Moniitor-iliing ndA.-,ssessicit ('eniter (.RMAC'). and localI radiological cctitatninatioti rtiolting froit accidenits
dem~lographics with a Site Restorationl compuI)Lter Involving U.S. tlitilear weapons. oir devices positig aitl
Programn (SRPI) toi develop testoratioti optionms. Once acttial or potenitial threat to popuilationis, or toi the
these optionIs areC develOped oii-site. they sh1ou~ld be ensiriotlillnt. shaH; be leduced toa itininimal pratctical
forwarldedj for tat iotal-heyclreview Spccificaily. to level or- at feast to a level Which rccogniied scientific
Lit ifi/ thIe S R P)III meitioned above thIe advisor-y tea~lt ill ist firittice andkiowldeiiiae ssf rcrei n
he p~iovided extetisiveiiinforiiittiotii intlie lollowitig area~: easonlahfe pi olected use.
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c. Procedures. The procedural recommendations in the level and cxtent of contamination and are the basis
the following paragraphs are limited to site restoration for determination, of possible decontamination
actions dealing with the locating, handling, and disposing techniques.
of radioactive contamination. Because site restoration
depends heavily on civil engineering procedures, the staff (3) Decontamination Considerations. A ', bstantial
engineer plays a majnr role in development of the site portion of the site restoration effort will bc to remove
restoration plan. or reduce the level of contamination to return the affected

area to an achievable!acceptable condition. If the
I ) Identifying the Contaminated Area. The first contamination is contained exclusively on government

step in site restoration identifies the contaminated or property, the decontamination effort is planned and
affected area. This step is accomplished by conducting supported solely by military assets. If, however, the
systematic radiological surveys and engineering studies, contamination is on public or private property, the
Data used in determining the contaminated area may decontamination effort must be planned jointly by the
be obtained during initial ground monitoring, aerial OSC. local and/or State officials and the Federal
measurement surveys, follow-on ground monitoring, and agencies or foreign government officials concerned. In
air sampling, all situations, the SRF can expect to be involved in

the initiation of site restoration.
(a) The outer perimeter of the contaminated area

is determined by measuring either low energy gamma
radiation, or alpha radiation, and corroborated by (a) In accidents, the bulk of the contamination
laboratory radioanalysis. Initial techniques employed is contained normally in the upper stratum (within one
may invol, ., both ground monitoring and aerial inch of the surface); therefore, immobilizing or "fixing"
measurement .survey to determine the main areas of contamination may br necessary to prevent spreading
contamination. All initial measurementts should be and/or to facilitate removal. Specifically, immobilizing
completed in the first few days of the response operation the contamination in heavily contaminated areas, (for
before contamination migrates into the soil or surfaces example, cr'tcrs) will decrease significantly the
and becomes difficult to measure. Control measures subsequent spread of contam:nation. Other methods
should be implemented immnediately ml there is any may be used such as spraying with water or fixative
possibility that the contaminants inay be spread, or as and/or covering the concentration with plasti,. sheeting.
soon as the initial iadiological survey has been Covering the concentration with fresh earth could
completed. As additional information becomes availa- prcvide a temporary fixative. Advice should be obtained
ble, IC-evaluation must be made of the situation for from the Radiological Safety Officer and Staff Engineer
possiblc modification of control measures in effect. tbout using a particular fixative and its impac' on both

the environment and on subsequent site restoration
(b) Soon after the perimeter of the contaminated operations. Constructing physical contaanment features

area has been established, detailed surveys should be may be necessary, such as dams, dikes, or ditches, to
conducted to accurately determine the location of prevent the contaminants from spreading or being
various intensities of radiation. Such surveys may eroded.
involvecollecting samples of air, soil, water, plants, and
animals for laboratory analysis, as well as obtaining (b) l)econtaminotion rnethod'n used to cleanup
detailed ground radiation measurements. These detailed an accident are,. may vnry widely. Sonic factors that
survcys provide additional data from which site will influence the meihod chosen are type and use of
restoration planning can be initiated. Further surveys, the soil, type and amou:nt of' vegetation in thc area, type
including collection of samples and radiation measure-- and lc',el of contamination present. Other factors ar-
mcnts, should continue to he made until site restoration type and rni'nber ol building!,- Effectivc decontamination
has been completed. begins with the vse of ilh sin:plcst metmod. For example,

when hig'i leve!,, of centamiaatior, ar2 present, repetitive
(2) Environmental A:,sessmncnt. tlie principal use of a *.niple method mla" be effective, or a more

obiectives of the environmental assessment are to identify sophisticuted technique m; y nv required to remove the
the cfects on the ccosystenms at the accident site and contani~nation. Normally, lower levels of contantlination
to idoentify various decontamitiatinn techiniques used in are removed first, but under c:rtain environmental
resioring the accident site. Radiological surveys are key considerations. 'em.,ving the highest level first may be
to the envirionmental assessment because they establish advisa~i" to reduce dihe ,pread of contamination.
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1. Vegetation in the irea should be washed or (a) Early identification of a waste disposal site
removed. Decomposition of plant material caa be and its acceptance criteria are necessary to determine
accelerated by shredding and using quicklime. If packaging and transportation requirements.
shredders are used, care must be taken to control (b) Contaminated soil and building materials
resuspension. may require packaging in containers. The type of

2. Scraping is probably the most effective container selected depends on the material to be

method for removing contamination from land surfaces. packaged and the mode of transportation. Containers
This method should be used when high contamination used must meet the requirements of applicable DoD,

levels will not permit use of other methods. Contam- DoE, and Department of Transportation (DoT)

inated soil rernoved by this method should be proccsed regulations and/or country involved. Containers varying

through a mechanical and/or chemical separator for in size from 55-gallon drums to large containers, for

removal of the contaminant to achievable/acceptable example, 5,000-gallon fuel tanks, have been used in

levels. The soil may then be returned to the location previous restoration efforts. Because the shipments will

from which removed, however, if difficulty is encoun- consist of contaminated materials, advice must be

tered in removing the contaminant, it must be obtained from transportation specialists. Moreover, the
transported from the site to an acceptable radiological method of shipment selected should ensure that the

disposal facility. The quantity of material packaged and materials are moved in a safe and efficient manner and
shipped may also create a large scale logistic problem. that all regulations/requirements are followed.

The logistics officer and/or DoE personnel assist in (5) Reoccupation of Evacuated Areas. Levels of

identifying and locating suitable shipping containers surface and airbornecontamination remaining in an area
will be factors determining when the area is safe for

S3.. In areas with lesser contamination levels, reoccupation.
plowing may be an effective method of achieving
permissible levels of contamination in the proximate (a) Resuspension, and resuspension factors, will

surface. The depth of the proximate surface varies even be major considerations. In light of this, the Nuclear

within similar environments. The proximate surface may Regulatory Commission guidance states that airborne

be within one or two inches of the surface in a forest activity may be averaged over all of the air inhaled for

or field, not planned for development, while the a whole year to determine the annual dose to the lung.

proximate surface for agricultural land generally is Recognizing that cleanup will continue, and that the

"generally defined by the depth of agricultural plowing, magnitude of 'esuspcnsion will decrease with timc,
If dilution within the proximate surface is contemplated, reoccupation may be possible at a time when airborne

burial action of plowing is enhanced further if the area activity is still two to three times the maximum

is wetted before plowing as surface dust will be kept permissible steady state concentration.

from rising and collecting on previously turned furrows. (b) Surface contamination on objects with vwhich
Wetting and plowing will also tend to mix the people come in contact must be at acceptable levels

contaminant in depth so that it is not left in a single before the items can be released for unrestricted use,

stratumn. or before reoccupation can be permitted. Surface
contamination is divided into two categories: "fixed"

Contaminated buildings and other struc- and "removable," when determining if personal
tures should be decontaminated and, in severe cases, possessions may be released to their owners. Fixed
removed and re-built. contamination is that which has settled into a surface

5. Table 19-1 provides guidelines on the and cannot be wiped off, removable is that which can
permissible levels of fixed and removable contamination, be expunged if the surface is rubbed.

hefixation and/or decontamination efficiency of tile
methds iscusedaboe, wen sedsingy o in(6) Follow-Up Activities, After site restoration ismethods discussed above, wvhen used singly or in complete, the site should be inspected to ensure that

combination, are contained in Tables 19-2. Methods to all aspects of the site restoration plan have b'cci,
decontaminate various surfaces are contained in Table accomplished. Continued monitoring and analysis of

material, such as soil and vegetation, and people is
necessary for long periods to ensure that radiation,

(4) Contaminated Waste Disposal. The methods environmental, and health standards have been
and procedures for disposing of contaminated waste permanently and successfully achieved. Normally, a civil
ma'erial wiil require coordination between the OSC, the agency wili be responsible for long term radiological
SFO and appropriate civilian authorities/ officials. monitoring.
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19-6 A(CIDFNT RESPONSE PLAN ANNEX a. Prtocedurestfor collection iof envir-onmental sampicls
required to support restoration operations.

A separate Site Restoration Plan (SRlP) will beb.poeusfrdcntm ain do ix in
developed in coordination with representatives from b. Proctmiaedue fordecotmntinads.fxto
Federal. State. and local agencies, or the host country, o otmntdaes
government officials representatives. The Site Restora- c. Procedures for the disposal of' contaminated
tion annex of the accident response plan should identify material.
possible methods to restore an accident site and
contaminated areas. Information and procedures which d. Identification of requirements for site restoration
may be appropriate for the Site Restoration annex to planning with State, Federal, and civil authorities and
the accident response plan Include: host government officials.

TA BLE 19-1. Radioactive Contamination Guides.

Contamination L evel
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I Fixed
IR Rernirsed

l'ABIA- 19-2.. Efficiencies for D~econtaminiiation of Land Areas and Selected Resources

The table: includes decontaminatiorn cet icienicies Iom the lfllowing land areas anid resources.

Vacant ILand Exterior Wood Walls. Hrick Walls
Agriculturail FielCds Concrete Wood Floors
Wooded Larid ILawns Inter ior Concrete Walls and Wood Plaster Walls
Orchards, Carpeted and] Linoleum Floors
Asphalt Streets Par king and Otheri Pavecd Asphalt Roofs
Coniciic e Streets Parking and Other l'ased (ioncrete Autorrobiles. Auto I ires. F-ngine lDrive I rain, and Ititerior
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fABLE 19-2. Efficiencies for Decontamination of Land Areas and Selected Resources (Continued)

DECONTAMINATION OF VACANT LAND

EFFICIENCY
DECONTAMINATION METHOD INHALATION EXTERNAL

Clear; Harvest 30 40
Surface Scaler/ Fixative-Clear; Harvest 40 40
Surface Sealer/ Fixative-Clear; Harvest-Scrape 4' to 6" 96 96
Low Pressure Water 55 25
Low Pressure Water (x2) 79.8 43.8
Low Pressure Water (x3) 90.9 57.8
Low Pressure Water (x4) 95.96 68.4
Surface Scaler/ Fixative, Plow 92 55
Surface Sealer/ Fixative, Deep Plow 98.5 65
Surface Sealer/ Fixative, Clear; Harvest Double Scrape 99.44 99.44
Surface Sealer/ Fixative, Clear; Harvest Double Sc ape, Scrape 4" to 6" 99.92 99.92
3" Asphalt & Cover with 6" Soil 60 40
Surface Sealer/ Fixative, 3" Asphalt & Cover with 6" Soil 86 42
Low Pressure Water, 3" Asphalt & Cover with 6" Soil 82 55
Clear; Harvest, 3" Asphalt & Cover with 6" Soil 72 58

Surface Sealer/ Fixative, Clear; Harvest 3" Asphalt & Cover with 6" Soil 76 64
Low Pressure Water (x2), 3" Asphalt & Cover with 6" Soil 91.9 66.3
Low Pressure Water (x3), 3" Asphalt & Cover with 6" Soil 96.4 74.7
Surface Sealer/ Fixative, Plow 3" Asphalt & Cover with 6" Soil 96.8 73
Surface Sealer/ Fixative, Deep Plow, 3" Asphalt & Cover with 6" Soil 99.4 79
Surface Sealer/ Fixative, Clear: Harvest, Double Scrape 3" Asphalt & Cover with 6" Soil 99.78 99.66
3" Asphalt & Cover with 6" Soil (x2) 84 64
Surface Sealer/ Fixative 65 00
Plow 98 95
Surface Sealer/ Fixative, Clear; Harvest, Double Scrape (x2) 99.99 99.99

DECONTAMINATION OF AGRICULTURE FIELDS

Low Pressure Water 55 25
Low Pressure Water (x2) -0.8 43.75
Low Pressure Water (x3) 0.9 57.8
Low Pressure Water (x4) 95.9 68.4
Surface Sealer/ Fixative 65 00
Leaching, EDTA 92 35
Clear; Harvest 30 30
Scrape 4" to 6" F6 86
Plow 90 50
Deep Plow 98 60
Surface Sealer/ Fixative-Clear; Harvest 40 40
Surface Sealer/ Fixative-Clear; Harvest-Double Scrape 99.44 99.44
Surface Scaler! Fixative-Clear; Harvest-Double Scrape-Scrape 4" to 6" 99.92 99.92
Three-Inch Asphalt and Cover with 6" Soil (No Trees) 60 40
Low Pressure Water-Three Inch Asphalt and Cover with 6" Soil (No Trees) 84.7 55
Surface Sealer/ Fixative-Three Inch Asphalt and Cover with 6" Soil (No Trees) 89.5 42
Leaching, FeCP3-Three Inch Asphalt and Cover with 6" Soil (No Trees) 97.6 70
Scrape 4" to 6"-Three Inch Asphalt and Cover with 6" Soil (No Trees) 94.4 91.6
Plow-Three Inch Asphalt and Cover with 6" Soil (No Trees) 97 91
Deep Plow-Three Inch Asphalt and Cover with 6" Soil (No Trees) 99.4 97
Clear; Harvest-Three Inch Asphalt and Cover with 6" Soil (No Trees) 72 58
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TABLE 19-2. Efficiencies for Decontamination of Land Areas and Selecled Reaources (Continued)

DECONTAMINATION OF VACANT 1. kJ,

EFFICIENCY
DECONTAMINATION METHOD iNAiý LATION EXTERNAL

Three Inch Asphalt and Cover with 6" Soil (No Trees) (x2) 88 64

Three inch Asphalt and Cover with 6" Soil (No Trees) (x3) 96.4 78.4

Low Pressure Water (x2)--hree Inch Asphalt and Cover witi 6" Soil (No Trees) 93.9 66.3
Surface Sealer/ Fixative-Scrape 4" to 6" 96 96
Surface Sealer/ Fixative-Double Scrape 99.44 99.44

Surface Scaler/ Fixative, Double Scrape, Scrape 4' to 6" 99.92 99.92

Surface Sealer/ Fixative-Plow 92 55

Surface Sealer/ Fixative-Deep Plow 98.5 65

DECONTAMINATIOIN OF ORCHARDS

Low Pressure Water 33 15
Low Pressure Water (x2) 47.9 26.3
Low Pressure Water (x3) 54.5 34.7
Low Pressure Water (x4) 57.5 41
Scrape 4" to 6" 48 48
Plow 51 27
Surface Sealer! Fixative-Defoliate-Scrape 4" to 6" 80 68
Surface Sealer, Fixative-Defoliate-l)ouble Scrape 90.32 78
Surface Sealer/ Fixative-Scrape 4" to 6" 75 51
Surface Sealer/ Fixative-Defoliate-Scrape 4" to 6" - Low Pressure Water 77.3 71

Surface Sealer/ Fixative-Remnove and Replace-Scrape 4" to 6" 93.6 93.6
Surface Sealer;' Fixative-Plane, Scarify, Radical Prune 72.5 18
Surface Sealer,' Fixative-Plane, Scarify, Radical Prune-Plow 93.3 45
Surface Sealer! Fixative-Remove and Replacc-Scrapc

4" to 6" - Three Inch Asphalt and Cover with 6" Soil (No Trees) 95 94.56

Cover with 6" Soil (Trecs in Place) 30 24
Surface Sealer, Fixative-Cover with 6" Soil Trees in Place 33 25.2
Low Pressure Water, Cover with 6" Soil (Trees in Place) 47.9 33
Surface Sealeri Fixative, Remove & Replace Scrape 4" to 6", Plow 95.7 95.1
Surface Scaler! Fixative 50 0
Surface Sealer. Fixative-Plane, Scarify; Radical Prune-Plow 93.3 45

DECONTAMINATION OF WOODED LAND

Surface Sealer" Fixative, D)efoliatc 48 00
Surface Sealer: Fixative, Clear- Harvest 65 40
Surface Sealer; Fixative, Clear, Harvest Scrape 4" to 6" 85 85

Surface Sealer, Fixative, Clear; Harvest Double Scrape 89.25 89.25
Surface Sealer, Fixative, High Pressure Water 67.5 42.5

Surface Sealer, Fixative, Defoliate, High Pressure Water 77.5 69.5
Surlaice Sealer, Fixative, Clcar: Harvest. 3" Asphalt & Cover with 6" Soil 70 60
Surface Sealer, Fixative, High Pressure Water, 3" Asphalt & ('over with 6" Soil 72 45.5
Surface Sealer Fixative 50 00
Surface Sealer. Fixative, Serape 4" to 6" 67.5 42.5

Surface Scaler Fixative, Clear: Hlarvest High Pressure Water 85 85
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TABLE 19-2. Efficienies for Decontamination of land Areas and Selected Resources (Continued)

D---ECONTAMINATION OF EXTERIOR WOOD WALLS

EFFICIENCY

DECONTAMINATION METIIOD INHALATION EXTERNAL

Low Pressure Water 90 85
Wash and Scrub 95 90

L~ow Pressure Water, Wash and Scrub 94 90.25

Vacuum 99 94

Vacuum. l-ow Pressure Water 99.3 94
Vacuum. Wash and Scrub 99.6 95.5

High Plrcssur-e Water 98 93

Vacuum. Higl). Pressure WVater 99.7 97.9

Surface Scaler Fixative. Rcmovc and Replace 99.9 99.9

Vacuum. Surface Sealer, Fixative, Remove and Replace 99.98 99.98

I)ouble Vacuum, Surface Sealer Fixative. Remove and Replace 99.99 99.99
Vacuum. F~oam 99.8 98.5
Strippable Coating 85 8,4

Double Vacuum, Foam 99.83 98.65
Double Vacuum, -oam, Remove and Replace 99.94 99.6

Surface Scaler Fixative. Remove Structure 99.99 99.99

Vacuum, Strippable Coating 996 97.3

Surtace Sealer Fixativc 65 e0
Vacuum. Surface Sealer Fixative 99.5

I)ECONTAMINATION OF EXTERIOR BRICK WALLS

Vacuum 29 25

D)ouble Vacuum 36.1 30.25

low Pressure Water 90 85
Vacuum. LoAw Pl.cssuic Water 91.48 86.5

Vacuum, Foam 92.9 88.75

l)ouble Vacuum, 1-oam 92.97 88.84

Double Vacuum. Low Pressure Water 91.69 86.75

Vacuum. Surface Scaler Fixative, Remove and Replace 99.72 99.7

I)ouhle Vacuum, Surface Sealer Fixative. Remove and Replace 99.74 99.72

D)ouble Vacuum. Foam, Remove and Replace 99.86 99.93

Vacuum, High Pressure Water 91.48 87.25

D)ouble Vacuum, High Prmessure Water 91.69 87.45

Double Vacuum, Foam, High Prcssurc Water 95.78 92.75

Strippable Coating 40 35

Vacuum. Hydroblasting 96.45 92.5

D)ouble Vacuum. Ilvdroblasting 96.49 92.67

Vacuum, Wash and Scrub 92.19 88.38

l)ouble Vacuum, Wash and Scrub 92.33 88.49

Vacuum. Plane, Scarify 99.29 99.25

l)ouble Vacuum. Place. Scarifv 99.30 99.26
Vacuum. Surface Scaler I-ixativc, Rcmove Structure 99.72 99.7
Surface Scalcm F-ixative 65 O0

Foam 92 87
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TABLE 19-2. Efficiencies for Decontamination of Land Areas and Selected Resources (Continued)

DECONTAMINATION OF LINOLEUM FLOORS

EFFICIENCY

DECONTAMINATION METHOD INHALATION EXTERNAL

Vacuum 99 95
Double Vacuum 99.3 96.25
Wash & Scrub 97 95
Vacuum. Wash & Scrub 99.85 99
Vacuum, Foam 99.9 99.25
Double Vacuum, Foam 99.9 99.25
Double Vacuum, Wash and Scrub 99.86 99.06
Vacuum, Surface Sealer, Fixative, Remove and Replace 99.99 99.99
Double Vacuum, Surface Sealer. Fixative, Remove and Replace 99.99 99,99
Double Vacuum, Foan. Surface Scaler Fixative. Remove and Replace 99.99 99.99
Strippable Coating 98 97
Vacuum, Strippable Coating 99.6 97.85

Surface Sealer, Fixative 80 00

DECONTAMINATION OF WOOD FLOORS

Vacuum 90 85
D)ouble Vacuum 94.5 91
Wash and Scrub 92 87
Vacuum, Wash and Sciub 95 91
Vacuum, Foam 97.5 95.5
D)ouble Vacuum, Foam 98.08 96.4
Double Vacuum. Wash and Scrub 95.9 92.8
Vacuum, Surface Sealer,' Fixative, Remove and Replace 99.97 99.96
Double Vacuum, Surfacc Scaler,' Fixativc. Remove and Replace 99.98 99.97
Double Vacuum. Foam, Surface Sealer Fixative. Remove and Replace 99.99 99.99
Vacuum, Surface Sealer! Fixative. Resurface 99.96 99.94
I)ouble Vacuum, Surface Sealer, Fixative, Resurface 99.98 99.96
D)oublc Vacuum, Foam. Surface Sealer Fixative. Resurface 99.99 99.98
Strippable Coating 80 75
Vacuum, Strippable Coating 97 94.5
Surface Sealer, Fixative 85 00IHigh Pressure Water 95 90

DECONTAMINATION OF CARPETED FLOORS

Vacuum 60 55
D)ouble Vacuum 72 66.25
Vacuum. Foam 80 75.25
Double Vacuum. Foam 8302 78.06
Double Vacuum, Foam (x2) 86.56 81.35
Vacuum, Surface Scaler' Fixative, Remove and Replace 99.52 99.46
Double Vacuum. Surface Sealer Fixative. Remove and Replace 99.63 99.56
Vacuum. Steam Clean 72.8 67.2
Vacuum. Wash and Scrub 76 70.8
Double Vacuum, Steam ('Clean 78.16 72
I)ouble Vacuum. Wayh and Scrub 79.9 73
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TABLE 19-2. Efficiencies for Decontamination of Land Areas atd Selected Resources (Continued)

DECONTAMINATION OF CONCRETE FLOOR';

EFFICIENCY
DECONTAMINATION METHOD INHALATION EXTERNAL

Vacuum 74 69
Double Vacuum 83.1 78.61
Wash and Scrub 85 80
Vacuum. Wash arid Scrub 94.8 92.56
Vacuum, Foam 97.4 91.66
Double Vacuum. Foam 97.63 96.15
Double Vacuum, Wash and Scrub 95.78 94.01
Vacuum, Surface Scaler/Fixative, Resurface 99.79 99.75
D)oublc Vacuum. Surface Scaleri Fixative, Rcsurfacc 99.86 88.83
Double Vacuum, Foam, Surface Sealer; Fixative, Resurface 99.97 99.96
Strippable Coating 95 90
Vacuum. Hydroblasting 98.96 97.52
Double Vacuum, Hydroblasting 98.99 97.65
Vacuum, High Pressure Water 96.1 94.11
Double Vacuum, High Pressure Water 96.79 95.29
Vacuum. Strippable Coating 96.62 94.42
Double Vacuum. Strippable Coating 97.30 95.5

DECDNTAMINATION OF INTERIOR WOODIPLASTER WALLS

Vacuum 99 95

Double Vacuum 99.3 96.25
Wash and Scrub 9/ 95
Vacuum, Wash and Scrub 99.85 99
Vacuum, Foam 99.9 99.25
Double Vacuum. Foam 99.9 99.25
Double Vacuum. Wash and Scrub 99.86 99,06
Vacuum, Surface Sealer! Fixative, Remove and Replace 99.99 99.99
Double Vacuum, Surface Sealer/ Fixative. Remove and Replace 99.99 99.99
"Strippable Coating 98 97
Vacuum• Strippatle Coating 99.6 97.85
Surface Sealer/ Fixative 80

DECONTAMINATION OF INTERIOR (:ONCRETE WALLS

Vacuum 70 65
Double Vacuum 79 74.1
Wash and Scrub 80 75
Vacuum, Wash and Scrub 92.5 89.95
Vacuum, Foam 95.5 93.35
I)oublc Vacuum, Foam 95.8 94.04
D)ouble Vacuum, Wash and Scrub 93.7 91.43
Vacuum, Surface Scaler! Fixative, Remove and Replace 99.76 99.41
Double Vacuum, Surface Scaler/ Fixative, Remove and Replace 99.83 99.79
Double Vacuum, Foam, Surface Sealer/ Fixative, Remove and Replace 99.96 99.94
Strippahlc Coating 90 85
Vacuum, High Pressure Water (I 91.6
Double Vacuum, High Pressure Water 94.96 93.01
Vacuum, Hydroblasting 97.3 95.45
Double Vacuum, Hydroblasting 97.69 95.61
Vacuum, Strippable Coating 91.3 88.45
Double Vacuum, Strippable Coating 93.28 90.6
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TABLE 19-2. Efficiencies for Decontamination of Land Areas and Selected Resources (Continued)

EFFICIENCY
DECONTAMINATION METHOD INHALATION EXTERNAL

DECONTAMINATION OF ASPHALT STREETS/PARKING

Vacuum 50 45
Double Vacuum 67.5 6!.5
Low Pressure Water 95 85
Vacuum, Low Pressure Water 95.5 86.25
Vacuum, Foam 97.5 91.75
Double Vacuum, Foam 98.05 91.92
Double Vacuum, Low Pressure Water 95.78 86.53
Vacuum, Remove and Replace 99.5 99.45
Double Vacuum, Remove and Replace 99.68 99.62
Double Vacuum, Foam, Remove and Replace 99.98 99.92
Vacuum, Resurface 99.25 98.9
Double Vacuum, Resurface 99.51 99.23
Double Vacuum, Foam. Resurface 99.97 99.84
Strippable Coating 97.5 93
Vacuum, Thin Asphalt/Concrete Layer 99 49.4
Double Vacuum, Thin Asphalt/Concrete Layer 99.35 64.58
Vacuum. 3" Asphalt with Cover with 6" Soil 99.25 71.4
Double Vacuum, 3" Asphalt and Cever with 6" Soil 99.51 79.98
Vacuum, Strippable Coating 98 96.15
Surface Sealer/ Fixative 97.75 02
Double Vacuum, Strippable Coating 98.38 93.46
Foam 97 90
Double Vacuum, Strippable Coating, Foam 99.84 98.36

DECONTAMINATION OF CONCRETE STREETS/PARKING

Vacuum 50 45
Double Vacuum 67.5 61.5
ILow Pressure Water 95 85
Vacuum, Low Pressure Water 95.5 86.25
Vacuum, Foam 97.5 91.75
I)oublc Vacuum, Foam 98.05 91.92
Double Vacuum, Low Pressure Water 95.78 86.53
Vacuum, Remove and Replace 99.5 99.45
Double Vacuum, Remove and Replace 99.68 99.62
Double Vacuum. Foam, Remove and Replace 99.98 99.92
Vacuum, Resurface 99.25 98.9
Double Vacuum, Resurface 99.51 99.23
Double Vacuum, Foam. Resurface 99.97 99.84
Strippable Coating 97.5 93
Vacuum, Thin Asphalt iConcrete L1ayer 99 53.8
Double Vacuum, Thin Asphalt; Concrete L.ayer 99.35 67.66
Vacuum, 3" Asphalt and Cover with 6" Soil 99.25 71.4
Double Vacuum. 3' Asphalt and Cover with 6" Soti 99.51 79.98
Vacuum, Strippable Coating 98 96.15
Surface Scale Fixative 97.75 02
D)oublc Vacuum. Strippable Coating 98.38 93.46
Foam 97 90
Double Vacuum. Strippable Coating, I-oami 99.84 98.36
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TABLE 19-2. Efficiencies for Decontamination of Land Areas and Selected Resources (Continued)

DECONTAMINATION OF ROOFS

EFFICIENCY
DECONTAMINATION METHOD INHALATION EXTERNAL

Vacuum 60 50
Sandblasting 99 96
High Pressure Water 97 93
Foam 93 90
Stri,•able Coating 85 80
Low Pressure Water 90 85
I ow Pressure Water (x2) 98 96.25
Remove and Replace 99.9 99
Vacuum, High Pressure Water 98 95
Vacuum. L.ow Pressure Water 92 87.5
Surface Scaler Fixative, Remove and Replace 99.94 99.9!

DECONTAMINATION OF LAWNS

l)ouble Vacuum 30 20
Low Pressure Water 85 75
low Pressure Water (x2) 91 84
Low Pressure Water (x3) 93 86.88
low Pressure Water (x4) 94 88.06
(lose Mowing 65 65
Remove and Replace 98 98
leaching. FeCC' 85 80
Surface Sealer Fixative. Remove and Replace, L.ow Pressure Water 99.9 99.7
Surlace Sealer Fixative. Remo,,e and Replace. Leaching. I-eCI 99.92 99.9

Surface Sealer Fixative. Remove and Replace 99 99

I)ECONTAMINATION OF OTHER PAVED ASPHlAILT

Vacuum 50 45
D)ouble Vacuum 67.5 61.5
low Pressure Water 95 85
Vacuum, l~ow Pressure Water 95.5 86.25
Vacuum, Foam 97.5 91.75
D)oublc Vacuum. Foam 98.05 91.92
Double Vacuum, Low Pressure Water 95.78 86.53
Vacuum, Remove and Replace 99.5 99.45
D)ouble Vacuum, Remove and Replace 99.68 99.62
D)ouble Vacuum. Foam, ReImove and Replace 99.98 99.92
Vacuum. Resurface 99.25 98.9
l)ouble Vacuum, Resurface 99.51 99.23
D)oublc Vacuum, Folam, Resurfacc 99.97 99.84
Strippable Coating 97.5 93
Vacuum, Thin Aplialt :Concrete layer 99 49.4
I)ouble Vacuum, [hin Asphalt Concrete Layer 99.35 64.58
Vacuum. Strippable Coating 98 96.15
Surlace Scaler Fixative 97.75 02
D)ouble Vacuum, Strippable C(atinL 98.38 93.46
F0oam 97 90
D)ouble Vacuum, Strippable Coating. Foam 99.84 98.36
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TABIE 19-2. Efficiencies for Decontamination of Land Areas and Selected Resources (Continued)

ENGINE-DRIVE TRAIN AND INTERIORS AUTO EXTERIORS

EFFi('IENCY
DECONTAMINATION METHOD INHALATION EXTERNAL.

Water Wash 85 80
Water Wash (x2) 96.25 93
Wash & Scrub 95 94
Wash and Scrub (x2) 99.5 99.28i
Repaint 99.9 99.8

~ withSn~entENGINE-D)RIVE TRAIN

Steam Clean 75 65
Steam ('lean x2) 92.5 86

('lean -ngine withi Solent 95 90
Steam Clean, ('lean t-ngin with Solvent 97.5 94.75
Steam Clean, ('lean Enginc with 4 Solvent (x2) 99.63 98.95

INTiERIORS

Vacuum 75 70
Double Vacuum 92.5 89.5

Detailed Auto Cleaning 95 9(0
I )etailed Auto Cleaninzg (x2) 96 92
Replace Rcupholster 99 99
Vacuum. Remove Interio, Clean Replace 98 97

TIRES

Watct Wash 80 50
Wash and Scrub 90 85
Replace 99.9 99.9
Sandblasting 95.9 88
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DoD 5160.52 M

CHAPTER 20

SUMMARY OF SPECIALIZED CAPABILITIES

20-1 GENERAL Commander (OSC) and his staff in the management
of recovery operations following a nuclear weapon

Numerous units and organizations with specialized accidc..i. A part of the DNA capability is the Armed
capabilities are discussed throughout this document. Forces Radiobiology Research Institute's Medical
This chapter summarizes these units and organizations Radiobiology Advisory Team (MRAT). This team can
and the capability or service they offer. assist medical personnel and commanders by providing

state-of-the-art medical radiobiology advice by tele-
20-2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE phone or at the ,cident scene.

(4) Other Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) Controllc.d

This chapter provides a ready reference to units and Communication Assets. S;'per High Frequency satellite
organizations that maintain specialized capabilities, terminals, Ground Mobile Force terminals, and other
Each unit or organization is organized by title, communications assets can also be deployed on request.
specialized capability, or service.

b. United States Air Force.

20-3 UTILIZATION (I) U.S. Air Force Air Transportable RADIAC
Package (ATRAF). ATRAP is a collection of RADIAC

A summary of the capabilities of organizations and equipment, spare parts, and trained instrument repair
specialized units is provided. Table 20-1 lists functions technicians.and services provided by organizations or specialized (2) HARVEST EAGLE Kits. HARVEST EAGLE
units. Appendix 20-A provides telephone numbers for kits consist of air transportable operations support sets

requesting services, or additional information on with tents, field kitchens, collapsible cots, and other
organizational or specialized unit capabilities discussed housekeeping items.
in this document. (3) Occupational and Environmental Health

Laboratory (OEHL). This organization has a deployable
team of health physicists, health physics technicians and

20-4 DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DoD) equipment, collectively called the Air Force Radiation
Assessment Team (AFRAT). AFRAT provides assist-

a. Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) Controlled Assets. ance in radiological health matters.
(4) HAMMER ACE. HAMMER ACE consists 3f

(1) Joint Communications Contingency Station a rapid deployment team of engineers and technicians
Assets (JCCSA). JCCSA is a communications asset equipped with advanced tecniology communications
consisting of heavy mobile/transportable equipment equipment. See Chdpter !2 for further discussion.
deployable by C-141/C-5 aircraft.

(2) Joint Communications Support Element
(JCSE). The JCSE is a contingency support unit c. United States Army.
consisting of Army, Air Force, and Marine Corps
personnel and a variety of communications equipment. (1) Radiologica'. Advisory Medical Team (RAMT).
A part of this equipment, the AN/URC Joint Airborne This team is trained speciallj in radiological problems
Communications Center/Command Post (JACC/CP), and can assist and furnish guidance to the OSC, other
consists of several pieces of equipment mounted in air officials, and local medical authorities.
transportable vans. (2) Radiological Control (RADCON) Team. This

(3) Defense Nuclear Agency's (DNA)s Nuclear team is organized to provide technical assistance and
Weapon Accident Advisory Team. The DNA Advisory advice to the OSC in all kinds of radiological
Team was established and trained tc assist an On-Scene emergencies.
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d. United States Navy. The RADCON Team can (7) RANGER. A ground based system used for
provide expert health physics (radiation control and environmental monitoring sample tracking, and archive
safe-Y) assistance to the OSC at a radiological accident, purposes.

(8) Mobile Decontamination Station. Equipment
to perform field personnel decontamination.

20-5 DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (DoE) (9) RASCAL. An air sampling system contained
within a cargo van.

a. Department of Energy Accident Response Teams.

(I) Accident Response Group (ARG). The ARG 20-6 FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
is the primary DoE response element for a nuclear AGENCY (FEMA)
weapon accident and will be composed of the DoE Team
Leader, a senior scientific advisor (assigned by the design FEMA is responsible for coordinating the overall
laboratory), design specialists, high explosive specialists, Federal response in support of State and local
health physicists, packaging, and other technical authorities. FEMA will dispatch a Senior FEMA Official
specialists as needed. (SFO) (or designate a FEMA Region Official to act

(2) Nuclear Emergency Search Team (NEST). This as the Deputy SFO) and an emergency response team
team is the primary DoE response element for threat (ERT) to complete interface requirements.
incidents involving improvised nuclear devices and lost
or stolen nuclear weapons. NEST assets may be included
as part of the DoE ARG. 20-7 OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES

b. Other DoE Accident Response Resources. a. Department of Agriculture (USDA). The USDA
Requests for these services should be coordinated with has the responsibility and the ability to determines the
the DoE ARG Team Leader. safety of meat and poultry products for human

consumption.
(1) Aerial Measurement System (AMS). A system

that can provide aerial radiological surveys and aerial b. Department of Health and Human Services
photography. (DHHS). The DHHS has the capability to analyze food

(2) Contaminated Laundering Facilities. DoE and environmentalsamples for radioactivity content and

operated facilities arc capable of laundering plutonium provide radiological advice.
contaminated clothing.(3)on tm othing. c. Department of Transportation (DoT). The DoT

(3) Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability can arrange special transportation activities and
(ARAC). This unit can provide computer generated asitnencoatngosgoradcninesf
estimates of the distribution of radioactive contaminants assistace in contacting consignors and consignees of
released to the atmosphere, shipments.

(4) Mobile Accident Response Mobile Laboratory d. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). EPA has
SPOT), Two air transportable trucks and trailers monitoring teams to measure and evaluate contamina-

with equipment to analyze, identify, and document tion and to advise ofactions to he taken forthe protection
radioactive contamination. of the public health and safety.

(5) Radiolographic Response Capability. Two units
capable of taking and developing radiographs of e. Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). The FBI
weapons using cobalt or x-ray sources. is responsible for recovery of off-site classified nuclear

(6) The Radiation Emergency Assistance Center weapon material. The FBI is the lead federal agency
Training Site (REAC/TS). A DoE facility specializing for improvised nuclear devices, incidences, and terrorist
in treatment of all types of radiation exposure and nuclear-related activities in the U.S, territories, and
capable of providing advice and assistance, possessions.

20-3
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APPENDIX 20-A

POINTS OF CONTACT

20-A-I MILITARY COMMAND CENTERS:

National Military Command Center (NMCC) AUTOVON 227-6340
Commercial 703-697-6340

U.S. Air Force Operations Center AUTOVON 225-7220
Commercial 703-695-7220

U.S. Army Operations Center AUTOVON 227-0218
Commercial 703-697-0218

U.S. Navy Operations Center AUTOVON 225-0231
Commercial 703-695-0231

U.S. Marine Corps Operations Center AUTOVON 225-7366
Commercial 703-695-7366

20-A-2 COORDINATION CENTERS:

Office of the Secretary of Defense Crisis Coordination Center AUTOVON 364-9320/22
Commercial 202-769-9320/22

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs) Commercial 703-697-5131

Joint Nuclear Accident Coordinating Center AUTOVON 221-2102/2103/2104
Department of Defense* Commercial 703-325-2102/2103/2104

Department of Energy AUTOVON 245-4667
Commercial 505-845-4667

FTS 844-4667

FEMA Emergency Information & Coordination Center Commercial 202-646.-2400
FTS 646-2400

FEMA National Emergency Coordination Center AUTOVON 380-6100
Comm1 ercial 202-898-6100

20-A-3 INFORMATION ON DoD SPECIALIZED CAPABILITIES:

JICS Contingency and Crisis Management Division AUTOVON 227-0007
(JCS-Controlled contingency communications)

Joint Communication Support Element (JCSE) AUTOVON 968-4141
968-3851/3852

JCS--Controlled Tactical Communications Assets AUTOVON 879-6591/6925

U.S. Army Radiological Control (RADCON) Team (0800-1630) AUTOVON 298-4500
(1630-0800 Commercial 301-678-4500

U.S. Army Radiological Advisory Medical Team (RAMT) AUTOVON 291-5107
Commercial 301-427-5107

"* )o D organtiattovs should normally ust. l)D ) D numbers esen though requestce; serices or information may I elate to [DoE.
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AFRRI Medical Radiobiological Advisory Team (MRAT) Commercial 202-295-3909

U.S. Navy Radiological Control (RADCON) Team AUTOVON 332-7527
Commercial 703-602-7527

U.S. Air Force Transportable RADIAC Package (ATRAP)
Information AUTOVON 945-6906
Emergency Request AUTOVON 945-6906

SA-.ALC/MAW Emergency Operations Center AUTOVON 945-3046

U.S. Air Force Occupational and Environmental Health Laboratory (OEHL) AUTOVON 240-2001

Headquarters Air Force Communications Command (HAMMER ACE) AUTOVON 576-2591
Emergency Operations Requests Commercial 618-256-2591
Information AUTOVON 576-3431

Commercial 618 256-3431

Headquarters Tactical Air Command/ LGX (HARVEST EAGLE) AUTOVON 432-5435/5436

20-A-4 OTHER AGENCIES:

Radiation Emergency Assistance Center Training Site (R EAC/TS)
Oak Ridge Associated Universities Commercial 615-482-3131
REAC/TS (24 Hours) Commercial 615-481-1000
P.O. Box 117 Pager 241
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 37830

Department of Health and Human Services**
Food and Drug Administration (Duty Hours) 301-443-1241
Center for Devices and Radiological Health (24 Hours) 202-857-8400
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, Maryland 20857

Environmental Protection Agency (EI)A)**
EPA Headquarters Commercial 703-557-2380
Office of Radiation Programs (24 Hours) 202-475-8383
Waterside East Tower
401 M Street S.W,
Washington, DC 20460

Accident response services should be requested through the I: N, A L'ICC iPotnts of conmact are proviled for coordination and icquests (or milomlation.
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CHAPTER 21

TRAINING

21-1 GENERAL Center (JNACC) is willing to participate in organiza-
tional training, operational commitments permitting.

The Services have the responsibility to ensure that
accident response personnel are efficiently trained. The
management of nuclear weapon accident response 21-4 TRAINING COURSES
depends on the availability of well trained and skilled
personnel. To achieve and maintain a posture capable a. Interservice Nuclear Weapons School. The INWS
of responding well to a nuclear weapon accident, at Kirtland AFB, New Mexico, offers a variety of courses
commanders of designated response forces should ensure designed to develop and maintain a nuclear weapon
that their personnel have the knowledge and training emergency response capability. These courses are
necessary to fulfill their responsibilities, therefore, available to all Service personnel and employees of the
designated On-Scene Commanders (OSCs), and other Federal government whose positions require special
key personnel should attend appropriate courses offered skills and knowledge in nuclear weapon emergency
by the Interservice Nuclear Weapon School (INWS) and situations. A list of available courses at the INWS is
the respective Services at the earliest opportunity, in Table 21-I.

b. Service Schools. Specific course information for
21-2 PURPOSE AND SCOPE Service schools is found in the following:

This section informs senior staff planners and potential (1) Department of the Army Pamphlet 351-4, U.S.
OSCs about training courses available in nuclear weapon Army Formal Schools Catalog.
accident response. (2) Catalog of Navy Training Courses (CAN-

"TRAC), Vol.SPI 1, NAVEDTRA 10500.
(3) Air Force Regulation 50-5, Vol. 11, USAF

21-3 ORGANIZATIONAL TRAINING Formal Schools Catalog.
(4) DoD Directive 5010.16, Defense Management

When organizational nuclear weapon accident response Education and Training Catalog, July 28, 1972.
training exercises are conducted, consideration should (5) Course Catalog. U.S. Army Defense Ammu-
be given to inviting external organizations, with which nition Center School, Savanna, I11.
the exercising unit would expect to interface in an actual
accident, to observe or participate in the exercise. These c. The Federal Emergency Management Agency,
exercises can provide the basis for developing draft National Emergency Training Center, Emmittsburg,
recovery plans/portions of plans that are not accident Maryland offers the Federal Radiological Emergency
specific. The Joint Nuclear Accident Coordinating Response Plan Workshop (Course E358).

21-1
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